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AUDIO HOME RECORDING ACT OF 1991 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1992 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

AND JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room 

2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William J. Hughes 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives William J. Hughes, John Conyers, Jr., 
Patricia Schroeder, Carlos J. Moorhead, and Howard Coble. 

Also present: Hayden W. Gregory, counsel; Elizabeth Fine, 
assistant counsel; Phyllis Henderson, staff assistant; and Thomas 
E. Mooney, minority counsel. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HUGHES 
Mr. HUGHES. The Chair has received a request to cover this 

hearing in whole or in part by television broadcast, radio broadcast, 
and still photography, or by any of such methods of coverage. 

In accordance with committee rule 5(a), permission will be 
granted unless there is an objection. Is there objection? 

[No response.] 
Mr. HUGHES. Hearing none, permission is granted. 
Good morning. Today, the subcommittee is pleased to consider 

H.R. 3204, the Audio Home Recording Act. I joined Chairman 
Brooks in introducing H.R 3204 last August. Since then our rank
ing Republican member, Carlos Moorhead of California, and 8 
other members of this subcommittee have joined the ranks of what 
are now 57 cosponsors of the bill. The Senate is considering similar 
legislation under the leadership of Senator DeConcini in the other 

The Audio Home Recording Act represents a dramatic com
promise reached between the recording and music industries, the 
consumer electronics industry and consumers themselves. The 
agreement will encourage the development and introduction of ad
vanced consumer products and will at the same time assure that 
the copyrights on creative works are properly protected. 

This legislation attempts to solve the problem of home taping of 
recorded music, a problem that is already of concern to the record
ing industry. The American recording industry estimates that it 
loses close to a billion dollars in revenues each year to home re
cording. The dispute over home taping of recorded music, however, 
took on a new dimension 5 or 6 years ago with the introduction of 
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the digital audio tape, or DAT. DAT as well as other new digital 
technologies will enable perfect copies to be made from digital re
cordings. Consequently, the problem of home taping is a matter of 
much greater exigency to the music industry. 

At the urging of Congress, the music and record industries 
worked with the electronics industry to control home taping as we 
enter the digital age. They produced what was called the Athens 
agreement. H.R. 4069, which incorporated the Athens agreement, 
was introduced in the 101st.Congress as a technological solution to 
the home taping problem. Music producers, authors and performers 
whose products would still to a limited extent be taped at home op
posed the legislation because it did not provide them with any com-
fsensation. Ultimately, this disagreement short circuited the 
egislation. 

I might add that this original agreement was not well received 
by this committee. Indeed, it was not received at all by this com
mittee. Although my predecessor, Mr. Kastenmeier, and the chair
man of the full committee, Mr. Brooks, were moving forces in en
couraging the warring parties to propose a solution to the copyright 
problems they faced, the legislative solution proposed was specifi
cally drafted to circumvent copyright-based jurisdiction. 

Last year, the parties went back to the negotiating table and re
turned with a comprehensive agreement in hand. This agreement 
was incorporated into H.R. 3204, the Audio Home Recording Act of 
1991. H.R. 3204 contains the following principal provisions. 

First, it protects consumers and the electronic industry from 
copyright infringement suits when consumers tape digital or analog 
recordings for private, noncommercial use. 

Second, the bill requires that all digital audio recorders incor
porate a serial copy management system (SCMS). This SCMS sys
tem will prevent the making of second-generation copies of digital 
recordings. For example, the owner of a digital recorder could make 
one or more copies of the original recordings, but the SCMS system 
would prevent any of these first generation copies from being 
recopied. 

Third, the bill establishes a royalty system to compensate au-w 

thors, performers, record companies, and music publishers. The 
royalty, which is modest, will be part of the cost of acquiring digital 
recording equipment and blank tapes. The royalty will be collected 
by the Copyright Office and distributed by the Copyright Royally 
Tribunal. 

Finally, the bill sets forth. remedies for violations of the royalty 
or SCMS provisions. We are very pleased that industries with very 
different commercial interests have worked together to develop the 
consensus proposal we are considering today. Now, we must scruti
nize this proposal to the same extent we review any legislative pro
posal to determine if the legislation is in the overriding public in
terest, whether it fits within the policy of our copyright laws and 
is flexible enough to accommodate new technological developments. 

To the extent necessary, we will incorporate any necessary 
changes in the legislation that will advance these public policy 
goals. The Audio Home Recording Act is indeed landmark legisla
tion, and I look forward to receiving testimony this morning from 
a broad array of experts from around the country. 
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[The bill, H.R. 3204, follows:] 

i 

102D CONGRESS f j f * r j r t d\ A 

1STSESS.ON H. K. O^U4 

To amend title 17, United States Code, to implement a royalty payment 
system and a serial copy management system for digital audio recording, 
to prohibit certain copyright infringement actions, and for other purposes. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

AUGUST 2, 1991 

Mr. BROOKS (for himself and Mr. HUGHES) introduced the following bill; 
which was referred jointly to the Committees on the Judiciary, Energy 
and Commerce, and Ways and Means 

A BILL 
To amend title 17, United States Code, to implement a 

royalty payment system and a serial copy management 
system for digital audio recording, to prohibit certain 
copyright infringement actions, and for other purposes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 

4 This Act may be cited as the "Audio Home Recording 

5 Act of 1991". 
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1 SEC. 2. IMPORTATION, MANUFACTURE, AND DISTRIBUTION 

2 OF DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING DEVICES 

3 AND MEDIA. 

4 Title 17, United States Code, is amended by adding 

5 at the end the following: 

6 "CHAPTER 10—DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING 

7 DEVICES AND MEDIA 

"SUBCHAPTER A—DEFINITIONS, PROHIBITION OP CERTAIN 
INFRINGEMENT ACTION8, AND RULES OF CONSTRUCTION 

"Sec. 
"1001. Definitions. 
"1002. Prohibition on certain infringement actions. 
"1003. Effect on other rights and remedies with respect to private home copy

ing or otherwise. 

"SUBCHAPTER B—ROYALTY PAYMENTS 

"1011. Obligation to make royalty payments. 
"1012. Royalty payments. 
"1013. Deposit of royalty payments and deduction of expenses. 
"1014. Entitlement to royalty payments. 
"1015. Procedures for distributing royalty payments. 
"1016. Negotiated collection and distribution arrangements. 

"SUBCHAPTER C—THE SERIAL COPY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

"1021. Incorporation of the serial copy management system. 
"1022. Implementing the serial copy management system. 

"SUBCHAPTER D—REMEDIES 

"1031. Civil remedies. 
"1032. Binding arbitration. 

8 "SUBCHAPTER A—DEFINITIONS, PROHIBITION 

9 OF CERTAIN INFRINGEMENT ACTIONS, AND 

10 RULES OF CONSTRUCTION 

11 "§1001. DEFINITIONS 

12 "As used in this chapter, the following terms and 

13 their variant forms mean the following: 

•HH32D4 m 
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1 "(1) A 'digital audio copied recording* is a re-

2 production in a digital recording format of a phono-

3 record, whether that reproduction is made directly 

4 from another phonorecord or indirectly from a trans-

5 mission. 

6 "(2) A 'digital audio interface device' is any 

7 machine or device, now known or later developed, 

8 whether or not included with or as part of some 

9 other machine or device, that supplies a digital audio 

10 signal through a nonprofessional interface, as the 

11 term 'nonprofessional interface' is used in the Digi-

12 tal Audio Interface Standard in part I of the techni-

13 cal reference document or as otherwise defined by 

14 the Secretary of Commerce under section 1022(b). 

15 "(3) A 'digital audio recording device' is any 

16 machine or device, now known or later developed, 

17 whether or not included with or as part of some 

18 other machine or device, the recording function of 

19 which is designed or marketed for the primary pur-

20 pose of, and that is capable of, making a digital 

21 audio copied recording for private use, except for— 

22 "(A) professional model products, and 

23 "(B) dictation machines, answering ma-

24 chines, and other audio recording equipment 

25 that is designed and marketed primarily for the 

•HR3204 IH 
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1 creation of sound recordings resulting from the 

2 fixation of nonmusical sounds. 

3 "(4)(A) A 'digital audio recording medium' is 

4 any material object, now known or later developed, 

5 in a form commonly distributed for use by individ-

6 uals (such as magnetic digital audio tape cassettes, 

7 optical discs, and magneto-optical discs), that is pri-

8 marily marketed or most commonly used by consum-

9 ers for the purpose of making digital audio copied 

10 recordings by use of a digital audio recording device. 

11 "(B) Such term does not include any material 

12 object— 

13 "(i) that embodies a sound recording at 

14 . the time it is first distributed by the importer 

15 or manufacturer, unless the sound recording 

16 has been so embodied in order to evade the obli-

17 gations of section 1011 of this title; or 

18 "(ii) that is primarily marketed and most 

19 . commonly used by consumers either forMhe 

20 purpose of making copies of motion pictures or 

21 other audiovisual works or for the purpose of 

22 making copies of nonmusical literary works, in-

23 eluding, without limitation, computer programs 

24 or data bases. 

•HR32M m 
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1 "(5) 'Distribute' means to sell, resell, lease, or 

2 assign a product to consumers in the United States, 

3 or to sell, resell, lease, or assign a product in the 

4 United States for ultimate transfer to consumers in 

5 the United States. 

6 "(6) An 'interested copyright party' is— 

7 "(A) the owner of the exclusive right under 

8 section 106(1) of this title to reproduce a sound 

9 recording of a musical work that has been em-

10 bodied in a phonorecord lawfully made under 

11 this title, that has been, distributed to the public; 

12 "(B) the legal j>r beneficial owner of, or 

13 the person that controls, the right to reproduce 

14 in a phonorecord a musical work that has been 

15 embodied in a phonorecord lawfully made under 

16 this title that has been distributed to the public; 

17 or 

18 "(C) any association or other 

19 organization— 

20 "(i) representing persons specified in 

21 subparagraph (A) or (B), or 

22 "(ii) engaged in licensing rights in 

23 musical works to music users on behalf of 

24 writers and publishers. 

•HR32M m 
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1 "(7) An 'interested manufacturing party* is any 

2 ' person that imports or manufactures any digital 

3 audio recording device or digital audio recording me-

4 dium in the United States, or any association of 

5 such persons. 

6 "(8) 'Manufacture' includes the production or 

7 assembly of a product in the United States. 

8 "(9) A 'music publisher' is a person that is au-

9 thorized to license the reproduction. of a particular 

10 musical work in a sound recording. 

11 "(10)(A) A 'professional model product' is an 

12 audio recording device— 

13 "(i) that is capable of sending a digital 

14 audio interface signal in which the channel sta-

15 tus block flag is set as a 'professional' interface, 

16 in accordance with the standards and specifica-

17 tions set forth in the technical reference docu-

18 ment or established under an order issued by 

19 the Secretary of Commerce under section 

20 1022(b); 

21 "(ii) that is clearly, prominently, and per-

22 manently marked with the letter 'P' or the word 

23 'professional' on the outside of its packaging, 

24 and in all advertising, promotional, and descrip-

25 tive literature, with respect to the device, that 

•HR32M IH 
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7 

1 is available or provided to persons other than 

2 the manufacturer or importer, its employees, or 

3 its agents; and 

4 "(iii) that is designed, manufactured, mar-

5 keted, and intended for use by recording profes-

6 sionals in the ordinary course of a lawful busi-

7 ness. 

8 "(B) In determining whether an audio record-

9 ing device meets the requirements of subparagraph 

10 (A)(iii), factors to be considered shall include— 

11 "(i) whether it has features used by re-

12 cording professionals in the course of a lawful 

13 business, including features such as— 

14 "(I) a data collection and reporting 

15 system of error codes during recording and 

16 playback; 

17 "(II) a record and reproduce format 

18 providing 'read after write' and 'read after 

19 read'; 

20 "(III) a time code reader and genera-

21 tor conforming to the standards set by the 

22 Society of Motion Picture and Television 

23 Engineers for such readers and generators; 

24 and 

•HR3204 IH • 
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1 "(IV) a professional input/output 

2 interface, both digital and analog, conform-

3 ing to standards set by audio engineering 

4 organizations for connectors, signaling for-

5 mats, levels, and impedances; 

6 "(ii) the nature of the promotional materi-

7 als used to market the audio recording device; 

8 "(iii) the media used for the dissemination 

9 of the promotional materials, including the in-

10 tended audience; 

11 "(iv) the distribution channels and retail 

12 . outlets through which the device is disseminat-

13 ed; 

14 "(v) the manufacturer's or importer's price 

15 for the device as compared to the manufactur-

16 er's or importer's price for digital audio record-

17 ing devices implementing the Serial Copy Man-

18 agement System; 

19 "(vi) the relative quantity of the device 

20 manufactured or imported as compared to the 

21 size of the manufacturer's or importer's market 

22. for professional model products; 

23 • "(vii) the occupations of the purchasers of 

24 the device; and 

25 "(viii) the uses to which the device is put. 

•HRS2M IH 
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1 "(11) The 'Register' is the Register of Copy-

2 rights. 

3 "(12) The 'Serial Copy Management System' 

4 means the system for regulating serial copying by 

5 digital audio recording devices that is set forth in 

6 the technical reference document or in an order of 

7 the Secretary of Commerce under section 1022(b), 

8 or that conforms to the requirements of section 

9 1021(a)(1)(C). 

10 "(13) The 'technical reference document' is the 

11 document entitled 'Technical Reference Document 

12 for Audio Home Recording Act of 1991,' as such 

13 document appears in the report of the Committee on 

14 the Judiciary to the House of Representatives re-

15 porting favorably the bill which upon enactment 

16 made the amendment adding this chapter. 

17 "(14)(A) The 'transfer price' of a digital audio 

18 recording device or a digital audio recording medium 

19 is— 

20 "(i) in the case of an imported product, 

21 the actual entered value at United States Cus-

22 toms (exclusive of any freight, insurance, and 

23 applicable duty), and 

24 "(ii) in the case of a domestic product, the 

25 manufacturer's transfer price (FOB the manu-

HR 3204 IH 2 
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1 facturer, and exclusive of any direct sales taxes 

2 or excise taxes incurred in connection with the 

3 sale). 

4 "(B) Where the transferor and transferee are 

5 related entities or within a single entity, the transfer 

6 price shall not be less than a reasonable arms-length 

7 price under the principles of the regulations adopted 

8 pursuant to section 482 of the Internal Revenue 

9 Code of 1986, or any successor provision to such 

10 section 482. 

11 "(15) A 'transmission' is any audio or audiovis-

12 ual transmission, now known or later developed, 

13 whether by a broadcast station, cable system, 

14 multipoint distribution service, subscription service, 

15 direct broadcast satellite, or other form of analog or 

16 digital communication. 

17 "(16) The 'Tribunal' is the Copyright Royalty 

18 Tribunal. 

19 "(17) A 'writer* is the composer or lyricist of 

20 a particular musical work. 

21 "(18) The terms 'analog format', 'copyright 

22 status', 'category code', 'generation status', and 

23 'source material', mean those terms as they are used 

24 in the technical reference document. 

•HR32M m 
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1 "51002. Prohibition on certain infringement actions 

2 "(a) CERTAIN ACTIONS PROHIBITED.— 

3 "(1) GENERALLY.—Np action may be brought 

4 under this title, or under section 337 of the Tariff 

5 Act of 1930, alleging infringement of copyright 

6 based on the manufacture, importation, or distribu-

7 tion of a digital audio recording device or a digital 

8 audio recording medium, or an analog audio record-

9 ing device or analog audio recording medium, or the 

10 use of such a device or medium for making 

11 phonorecords. However, this subsection does not 

12 apply with respect to any claim against a person for 

13 infringement by virtue of the making of one or more 

14 copies or phonorecords for direct or indirect com-

15 mercial advantage. 

16 "(2) EXAMPLE.—For purposes of this section, 

17 the copying of a phonorecord by a consumer for pri-

18 vate, noncommercial use is not for direct or indirect 

19 commercial advantage, and is therefore not action-

20 able. 

21 "(b) EFFECT OF THIS SECTION.—Nothing in this 

22 section shall be construed to create or expand a cause of 

23 action for copyright infringement except to the extent such 

24 a cause of action otherwise exists under other chapters 

25 of this title or under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, 

•HR32M tH 
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1 or to limit any defenses that may be available to such 

2 causes of action. 

3 "§1003. Effect on other rights and remedies with re-

4 spect to private home copying or other-

5 wise 

6 "Except as expressly provided in this chapter with 

7 respect to audio recording devices and media, neither the 

8 enactment of this chapter nor anything contained in this 

9 chapter shall be construed to expand, limit, or otherwise 

10 affect the rights of any person with respect to private 

11 home copying of copyrighted works, or to expand, limit, 

12 create, or otherwise affect any other right or remedy that 

13 may be held by or available to any person under chapters 

14 1 through 9 of this title. 

15 "SUBCHAPTER B—ROYALTY PAYMENTS 

16 "§ 1011. Obligation to make royalty payments 

17 "(a) PROHIBITION ON IMPORTATION AND MANUFAC-

18 TURE.—No person shall import into and distribute in the 

19 United States, or manufacture and distribute in the Unit-

20 ed States, any digital audio recording device or digital 

21 audio recording medium unless such person— 

22 "(1) records the notice specified by this section 

23 and subsequently deposits the statements of account 

24 and applicable royally payments for such device or 

•HR32M IH 
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1 medium specified by this section and section 1012 of 

2 this title, or 

3 "(2) complies with the applicable notice, state-

4 ment of account, and payment obligations under a 

5 negotiated arrangement authorized pursuant to sec-

6 tion 1016 of this title. 

7 "(b) FILING OP NOTICE.— 

8 "(1) GENERALLY.—The importer or manufac-

9 turer of any digital audio recording device or digital 

10 audio recording medium, within a product category 

11 or utilizing a technology with respect to which such 

12 manufacturer or importer has not previously filed a 

13 notice under this subsection, shall file a notice with 

14 the Register, no later than 45 days after the com-

15 mencement of the first distribution in the United 

16 States of such device or medium, in such form as 

17 the Register shall prescribe by regulation. 

18 "(2) CONTENTS.—Such notice shall— 

19 "(A) set forth the manufacturer's or im-

20 porter's identity and address, 

21 "(B) identify such product category and 

22 technology, and 

23 "(C) identify any trade or business names, 

24 trademarks, or like indicia of origin that the 

25 importer or manufacturer uses or intends to use 

•HB SaCM IB 
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1 in connection with the importation, manufac-

2 ture, or distribution of such device or medium 

3 in the United States. 

4 "(c) FILING OF QUARTERLY STATEMENTS OP AC-

5 COUNT.— 

6 "(1) GENERALLY.—Any importer or manufac-

7 turer that distributed during a given quarter any 

8 digital audio recording device or digital audio record-

9 ing medium that it manufactured or imported shall 

10 file with the Register, in such form as the Register 

11 shall prescribe by regulation, a quarterly statement 

12 of account specifying, by product category, technolo-

13 gy, and model, the number and transfer price of all 

14 digital audio recording devices and digital audio re-

15 cording media that it distributed during such quar-

16 ter. 

17 "(2) TIMING, CERTIFICATION, AND ROYALTY 

18 PAYMENTS.—Such statement shall— 

19 "(A) be filed no later than 45 days after 

20 the close of the period covered by the state-

21 ment; 

22 "(B) be certified as accurate by an author-

23 ized officer or principal of the importer or man-

24 ufacturer, 

•HR 320* IH 
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1 "(C) be accompanied by the total royalty 

2 payment due for such period pursuant to sec-

3 tion 1012 of this title. 

4 "(3) PERIOD COVERED.—The quarterly state-

5 ments of account may be filed on either a calendar 

6 or fiscal year basis, at the election of the manufac-

7 turer or importer. 

8 "(d) FILING OP ANNUAL STATEMENTS OP AC-

9 COUNT.— 

10 "(1) GENERALLY.—Any importer or manufac-

11 turer that distributed during' a given calendar or fis-

12 cal year (as applicable) any digital audio recording. 

13 device or digital audio recording medium that it 

14 manufactured or imported shall also file with the 

15 Register a cumulative annual statement of account, 

16 in such form as the Register shall prescribe by regu-

17 lation. 

18 "(2) TIMING AND CERTDTICATTON.—Such state-

19 ment shall be filed no later than 60 days after the 

20 close of such calendar or fiscal year, and shall be 

21 certified as accurate by an authorized officer or 

22 principal of the importer or manufacturer. 

23 "(3) INDEPENDENT REVIEW AND CERTTFICA-

24 TION.—The annual statement of account shall be re-

25 viewed and, pursuant to generally accepted auditing 
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1 standards, certified by an independent certified pub-

2 lie accountant selected by the manufacturer or im-

3 porter as fairly presenting the information contained 

4 therein, on a consistent basis and in accordance with 

5 the requirements of this chapter. 

6 "(4) RECONCILIATION OP ROYALTY PAY-

7 MENT.—The cumulative annual statement of ac-

8 count shall be accompanied by any royalty payment 

9 due under section 1012 of this title that was not 

10 previously paid under subsection (c) of this section. 

11 "(e) VERIFICATION.— 

12 "(1) GENERALLY.— 

13 "(A) The Register shall, after consulting 

14 with interested copyright parties and interested 

15 manufacturing parties, prescribe regulations 

16 specifying procedures for the verification of 

17 statements of account filed pursuant to this 

18 section. 

19 "(B) Such regulations shall permit inter-

20 ested copyright parties to select independent 

21 certified public accountants to conduct audits in 

22 order to verify the accuracy of the information 

23 contained in the statements of account filed by 

24 manufacturers and importers. 

25 "(C) Such regulations shall also— 
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1 "(i) specify the scope of such inde-

2 pendent audits; and 

3 "(ii) establish a procedure by which 

4 interested copyright parties will coordinate 

5 the engagement of such independent certi-

6 fled public accountants, in order to ensure 

7 that no manufacturer or importer is audit-

8 ed more than once per year. 

9 "(D) All such independent audits shall be 

10 conducted at reasonable times, with reasonable 

11 advance notice, and shall be no broader in scope 

12 than is reasonably necessary to carry out the 

13 purposes of this subsection in accordance with 

14 generally accepted auditing standards. 

15 "(2) INDEPENDENT CERTIFICATION.—The re-

16 suits of all such independent audits shall be certified 

17 as fairly presenting the information contained there-

18 in, on a consistent basis and in accordance with the 

19 requirements of this chapter and generally accepted 

20 auditing standards, by the certified public account-

21 ant responsible for the audit. The certification and 

22 results shall be filed with the Register. 

23 "(3) ACCESS TO DOCUMENTS IN EVENT OP DIS-

24 PUTE.—In the event of a dispute concerning the 

25 amount of the royalty payment due from a manufac-
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1 turer or importer resulting from a verification audit 

2 conducted under this section— 

3 "(A) any interested manufacturing party 

4 audited pursuant to this subsection, and its au-

5 thorized representatives, shall be entitled to 

6 have access to all documents upon which the 

7 audit results under this subsection were based; 

8 and 

9 "(Ef) any representative of an interested 

10 copyright party that has been approved by the 

11 Register under subsection (h)(2) of this section 

12 shall be entitled to have access to all documents 

13 upon which the audit results under subsection 

14 (d) of this section were based, subject to the 

15 limitations of subsection (h)(2) of this section. 

16 "(f) COSTS OP VERIFICATION.— 

17 "(1) The costs of all verification audits that are 

18 conducted pursuant to subsection (e) of this section 

19 shall be borne by interested copyright parties, except 

20 that, in the case of a verification audit of. a manu-

21 facturer or importer that leads ultimately to recov-

22 ery of an annual royalty underpayment of 5 percent 

23 or more of the annual payment made, the importer 

24 or manufacturer shall provide reimbursement for the 

25 reasonable costs of such audit. 
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1 "(2) Except as may otherwise be agreed by in-

2 terested copyright parties, the costs of a verification 

3 audit conducted pursuant to subsection (e) of this 

4 section shall be borne by the party engaging the cer-

5 tified public accountant. Any recovery of royalty un-

6 derpayments as a result of the audit shall be used 

7 first to provide reimbursement for the reasonable 

8 costs of such audit to the extent such costs have not 

9 otherwise been reimbursed by the manufacturer or 

10 importer pursuant to this subsection. Any remaining 

11 recovery shall be deposited with the Register pursu-

12 ant to section 1013 of this title, or as may otherwise 

13 be provided by a negotiated arrangement authorized 

14 under section 1016 of this title, for distribution to 

15 interested copyright parties as though such funds 

16 were royalty payments made pursuant to this sec-

17 tion. 

18 "(g) INDEPENDENCE OP ACCOUNTANTS.—Each cer-

19 tified public accountant used by interested copyright par-

20 ties or interested manufacturing parties pursuant to this 

21 section shall be in good standing and shall not be finan-

22 cially dependent upon interested copyright parties or inter-

23 ested manufacturing parties, respectively. The Register 

24 may, upon- petition by any interested copyright party or 

25 interested manufacturing party, prevent the use of a par-
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1 tieular certified public accountant on the ground that such 

2 accountant does not meet the requirements of this subsec-

3 tion. 

4 "(h) CONFIDENTIALITY.— 

5 "(1) GENERALLY.—The quarterly and annual 

6 statements of account filed pursuant to subsections 

7 (c) and (d) of this section, and information disclosed 

8 or generated during verification audits conducted 

9 pursuant to subsection (e) of this section, shall be 

10 presumed to contain confidential trade secret infor-

11 mation within the meaning of section 1905 of title 

12 18 of the United States Code. Except as provided in 

13 paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of this subsection, nei-

14 ther the Register nor any member, officer, or em-

15 ployee of the Copyright Office or the Tribunal, 

16 may— . 

17 "(A) publicly disclose audit information 

18 furnished under this section or information con-

19 tained in quarterly or annual statements of ac-

20 count, except that aggregate information that 

21 does not disclose, directly or indirectly, compa-

22 ny-specific information may be made available 

23 to the public; 
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1 "(B) use such information for any purpose 

2 other than to carry out responsibilities under 

3 this chapter; or 

4 "(C) permit anyone (other than members, 

5 officers, and employees of the Copyright Office 

6 and the Tribunal who require such information 

7 in the performance of duties under this chap-

8 ter) to examine such information; 

9 "(2) PROCEDURES FOR ACCESS TO BE PRE-

10 SCRIBED BY REGISTER.—(A) The Register, after 

11 consulting with interested manufacturing parties and 

12 interested copyright parties, shall prescribe proce-

13 duros for disclosing, in confidence, to representatives 

14 of interested copyright parties and representatives of 

15 interested manufacturing parties information con-

16 tained in quarterly and annual statements of ac-

17 count and information generated as a result of veri-

18 Hcation audits. 

19 "(B) Such procedures shall provide that only 

20 those representatives of interested copyright parties 

21 and interested manufacturing parties who have been 

22 approved by the Register shall have access to such 

23 information, and that all such representatives shall 
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1 "(i) verification functions under this sec-

2 tion, and 

3 "(u) any enforcement actions that may re-

4 suit from such verification procedures. 

5 "(3) ACCESS BY AUDITED MANUFACTURER.— 

6. Any. interested manufacturing party that is audited 

7 pursuant to subsection (e) of this section, and its 

8 authorized representatives, shall be entitled to have 

9 access to all documents filed with the Register as a 

10 result of such audit. 

11 "(4) ACCESS BY CONGRESS.—Nothing in this 

12 section shall authorize the withholding of informa-

13 tion from the Congress. 

14 "§ 1012. Royalty payments 

15 "(a) DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING DEVICES.— 

16 "(1) The royalty payment due under section 

17 1011 of this title for each digital audio recording de-

18 vice imported into and distributed in the United 

19 States, or manufactured and distributed in the Unit-

20 ed States, shall be 2 percent of the transfer price. 

21 However, only the first person to manufacture and 

22 distribute or import and distribute such device shall 

23 be required to pay the royalty with respect to such 

24 device. 
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1 "(2) With respect to a digital audio recording 

2 device first distributed in combination with one or 

3 more devices, either as a physically integrated unit 

4 or as separate components, the royalty payment 

5 shall be calculated as follows: 

6 "(A) If the digital audio recording device 

7 and such other devices are part of a physically 

8 integrated unit, the royalty payment shall be 

9 based on the transfer price of the unit, but 

10 shall be reduced by any royalty payment made 

11 on any digital audio recording device included 

12 within the unit that was not first distributed in 

13 combination with the unit. 

14 "(B) If the digital audio recording device 

15 is not part of a physically integrated unit and 

16 substantially similar devices have been distrib-

17 uted separately at any time during the preced-

18 ing 4 quarters, the royalty payment shall be 

19 based on the average transfer price of such de-

20 vices during those 4 quarters. 

21 "(C) If the digital audio recording device is 

22 not part of a physically integrated unit and 

23 substantially similar devices have not been dis-

24 tributed separately at any time during the pre-

25 ceding 4 quarters, the royalty payment shall be 
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1 based on a constructed price reflecting the pro-

2 portional value of such device to the combina-

3 tion as a whole. 

4 "(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) or (2) of 

5 this subsection, the amount of the royalty payment 

6 for each digital audio recording device or physically 

7 integrated unit, containing a digital audio recording 

8 device shall not be less than $1 nor more than the 

9 royalty maximum. The royalty maximum shall be $8 

10 per device, except that for a physically integrated 

11 unit containing more than one digital audio reeord-

12 ing device, the royalty maximum for such unit shall 

13 be $12. During the 6th year after the effective date 

14 of this chapter, and no more than once each year 

15 thereafter, any interested copyright party may peti-

16 tion the Tribunal to increase the royalty maximum 

17 and, if more than 20 percent of the royalty pay-

18 ments are at the relevant royalty maximum, the Tri-

19 bunal shall prospectively increase such royalty maxi-

20 mum with the goal of having no more than 10 per-

21 cent of such payments at the new royalty maximum. 

22 "(b) DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING MEDIA.—The roy-

23 alty payment due under section 1011 of this title for each 

24 digital audio recording medium imported into and ciistrib-

25 uted in the United States, or manufactured and distribut-
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1 ed in the United States, shall be 3 percent of the transfer 

2 price. However, only the first person to manufacture and 

3 distribute or import and distribute such medium shall be 

4 required,to pay the royalty with respect to such medium. 

5 "(c) RETUKNED OR EXPORTED MERCHANDISE.— 

6 "(1) In calculating the amount of royalty pay-

7 ments due under subsections (a) and (b) of this sec-

8 tion, manufacturers and importers may deduct the 

9 amount of any royalty payments already made on 

10 digital audio recording devices or media that are— 

11 "(A) returned to the manufacturer or im-

12 porter as unsold or defective merchandise; or 

13 "(B) exported by the manufacturer or im-

14 porter or a related person. 

15 "(2) Any such credit shall be taken during the 

16 period when such devices or media are returned or 

17 exported, and the basis for any such credit shall be 

18 set forth in the statement of account for such period 

19 filed under section 1011(c) of this title. 

20 "(3) Any such credit that is not fully used dur-

21 ing such period may be carried forward to subse-

22 quent periods. If any returned or exported merchan-

23 • dise for which a credit has been taken is subsequent-

24 ly distributed, a royalty payment shall be made as 

25 specified under subsection (a) or (b) of this section, 
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1 based on the transfer price applicable to such distri-

2 bution. 

3 "§ 1013. Deposit of royalty payments and deduction of 

4 expenses 

5 "The Register shall receive all royalty payments de-

6 posited under this chapter and, after deducting the rea-

7 sonable costs incurred by the Copyright Office under this 

8 chapter, shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of the 

9 United States, in such manner as the Secretary of the 

10 Treasury directs. All funds held by the Secretary of the 

11 Treasury shall be invested in interest-bearing United 

12 States securities for later distribution with interest under 

13 section 1014, 1015, or 1016 of this title. The Register 

14 shall submit to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, on a quar-

15 terly basis, such information as the Tribunal shall require 

16 to perform its functions under this chapter. 

17 "§1014. Entitlement to royalty payments 

18 "(a) INTERESTED COPYRIGHT PARTIES.—The royal-

19 ty payments deposited pursuant to section 1013 of this 

20 title shall, in accordance with the procedures specified in 

21 section 1015 or 1016 of this title, be distributed to any 

22 interested copyright party— 

23 "(1) whose musical work or sound recording 

24 has been— 
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1 "(A) embodied in phonorecords lawfully 

2 made under this title that have been distributed 

3 to the public, and 

4 "(B) distributed to the public in the form 

5 of phonorecords or disseminated to the public in 

6 transmissions, during the period to which such 

7 payments pertain; and 

8 "(2) who has filed a claim under section 1015 

9 or 1016 of this title. 

10 "(b) ALLOCATION OP ROYALTY PAYMENTS TO 

11 GROUPS.—The royalty payments shall be divided into two 

12 funds as follows: 

13 "(1) THE SOUND RECORDINGS FUND.—66% 

14 percent of the royalty payments shall be allocated to 

15 the Sound Recordings Fund. The American Federa^ 

16 tion of Musicians (or any successor entity) shall re-

17 ceive 2% percent of the royalty payments allocated 

18 to the Sound Recordings Fund for the benefit of 

19 nonfeatured musicians who have performed on sound 

20 recordings distributed in the United States. The 

21 American Federation of Television and Radio Artists 

22 (or any successor entity) shall receive 1% percent of 

23 the royalty payments allocated to the Sound Record-

24 ings Fund for the benefit of nonfeatured vocalists 

25 who have performed on sound recordings distributed 
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•1 in the United States. The remaining royalty pay-

2 ments in the Sound Recordings Fund shall be dis-

3 tributed to claimants under subsection (a) of this 

4 section who are interested copyright parties under 

5 section 1001(a)(6)(i) of this title. Such claimants 

6 shall allocate such royalty payments, on a per sound 

7 recording basis, in the following manner: 40 percent 

8 to the recording artist or artists featured on such 

9 sound recordings (or the persons conveying rights in 

10 the artists' performances in the sound recordings), 

11 and 60 percent to the interested copyright parties. 

12 "(2) THE MUSICAL WORKS FUND.— 

13 "(A) 33ys percent of the royalty payments 

14 shall be allocated to the Musical Works Fund 

15 for distribution to interested copyright parties 

16 whose entitlement is based on legal or beneficial 

17 ownership or control of a copyright in a musical 

18 work. 

19 - "(B) Notwithstanding any contractual obli-

20 gation to the contrary— 

21 "(i) music publishers shall be entitled 

22 to 50 percent of the royalty payments allo-

23 cated to the Musical Works Fund, and 
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1 "(ii) writers shall be entitled to the 

2 other 50 percent of the royalty payments 

3 allocated to the Musical Works Fund. 

4 "(c) ALLOCATION OP ROYALTY PAYMENTS WITHIN 

5 GROUPS.—If all interested copyright parties within a 

6 group specified in subsection (b) of this section do not 

7 agree on a voluntary proposal for the distribution of the 

8 royalty payments within such group, the Tribunal shall, 

9 pursuant to the procedures specified in section 1015(c) of 

10 this title, allocate such royalty payments based on the ex-

11 tent to which, during the relevant period— 

12 "(1) for the Sound Recordings Fund, each 

13 sound recording was distributed to the public in the 

14 form of phonorecords; and 

15 "(2) for the Musical Works Fund, each musical 

16 work was distributed to the public in the form of 

17 phonorecords or disseminated to the public in trans-

18 missions. 

19 "§ 1015. Procedures for distributing royalty payments 

20 "(a) FILING OP CLAIMS AND NEGOTIATIONS.— 

21 "(1) During the first 2 months of each calendar 

22 year after the calendar year in which this chapter 

23 takes effect, every interested copyright party that is 

24 entitled to royalty payments under section 1014 of 

25 this title shall file with the Tribunal a claim for pay-
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1 ments collected during the preceding year in such 

2 form and manner as the Tribunal shall prescribe by 

3 regulation. 

4 "(2) All interested copyright parties within each 

5 group specified in section 1014(b) of this title shall 

6 negotiate in good faith among themselves in an ef-

7 fort to agree to a voluntary proposal for the distri-

8 bution of royalty payments. Notwithstanding any 

9 provision of the antitrust laws, for purposes of this 

10 section such interested copyright parties may agree 

11 among themselves to the proportionate division of 

12 royalty payments, may lump their claims together 

13 and file them jointly or as a single claim, or may 

14 designate a common agent to receive payment on 

15 their behalf; except that no agreement under this 

16 subsection may vary the division of royalties speci-

17 Bed in section 1014(b) of this title. 

18 "(b) DISTRIBUTION OP PAYMENTS IN THE ABSENCE 

19 OF A DISPUTE—Within 30 days after the period estab-

20 lished for the filing of claims under subsection (a) of this 

21 section, in eaeh year after the year in which this section 

22 takes effect, the Tribunal shall determine whether there 

23 exists a controversy concerning the distribution of royalty 

24 payments under section 1014(c) of this title. If the Tribu-

25 nal determines that no such controversy exists, it shall au-
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1 thorize the distribution of the royally payments as set 

2 forth in the agreements regarding the distribution of roy-

3 alty payments entered into pursuant to subsection (a) of 

4 this section, after deducting its reasonable administrative 

5 costs under this section. 

6 "(c) RESOLUTION OF DEPUTES.—If the Tribunal 

7 finds the existence of a controversy, it shall, pursuant to 

8 chapter 8 of this title, conduct a proceeding to determine 

9 the distribution of royally payments. During the pendency 

10 of such a proceeding, the Tribunal shall withhold from dis-

11 tribution an amount sufficient to satisfy all claims with 

12 respect to which a controversy exists, but shall, to the ex-

13 tent feasible, authorize the distribution of any amounts 

14 that are not in controversy. 

15 "§1016. Negotiated collection and distribution ar-

16 rangemente 

17 "(a) SCOPE OP PERMISSIBLE NEGOTIATED AR-

18 RANGEMENTS.— 

19 "(1) Notwithstanding sections 1011 through 

20 1015 of this title, interested copyright parties and 

21 interested manufacturing parties may at any time 

22 negotiate among or between themselves an alterna-

23 tive system for the collection, distribution, or verifi-

24 cation of royalty payments provided for in this chap-

25 ter. 
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1 "(2) Such a negotiated arrangement may vary 

2 the collection, distribution, and verification proce-

3 dures and requirements that would otherwise apply, 

4 including the time periods for payment and distribu-

5 tion of royalties, but shall not alter the royalty rates 

6 specified in section 1012(a)(1) or (b) of this title, 

7 - the division of royalty payments specified in section 

8 1014(b) of this title, or the notice requirement of 

9 section 1011(b) of this title. 

10 "(3) Such a negotiated arrangement may also 

11 provide that specified types of disputes that cannot 

12 be resolved among the parties shall be resolved by 

13 binding arbitration or other agreed upon means of 

14 dispute resolution. Notwithstanding any provision of 

15 the antitrust laws, for purposes of this section inter-

16 ested manufacturing parties and interested copyright 

17 parties may agree among themselves as to the collec-

18 tion, allocation, distribution, and verification of roy-

19 alty payments, and may designate common agents to 

20 negotiate and carry out such activities on their be-

21 - half. 

22 "(b) IMPÎ EMENTATION OP A NEGOTIATED ARRANGE-

23 MENT.—(1)(A) No negotiated arrangement shall go into 

24 effect under this section until the Tribunal has deter-
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1 mined, after fall opportunity for comment, that the par-

2 ticipants in the negotiated arrangement include— 

3 "(i) at least two-thirds of all individual interest-

4 ed copyright parties that are entitled to receive roy-

5 alty payments from the Sound Recordings Fund, 

6 "(ii) at least two-thirds of all individual inter-

7 ested copyright parties that are entitled to receive 

8 royally payments from the Musical Works Fund as 

9 music publishers, and 

10 "(iii) at least two-thirds of all individual inter-

11 ested copyright parties that are entitled to receive 

12 royalty payments from the Musical Works Fund as 

13 writers. 

14 "(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A) of this para-

15 graph, the determination as to two-thirds participation 

16 shall be based on annual retail sales of phonorecords in 

17 which musical works or sound recordings of musical works 

18 are embodied. One or more organizations representing any 

19 of the types of individual interested copyright parties spec-

20 ified in the first sentence of this subsection shall be pre-

21 sumed to represent two-thirds of that type of interested 

22 copyright party if the membership of, or other participa-

23 tion in, such organization or organizations includes two-

24 thirds of that type of interested copyright party based on 
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1 annual retail sales of phonorecords in which musical works 

2 or sound recordings of musical works are embodied. 

3 "(2) Notwithstanding the existence of a negotiated 

4 arrangement that has gone into effect under this 

5 subsection— 

6 "(A) any interested manufacturing party that is 

7 not a party to such negotiated arrangement may 

8 fully satisfy its obligations under this subchapter by 

9 complying with the procedures set forth in section 

10 1011 of this title; and 

11 "(B) the Tribunal shall ensure that alternative 

12 - distribution procedures are available for any inter-

13 ested copyright party that is not a party to such ne-

14 gotiated arrangement. 

15 "(c) MAINTENANCE OF JURISDICTION BY TRIBU-

16 NAL.—Where a negotiated arrangement has gone into ef-

17 feet under this section, the Tribunal shall maintain juris-

18 diction to hear and address any objections to the arrange-

19 ment that may arise while it is in effect, and to ensure 

20 the availability of alternative procedures for any interested 

21 manufacturing party or interested copyright party that is 

22 not a participant in the negotiated arrangement. 
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1 "SUBCHAPTER C—THE SERIAL COPY 

2 MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

3 "§ 1021. Incorporation of the serial copy management 

4 system 

5 "(a) PROHIBITION ON IMPORTATION, MANUFAC-

6 TORE, AND DISTRIBUTION.— 

7 "(1) No person shall import, manufacture, or 

8 distribute any digital audio recording device or any 

9 digital audio interface device that does not conform 

10 to the standards and specifications to implement the 

11 Serial Copy Management System that are— 

12 "(A) set forth in the technical reference 

13 document; 

14 "(B) set forth in an order by the Secretary 

15 of Commerce under section 1022 (b)(1), (2), or. 

16 (3) of this title; or 

17 "(C) in the case of a digital audio record-

18 ing device other than a device defined in part 

19 II of the technical reference document or in an 

20 order issued by the Secretary pursuant to sec-

21 tion 1022(b) of this title, established by the 

22 manufacturer (or, in the case of a proprietary 

23 technology, the proprietor of such technology) 

24 so as to achieve the same functional character-

25 istics vnth respect to regulation of serial copy-
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1 ing as, and to be compatible with the prevailing 

2 method for implementation of, the Serial Copy 

3 Management System set forth in the technical 

4 reference document or in any order of the Sec-

5 rotary issued under section 1022 of this title. 

6 "(2) If the Secretary of Commerce approves 

7 standards and specifications under section 

8 1022(b)(4) of this title, then no person shall import, 

9 manufacture, or distribute any digital audio record-

10 ing device or any digital audio interface device that 

11 does not conform to such standards and specifica-

12 tions. 

13 "(b) PROHIBITION ON CIRCUMVENTION OP THE SE-

14 RIAL COPY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.—No person shall im-

15 port, manufacture, or distribute any device, or offer or 

16 perform any service, the primary purpose or effect of 

17 which is to avoid, bypass, remove, deactivate, or otherwise 

18 circumvent any program or circuit which implements, in 

19 whole or in part, the Serial Copy Management System in 

20 a digital audio recording device or a digital audio interface 

21 device. 

22 "(c) ENCODING OP INFORMATION ON PHONO-

23 RECORDS.—(1) No person shall encode a phonorecord of 

24 a sound recording with inaccurate information relating to 

25 the category code, copyright status, or generation status 
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1 of the source material so as improperly to affect the oper-

2 ation of the Serial Copy Management System. 

3 "(2) Nothing in this subchapter requires any person 

4 engaged in the importation, manufacture, or assembly of 

5 phonorecords to encode any such phonorecord with respect 

6 to its copyright status. 

7 "(d) INFORMATION ACCOMPANYING TRANSMISSIONS 

8 IN DIGITAL FORMAT.—Any person who transmits or oth-

9 erwise communicates to the public any sound recording 

10 in digital format is not required under this subchapter to 

11 transmit or otherwise communicate the information relat-

12 ing to the copyright status of the sound recording. Howev-

13 er, any such person who does transmit or otherwise com-

14 municate such copyright status information shall transmit 

15 or communicate such information accurately. 

16 "§1022. Implementing the serial copy management 

17 system 

18 "(a) PUBLICATION OP TECHNICAL KEFERENCE DOC-

19 UMENT.—Within 10 days after the date of the enactment 

20 of this chapter, the Secretary of Commerce shall cause the 

21 technical reference document to be published in the Feder-

22 al Register. 

23 "(b) ORDERS OF SECRETARY OF COMMERCE.—The 

24 Secretary of Commerce, upon petition by an interested 

25 manufacturing party or an interested copyright party, and 
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1 after consultation with the Register, may, if the Secretary 

2 determines that to do so is in accordance with the pur-

3 poses of this chapter, issue an order to implement the Se-

4 rial Copy Management System set forth in the technical 

5 reference document as follows: 

6 "(1) FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT ALTERNA-

7 TTVES.—The Secretary may issue an order for the 

8 purpose of permitting in commerce devices that do 

9 not conform to all of the standards and specifica-

10 tions set forth in the technical reference document, 

11 if the Secretary determines that such devices possess 

12 the same functional characteristics with respect to 

13 regulation of serial copying as, and are compatible 

14 with the prevailing method for implementation of, 

15 the Serial Copy Management System set forth in the 

16 technical reference document. 

17 "(2) REVISED GENERAL STANDARDS.—The 

18 Secretary may issue an order for the purpose of per-

19 mitting in commerce devices that do not conform to 

20 all of the standards and specifications set forth in 

21 the technical reference document, if the Secretary 

22 determines that— 

23 "(A) the standards and specifications re-

24 lating generally to digital audio recording de-

25 vices and digital audio interface devices have 
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1 been or are being revised or otherwise amended 

2 or modified such that the standards and specifi-

3 cations set forth in the technical reference doc-

4 ument are not or would no longer be applicable 

5 or appropriate; and 

6 "(B) such devices conform to such new 

7 standards and specifications and possess the 

8 same functional characteristics with respect to 

9 regulation of serial copying as the Serial Copy 

10 Management System set forth in the technical 

11 reference document. 

12 "(3) STANDARDS FOR NEW DEVICES.—The Sec-

13 retary may issue an order for the purpose of— 

14 "(A) establishing whether the standards 

15 and specifications established by a manufactur-

16 • er or proprietor for digital audio recording de-

17 vices other than devices defined in part II of 

18 the technical reference document or a prior 

19 order of the Secretary under paragraph (1) or 

20 (2) of this subsection comply with the require-

21 ments of subparagraph (C) of section 

22 1021(a)(1) of this title; or 

23 "(B) establishing alternative standards or 

24 specifications in order to ensure compliance 

25 with such requirements. 
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1 "(4) MATERIAL INPUT TO DIGITAL DEVICE 

2 THROUGH ANALOG CONVERTER.— 

3 "(A) GENERALLY.—Except as provided in 

4 subparagraphs (B) through (D), the Secretary, 

5 after publication of notice in the Federal Regis-

6 ter and reasonable opportunity for public com-

7 ment, may issue an order for the purpose of ap-

8 proving standards and specifications for a tech-

9 nical method implementing in a digital audio 

10 recording device the same functional character-

11 istics as the Serial Copy Management System 

12 so as to regulate the serial copying of source 

13 material input through an analog converter in 

14 a manner equivalent to source material input in 

15 the digital format. 

16 "(B) COST LIMITATION.—The order may 

17 not impose a total cost burden on manufactur-

18 ers of digital audio recording devices, for imple-

19 menting the Serial Copy Management System 

20 and the technical method prescribed in such 

21 order, in excess of 125 percent of the cost of 

22 implementing the Serial Copy Management Sys-

23 tern before the issuance of such order. 

24 "(C) CONSIDERATION OP OTHER OBJEC-

25 TIONS.—The Secretary shall consider other rea-
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1 soned objections from any interested manufac-

2 turing party or interested copyright party. 

3 "(D) LIMITATION TO DIGITAL AUDIO DE-

4 VICES.—The order shall not affect the record-

5 ing of any source material on analog recording 

6 equipment and the order shall not impose any 

7 restrictions or requirements that must be imple-

8 mented in any device other than a digital audio 

9 recording device or digital audio interface de-

10 vice. 

11 "SUBCHAPTER D—REMEDIES 

12 "§1031. Civil remedies 

13 "(a) CrviL ACTIONS.—Any interested copyright party 

14 or interested manufacturing party that is or would be in-

15 jured by a violation of section 1011 or 1021 of this title, 

16 or the Attorney General of the United States, may bring 

17 a civil action in an appropriate United States district court 

18 against any person for such violation. 

19 "(b) POWERS OP THE COURT.—In an action brought 

20 under subsection (a) of this section, the court— 

21 "(1) except as provided in subsection (h) of this 

22 section, may grant temporary and permanent injunc-

23 tions on such terms as it deems reasonable to pre-

24 vent or restrain such violation; 
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1 "(2) in the case of a violation of section 1011 

2 (a) through (d) or 1021 of this title, shall award 

3 damages under subsection (d) of this section; 

4 "(3) in its discretion may allow the recover .1 

5 full costs by or against any party othti ih:n ..'••• 

6 United States or an officer thereof; 

7 "(4) in its discretion may award a reasonable 

8 attorney's fee to the prevailing party as part of the 

9 costs awarded under paragraph (3) if the court finds 

10 that the nonprevailing party has not proceeded in 

11 good faith; and 

12 "(5) may grant such other equitable relief as it 

13 deems reasonable. 

14 "(c) RECOVERY OP OVERDUE ROYALTY PAY-

15 MENTS.—In any case in which the court finds that a viola-

16 tion of section 1011 of this title involving nonpayment or 

17 underpayment of royalty payments has occurred, the viola-

18 tor shall be directed to pay, in addition to damages award-

19 ed under subsection (d) of this section, any such royalties 

20 due, plus interest calculated as provided under section 

21 1961 of title 28, United States Code. 

22 "(d) AWARD OF DAMAGES.— 

23 "(1) SECTION ion.— 

24 "(A) DEVICE.—In the case of a violation 

25 of section 1011 (a) through (d) of this title in-
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1 votving a digital audio recording device, the 

2 court shall award statutory damages in an 

3 amount between a nominal level and $100 per 

4 device, as the court considers just. 

5 "(B) MEDIUM.—Ir the case of a violation 

6 of section 1011 (a) through (d) of this title in-

7 volving a digital audio recording medium, the 

8 court shall award statutory damages in an 

9 amount between a nominal level and $4 per me-

10 dium, as the court considers just. 

11 "(2) SECTION 1021.—In any case in which the 

12 court finds that a violation of section 1021 of this 

13 title has occurred, the court shall award damages 

14 calculated, at the election of the complaining party 

15 at any time before final judgment is rendered, pur-

16 suant to subparagraph (A) or (B) of this paragraph, 

17 but in no event shall the judgment (excluding any 

18 award of actual damages to an interested manufac-

19 turing party) exceed a total of $1,000,000: 

20 "(A) ACTUAL DAMAGES.—A complaining 

21 party may recover its actual damages suffered 

22 as a result of the violation and any profits of 

23 the violator that are attributable to the viola-

24 ' tion that are not taken into account in comput-

25 ing the actual damages. In determining the vio-
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lator's profits, the complaining party is required 

to prove only the violator's gross revenue, and 

the violator is required to prove its deductible 

expenses and the elements of profit attributable 

to factors other than the violation. 

"(B) STATUTORY DAMAGES.— 

"(i) DEVICE,—A complaining party 

may recover an award of statutory dam

ages for each violation of section 1021 (a) 

or (b) of this title in the sum of not less 

than $1,000 nor more than $10,000 per 

device involved in such violation or per de

vice on which a service prohibited by sec

tion 1021(b) of this title has been per

formed, as the court considers just. 

"(ii) PHONOEECORD.—A complaining 

party may recover an. award of statutory 

damages for each violation of section 

1021(c) of this title in the sum of not less 

than $10 nor more than $100 per phono-

record involved in such violation, as the 

court considers just. 

"(iii) TRANSMISSION.—A complaining 

party may recover an award of damages 

for each transmission or communication 
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that violates section 1021(d) of this title in 

the sum of not less than $10,000 nor more 

than $100,000, as the court considers just. 

"(3) WILLFUL VIOLATIONS.— 

"(A) In any case in which the court finds 

that a violation of section 1011 (a) through (d) 

of this title was committed willfully and for pur

poses of direct or indirect commercial advan

tage, the court shall increase statutory 

damages— 

"(i) for a violation involving a digital 

audio recording device, to a sum of not less 

than $100 nor more than $500 per device; 

and 

"(ii) for a violation involving a digital 

audio recording medium, to a sum of not 

less than $4 nor more than $15 per medi

um, as the court considers just. 

"(B) In any case in which the court finds 

that a violation of section 1021 of this title was 

committed willfully and for purposes of direct 

or indirect commercial advantage, the court in 

its discretion may increase the award of dam

ages by an additional amount of not more than 

$5,000,000, as the court considers just. 
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1 "(4) INNOCENT VIOLATIONS OP SECTION 

2 1021.—The court in its discretion may reduce the 

3 total award of damages against a person violating 

4 section 1021 of this title to a sum of not less than 

5 $250 in any case in which the court finds that— 

6 "(A) the violator was not aware and had 

7 no reason to believe that its acts constituted a 

8 violation of section 1021 of this title, or 

9 "(B) in the case of a violation of section 

10 1021(a) of this title involving a digital audio re-

11 cording device, the violator believed in good 

12 faith that the device complied with section 

13 1021(a)(1)(C) of this title, except that this sub-

14 paragraph shall not apply to any damages 

15 awarded under subsection (d)(2)(A) of this sec-

16 tion. 

17 "(e) MULTIPLE ACTIONS.— 

18 "(1) GENERALLY.—No more than one action 

19 shall be brought against any party and no more than 

20 one award of statutory damages under subsection 

21 (d) of this section shall be permitted— 

22 "(A) for any violations of section 1011 of 

23 this title involving the same digital audio re-

24 cording device or digital audio recording medi-

25 urn; or 
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1 "(B) for any violations of section 1021 of 

2 this title involving digital audio recording de-

3 vices or digital audio recording media of the 

4 same model, except that this subparagraph 

5 shall not bar an action or an award of damages 

6 with respect to digital audio recording devices 

7 or digital audio recording media that are im-

8 ported, manufactured, or distributed subsequent 

9 to a final judgment in a prior action. 

10 "(2) NOTICE AND INTERVENTION.—Any com-

11 plaining party who brings an action under this sec-

12 tion shall serve a copy of the complaint upon the 

13 Register within 10 days after the complaining par-

14 ty's service of a summons upon a defendant. The 

15 Register shall cause a notice of such action to be 

16 published in the Federal Register within 10 days 

17 after receipt of such complaint. The court shall per-

18 mit any other interested copyright party or interest-

19 ed manufacturing party entitled to bring the action 

20 under section 1031(a) of this title who moves to in-

21 tervene within 30 days after the publication of such 

22 notice to intervene in the action. 

23 "(3) AWARD.— 

24 "(A) GENERALLY.—Except as provided in 

25 subparagraph (B), the court may award recov-
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

ery of actual damages for a violation of section 

1021 of this title pursuant to subsection 

(d)(2)(A) of this section to each complaining 

party in an action who elects to recover actual 

damages. 

"(B) LIMITATIONS.— 

"(i) If more than one complaining 

party elects to recover actual damages pur

suant to subsection (d)(2)(A) of this sec

tion, only a single award of the violator's 

profits shall be made, which shall be allo

cated as the court considers just. 

"(ii) If any complaining interested 

copyright party or parties elect to recover 

statutory damages pursuant to subsection 

(d)(2) of this section in an action in which 

one or more other complaining interested 

copyright parties have elected to recover 

actual damages, the single award of statu

tory damages permitted pursuant to para

graph (1) of this subsection shall be re

duced by the total amount of actual dam

ages awarded to interested copyright par

ties pursuant to subsection (d)(2)(A) of 

this section. 
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1 "(f) PAYMENT OP OVERDUE ROYALTIES AND DAM-

2 AGES.—The court may allocate any award of damages 

3 under subsection (d) of this section between or among 

4 complaining parties as it considers just. Any award of 

5 damages that is allocated to an interested copyright party 

6 and any award of overdue royalties and interest under 

7 subsection (c) of this section shall be deposited with the 

8 Register pursuant to section 1013 of this title, or as may 

9 otherwise be provided pursuant to a negotiated arrange-

10 ment authorized under section 1016 of this title, for distri-

11 bution to interested copyright parties as though such 

12 funds were royalty payments made pursuant to section 

13 1011 of this title. 

14 "(g) IMPOUNDING OP ARTICLES.—At any time while 

15 an action under this section is pending, the court may 

16 order the impounding, on such terms as it deems reasona-

17 ble, of any digital audio recording device, digital audio 

18 interface device, phonorecord, or device specified in section 

19 1021(b) of this title that is in the custody or control of 

20 the alleged violator and that the court has reasonable 

21 cause to believe does not comply with, or was involved in 

22 a violation of, section 1021 of this title. 

23 "(h) LIMITATIONS REQARDINO PROFESSIONAL MOD-

24 ELS AND OTHER EXEMPT DEVICES.—Unless a court finds 

25 that the determination by a manufacturer or importer that 
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1 a device fits within the exemption of subparagraph (A) 

2 or (B) of section 1001(3) of this title was without a rea-

3 sonable basis or not in good faith, the court shall not grant 

4 a temporary or preliminary injunction against the distri-

5 bution of such device by the manufacturer or importer. 

6 "(i) REMEDIAL MODIFICATION AND DESTRUCTION 

7 OF ARTICLES.—As part of a final judgment or decree 

8 finding a violation of section 1021 of this title, the court 

9 shall order the remedial modification, if possible, or the 

10 destruction of any digital audio recording device, digital 

11 audio interface device, phonorecord, or device specified in 

12 section 1021(b) of this title that— 

13 "(1) does not comply with, or was involved in 

14 a violation of, section 1021 of this title, and 

15 "(2) is in the custody or control of the violator 

16 or has been impounded under subsection (g) of this 

17 section. 

18 "(j) DEFINITIONS.—For purposes of this section— 

19 "(1) the term 'complaining party' means an in-

20 terested copyright party, interested manufacturing 

21 party, or the Attorney General of the United States 

22 when one of these parties has initiated or intervened 

23 as a plaintiff in an action brought under this sec-

24 tion; and 
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1 "(2) the term 'device' does not include a phono-

2 record. 

3 Ml 1082. Blndta* arbitration 

4 "(a) DISPUTES TO B E ABBITRATED.—Any dispute 

5 between an interested manufacturing party and an inter-

6 ested copyright party shall be resolved through binding ar-

7 bitration, in aooordanoe with the provisions of this section, 

8 if— 

9 "(1) the parties mutually agree; or 

10 "(2) before the date of first distribution in the 

11 United States of the product which is the subject of 

12 the dispute, an interested manufacturing party or an' 

13 interested copyright party requests arbitration con-

14 cerning whether such product is or is not a digital 

15 audio recording device, a digital audio recording me-

16 dram, or a digital audio interface device, or concern-

17 ing tile- basis on which royalty payments are to be 

18 made with respect to such product. 

19 "(b) ARBITRAL PROCEDURES.— 

20 "(1) REGULATIONS FOB COORDINATION OF AB-

21 BITRATION.—The Register shall, after consulting 

22 with interested copyright parties, prescribe regula-

23 tions. establishing a procedure by which interested 

24 copyright parties will coordinate decisions and repre-

25 sentation concerning the arbitration of disputes. No 
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1 interested copyright party shall have the authority to 

2 request, agree to, or (except as an intervenor pursu-

3 ant to subsection (c) of this section) enter into, bind-

4 ing arbitration unless that party shall have been au-

5 thorized to do so pursuant to the regulations pre-

6 scribed by the Register. 

7 "(2) PANEL.—Except as otherwise agreed by 

8 the parties to a dispute that is to be submitted to 

9 binding arbitration under subsection (a) of this sec-

10 Hon, the dispute shall be heard by a panel of three 

11 arbitrators, with one arbitrator selected by each of 

12 the two sides to the dispute and the third arbitrator 

13 selected by mutual agreement of the first two arbi-

14 trators chosen. 

15 "(3) DECISION.—The arbitral panel shall 

16 render its final decision concerning the dispute, in a 

17 written opinion explaining its reasoning, within 120 

18 days after the date on which the selection of arbitra-

19 tors has been concluded. The Register shall cause to 

20 be published in the Federal Register the written 

21 opinion of the arbitral panel within 10 days after re-

22 ceipt thereof. 

23 "(4) TITLE 9 PROVISIONS TO GOVERN.—Except 

24 to the extent inconsistent with this section, any arbi-

25 tration proceeding under this section shall be con-
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1 ducted in the same manner, subject to the same lim-

2 itations, carried out with the same powers (including 

3 the power to summon witnesses), and enforced in 

4 the courts of the United States as an arbitration 

5 proceeding under title 9, United States Code. 

6 "(5) PBECEDBNTS.—In rendering a final deci-

7 aion, the arbitral panel shall take into account any 

8 final decisions rendered in prior proceedings under 

9 this section that address identical or similar issues; 

10 and failure of the arbitral panel to take account of 

11 such prior decisions may be considered imperfect 

12 execution of arbitral powers under section 10(a)(4) 

13 of title 9, United States Code. 

14 "(c) NOTICE AND RIGHT TO INTERVENE.—Any in-

15 terested copyright party or interested manufacturing 

16 party that requests an arbitral proceeding under this sec-

17 tion shall provide the Register with notice concerning the 

18 parties to the dispute and the nature of the dispute within 

19 10 days after formally requesting arbitration under sub-

20 section (a) of this section. The Register shall cause a sum-

21 mary of such notice to be published in the Federal Regis-

22 ter within 10 days after receipt of such notice. The arbi-

23 tral panel shall permit any other interested copyright 

24 party or interested manufacturing party who moves to in-
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1 tervene within 20 days after such publication to intervene 

2 in the action. 

3 "(d) AUTHORITY OP ARBITRAL PANEL TO ORDER 

4 RELIEF.— 

5 "(1) TO PROTECT PROPRIETARY INFORMA-

6 TION.—The arbitral panel shall issue such orders as 

7 are appropriate to protect the proprietary technology 

g and information of parties to the proceeding, includ-

9 ing provision for injunctive relief in the event of a 

10 violation of such order. 

11 "(2) TO TERMINATE PROCEEDING.—The axbi-

12 tral panel shall terminate any proceeding that it has 

13 good cause to believe has been commenced in bad 

14 faith by a competitor in order to gain access to pro-

15 prietary information. The panel shall also terminate 

16 any proceeding that it believes has been commenced 

17 before the technology or product at issue has been 

18 sufficiently developed or defined to permit an in-

19 formed decision concerning the applicability of this 

20 chapter to such technology or product. 

21 "(3) TO ORDER RELIEF.—In any case in which 

22 the arbitral panel finds, with respect to devices or 

23 media that were the subject of the dispute, that roy-

24 alty payments have been or will be due under section 

25 1011 of this title through the date of the arbitral de-
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1 cision, the panel shall order the deposit of such rcy-

2 alty payments pursuant to section 1013 of this title, 

3 • plus interest calculated as provided under section 

4 1961 of title- 28, United States Code. The arbitral 

5 panel shall not award monetary or injunctive relief, 

6 as provided in section 1031 of this title or otherwise, 

7 except as is expressly provided in this subsection. 

8 "(e) EFFECT OF ARBITRATION PROCEEDING ON 

9 CIVIL ACTIONS AND REMEDIES.—Notwithstanding any 

10 provision of section 1031 of this title, no civil action may 

11 be brought or relief granted under section 1031 of this 

12 title against any party to an ongoing or completed arbitra-

13 tion proceeding under this section, with respect to devices 

14 or media that are the subject of such an arbitration pro-

15 ceeding. However, this subsection does not bar— 

16 "(1) an action for injunctive relief at any time 

17 based on a violation of section 1021 of this title; or 

18 "(2) an action or any relief with respect to 

19 those devices or media distributed by their importer 

20 or manufacturer following the conclusion of such ar-

21 bitration proceeding, or, if so stipulated by the par-

22 ties, prior to the commencement of such proceeding. 

23 "(f) ARBITRAL COSTS.—Except as otherwise agreed 

24 by the parties to a dispute, the costs of an arbitral pro-

25 ceeding under this section shall be divided among the par-
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1 ties in such fashion as is considered just by the arbitral 

2 panel at the conclusion of the proceeding. Each party to 

3 the dispute shall bear its own attorney fees unless the ar-

4 bitral panel determines that a nonprevailing party has not 

5 proceeded in good faith and that, as a matter of discretion, 

6 it is appropriate to award reasonable attorney's fees to 

7 the prevailing party.". 

8 SEC. a TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS. 

9 (a) Functions of Register.—Chapter 8 of title 17, 

10 United States Code is amended— 

11 (1) in section 801(b)— 

12 (A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

13 graph (2); 

14 (B) by striking the period at the end of 

15 paragraph (3) and inserting "; and"; and 

16 (C) by adding the following new paragraph 

17 at the end: 

18 "(4) to distribute royalty payments deposited 

19 with the Register of Copyrights under section 1014, 

20 to determine, in cases where controversy exists, the 

21 distribution of such payments, and to carry out its 

22 other responsibilities under chapter 10"; and 

23 (2) in section 804(d)— 

24 (A) by inserting "or (4)" after 

25 "801(b)(3)"; and 
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1 (B) by striking "or 119" and inserting 

2 "119, 1015, or 1016". 

3 (b) DEFINITIONS.—Section 101 of title 17, United 

4 States Code, is amended by striking "As used" and insert-

5 ing "Except as otherwise provided in this title, as used". 

6 (c) MASK WORKS.—Section 912 of title 17, United 

7 States Code, is amended— 

8 (1) in subsection (a) by inserting "or 10" after 

9 "8"; and 

10 (2) in subsection (b) by inserting "or 10" after 

11 "8". 

12 SEC. 4. EFFECTIVE DATE. 

13 This Act, and the amendments made by this Act, 

14 shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act 

15 or January 1,1992, whichever date is later. 

O 
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Mr. HUGHES. The Chair recognizes the distinguished ranking Re
publican, Mr. Moorhead. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I join the chairman in welcoming Ralph Oman, the Register of 

Copyrights, here again, who has helped us so much on legislation, 
and to certainly welcome Barry Manilow and all of the other key 
people that are here from the recording industry and adjacent 
fields. 

I would also like to commend the major industries affected by 
this legislation for their hard work in bringing this compromise 
agreement to Congress. It has been a long time in coming, and you 
are to be commended for your efforts. 

This legislation would clearly help the equipment manufacturers 
and the record and electronic industries, but it is also important 
that we help the copyright owners, without whom there would be 
no need for this legislation. 

It is also important that this legislation be in the best interest 
of the public. From the birth of this country, copyright and patent 
law have been primarily designed not to serve the interests of the 
creators but to serve the overall public interest. It is our purpose 
here this morning to make sure that H.R. 3204 strikes the proper 
balance between the public interest on one hand and the propri
etary rights of the creators on the other. 

I am looking forward to this morning's witnesses in this hearing, 
and certainly thank all of you who have come to help. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. I thank the gentleman. 
Does the gentlelady from Colorado have an opening statement? 
Mrs. SCHROEDER. No. I am just delighted everybody worked so 

hard on this, Mr. Chairman, and I want to apologize because at 10 
o'clock I have to go chair a hearing too. But I wanted to show my 
interest and show my thanks. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you forjoining us. 
The gentleman from North Carolina. 
Mr. COBLE. NO opening statement, Mr. Chairman, just to extend 

a welcome to the panels, and I look forward to hearing them. I just 
received a call, so I may be like Mrs. Schroeder. I may have to go 
to another meeting. But thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. 
Let me, if I might, just present our first witness. He is Mr. Ralph 

Oman, the Register of Copyrights and the Assistant Librarian for 
Copyright Services in the Library of Congress. Mr. Oman became 
Register in the fall of 1985. Prior to that he served as chief counsel 
for the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights and Trade
marks under die leadership of Senator Charles Mathias. Mr. Oman 
has done an excellent job of heading the Copyright Office, an entity 
of government critical to the creative community, the Congress, 
and to the public. 

Mr. Oman is joined at the witness table by Ms. Dorothy 
Schrader, General Counsel of the Copyright Office, and I believe 
b y — 

Mr. OMAN. Charlotte Givens Douglas, the Principal Legal Ad
viser to the General Counsel. 

Mr. HUGHES. Charlotte, we welcome you likewise. 
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Ralph, we have a copy of your written statement which, without 
objection, will be made a part of the record, and you may proceed 
as you see fit. 

You look remarkably well, you and Dorothy, having just arrived 
from Europe. You must have just gotten off the plane. 

Mr. OMAN. It has just been a matter of hours, but it is good to 
be here, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. HUGHES. We are delighted that you can join us. 

STATEMENT OF RALPH OMAN, REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, ACCOMPANIED BY DOROTHY 
SCHRADER, GENERAL COUNSEL, AND CHARLOTTE GIVENS 
DOUGLAS, PRINCIPAL LEGAL ADVISER TO THE GENERAL 
COUNSEL 
Mr. OMAN. Let me add my voice to the chorus that we have 

heard this morning singing the praises of the audio hardware in
dustry and the music industry for working out this compromise on 
the digital technology. This compromise is good news for everyone 
who enjoys music. 

Congress has considered several broad home taping proposals 
during the last decade, but it never moved beyond the consider
ation stage. The debate heated up when the digital audio tape re
corder hit the U.S. market in 1987. 

At the heart of these discussions is the basic question of whether 
or not an author should be compensated for the unauthorized home 
taping of copyrighted music. This debate is not limited to the Unit
ed States. Governments all over the world are studying the home 
taping issues, exactly who should pay what and to whom. 

As you know, Mr. Chairman, and as you just mentioned, I have 
returned from the Committee of Experts meeting in Geneva on a 
possible protocol to the Berne Convention. The World Intellectual 
Property Organization proposed a provision that would permit pri
vate reproduction other than serial digital reproduction based on a 
payment provided by a levy on the equipment, blank tapes, or both. 
The provision would also ensure compliance with the Berne Con
vention respecting the principle of national treatment. 

Work on that provision will continue in November and your ac
tion on the DAT bill, or the DART bill, will have an important 
bearing on the outcome of those deliberations in the WIPO. So far 
17 countries have passed laws to compensate copyright owners for 
unauthorized private copying of their works. Only a few of these 
share the royalties with foreign composers and publishers and 
record companies. 

But there is good news from Japan. Japan is the second largest 
recording market after the United States, and Japan has agreed to 
compensate U.S. authors in the new Japanese home taping legisla
tion. That is a tremendous breakthrough and part of this growing 
consensus that we see around the world. 

The proposed Audio Home Recording Act of 1991 implements two 
systems, which you have mentioned, Mr. Chairman, a technological 
solution and a royalty compensation solution, both limited to the 
digital technology. The bill would mandate the Serial Copy Man
agement System (SCMS) and the SCMS circuitry permits the copy
ing of multiple copies from original digital source material, but you 
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cannot make copies of these copies. For the first time Congress has 
explicitly authorized home taping, so it removes once and for all 
the threat of contributory infringement that has clouded the tech
nology from the start. And that is the technological solution. 

The royalty solution requires importers and manufacturers of the 
digital audio recorders and the blank tapes to pay a small royalty 
to the copyright owners. 

The Audio Home Recording Act is a good bill. The Copyright Of
fice supports it. The recording industry, the music industry, and 
the electronics industry all support the compromise, as do the per
formers. The big winner is the American consumer, who will see 
this wonderful new technology prosper and bring great listening 
enjoyment. 

The legislation will have a positive impact on protection for 
American composers and copyright owners worldwide. Many of the 
countries that collect royalties distribute them to foreign authors 
only on the basis of reciprocity. American authors now out in the 
cold can look forward to the day when they can claim their fair 
share from royalties abroad. 

With respect to SCMS, the proposal incorporates an existing 
technical standard but would be flexible enough to cover new 
standards as they are approved by the Secretary of Commerce. The 
basic elements of the technical requirements seem reasonable and 
workable. The bill achieves both the certainty of known standards 
and the flexibility of accommodating future developments. 

The proposal seems sound, fair and workable. All creative and 
proprietary interests are accommodated, and consumers will have 
a much wider selection of materials in the digital format, and 
prices should fall. The record companies will sell more product. Ev
eryone seems to benefit, and at last the American creators of the 
copyrighted music will share the profits from this extraordinary 
technology as well as the manufacturers of the equipment. 

In many ways the bill will open the door to the bright future of 
recording technology. Without it, that technology will remain most
ly a promise and potential. 

This concludes my oral statement, Mr. Chairman, and I would be 
pleased to answer any questions now or in writing. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Ralph. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Oman follows:] 
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aad Judicial Administration 
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February 19. 1992 

Hr. Chairman and •embers of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to 

appear before this distinguished body. Thank you and your staff for the 

opportunity to appear here today and testify on H.R. 3204. 

On July 11, 1991, representatives of the audio hardware and music 

Industries announced their agreement to seek legislation clarifying rights of 

consumers, manufacturers, and copyright holders In light of advancements In 

digital technology. You and Representative Brooks Introduced H.R. 3204, on 

August 2, 1991, a day after Senator OeConclnl Introduced In the Senate an 

Identical bill. Both bills, known as the Audio Home Recording Act (AHRA), 

have wide support, with nearly one hundred cosponsors in both Houses of 

Congress. 

The bill Implements both a royalty payment system and a serial copy 

management system for digital audio recording. This legislation would 

require manufacturers and Importers of digital audio recording equipment and 

those who distribute digital audio recorders and blank digital audio 

recording media to make special royalty payments. The payment would be two 

percent for digital audio recorders, based on the manufacturers' price of the 

equipment, and three percent for blank digital audio media. The legislation 
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also specifies payment caps and a floor. The fund Mould be administered by 

the Copyright Office and distributed to claimants by the Copyright Royalty 

Tribunal (CRT). 

In addition to royalty provisions, the proposed legislation 

contains a provision applying to consumer protection for hone copying, and a 

requirement to Include the Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) in consuner 

digital audio recorders. Legal actions for copyright Infringement based on 

private, non-coaaerclal audio recording of either digital or analog product 

would be prohibited. The technical rtqulreaent regarding SCMS and the 

royalty provisions would apply to digital, not analog, audio recorders and 

blank digital audio recording media.1 Video recording equipment and media 

would not be affected, nor would dictation machines, telephone answering 

machines, or professional model digital audio recording equipment. 

The path to an audio home recording statute has been a long one 

with several roadblocks that seamed almost Insurmountable until the 

interested parties removed the barriers as they did In the July compromise. 

Before analyzing the bill and giving the Copyright Office position on H.R. 

3204 as Introduced, I would like to briefly sum up the background leading to 

this legislation. 

1 The definition of digital audio recording medium excludes a 
material object that 1s primarily marketed and most commonly used by 
consumers either for the purpose of making copies of motion pictures or other 
audiovisual works or for the purpose of making copies of nonmuslcal literary 
works, excluding, without limitation, computer programs or data bases. H.R. 
3204 fl001(4(B)11. 
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For aany yaars, coaposers, lyricists, and Musicians have become 

Increasingly uneasy over tho threat that technological advancements pose to 

their IncoM, especially the advancements that make copying of their w>rk 

easier. The 1971 Sound Recording Act Bade sound recordings copyrightable 

under federal copyright la* for the first tlae, effective February 15, 1972. 

The legislative history of the Act Is often cited to support the position 

that Congress Intended to leave home audiotaplng unrestricted. The House 

Report stated: 

In approving the creation of a United 
copyright In sound recordings It Is the 
Intention of the Coaaitteo that this Halted 
copyright not grant any broader rights than are 
accorded to other copyright proprietors under 
the existing title 17. Specifically, It is not 
the Intention of the Cooalttee to restrain the 
heae recording, froa broadcasts or froa tapes 
or records, of recorded performances, where the 
heae recording 1s for private use and with no 
purpose of reproducing or otherwise 
capitalizing ceaaerclally on It. This practice 
Is co—en and unrestrained today, and the 
record producers and perforaers would be in no 
different position froa that of the owners of 
copyright In recorded auslcal coaposltions over 
the p u t 20 years. z 

This language did not appear In either the Senate Report to th« 

Sound Recording Act or the coailttee reports accompanying the 1976 oanibus 

revision of the copyright law. Both coaaantators and copyright proprietors 

2 H.R. Rep. No. 487, House Cosalttee on the Judiciary, 92nd Cong., 
1st Sess. 7 (1971). 
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maintain that this oalsslon was intentional and supports their position that 

private copying of audio tapes Is not a fair use. 3 

The conflict between consumers and copyright proprietors over hoae 

taping Intensified during the early eighties when the courts were considering 

whether or not the use of videocassette recorders to tape off the air 

Infringed the copyright of the owner of the material being taped. The courts 

had a difficult time resolving this issue. In the complex 'Betaaax' 

litigation, * the copyright owners of Motion pictures taped off the air 

alleged that the sale of the Betaaax videocassette recorder constituted 

contributory copyright Infringement by presenting the aeans to Infringe. 

Plaintiffs asserted that Sony sold videocassette recorders (VCRs) with the 

knowledge that they would be used to Bake copies of copyrighted works. The 

district court ruled In favor of Sony and the other defendants; the appellate 

court reversed, but the Supreme Court ultimately ruled In favor of Sony, 

finding that such taping was a fair use. The Court based Its decision on two 

grounds. First, section 107 of the Copyright Act was Interpreted to peralt 

taping for purposes of delayed viewing — *tlaw-shifting.* Second, copyright 

owners had voluntarily broadcast these program over the airwaves for hone 

viewing. 

The 'Betaaax' decision Is Halted as a precedent. It does not 

answer all of the questions posed by private copying. For example. It does 

not deal with copying for the purpose of building a videotape library, or 

3 Stt NlBMr, Copyright nihility far Audio H n - Rtordlno: DUr.,1-
H n ? th. luti—ir Mwth 68 Va.L.Rav. at IS09-IS10. 

« Un1vr.il Cltv Studio*. Inc. v. Sam, Con... 464 U.S.. 417 (1984) 
rev'o 659 F.2d 963 (9th Clr. 1981), rev'o 480 F. Supp. 429 (CD. Cal. 1979). 

http://Un1vr.il
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off-alr taping of cable and pay television programing. 'Betamax' answers 

even fewer questions respecting audio hose taping because different assump

tions prevail vis-a-vis videotaping and audlotaplng. Individuals replay 

audiotapes oore frequently than they do videotapes; they tape with the 

Intention of retaining audiotapes and consequently amass large personal 

libraries of audiotapes. Host consumers use videotape as blank tape, 

recording over or erasing a program once It has been viewed. 

After careful examination of the opinions and conclusions of the 

commentators and Its own review of the legislative history, the Copyright 

Office concludes that there does not exist an exemption for home recordings 

in the current Copyright Act, nor 1s there conclusive evidence demonstrating 

that Congress Intended home recording to be a sanctioned fair use under the 

current Act. Thus, the question of whether home taping Is a fair use of the 

prerecorded works copied must be determined In accordance with section 107 of 

the Copyright Act. 

While the Copyright Office acknowledges that there does exist some 

legislative history from the 1971 Sound Recording Act suggesting that home 

taping of sound recordings 1s permissive, the Office is not convinced that 

such history survived the general revision of the copyright laws In 1976. 

The Home Recording Rights Coalition (HRRC) has put forward two theories as to 

why the 1971 Sound Recording Act protects home taping activities: special 

exemption and fair use. 5 The special exemption position Is based on the 

House Report to the Sound Recording Act, quoted above. The fair use argument 

5 Sfifi HRRC comments submitted In response to the Copyright Office's 
Notice of Inquiry published 1n the Federal Register on October 24, 1990. 55 
FR 42916 (1990). 
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Is principally supported by a floor statement of Rep. Kastenaaler In which he 

noted that 'unrestricted audio hoae taping prevailed then and Mas considered 

both presently and under the proposed lav to be fair use.'6 

The Copyright Office is not persuaded by the argument that the 1971 

House Report created a special exemption for hoae taping. The Office 

believes that had Congress wished to exculpate how taping fro* copyright 

liability, It would have expressly done so In the statute. Furthermore, the 

Office does not believe that the *Hoe» Recordings* provision of the 1971 

House Report was Intended to either create or recognize a special exception. 

The House Report noted that hoae taping was 'coaaon and unrestrained,' and 

that copyright holders In sound recordings under the bill would be 'In no 

different position froa that of the owners of copyright In recorded auslcal 

compositions over the p u t 20 years.' The Report Intentionally equated the 

rights of copyright holders In sound recordings with those of the underlying 

auslcal works. Obviously, there was no recognized exemption for hoae taping 

of musical works In the 1909 Copyright Act — only the provisions of the fair 

use doctrine. It, therefore, seems likely that the House Report was 

referring to hoae taping as a recognized fair use of a sound recording, but 

not as an activity specifically exeapted froa the protections of the 

copyright laws. 

That the House Report was referring to hoae taping as a fair use, 

rather than an exeapted activity, 1s further supported by the floor stateaent 

of Representative Kastenaeler. Kastenaaler called specific attention to the 

'Hoae Recordings' passage In the House Report, and stated that the practice 

6 117 Cong. Rec. 34,748-49 (1971). 
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of hoae taping 'Is considered both presently and under the proposed law to be 

fair use.' Kastenaeler's statement and the House Report do not seea to be a 

pronounceaent that h o w taping ntt IS. Is fair use, but rather a recognition 

that, at the t1aw of passage of the Sound Recording Act, hoae taping for 

private purposes could constitute a fair use of a copyrighted work. 

Given the Copyright Office's view that the House Report and 

Kastenaeter stateaent were offered In 1971 as a recognition of then existing 

law as to the peralsslblllty of hoae taping as fair use. It aust be deter

mined what significance, If any, the stateaents have on current copyright 

law. The Office notes several criticisms offered against the statements: 

namely, that the Senate did not join the House Report In 1971 and that the 

stateaents are confined to sound recordings only as an aaendaent of the 1909 

Act. However, the most Important issue Is to what extent the statements 

survived, or have relevance, to the 1976 Copyright Act. 

The HRRC argues that because the Congress made clear In the 1976 

Act that It Intended to continue the doctrine of fair use as developed under 

the 1909 Act, and because It declared hoae taping for private use to be a 

fair use In 1971, then hoae taping remains a fair use under the present law. 

This position, however, seems to attach undue Importance to the 1971 

Kastenmeler statement and House Report. As noted above, the Kastenaeler 

stateaent and House Report Indicate a recognition of existing fair use law, 

not a legislative pronounceaent as to what the law would be 1n the future. 

It 1s Interesting to note that none of the parties to this proceeding, nor 

the legal coaaentators, offer evidence demonstrating how hoae copying of 

prerecorded works were treated by the courts under a fair use analysis prior 
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to 1971. Furthermore, although the House Report and Representative Kasten

aeler stated that they were articulating the current law, they too offered no 

cases or support for their position. This Is not surprising since there was 

no case dealing expressly with the Issue of hoae taping of prerecorded works 

for personal use. Although hoae audio taping was 'common and unrestrained," 

no copyright owners had pursued an Infringement action. Arguably the House 

Report and the Kastenaeler stateaent can be seen as no aore than an opinion 

as to how hoae taping should be treated under a fair use analysis, rather 

than a recognition of existing law. 

Because the fair use status of hoae taping was not clearly 

established 1n the law at the ttaa of the 1971 Sound Recording Act, the House 

Report and the Kastenaeler stateaent have diminished significance. Indeed, 

as Professor Nlaaer candidly points out, *[t]he most one can fairly attribute 

to the House Report, then, is an opinion that hoae recording constitutes fair 

use.' 7 He must put the language of- the 1971 House Report In Its legal 

context because fair use was solely a judicial doctrine 1n 1971, and the 

courts had not ruled on whether or not all hoae recording constituted fair 

use. 

Even If one assumes that, with respect to sound recordings, 

Congress adopted the position In 1971 that home taping constituted fair use, 

the evidence suggests that such a position did not survive the general 

revision of the copyright law In 1976. First, while Congress adopted 

wholesale In 1976 many sections of the 1971 House Report on sound recordings, 

the passage regarding hoae recording was pointedly omitted. Obviously the 

7 Nlaaer, sjmn note 3, at 1511. 
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legislators In 1976 were aware of the language, but chose deliberately not to 

Incorporate 1t Into the 1976 Cowlttee Report. Second, while 1t is true that 

Congress stated In 1976 that 1t did not Intend to 'change, narrow or enlarge' 

the fair use doctrine 'In any way,' 8 the fair use status of hoae taping was 

undecided at the tlae of passage. This would explain why the 1976 House 

Report stated '[1]t 1s not Intended to give [taping] any special status under 

the fair use provision or to sanction any reproduction beyond the noraal and 

reasonable Halts of fair use." ' 

Finally, Congress did not express any categorical findings as to 

the fair use status of hoae taping nor did It give any Indication that fair 

use should be decided In a Banner other than In accordance with the provi

sions of section 107. The 1976 House Report stressed that fair use determi

nations renaln with the courts, not Congress, and aust be done on a case-by-

case basis: 'Beyond a very broad statutory explanation of what fair use Is 

and soae of the criteria applicable to It, the courts aust be free to adapt 

the doctrine to particular situations on a case-by-case basis.' 10 Copying 

activities such as hoae taping are therefore never nfir 3 i fair use, but oust 

be evaluated according to the particular drcuastances of the activity. n 

The Copyright Office, therefore, does not find any evidence suggesting that 

8 H.R. Rep. Ho. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 65-66 (1976). 

9 LI. at 66. 

10 Id. * 
11 S. Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 66 (1976). ('The coaalttee 

does not Intend to suggest, however, that off-the-alr recording for 
convenience would under any drcuastances, be considered fair use.') 
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Congress Intended hoae taping to be broadly peraltted as fair use under the 

current Copyright Act. 

In summary, the Copyright Office views hone audio taping as a 

practice consisting of varying activities for different purposes. Some 

reasons and activities Bay have legltlute claims to fair use, but a large 

amount of hoae taping Is likely to have an lapact on the aarket for pre

recorded copyrighted works that will negate a fair use defense. While 

Individual acts of taping aay cause Infinitesimal Mounts of hara, the 

collective lapact aay be significant. The copyright holder Is often left 

without aeans of redress because the private nature of hoae taping stakes the 

costs of Identifying tapers great while the potential returns are too saall 

to be worth pursuing In court. The Copyright Office therefore concludes that 

an upfront royalty and monitoring systea is the best solution to guarantee 

that 1n a rapidly advancing technological era, copyright owners are properly 

coapensated for the use of their works. 

Although Congress considered hoae taping proposals frequently 

during the last decade. It did not enact a legislative solution. The parties 

seened to have reached a working arrangement In regard to hoae video rentals 

and hoae video taping was resolved at least partially In the "Betaoax" 

litigation. The question was never settled as to hoae audio taping. 

The debate over hoae audio taping Intensified In the furor over the 

Introduction of the OAT recorder 1n the United States In 1987.. Digital audio 

tape (OAT) was Introduced with hopes for enoraous success. But acceptance In 

the United States has been lukewarm. The recording Industry was concerned 

about piracy since first generation OAT machines could reproduce an Infinite 
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nuaber of perfect copies. Writers and publishers advocated establishing 

royalty provisions to compensate copyright owners for unauthorized copying of 

their works. The recording Industry urged the consuaer electronics industry 

to fit equlpaent with special circuitry that would prevent unauthorized 

copying. 

Since hoae taping royalty legislation was not enacted, representa

tives of copyright Interests directed Congress's attention to technological 

solutions. Congress considered a nuaber of hypothetical copy prevention 

systeas Including the CBS Copycode systea. That systea reaoved a narrow 

band of frequencies froa the audio signal. Baking It possible to prevent 

unauthorized copying. Many questions ware raised about the efficacy of the 

Copycode systea, leading Congress to request the National Bureau of Standards 

(MBS) for a study. NBS tested this copy prevention systea and found that It 

did not achieve Its stated purpose. 

The 1987 joint Senate and House Subcoaalttee hearings were held In 

Congress to address the problem posed by DAT. The Recording Industry 

Association of Aaerlca (RIAA) was concerned that this new technology would 

enable a consuaer to aake a digital aaster as good as the record producer's 

own, aake an unllalted nuaber of perfect copies, and thus displace sales. 

The consuaer electronics Industry, represented by the Electronics Industry 

Association (EIA), was willing to adjust Its OAT aachlnes to prevent dlgltal-

to-dlgltal copying but was unwilling to render the DAT recorder totally 

Incapable of copying prerecorded digital recordings. 
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As a result, the Chairmen of the two respective Congressional 

subcommittees 12 asked the RIM and the EIA to attempt to resolve the 

dispute aaong theaselves. On July 28, 1989, these groups announced a 

worldwide software/hardware agreeaent to aake joint recommendations to 

governments respecting DAT recorders. S. 2358 and H.R. 4096 Incorporated 

that agreeaent. Those bills were notable for being the first agreeaent 

reached between the longtlae opposing Interested parties on this Issue. 

S. 2358 and H.R» 4096 would have lapleaented a Serial Copy 

Management Systea (SCNS) for digital audio tape recorders. The Serial Copy 

Hanageaent Systea proposed for the BAT recorder would allow perfect digital 

copies to be aade froa a coapact disc, but would not allow further copies to 

be aade froa those copies. This systea was endorsed by the recording 

Industry and the consumer electronics Industry, but not by songwriter and 

publisher groups. 

I appeared before the Senate Subcoealttee on Communications to 

testify on S. 2358, the Digital Audio Tape Recorder Act of 1990. That bill 

had two purposes: to provide U.S. consumers the opportunity to enjoy the 

technological advancement In sound recordings afforded by the use of digital 

audio tape (OAT) recorders and also to give the manufacturers of such 

recorders and producers of sound recordings a measure of protection. 

Groups representing songwriters and music publishers opposed the 

agreeaent and the resulting legislation. The opposing groups were In favor 

of a royalty solution, one which was last considered In the 99th Congress, 

12 The Senate Subcoealttee on Patents, Copyrights, and Trademarks and 
the House Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the 
Administration of Justice. 
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following the Supreme Court's decision In the 'Betamax' case. In fact, 

several songwriters filed suit against Sony Corp. seeking a declaration, 

inter alia, that unauthorized home audio taping on OAT recorders of copy

righted musical compositions Is unlawful under the Copyright Act. Sammy Cahn 

v. Sony Corporation. 90 Civ. 4537 (S.O.H.Y. 1990). As a result of the July 

1991 agreement, that suit has been settled and plaintiffs have sought 

dismissal. 

This year's bill has a definite advantage over earlier bills 

proposing only a technological solution. H.R. 3204 Implements a royalty that 

will not only alleviate some of the concerns of American nnislclans and 

composers but also the international copyright conmunlty. 
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I I . SMMRY OF THE AUDIO HOME RECORDING ACT 

A. iSKElLflmlllflH 

The proposed Audio H o w Recording Act (AHRA) of 1991, H.R. 3204, 

Implements two system — a technological solution and a royalty-compensation 

solution — In response to the copyright policy Issues presented by digital 

audio recording technology. 

The technological solution Mandates that digital audio recorders 

must be engineered to iMplement the serial copy management system (SCHS) 1n 

order to be Imported, Manufactured, or distributed In the United States. 

SCHS circuitry program digital recorders to read encoded information that 

permits the recorder to copy original digital source Material, but prevents 

the recorder froM copying Material that 1s itself a copy. 

The royalty solution places an obligation on Importers and 

Manufacturers who distribute digital audio recorders and Media In the United 

States. The proposed royalty rate Is two percent of the 'transfer price' for 

recorders and three percent for Media (blank tape, etc.). The rates are 

subject to a per unit cap of $8 and a per unit floor of SI for recorders, 

unless the Machine Is dual port, for which the cap Is $12. The royalty 

systea operates as a statutory or compulsory license, administered by the 

Copyright Office (which collects the Money and has a role In verification of 

audits) and the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (which adjusts the royalty caps on 

recorders and distributes the eaney to entitled claimants, In accordance with 

pre-set allocations among record companies, featured artists, music publish

ers, songwriters, and performers' unions). 
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The technical requirements and royalty obligation apply only to 

digital audio recording technology. Neither applies to any analog audio 

recording products, or to professional equlpaent, telephone answering 

machines, dictating machines, video recording product, or computer equipment. 

The A H M also prohibits copyright Infringement actions regarding either 

digital or analog recording products, unless copies are reproduced for direct 

or Indirect commercial advantage. Copying by a consumer for private, 

noncommercial use Is not actionable. 

The Copyright Office can deduct Its administrative costs from the 

royalties collected, before depositing the money In Interest-bearing U.S. 

securities for later distribution with Interest by the Copyright Royalty 

Tribunal. As an alternative to collection of royalties by the Copyright 

Office and distribution of royalties by the Tribunal, at least two-thirds of 

the claimants to the Sound Recordings Fund and Musical works Fund may reach a 

negotiated collections-distribution agreement. The negotiated agreement can 

vary the statutory provisions for collection, distribution, and verification 

but cannot change the royalty rates or the percentage allocated to each 

group. 

B. Sertlon.1 tai1v.1i af H.». 3M> 

H.R. 3204 Is identical to S. 1623 as Introduced except for the 

differences noted below and some other inconsequential differences not noted. 

Since Introducing S. 1S23, the Senate has amended Its legislation to address 

some minor concerns. These amendments are also noted. 

http://tai1v.1i
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1. Basic Provisions 

H.R. 3204, the 'Audio Home Recording Act of 1991,' would amend 

portions of Chapter 8 of title 17 U.S. Code, and add a new Chapter 10 of 

title 17. 

The Act would reach both phonorecord taping, H1n1 Disc recording, 

and taping of digital broadcasts and other transmissions.13 

§1001(a)(l)(def1n1t1ons section). 'Digital audio recording devices' would 

not Include professional model products, and dictation machines, answering 

machines and other audio recording equipment designed and marketed primarily 

for fixation of nonmuslcal sounds. fl001(a)(3). 

Similarly, the term 'digital audio recording medium" would not 

Include material objects embodying sound recordings (prerecorded phono-

records) unless they were sound recordings embodied to evade obligations of 

the Act, objects used to copy motion pictures, or other audiovisual works or 

nonmuslcal literary works (e.g. computer programs or databases). ** 

An "Interested copyright party' would be 1) the owner of the 

exclusive right to reproduce a sound recording, 2) the legal or beneficial 

owner of such a right, or 3) an association or organization representing both 

classes of owners or engaged 1n licensing rights, in musical works to music 

users on behalf of writers and publishers. 

13 A 'transmission' Includes "any audio or audiovisual transmission, 
now known or later developed, whether by a broadcast station, cable system, 
multipoint distribution service, subscription service, direct broadcast 
satellite, or other form of analog or digital communication.' 

14 In S. 1623, 'audiogram" Is the material object In which sounds are 
fixed. "Audiogram" replaces "phonorecords' throughout the bill. 
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An 'Interested Manufacturing party" would be a person that Imports 

or Manufactures digital audio recordings devices or media In the united 

States, or an association of such persons or entitles. 

The bill would not limit, expand, create, or otherwise affect any 

right or reaedy under the Copyright Act. 11002(b). Private hose copying of 

copyrighted works by a consumer for noncommercial use would not constitute 

Infringement. 11002(a). 

2. PramlMtlnm am Cartalm I«fr1«w»»t Actions 

The Act would prohibit the Institution of copyright Infringement 

actions or actions under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, based on 

Manufacture, Importation, or distribution of digital or analog audio 

recorders or blank audio media, or the use of those recorders or media for 

making phonorecords. While private consumer copying for noncommercial use 

would be specifically permitted (both analog and digital), the making of one 

or more reproductions for direct or Indirect profit would be actionable. 

11002(a). 

3. Obligation to. mta RBTIUT PwHda 

Importers and manufacturers distributing digital audio recorders 

and blank media In the united States would be required to file notices, 

submit Statements of Account, and pay a royalty, f1011(a). ls 

within 45 days after first distribution, an Importer or manufac

turer would be required to file notice with the Register of Copyrights. 

11011(b). After such filing, the distributor would submit to the Register, 

15 In S. 1623, no notice Is required for distributions occurlng prior 
to the effective date of this chapter. 
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on a quarterly basis, royalty payMnts and Statements of Account specifying 

(by product category, technology utilized, and model) the nutter.and transfer 

price of all recorders and blank madia distributed during the quarter. 

{1011(c). Importers and sanufacturers Mould also be required to file a 

emulative annual Statement of Account, certified by an Independent certified 

public accountant. 11011(d). 16 

Those entitled to receive royalty payments would have the right to 

verify Statements of Account once a year through an Independent audit 

process. {1011(e)(1). All Interested parties, In the event of a dispute, 

would have access to the documents on which the audit Mas based. {1011(e)(3). 

Copyright parties Mould pay for the audit, unless there Mas an annual royalty 

underpayment of 5 percent or •ore, In which case the importer or Manufacturer 

would pay reasonable audit costs. {1011(f). Quarterly and annual Statewnts 

of Account and information from audits would be considered confidential trade 

secrets. (1011(h). 

4. Calculation af Bnwltv Payments 

The royalty payment for recorders would be 2X, and for blank media, 

3S of the transfer price. The recorder royalty rate would be subject to a per 

unit cap of SB and a per unit floor of SI. Machines having two or more 

recorders would have a S12 cap. The caps (but not the basic royalty rates) 

could be adjusted upwards after five years If 201 or more of the royalty 

payments were at the cap, but the floor would be fixed. Only the first person 

16 In S. 1623, quarterly Statements must be filed no later than 45 
days after the close of the period covered except for an Initial period 
where partial Statements would be due. The fourth quarter Statement and 
annual. Statement may be combined. 
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to Manufacture and distribute, or Import and distribute, devices or blink 

media would be required to pay the royalty. §1012. 1? 

5. n—«lt rf ttovaltv Payments and Dedact««. «f F»pr""« 

As with the compulsory licenses In the Copyright Act, the Register 

of Copyrights would receive royalty payments and, after deducting expenses, 

deposit the balance In the U.S. Treasury. §1013. 

6. miHI lsl l l l to Bnwltv Payments 

Royalties would be distributed to persons whose Musical work or 

sound recording had been distributed to the public 1n phonorecords or 

transmissions, and who filed a claim. §1014(»)(1)-(Z). 

7. Allneatlnm nf Royalty h w r t i to Croons 

The royalty pool would be Initially divided Into a Sound Recordings 

Fund and a Musical Works Fund. The first fund would get 2/3 of the royalties; 

the second, 1/3 (divided equally between music publishers and songwriters). 

§1014(b)(l)-(2). Royalties would be distributed to music creators and 

copyright owners on the basis of record sales and airplay. 11014(c). 

8. Procedures for Mitrlbrtlno Royalty Payments 

During the first two months of each year. Interested parties would 

file a claim for royalties with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (CRT). Parties 

within groups could negotiate for a proportionate division of royalties. 

§1015(1). 

17 In S. 1623, royalty rate Increases may not exceed the percentage 
Increase of the Consumer Price Index. 
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Within thirty days after the claims period closed, the CRT would 

determine I f there was a royalty controversy. I f not, I t could authorize 

distribution. {1015(b). 

In the event of a controversy, the CRT would hold a proceeding to 

resolve any disputes, f1015(c). 

9. teOBtUted CnllertHa Hid MrtHhrtlon farm—ti 

Copyright and Manufacturing parties could negotiate an alternative 

system to that In the bill for collection, distribution and verification of 

royalties. These negotiations could not alter royalty rates, the division of 

royalty payments or the notice requirement. {1016(a). 

A negotiated arrangement would have to be approved by the CRT, 

after a determination that at least 2/3 of each group of Interested parties 

was represented. {1016(b). 18 

No person could Import, manufacture or distribute a digital audio 

recording or Interface device not conforming with the Serial Copy Management 

System (SCNS). {1021(a). Nor could anyone circumvent or bypass the SCNS, 

{1021(b), or encode phonorecords with Inaccurate Information designed to 

Improperly affect the operation of the SCNS. {1021(c). 

18 In S. 1623, the CRT would ensure that all Interested parties not 
party to the arrangement would receive the payments they would be entitled to 
In the absence of such arrangement, and that there are enough funds to 
distribute to parties not party to the arrangement. The CRT may seek 
Injunctive relief to secure compliance with this subsection. 
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No one would be required to transalt or otherwise communicate 

copyright status Information, but If they did so It would have to be done 

accurately. {1021(d). 

1 1 . Imple—tlma thB Serial Corny management System 

Within ten days after enactment of the bill, the Secretary of 

C O M I X * would publish an SCMS technical reference document In the Federal 

Register, f 1022(a). However, the Secretary could waive or provide aitemitlve 

standards. 11022(b)(l)-(4). " 

12. fiOBdlfii 

Interested copyright or manufacturing parties, or the U.S. Attorney 

General, could bring an action for violation of the Act In federal district 

court. §1031(a). 

Courts would be empowered to grant temporary or permanent 

Injunctions, and award damages, costs against parties other than the United 

States, attorney's fees, and other equitable relief. §1031(b)(l)-(5). 

Persons found not to have paid, or to have underpaid, royalties 

would pay damages and Interest, In addition to the royalties. {1031(c). 

13. Award of Damages 

Statutory damages for failure to file a notice, to submit a 

Statement of Account, or to pay the prescribed royalty could be awarded up to 

$100 per device, and $4 per medium. f!031(d)(l)(A)-(B). 

19 In S. 1623, the technical reference document Is Included In the 
bill as section S. Section S will be repealed upon publication of the 
document In the Federal Register. 
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For Importation, distribution, or manufacture of a digital recorder 

or digital audio Interface device without the SCMS system, damages could be 

awarded up to $1,000,000. 11031(d)(2). 

For SCMS violations, parties could receive actual damages, 

§1031(d)(2)(A), or statutory damages of at least $1,000 and no more than 

$10,000 per device. fl031(d)(2)(B)(1). For Improper encoding of phonorecords, 

parties could recover damages of at least $10 and no sore than $100 per 

violation. {1031(d)(2)(B)(11). For Inaccurately transmitting Information 

accompanying transmissions In digital format, parties could recover at least 

$10,000 and no more than $100,000. il031(2)(B)(111). 

For willful violations of notice or Statement of Account filings, 

statutory damages could be Increased to at least $100 and no more than $500 

per device, and at least $4 and no more than $15 per recording medium. 

51031(d)(3)(A). 

There would be a $5,000,000 cap for willful SCMS violations, 

§1031(d)(3)(B), and a $250 floor for Innocent violations. {1031(d)(4). 

But, with a limited exception, only one action and one statutory 

damage award could be permitted against each party. {1031(e)(1). 

A party bringing an action would have to serve a copy of the 

complaint upon the Register of Copyrights within ten days of service on the 

defendant. {1031(e)(2). 

If actual damages were awarded, only a single award of a violator's 

profits would be made and allocated among parties. Also, statutory damages 

would be reduced by the amount of actual damages awarded. {1031(e)(3). 
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Awards of overdue royalties and damages would be deposited with the 

Register of Copyrights or as authorized by a negotiated arrangement. 

11031(f). 

A court could Impound recording devices, audio Interface devices, 

phonorecords, or other devices Involved In an SOB violation. {1031(g). 

But the court could not grant Injunctions against manufacturers or 

Importers for the distribution of professional Models and audio recording 

equlpaent falling outside the definition of digital audio recording device 

unless a court found that the Manufacturer's or Importer's exception 

determination was unreasonable or In bad faith, f1031(h). 

As part of a final Judgment or decree, a court could order the 

remedial modification or destruction of articles Involved In an SOB 

violation. 11031(1). 

A definitional section explicates the tones 'complaining party" and 

'device.' §1031(J). 

14. Mmdlno ArMtrmtl-

Interested manufacturing and copyright parties could agree to 

binding arbitration. {1032(a). 

The Register of Copyrights would prescribe regulations, after 

consultation with Interested copyright parties, coordinate decisions, and 

coordinate representation In dispute arbitration. {1032(b). 

Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, the dispute would be 

heard by a panel of three arbitrators — one chosen by each of the parties, 

the third chosen by the other two arbitrators. {1032(b)(2). 
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The panel would render a final written decision within 120 days of 

arbitrator selection. The Register of Copyrights would publish the decision 

In the Federal Register within ten days of receipt, f1032(b)(3). 

Arbitration proceedings would be consistent with title 9, 

51032(b)(4), and other Interested copyright and manufacturing parties could 

Intervene In an arbitration proceeding. {1032(c). 

The arbitration panel could protect proprietary technology and 

information. {1032(d)(1). 

Panels could be terminated based on their determination that bad 

faith was Involved In Initiating the proceeding, or that the technology or 

product at Issue was not sufficiently developed or defined to permit an 

Informed decision about 1t. {1032(d)(2). 

If It was determined that royalty payments would be due through the 

date of the arbitration decision, the panel could order their deposit. 

{1032(d)(3). 

Subject to limited exceptions, arbitration proceedings would 

preclude civil actions and remedies. {1032(e). 

Parties would bear their own arbitration costs and attorney's fees, 

except where It Is determined that a non-prevailing party proceeded In bad 

faith; In that case the prevailing party could be awarded attorney's fees. 

The Act would be effective on the date of enactment. 
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III. ECONOMICS OF HONE TAPING 

There have been several reports on the economic consequences of 

hoae taping. Last year, the Copyright Office submitted to Congress Its own 

report on copyright Implications of digital audio transmissions. 20 Each of 

these studies consider whether or not copyright owners should be cnapensated 

for unauthorized taping of copyrighted Materials, and 1f so, how. 

A. The Brewiam Anal w i s 

Economic commentator Brennan proposes a royalty solution to the 

hone taping problem*. 21 Brennan reports that uncompensated home taping 

reduces demand for the product and therefore affects the prices that 

composers can charge for their works. In a market where unauthorized 

reproduction Is Impossible, the composer could charge a fee commensurate with 

the value the user places on the work. 22 

Brennan also notes that a royalty system Is not without drawbacks. 

Unless specifically crafted to avoid such effects, those using digital audio 

tapes for noninfringing purposes will pay as If they were producing copy

righted music. If one attempts to place tapes In two categories and sell 

them on that basis — at one price for speech and noncopyrighted material, 

for which no royalty would be paid, and another price for music — Indlvid-

20 The Register of Copyrights, Renort On Copyright Implications of 
Digital Audio Transmission Services. October, 1991. 

21 Brennan, 'An Economic Look at Taxing Home Audio Taping,' Journal 
of Broadcasting I Electronic Media. Volume 32, Number, 1. Winter 1988, pp. 
89-103. 

22 Brennan, 90. 

• 
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uals and Manufacturers wuid no doubt be able to clrcuavent the royalty by 

representing that a tape would be used for one purpose and using It for 

another. " 

Moreover, royalty rates would reaaln constant regardless of 

different kinds of use. This does not take Into account different conjurers' 

habits: sow tape for substitution purposes — perhaps to give recordings to 

friends. Others duplicate for enhancement purposes—to sake a tape for use 

in a different location — the car, or a different configuration — a 

Walkun, or to custoalze a tape by coaplllng selections of favorite songs 

from different albums. Even though a composer aay want to charge additional 

fees for this enhanced value, It Bight be argued that the royalty should not 

be the saae as It would be for overt substitution. 2* 

On the one hand, the additional cost of aaklng the auslc available 

to an additional person through home taping Is zero — the hone taper 

supplies the labor and raw material. On the other, the copyright system 

rewards the composer with added revenue when additional persons receive 

copies of the author's work. Unauthorized taping therefore represents 

expected earnings lost, possibly affecting the long-run cost to the listening 

public, the beneficial owners of copyright, authors and creative artists, and 

the legal owners of copyright, publishers, and record companies. 25 

23 Brennan, 92-93. 

2* Brennan, 94-95. 

2S Brennan, 96. 
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Brennan also asks '[I]f royalties are desirable, who should pay 

thea?' Aside froa charging thea to the consumer, there appears to be no 

alternative. If there Is less than full competition, record companies with 

excess profits alght absorb the royalty costs. However, a seller who absorbs 

the cost of royalties without offsetting profits will Incur losses, and nay 

eventually have to withdraw froa the aarket. 26 

T h e purpose of royalties Is to tighten the link between the value 

listeners place on copyrighted works and the returns to coaposers,' 

according to Brennan, who goes on to acknowledge that, 'It Is as proper for 

consuaers to pay for copyright BUS1c they value as It Is for thea to pay for 

other coaaodltles they desire.' v 

B. Office of Technology Assessment Study: Effects of a Ban on Hoae T«1no 

The Office of Technology Assessaent (OTA) studied copyright and 

hoae copying In the context of the status of the law both doaestlcally and 

Internationally, the policy alternatives available to Congress, and the 

economic effects of a hypothetical ban on audio hoae copying. In an attempt 

to place a price tag on the enjoyment of musical works OTA economists 

measured society's satisfaction. To do this, an economist, Nannerlng, used 

'compensating variations' to measure how much money a consumer would have to 

receive after a hypothetical ban on copying to be as satisfied as before the 

ban. Using a compensating variation of $1.62, Nannerlng concluded that the 

26 Brennan, 101. 

27 u. 
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consumer would have to be paid $16.20 to be as well off. In the short term, 

as before the ban took place. 

Froai a copyright perspective, this data suggests that consumers 

•Ight pay an additional fee for aaklng near-perfect copies via OAT If not for 

all hoae taping. If consumers pay royalties on DAT hardware or software, 

such payaents would constitute soan degree of coapensatlon for lost royalties 

that authors, coaposers, and creative artists would have earned had copies of 

their works been sold by record coapanles. Otherwise, It appears that 

creative professionals are slaply subsidizing the general public. The 

copyright systea should provide econoalc rewards for authors who contribute 

Intellectual property for the benefit of society. The works are then added 

to the public doaaln when the tera of copyright protection expires. 

The OTA study projected the effect of a hoae taping ban on consumer 

welfare In the short tera, that Is, for about one year. For this period, the 

OTA exaalned the effects on three constituencies If hoae taping Is banned. 

It found that 1) recording Industry revenues would Increase; 2) blank tape 

sales would decrease; and 3) consuaer econoalc welfare would decrease. 

Although the OTA seeas to treat all three parties as equally entitled to the 

benefits of copyright property, consideration of beneficial and legal 

copyright ownership strongly suggests that this Is not the case. 

The OTA adaltted that choosing an appropriate balance of hara 

between consumers and copyright proprietors Is a political decision, not a 

technical one, and one In which the public has a stake. If the public places 

any value on hoaeaade tapes, the benefit of any financial reward In exchange 
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for that value should go to the persons who originated the property and who 

are responsible for contributing the value the public derives from It. 

The OTA concluded that 

[A] 1 though h o w taping say reduce the recording 
Industry revenues, a ban on hoae audio taping 
would be even more harmful to consuaers, and 
would result In an outright loss of benefits to 
society, at least In the short t e n [In the $2-
3 billion range.] The longer t e n consequences 
of such a ban are less clear, and would depend 
on [a variety of factors.] «" 

C. The Copyright Offtea Study: tenort on Copyright Implications of Digital 
Audio Transmission Senrlces 

On October 1, 1991, the Copyright Office subaltted Its report on 

the copyright Implications of digital audio transmissions. 29 

In Its Notice of Inquiry the Office posed two sets of questions 

about compensation for copying In the context of digital audio broadcast and 

cable technology. 

1. Would a copyright owner have the practical 
ability to negotiate with the owners/operators 
of digital audio services for compensation of 
his/her works? If not, could representatives 
of copyright owners, such as performing rights 
organizations, accomplish this task? 

2. Should a royalty be placed on recording 
materials, such as blank tapes, or on digital 
recording equipment itself, to be distributed 

0 28 U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Copyright ajjfl Hams 
Cfljudnai Technology Challenges Ihfl U H , OTA-CIT-422, p. 207, (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, October 1989). 

29 This report was In response to a request for a study for the 
Chairman of this subcommittee. Senator Dennis DeConclnl and the Chairman of 
the House Subcommittee, Representative Will 1am J. Hughes. 
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among copyright claimants? If so, Mho would be 
responsible for administering this process? 30 

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) 

supported Imposition of a domestic royalty system that could also be 

Implemented Internationally. ASCAP volunteered Its services In administering 

such a system. In specific reply to the first questions set out above, ASCAP 

claimed It 1s not feasible for Individual copyright owners to negotiate with 

audio service providers to compensate them for losses due to home taping. It 

also asserted that the performing rights organizations have "the ability to 

undertake the licensing and distribution activities on behalf of the creators 

and copyright owners of the works rendered, if asked and authorized to do 

so." 31 In addition, ASCAP states that It Is not the DAB service providers 

that will be making unauthorized copies of works, but rather, home tapers, 

whose activity cannot practically be monitored. *[I]n all fairness, It 1s 

the listeners who are ultimately profiting from the recording and who should, 

therefore, pay for It." 3* 

ASCAP believes that the fairest solution for all parties would be 

payment of royalties on taping equipment and blank recording tape. It notes 

that such systems are already In effect In many other nations, and have been 

suggested for establishment In the coming years for members of the European 

30 Question three and four In the Office's Notice of Inquiry. 55 
Fed. Reg. 42,916, 42,917 (1990). Note: All comments were submitted to ttie 
Copyright Office before the agreement that the recording and electronics 
Industries reached on July II, 1991. 

31 ASCAP comments at 7. 
32 ASCAP comments at 8. 
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Community. Songwriters, performers, and music and sound recording rights 

owners would benefit from such a system. If approved by Congress, 'existing 

music licensing groups could eu'.ly handle the collection and distribution of 

these royalties.' u 

Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) also stated that copyright owners or 

representative performing rights organizations do and will continue to have 

the practical ability to negotiate with digital audio services' owners or 

operators. BNI has already completed negotiations with two digital cable 

audio services for payment to Its clients for transmissions of their works, 

and similar agreements could be made with digital broadcast service 

owners. 3* BNI suggested that royalties 'to account for whatever home taping 

Is likely to result from (UB transmissions could be Imposed upon either blank 

tape or digital recording equipment manufacturers or sellers to be remitted 

to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal or other appropriate agency for distribu

tion...' based - on an 'Industry-negotiated formula for division among 

participants.' " In Its reply comments 8NI stated that compensating artists 

by placing a royalty on blank tape and/or recording equipment would encourage 

and compensate artists without placing unfair burden upon consumers. 36 

In Its comments the Copyright Coalition urged Congress to enact 

legislation to establish a home audio taping royalty system. A royalty 

33 ASCAP comments at 10. 
34 BNI comments at 2. 

» Id. 
36 BNI reply comments at 10. 

66-469 - 93 - 4 
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system would not Interfere with Introduction of new recording technologies, 

nor would It unduly lapede consumers' abilities to tape at how, according to 

the Coalition. Systems are In place Internationally that see* to work, and 

could serve as models. If not a royalty, a compulsory license could be 

established to authorize the practice of home audio taping In exchange for a 

modest royalty on recorders and/or blank tapes. The license rate could be 

set by the Congress, or by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal 37 to ensure 

fairness to all Interested parties. Administration of the system could be 

conducted by existing performing rights societies. The Coalition stressed 

that the mechanical Serial Code Management System (SCNS) alone, even 1f 

Implemented, could not curb home copying from digital sources, but that SCNS 

may be effective as part of an overall compensation framework. 

The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) did not 

propose any particular royalty system In Its comments, but Instead lobbied 

heavily for a performance right In sound recordings, saying that 'performance 

royalties from the countless broadcasts of these recordings (referring to 

recordings that don't become 'hits', but continue to get airplay) would 

provide deserved and needed Income to . . . artists and musicians.' M In 

general the AFL-CIO Department of Professional Employees, American Federation 

of Musicians, and American Federation of Television and Radio Artists 

supported RIAA's comments. 

37 Copyright Coalition comments at 19. 
38 RIAA comments at IS. 
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Strother Communications, Inc. (SCI), a proponent of a terrestrial, 

over-the-alr digital audio broadcasting system, supported the Idea that 

performers and copyright owners should be fairly compensated for transmission 

of works by DAB operators. However, SCI Hlntalned 'that the existing 

•echanlsas by which such coapensatlon Is determined and paid by radio 

stations will continue to be adequate for that purpose. Thus, In the case of 

recorded music programs, performers' and copyright owners' compensation can 

be handled under the auspices of ASCAP and other performing rights organiza

tions, exactly as It Is today.' 39 

CD Radio, Inc., a developer of Integrated satellite and terrestrial 

delivery of digital audio services, also claimed that copyright owners and 

their representatives can negotiate compensation for digital programming'in 

the same manner as Is done today for AN, FN and TV transmission. *° The 

firm stated said that 'royalties should not be placed on tapes or recording 

equipment if this discriminates against the development of digital audio 

radio.' *' General Instrument Corporation, a manufacturer and supplier of 

electronic products, systems and components, took a similar view regarding 

negotiations for compensation, commenting that It Is too early to tell 

whether or not royalties on hardware or tape are needed. 

The Home Recording Rights Coalition (KRRC) was opposed to the 

concept of Imposing royalties on recording media or digital recording 

39 SCI comments at 2. 
40 CO Radio comments at 3. 
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equipment. Briefly, In response to question three, the HRRC contended that 

as a practical ntter, copyright owners or their representatives can 

negotiate with OAB owners and operators for compensation for DAB transmis

sions. 

HRRC stated that royalties are not necessary. "Any royalty tax, 

whether collected through technical Monitoring devices or through old-

fashioned taxation, would be unwarranted and unfair and would lapose costs on 

all consumers, whether they tape or not.' 42 A cornerstone of their antl-

royalty argument Is the proposition that 'digital nedla are no different from 

their analog counterparts In fact or as a ntter of copyright law.' 43 HRRC 

adds that perfomnce royalties for conerclal users, such as broadcasters, 

dance club operators, and restaurant operators, should certainly be consid

ered before placing a royalty on private hone taping activity. ** 

The New York Patent, Tradenrk and Copyright Law Association 

contended that placing a royalty on recording Materials Is not 'an appro

priate solution to the copyright Infrlngennt problea. If there 1s one,' 

because 'It 1 eposes a tax on the purchasers or users of these devices 

(recording equipment) who do not violate copyright laws and that does not 

s e n acceptable.' 4S / 

« Jit. 
43 HRRC reply conents at 2 (nphasls nltted). 
44 Ji . at 36-37. 
45 New York Patent, Tradenrk and Copyright Law Association, Inc. 

conents at 4. 
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The National School' Boards Association (NSBA) does not support 

royalties on blank tapes. In fact, NSBA continued, ' M . In education, will 

deaand an exemption froa this tax.' ** 

CBS,- Inc. took no particular view on any proposed royalty systea, 

but Instead Barely noted that compensation arrangeaents can be Bade that 'do 

not place requirements or restrictions on broadcasters' and would be 

'adequate to satisfy the concerns and needs of the recording industry, 

perforaers, and copyright holders.' *7 

In Its Initial coaaents the National Association of Broadcasters 

(NAB) stated that current data about copying of auslcal works and Its effects 

on copyright owners Is contained In the Office of Technology Assessaent's 

1989 study, and does not support creating a new royalty applicable to 

broadcasters that use digital technology. These points were reiterated 1n 

NAB's reply coaaents. NAB's sentiment* were generally supported by Cox 

Broadcasting as wall as stations KKYY-FH, KOKB-Flt, KE61-FN, and KLSY-AH-FN. 

Not all of the coaaentators addressed the royalty Issues raised by 

the Copyright Office. Of those who did ASCAP, BN1. and the Copyright 

Coalition strongly supported placing a royalty on blank tape and/or equip

ment. The Home Recording Rights Coalition opposed such a solution just as 

strongly. The Recording Industry Association of America chose to discuss 

payments for perforaers Instead of reiterating Its past position on home 

taping royalties. Among those coaaentators falling In between were those who 

46 NSBA comment at 3. 
47 CBS, Inc. coaaents at 6. 
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felt consideration of the topic was premature (General Instruments), those 

who felt any payments should be negotiated by the parties (CO Radio, Inc.; 

New York Patent, Tradenrk and Copyright Law Association), those who felt 

compensation could be handled by existing mechanisms (Strother Communlca-

tlons), and those who felt that their organization should be except froa any 

such payment (NSBA, NAB.) 

Unlforaly, commentators advocating establishment of a royalty 

system In sound recordings pointed to the fact that many other nations have 

established such system that could be used as Models. In Its Initial 

comments the Copyright Coalition provided a report on hosw audio taping 

royalties, Issued In January 1990 by the European Mechanical Rights Bureau. 

In addition, culture ministers froa the European Community have discussed 

recoaaendatlons for protecting perforators' and producers' rights In their 

works. ** 

Although the coaaentators who addressed the royalty Issues did so 

froa different perspectives, aost of those who responded did feel that soae 

kind of compensation was warranted. They simply did not agree on what that 

compensation should be. 

48 Clark-Meads and Hennessey, EC Ministers Hear Copvrlnht Concerns. 
Billboard (Dec. 1. 1990) at 64. A discussion of this material can be found 
In the next section. 
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n . MTEKATIOWL DISCUSSIONS 

A. faction to the STJg Proposal 

The European Economic Commission (EEC) did not find the 1989 

Athens agreement regarding an SCNS technological solution to be a sufficient 

answer to the question of how to protect the holders of copyrights and 

neighboring rights froa digital home copying. *• Other technologies, such as 

recordable and erasable coapact discs, looa on the horizon, and they now feel 

that It Is necessary to develop technical systeas which cover these aspects 

of digital recording. 

Additionally, the question of how to remunerate rlghtsholders 

remains unresolved. The EEC does' not believe that levies are the best 

solution for digital home copying, but recognizes the necessity of paying for 

the use of protected works. Accordingly, the Coaalsslon has concluded that 

the best solution Is a technical systea which not only Halts copying, but 

also ensures direct payment by the consumer for each digital copy made — for 

example, a credit card systea. 50 

The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry has said 

that It will continue to lobby governments and governmental bodies for 

remuneration for private copying through a royalty on blank analog and 

digital tapes and/or recording equipment. 51 

49 Letter froa Commissioner Bangemann, Vice President, EEC, to Ian 
Thomas, IFPI Secretariat (November 2, 1989) ['Bangemann letter*]. 

50 Bangemann letter at 3. 

51 ifl\ 
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As part of the Athens agreement, the European hardware industry 

undertook to accept any political decision about royalties on blank OAT tapes -

and equipment. Those signing the pact formally agreed to 'accept the 

principle of royalties and ... not oppose efforts by the recording Industry 

to secure legislation to Implement such royalties.' By contrast, Japanese 

firms would only acknowledge that the Issue Is Important to recording 

Interests. They consented to 'explore the feasibility of a technical 

mechanism or alternative system for private copying remuneration In future 

digital recording devices, although such a discussion would not constitute 

acceptance by the hardware Industry of the principle of royalties.' S2 

B. fi—wmtatlnn for Heme Tmlno under Foreign L»w» 

The effect of unauthorized home taping on copyright proprietors has 

been discussed repeatedly during the last decades. M At the heart of these 

discussions Is the basic question of whether or not an author should be 

compensated for the unauthorized taping of copyrighted programs. Legislatures 

have debated whether or not authors should be compensated for such copying5* 

and if so, what the proper remuneration should be, whether 1t should apply to 

both the software and the hardware, whether It should take the form of a 

royalty or a tax, and how the monies generated should be allocated. 

52 S. Oupler, 'DAT Accord Is Reached, but Questions Linger,' B111-
bjuxd. 1. 87 (August 5, 1989). 

53 OTA Report at 103-135. 

54 Dlllenz, The Remuneration for Haw Taping and the Principle of 
National Treatment. Copyright (June. 1990) pp. 186-193. 
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Host of these discussions focused on analog duplication, and 

several countries have already determined that a royalty or tax should be 

Imposed for the analog duplication of broadcast or cable programing or any 

sound recording for commercial or personal use. S O M countries have either 

already provided for digital copying In their condensation scheaas or are 

proposing to do so. 

As of August, 1991, at least seventeen countries had enacted 

legislation to compensate copyright owners for unauthorized private copying 

of their works. These countries Include: Argentina, Australia, Austria, the 

Congo, the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, Franca, Gabon, Hungary, 

Iceland, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, and Zaire. 

Bulgaria Introduced a blank tape levy In April 1991 apparently to facilitate 

trade with their western trading partners. Several other countries Including 

Belgium, Denmark, and Italy, are considering such legislation. 55 Recently 

the Electronic Industries Association of Japan preliminarily approved plans 

for home taping royalties for digital hardware. A royalty structure will 

reportedly be established In 1992. At that time Japan's copyright law will 

be amended to reflect the new agreement. w 

55 Sfifi App. I. Information for this chart came from the Report by 
European Mechanical Rights Bureau (BIEM), Distribution of Audio/Video Home 
Taping Royalties. January 1990; Survey by International Federation of the 
Phonographic Industry. 1990 Survey of Tariffs for the Public Performance of 
Phonoorams. November 1990; UIPO, Cjmyxlflbl. Sept. 1990 at Text 1-01; 3 
Copyright Laws and Treaties of the world. UNESCO, Supplement 1979-1980; 3 
Copyright Laws and Tre.ties of the World. UNESCO. Supplement 1987-1988. 

56 HcClure, Japanese Hardware Group Supporting Digital Royalty. 
Billboard, (Sept. 14, 1991) at 5. 
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The countries that do add royalties or taxes to either the software 

or hardmre have developed different scheaes. A review of these scheaes 

reveal that soaw countries, such as Austria, France, and Sweden, place the 

royalty on the tapes, and soat, such as Norway and Spain, on both the tapes 

and the equipment. As can be expected, both the Mount of the royalty and 

the distribution scheaes differ. But aost of the countries which have 

developed royalty systaas require that a significant part of the royalties 

goes to authors and other copyright proprietors. Distribution facts vary 

according to the foraula a country chooses. 57 

Most countries with a high level of Intellectual property protec

tion have realized that there Is considerable loss to legitimate copyright 

owners when hoao tapers copy works without coapensatlng the copyright 

proprietor. But only a few of these countries go beyond national Interests 

and aake distributions to foreign authors. 

Coapensatlon for hoae or private taping Is currently a topic for 

discussion within the World Intellectual Property Organization. The second 

session of the Coaalttee of Experts on a Possible Protocol to the Berne 

Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works aat In Geneva, 

on February 10, 1992. This Coaalttee Is considering provisions on private 

reproduction for personal use. The document prepared by the World Intellec

tual Property Organization (WIPO) Indicated a concern that technology has 

advanced to a stage where the Issue should be studied In a wider context. It 

notes the growing use of digital and optical reproduction. techniques by 

57 See. App. I. 
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means of which works can be easily and perfectly reproduced. The proposed 

provision for private reproduction, other than serial digital reproduction, 

would be pemltted without permission based on a payment provided by a levy 

on the equipment, the blank Material, or both. 

The Protocol would thus reflect what Is already provided In some 

countries and Is proposed 1n the bill. It would also ensure that all of the 

•1n1u of the Berne Convention and the principle of national treataent would 

be applicable to the proposed provisions. 

Compensation for hoaw taping Is also being discussed among members 

of the Universal Copyright Convention and by various other groups represent

ing countries such as the European Economic Commission (EEC). M While no 

compensation system Is perfect, s o n International organizations are now 

advocating harmonization of such systems, at least as far as establishing a 

method to balance the Interests of the authors of works and users of those 

works so as to encourage continued creation of new work as well as promoting 

International unity and distribution. The European Commission met In August 

1991 to discuss, among other things, harmonization of copyright law In the 

European Community. Among the topics of discussion was the value of works 

lost to piracy of both U.S. and E.C. materials. Proposals are 1 eminent for 

Increasing copyright protection and stimulating commercial sales within the 

58 Sfifi Statement of Ralph Oman Before the Subcommittee on Communica
tions of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, 101st 
Congress, Second Session, June 13, 1990 at 31 for a discussion of the EEC 
position on compensation for digital home copying. 
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E.C. 59 The European Commission already has before It two proposals. One 

would grant writers, performers, and producers the right to authorize or 

forbid the loaning or renting out of works protected by copyright. The 

second proposal would require adhesion by all the neater States before the 

end of 1992 to the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and 

Artistic Uorks as updated by the Act of Paris, and the Row Convention for 

the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting 

Organizations. The European Community has also stated that It will submit a 

proposal to "harmonize the national systems of remuneration for private 

copying of films, video cassettes, records, audio cassettes and compact discs 

by way of a levy on blank tapes by the end of 1991." 60 

Concluding that digital tape recorders would stimulate home taping 

since the technology would permit one to make perfect copies easily, the E.C. 

concluded In Its 1988 Green Paper that urgent action was needed to protect 

copyright proprietors. 61 

Review of the systems developed In other countries for compensating 

authors for home taping should be persuasive In determining that It Is tine 

for the United States Congress to legislate In this area. 

59 Riddel1, Euro Commission Reports 'Great Urgency' On Copyrights. 
Billboard, (Sept. 14, 1991) at 80. 

60 Commission sets out copyright work programme, Co—on Market 
Reporters. Release 672, Jan. 91, para. 95,690 at 51,989. 

61 Commission of the European Communities, fireen Paper on Copyright 
and the Challenge of Technology— Issues Rewiring Immediate Action, para. 
3.91, p. 127 (June. 1988). 
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V. OBSERVAnOkS OF THE COPYRIGHT OFFICE 

The Audio Hoe* Recording Act proposal represents a potentially 

historic coaproalse aaong the recording, aisle, and electronics Industries 

and aaong the representatives of BUSleal perforaers and consumers. The 

Copyright Office Is pleased to not* that the bill apparently brings under Its 

uabrella all affected Interests. The legislation will have a positive lapact 

on protection for United States authors and copyright owners worldwide. Many 

countries collect royalties on recording equlpaent and aedla, but distribute 

the royalties to their foreign authors only on the basis of reciprocity. 

Aaerlcan authors will now be able to clala their fair share abroad. 

The AKRA Includes several Innovative features. The proposed 

allocation of royalties based on fixed percentages Is new In the United 

States copyright law, but the systea has precedents in foreign copyright 

laws. It 1s coaaon to allocate the coapulsory license fees aaong various 

groups, especially when different authors and copyright owners create the 

works of authorship. Sound recordings — the subject aatter of the AHRA--

Involve two copyright owners 1n virtually every case. The coaposer of the 

auslc or auslc publisher owns the underlying auslc; the record coapany owns 

the separate copyright In the recorded sound. The contribution of performrs 

to the creation of the recording Is also unique; their creativity warrants 

recognition through a share of royalties. 

Another innovative feature 1s Implementation of the SCMS. The 

proposal Incorporates an existing technical standard, but would be flexible 

enough to cover new standards as they are approved by the Secretary of 
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Commerce. The basic elements of the technical requlreaents s e n reasonable 

and workable. The bill achieves both the certainty of known standards and 

the flexibility of accomodating future developments. It Is not technology 

specific.-

The proposal necessarily Includes technical definitions regarding 

the equipment and media subject to the royalty system and the SCHS. The 

preliminary analysis of the Copyright Office at this time Is that the 

technical definitions are clear and properly exclude the products not 

Intended to be covered. Further analysis may lead to fine-tuning of the 

definitions, but we see no major problems now. One minor problem addressed 

by the Senate was the continuing perception that computer software and audio

visual works might be Included under the bill. The Senate's new definition 

'audiogram" was added to address the perceived ambiguity. 

The overall structure of the proposal seems workable. The 

provisions are carefully drafted. The Copyright Office at this time would 

suggest only small adjustments regarding time limits set by the proposal, and 

similar adjustments regarding the procedures related to filing Statements of 

Account, confidentiality procedures, and verification of the statements. 

1. Effective date, it ,1s not clear whether the AMU would apply to 

devices and media sold before the effective date. He suggest that the bill 

apply to products sold after the effective date (even If manufactured or 

Imported before the effective date) but not to sales prior to the effective 

date of the law. Thus we recommend that the bill make clear that the 45 day 

period (for reporting the manufacture, Importation, and sales of recording 

equipment or media) begins to run from the effective date of the law, that 
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reporting does not apply to the equipment and tape sold before the effective 

date, but does apply to Manufacture, and Importation that occurs before the 

affective date when sales occur after tha effective date. 

2. Time Urnlta far binding arbitration. SEC. 1032 regarding arbitra

tion requires action by tha Register of Copyrights within ten days of the 

receipt of certain requests or reports. The ten day period may be reasonable 

where the Register must slaply publish In the Federal Register a document 

already prepared by tha arbitral panel, as In paragraph (b)(3) of SEC. 1032. 

Where the Register aaist analyze or summarize a document, as 1n paragraph (c) 

of SEC. 1032, the tan day period may not be sufficient. He recoaaend a 30 

day period to carry out this task. 

3. Iteartrlv amd a,M|1 T||HM»t« nf fcc-t- SEC. 1011 (c) requires 

the filing of quarterly Statements of Account and payment of royalties. This 

proposal contrasts with the sash-annual filing of statements under the 

existing cable and satellite carrier licenses, sections 111 and 119 respec

tively, of tha Copyright Act. Since tha digital recording Industry Is In Its 

Infancy, at least Initially we recognize that more frequent monitoring is 

necessary. Ha believe, however, that It would be administratively more 

efficient to combine the fourth quarter and annual Statement of Account, to 

total four rather than five separate filings per year. Although It can be 

handled administratively, wa also recommend clarifying In the report the 

relationship between the quarterly and the annual statements, for example, 

whether In the course of reconciling the annual statement with earlier 

quarterly statements amended statements will be required for such earlier 

quarters. 
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4. fertflcrtlan wncednre. The proposal establishes a detailed 

verification procedure for auditing the accuracy of the statements of 

Account. Pursuant thereto, subsection (e) of section 1011 requires the 

Office.to establish procedures under which Interested copyright parties may 

conduct audits of Manufacturers and Importers at their business locations. 

The Copyright Office does not object to the proposed verification, but as 

prescribing audit procedures Is fraught with the potential for controversy, 

the Office Is hopeful that consultation with the Interested parties will lead 

to an agreement rather than lengthy Copyright Office proceedings. He are 

willing to prescribe procedures and the scope of such audits, but, as this 

procedure Is a first for the Copyright Office, we will expect to consult with 

Interested Manufacturing and copyright parties, and are sanqulne about the 

prospect of nonadversarlal proceedings. 

Under subsection 1011(g), the Register of Copyrights entertains 

challenges to the Independence of certified public accountants used by the 

parties 1n the verification proceeding. With respect to the Meaning of 

"Independence' as well as the Meaning of "generally accepted auditing 

standards* called for In section 1011(c)(3), the Copyright Office Intends to 

apply the auditing standard of the American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants. If any other standard Is Intended to be used, perhaps refer

ences thereto should be contained In the legislative report. 

5. SaaSUaUMUXl- Section 1011(h) prohibits public disclosure of 

quarterly and annual Statements of Account and Information generated during 

verification audits by creating a presumption that such Information Is 

confidential trade secret Information within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. {1905. 
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The Office takes the position that properly prowl gated regulations for 

•alntalnlng secure files and adherence thereto will be sufficient to Insulate 

Office staff froa the sanctions of section 1905. The regulations are to 

Include prescribing procedures for penalttlng Interested parties to obtain In 

confidence access to Statement of Account and verification Inforaatlon. The 

Office operates under the assumption that section 1011(h)(2) and (3) would 

not permit making copies of confidential Inforaatlon available to the 

prescribed parties except 1n specified circumstances, such as In litigation. 

The greater the number of copies the Office makes the greater the possibility 

of compromising confidentiality. 

6. Alternative flllmn dates. Section 1011(c)(3) permit! the manufac

turer or Importer to elect to file either on a calendar year or fiscal year 

basis. Such alternative filing dates are acceptable to the Copyright Office 

If elections are relatively permanent, that Is, If a manufacturer or Importer 

would only change his or her filing basis In cases of business necessity. 

7. Bnvaltv credit* for returns. Section 1012(c) allows manufacturers 

and Importers to deduct "the amount of any royalty payments already made on 

digital audio recording devices or media" that are 'returned to the manufac

turer or Importer as unsold or defective merchandise' or 'exported by the 

manufacturer or Importer or a related person.' The policy of allowing 

returned merchandise as a credit against royalties unlimited In time 

complicates the calculation of royalties. The Copyright Office recommends an 

amendment to establish a reasonable time Halt, such as two years, for taking 

credits. 
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8. Relationship nf CnavHoht Office to Copyright Royalty Tribunal. 

Section 1013 directs the Register to subalt to the CRT 'such Information is 

the Tribunal shall require to perform Its function under this chapter.' In 

the case of the cable license, the Office and the CRT have developed a 

working relationship that Involves the subalsslon of Monthly reports. The 

Copyright Office raco—ends adoption of the sea* practice for this new 

license. He recommend that the last sentence of section 1013 be aaended to 

read as follows: T he Register shall subalt to the Copyright Royalty 

Tribunal, on a Monthly basis, a financial stateaent reporting the amount of 

royalties available for distribution." 

9. MrtHhntfae rf rmnltlw ehiept a dispute. Section 1015(b) 

requires the CRT to sake a determination whether or not a controversy exists 

concerning distribution of royalties within 30 days after the close of the 

claiming period. The Copyright Office isco—ends an additional 30 day tlw 

period to provide for a total of 60 days. As drafted the language seeas to 

require the CRT to aake Its determination In a aere 30 days, which Includes 

the necessary notice In the Federal Register, a public coaaent period, and 

evaluation by the CRT. Both determining that there Is no controversy and 

authorizing distribution within a 30 day period also presents problems for 

the Copyright Office since we are required to prepare reports relating to 

distribution of the royalties. 

10. Revolving fund accounts. The Copyright Office requests the 

specific statutory or regulatory authority to close out royalty payment 

accounts after a reasonable period, such as three to four years. Under the 

cable license, the Office has maintained separate accounts for each calendar 
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year since 1978, even though soae accounts contain only a few dollars. It 

would be •ore efficient to roll the accounts over into another year rather 

than Maintain separate accounts Indefinitely. 

CONCLUSION 

The Copyright Office fully endorses the principles of the proposed 

legislation. He coaeend the parties for their all-encoapasslng coaproalse 

and recoaaend swift favorable action by Congress. The proposal seeas sound, 

fair, and workable. All creative and proprietary Interests are accoaaodated 

by the coaproalse. Consuaers will benefit both froa the diversity of 

creative worts and froa new recording technologies. The record coapanles 

will sell aore products. The public will have aore auslc to enjoy. Everyone 

seeas to benefit. At last, the American creators will share the profits froa 

this wonderful technology, not Just the equlpaent Manufacturers. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Before I go to questions, the Chair would recognize 
the distinguished gentleman from Michigan, chairman of the Gov
ernment Operations Committee. 

The gentleman from Michigan. 
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Chairman Hughes. I want 

to commend you for the craftsmanship that has led us to a com
promise. After over a decade on this committee as a supporter of 
our American music and the jazz music, which is a unique Amer
ican creation in particular, I am very happy about this, because we 
worked out, as has been already said well here, an agreement be
tween songwriters, copyright owners, the manufacturers, the art
ists, and then, of course, most of all the consumers. 

So I am very happy to have this opportunity to weigh in with you 
on the Audio Home Recording Act. I think it is an excellent resolu
tion of a very longstanding and sticky problem. 

I ask unanimous consent that my statement be included in the 
record at this point. 

Mr. HUGHES. Without objection, it will be so ordered. 
Mr. CONYERS. I yield back the balance of my time. Thank you 

very much. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Conyers follows:] 
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STATEMENT ON 

H.R. 3204, THE AUDIO HOME RECORDING ACT 

BY 

HONORABLE JOHN CONYERS, JR. 

February 19, 1992 

Mr. Chairman, this is a rare day. We have before 

us a pises of legislation, H.R. 3204, the Audio Home 

Recording Act, which ail of the affected groups support, 

which will Indisputably benefit the American public, and 

which resolves a controversy that has split the music 

Industry, the consumer electronics industry, and 

consumsr groups for mors than a decade. I say, this Is 

a rare day because - unfortunately - Congress so 

infrequently has the opportunity to enact consensus 

solutions to complex and longstanding problems of such 

Importance to all concsmsd. 

H.R. 3204 is comprehensive In its approach and 

contains benefits for each of the groups concerned about 

digital audio technology and home taping. 
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• Songwriters and copyright owners will be 

compensated for digital home copying of their 

works through a system of modest royalty 

payments and will be protected against multi-

generational digital copying by SCMS 

technology. 

• Consumers will be freed from the possibility of 

legal liability for home audio taping for private, 

non-commercial use, whether in digital or 

analog formats. 

• Manufacturers, also freed from the legal 

uncertainty surrounding digital audio 

technology in the U.S., will be able to bring 

exciting new products into the American 

market. 

Moreover, passage of this delicately crafted 

compromise should cement U.S. leadership in the 
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international protection of Intellectual property rights, a 

subject of great consequence not only to writers and 

copyright holders, but also to our trade negotiators. 

Music - and other intellectual property related 

industries - are vitally Important to our economy and 

afford us a substantial favorable balance of trade. That, 

obviously, means American Jobs. 

I would like to commend the Chairman of the 

Subcommittee, Mr. Hughes, and the Chairman of the full 

Committee, Mr. Brooks, for introducing this bill. As a 

longstanding supporter of the music Industry, who has 

had friends on all sides of the home taping issue over 

the past years, I am proud to be a co-sponsor of this 

landmark legislation. Passage of H.R. 3204 will help 

assure the vitality and variety of American music to the 

benefit of music lovers everywhere. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Oman, Professor Litman—who will testify, as 
you know, on the next panel—raises questions about the negotia
tion process through which this legislation was developed. Do you 
have any views about the process of incorporating a privately nego
tiated agreement into legislative form? 

Mr. OMAN. This subcommittee in the past has relied on that pro
cedure very successfully. I am thinking primarily of the jukebox ne
gotiations. It is a way of getting parties to sit down and work out 
their problems. And, if they come up with a solution that is not in 
the public interest, they will certainly find out in short order. And 
that is the purpose of your hearing today, to find out whether that 
agreement is in the public interest, and I think your conclusions 
will be the same as mine, at least I hope they are, that it does 
serve the public interest. 

Mr. HUGHES. In your view, would it be useful to secure inter
national agreements with respect to the SCMS system, the royalty 
provisions or other aspects of the proposed legislation? 

Mr. OMAN. In terms of seeking a formal international agreement, 
it is always difficult to both negotiate a treaty and then have coun
tries adhere to it. It is my view that with the international stand
ard that has been developed by the major manufacturers and the 
major creative interests, that standard will become the worldwide 
standard perforce, just as a result of their economic power. And it 
is my understanding that the manufacturers will not manufacture 
machines without the SCMS technology for countries that don't 
have SCMS laws. With that being the case, it is unlikely that pock
ets of rampant home taping will develop in the digital format with
out some international standard. So I think the system is going to 
work well without a formal treaty. 

Of course, the Berne Convention already has a great impact on 
the situation in that it protects the rights of composers, and even 
in those countries that don't have specific SCMS legislation, there 
are certain protections built in under the Berne Convention. 

Mr. HUGHES. Are you concerned at all about the detailed and 
technical nature of the legislation? If we were to follow the ap
proach of this particular bill, is the copyright code going to look 
more and more like the Encyclopedia Britannica as new tech
nologies evolve? 

Mr. OMAN. This is an unusual circumstance in which technology 
really is the key to the solution, and without a detailed exposition 
of the agreement in technical language, it would have been difficult 
to get agreement on broad general terms. And, though I do prefer 
legislation that is more general in nature, under the circumstances 
I think it was essential that we do permit that type of specificity 
in this case. 

Mr. HUGHES. The legislation provides fairly broad powers for the 
Secretary of Commerce to make some changes in the basic fabric 
of the law. Some critics have suggested that the Congress is pretty 
much giving away the store. What is your view on that score? 

Mr. OMAN. You have established the broad parameters. There 
can be technical variations within those broad parameters. If it ap
pears that 10 years down the road the standards that are later de
veloped because of new breaking technology do not comport with 
those broad parameters, you can jump back into the fray. But it is 
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my expectation that the bill as drafted provides the essential guide
lines that the Secretary of Commerce can use in applying technical 
standards. 

Mr. HUGHES. YOU outline in your full statement about 10 mostly 
administrative changes that the Copyright Office would recommend 
in the bill. Are there any of those that you want to particularly 
touch upon in your oral statement? 

Mr. OMAN. Let me ask Ms. Schrader to comment on that point. 
She may have some additional views. 

Ms. SCHRADER. Of course, a number of the items that we brought 
to the attention of the subcommittee have been considered in the 
other body and certain adjustments have been made in the Senate 
bill as amended. But I would especially bring to your attention our 
point No. 3, that we don't see a need to have four quarterly state
ments and then an annual statement filed every year. Also, point 
No. 1, that the bill should be clarified to make clear just exactly 
the effective date in terms of material that has been distributed be
fore the bill comes into law. Again, that adjustment has been made 
in the Senate bill as amended. 

We would also particularly ask you to consider point No. 10, to 
give the Copyright Office the authority to, in effect, have revolving 
fund accounts as the royalties come in. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. Dr. Lebow will testify on the second 
panel, and as I went through his testimony, he makes a very inter
esting observation about his interpretation of the bill's definition of 
digital audio interface device and digital audio recording device and 
digital audio recording medium when he suggests that they are 
overly loose, overly broad and possibly will inhibit the development 
of new technologies which are bound to occur. 

Do you have a view on that, Mr. Oman? 
Mr. OMAN. It is a problem that I have heard discussed in the 

past, and there was, I think, a legitimate concern that it might be 
overbroad in terms of its sweep. It could bring in computer pro
grams and the like. 

I think the Senate addressed the problem by defining with great
er precision, perhaps, what it is we are talking about here, and I 
think the term they came up with was audiogram and that seemed 
to solve the technical problems of overbreadth. That may be a solu
tion you might want to pursue. 

Mr. HUGHES. Has your shop looked at that question in particu
larity? 

Mr. OMAN. We have looked at it and we do think that it solves 
the problem without creating problems in other areas. 

Mr. HUGHES. One of the criticisms that I have heard is that it 
is not fair to impose a penalty across the board when consumers 
will not make any home tapes. What is your response to those 
making that criticism? 

Mr. OMAN. Generally, the technology is for the serious audio- . 
phile, and I think studies have suggested that an extremely high 
percentage of those who buy the machines intend to tape copy
righted works on the machines. That is what is so attractive. For 
those few who do not tape copyrighted materials, I suppose there 
is some small injustice. But I think by and large they will be in 
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such a miniscule minority that that unfairness will have to be ac
commodated. 

Of course, in terms of the royalty on the blank tapes, there is no 
obligation to buy blank tapes with the royalty imposed, unless you 
intend to use the blank tapes to record, which is generally copy
righted materials. So, even though there is some small element of 
unfairness, I think by and large it is not an unfair burden on the 
recording public. 

Mr. HUGHES. And I would presume that the overriding public 
good is served by bringing this technology to the marketplace. 

Mr. OMAN. It will allow the technology to prosper. It will allow 
for the consumer to have a much wider choice in terms of materials 
available. And I think ultimately it will spread this technology 
throughout the country, and not just have it be the high line lux
ury item that it is today. 

Mr. HUGHES. Well, thank you very much. 
The gentleman from California. 
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I think we take for granted that any kind of copying of copy

righted work without permission is a violation of the copyright law. 
At the same time, Americans pretty well take it for granted they 
have the right to copy anything in their own homes. This is an area 
of the law that is unclear. 

Would it be in the public interest to clear this up, say that home 
taping for noncommercial purposes is not a copyright violation? 

Mr. OMAN. Well, in many ways that is what you are doing in this 
legislation, Mr. Moorhead. You are for the first time making clear 
that home taping in the digital format is not a violation of fair use 
because the royalty that is paid on the blank tapes and on the ma
chines covers the interest of the creators. 

I do think that the balance that has been struck is a good one, 
and it is ultimately fair to all parties. And I think that a fair-
minded consumer will recognize that the small price that has to be 
paid is worth the price in terms of the prospering of the technology 
and the availability of new materials. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. Could you give us some idea of the thinking that 
went to involve the disparity in royalty payments with the record 
industry receiving two-thirds of the funds and the songwriters and 
music publishers providing the other one-third? 

Mr. OMAN. I suppose the negotiations that led to that split were 
based on some recognition of the amount of investment and the 
amount of effort that goes into the various aspects of the promotion 
of music. You have experts in that field in following panels, and I 
would respectfully request that they attempt an answer to that 
question based on their years of experience and years of tough ne
gotiations at the bargaining table. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. Can you give us some idea of what the cost to 
the Federal Government will be in implementing this legislation? 

Mr. OMAN. The bill as drafted allows for administration in the 
U.S. Copyright Office and the cost of that administration will be 
borne by funds from the royalty pool. So, even though we have re
quested in the 1983 budget cycle three additional positions to ad
minister this law, the cost of those positions will be borne by the 
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users of the system. So it won't cost the American taxpayers any 
money directly. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. This bill provides the formula for handling home 
taping of music only. Could the same formula be used for home 
taping and home copying generally of other material? 

Mr. OMAN. What you Tiave determined in drafting the legislation 
as you have, limited to the digital technology, is that in the normal 
analog field the likelihood of a copy made at home displacing a sale 
is much less likely than in the digital format where you have a per
fect copy made. And, under those circumstances this distinction is 
a logical one and one I think that will be borne out in experience. 

When someone has the money to buy expensive DAT machines 
and buy the expensive blank tapes, one has disposable income that 
could be used to buy the tapes prerecorded. The fact that many of 
the people who use the analog technology, the teenagers with lim
ited income who don't seek the high quality in their analog copies, 
generally aren't the ones with the disposable income that can buy 
the prerecorded tapes. So it is not displacing a sale in many cases. 
And that is the determination I think you nave made in drafting 
the bill and limiting it to the digital technology, because it is in 
that medium that the studies show that taping at home displaces 
sales. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. The chairman alluded to one other situation, the 
fact that the bill is so long, 57 pages long, and a tremendous 
amount of the details deals with the auditing of the books. I won
der as far as litigation is concerned whether that tremendous detail 
will alleviate potential legal battles in court or will it be something 
that causes more of them as people argue over more and more 
terms and find more areas in which they can? 

Mr. OMAN. In this particular case, since the solution is so rooted 
in technology, I think the detail will eliminate confusion down the 
road and will make lawsuits less likely. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. Well, I know what an important role you have 
played in all of this, Mr. Oman, and we appreciate your action and 
your activity in bringing the parties together. This has been a very 
difficult issue to solve and I know it is necessary that someone who 
is well aware of all of the people involved and all of the issues in
volved to get into it as you have. So I think that you deserve a 
great deal of the credit for bringing this legislation before us. 

Mr. OMAN. Well, you are kind to suggest it, Mr. Moorhead. But, 
if the truth be known, we were very much on the sidelines and it 
was the parties themselves who really have put it together, and 
they serve all the credit. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. You are modest, anyway. 
Mr. HUGHES. I thank the gentleman. 
I have just one additional question. The SCMS copying prohibi

tion reaches material not protected by copyright. That seems to be 
so because all materials which are not electronically encoded as 
noncopyright materials are considered to be copyrighted. 

My question is, there seems to be no provision for changing the 
treatment of material once copyright expires. In other words, for 
purposes of serial copying, material having copyright-protected en
coding would not use that encoding. Am I correct in that assump
tion? And does that give you any concern? 
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Mr. OMAN. It was a concern that we had, and it is still a concern. 
We had concluded, however, what the expected life of a recording 
was, even though the expected life in the digital format is greater 
than in the analog format, it still is limited by the physical prop
erties of the media, and that a prerecorded tape that is issued with 
the encoding on it today cannot be expected to physically last for 
the duration of copyright. In the life of the author plus 50 years, 
new recordings will be made, and if the work is in the public do
main, it could conceivably be made without the encoding on it or 
it could still require the encoding because the sound recording itself 
is protected under copyright. 

I think in the long run you will find that the duration of copy
right mitigates any unfairness that might creep in with the coding 
not being erased at a certain time in the life of the music, and I 
do think that it is in many ways a theoretical problem rather than 
a practical problem. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. I have no further questions. I just want 
to thank you for your help once again and tell you that I have 
known and I am sure we have known on the subcommittee for a 
long time that your office enjoys a terrific reputation in this coun
try, but I am happy to say that I observed firsthand just how high
ly regarded our own Copyright Office is in the international com
munity. My recent visit to the World Intellectual Property Organi
zation, where I was privileged to speak this past Monday, was very 
instructive in that regard. And I just want to congratulate you on 
your professionalism over the years and thank you and Eric 
Schwartz in particular, and vour staff for the splendid job they did 
in making my own visit to Geneva and with some of the organiza
tions in France so productive. Thank you. 

Mr. OMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. I would like to introduce our first panel of wit

nesses this morning representing the recording and electronics in
dustries. I would like to commend you for your important work and 
for the compromises that each of your organizations made in order 
to reach an accord that will assure the protection of copyrights and 
provide consumers with new and important products. 

First, I would like to welcome Mr. Barry Manilow, a renowned 
performer and songwriter, whose credits include some of our most 
cherished American musical classics. I think we will have a chance 
in just a few minutes to hear Mr. Manilow's music on the digital 
compact cassette player. We're just delighted to have you with us 
today, Mr. Manilow. 

Second, I would like to welcome Mr. Stan son G. Nimiroski, the 
vice president and manager of the Sony Music Entertainment man
ufacturing plant in Pitman, NJ, which is in my congressional dis
trict. Were very proud to have them as corporate citizens in 
Gloucester County. 

Third, Mr. Joseph Smith, president and chief executive officer of 
Capitol-EMI Music, Inc. Testifying also is John Roach, the presi
dent and chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Tandy 
Corp., and Mr. George David Weiss, also a highly acclaimed song
writer and president of the Songwriters Guild of America. Mr. Cary 
Sherman, an attorney with Arnold & Porter, is accompanying the 
witnesses today. 
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We are delighted to have each of you with us. We have your full 
statements which, without objection, will be made part of the 
record, and you may proceed as you see fit. Why don't we begin 
with you, Mr. Manilow. We welcome you today. 

STATEMENT OF BARRY MANILOW, RECORDER AND SONGWRITER, 
HOLLYWOOD, CA 

Mr. MANILOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thanks for the oppor
tunity to testify in support of H.R. 3204, the Audio Home Record
ing Act. 

I am Barry Manilow, and I come before you today as a BMI song
writer, as a musician, recording artist, music publisher, and 
consumer. But I also represent thousands of others in the music in
dustry. 

This legislation is of paramount importance to the music commu
nity and to consumers. It will provide compensation to the creators, 
producers and performers of music when copies of our work are 
made at home by private citizens. It will give consumers access to 
the most innovative and exciting new digital audio technologies 
that the market has to offer. But more than that, it will protect 
consumers from copyright infringement lawsuits whenever they 
copy music at home for their personal use. 

Finally, it will continue the great tradition of America's copyright 
law which fosters the creative spirit by preserving incentives for 
songwriters, musicians, performers and record companies to 
produce music. By ensuring a fair return on our investment of time 
and talent, Congress will guarantee that America's music commu
nity will continue to be the world leader in the production of re
corded music. 

You know, I've been very lucky. I'm proud of my achievements 
and I am proud of my music. But I'm not just here on behalf of 
myself today. I am here on behalf of thousands and thousands of 
struggling American songwriters, musicians and performers and 
generations of talent to come. I am also here on behalf of the peo
ple who the public never hears about—publishers, recording engi
neers, producers, background vocalists and musicians, A&R execu
tives, promoters, marketers, distributors, and, of course, the record 
retailer. These are just some of the people who help bring music 
to the public. So, you see, it's for all these individuals that I appear 
before you today to get support for this important legislation. 

You know, songwriters, performers and musicians earn their 
money pennies at a time. It's a struggle to make ends meet getting 
paid like that. For every record sold, one only earns a few pennies. 
Only a few of the biggest super stars get paid up front. Most of us 
only get paid when a record sells. If you're lucky enough to get a 
hit, it's great news. It means that people like our songs. But the 
bad news is that it's primarily the hits that get copied; it's the hits 
that get taped. Of course, I would rather have a hit, but when 
someone makes a copy of our work instead of buying it, it is just 
not fair. Home copying threatens our livelihood. 

This threat is greater today than ever before because of digital 
technology. Digital technology is great, it's fantastic. Because of 
digital technology, music sounds extraordinary. As a producer and 
as an artist, no one appreciates the advance of new technologies 
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more than I do. It has been very exciting to work with digital re
cording in the studio. But now anybody can make a perfect copy 
of our work at home. With digital technology, the 100th copy is as 
perfect as the first. If perfect copies can be made for only the cost 
of a blank tape, why purchase the original? Why pay for a 
prerecorded cassette or compact disk when you could get a digital 
copy from a friend that is as perfect as the original, or when you 
can tape perfect copies off the radio? So, you see, it's not pleasant 
for me to read about blank tape sales. 

That is why I'm here today on behalf of this legislation. This leg
islation can only bring positive benefits to us all. By providing roy
alties on blank tape, this legislation will effectively remove the 
fears associated with digital recording technologies and permit 
songwriters, musicians and performers to join hands with consum
ers to embrace these fantastic new products. 

Also, this bill provides for a limitation on the ability to make dig
ital copies of digital copies by requiring that all nonprofessional 
models of such equipment incorporate the Serial Copy Management 
System, the SCMS. This way consumers will gain access to exciting 
hew technologies free from the legal hassles of the past. 

We musicians want the best possible equipment available to de
liver our music. The higher the quality of the equipment, the better 
our music sounds. No one in the music community has enjoyed 
being labeled as antitechnology just because we're concerned about 
the need to protect our rights, our copyrights. We have always 
wanted our fans to hear what we create in a setting as close to stu
dio perfect as possible. 

But so far the consumer has been denied access to this great new 
technology because of the legal climate surrounding the introduc
tion of DAT and other products. This bill changes the landscape, 
permitting manufacturers of new digital audio recorders to bring 
their products to market without fear of lawsuits and the problems 
of the past. As it should be, the market will dictate the success or 
failure of these technologies. I am very excited about all the possi
bilities that await us. The only dilemma will be for the consumer 
to decide among all these great new toys available, and that's the 
way it should be. 

This legislation will preserve the incentives for American song
writers, musicians, performers and record companies to continue to 
create music, maintaining our preeminence in the world market. 

H.R. 3204 protects millions of livelihoods. It provides the finan
cial nourishment necessary to produce the quality and diversity of 
music we are accustomed to enjoying. Without this bill, the music 
industry will be on a downhill spiral. Without the protection of this 
legislation, the music community will lose so much revenue be
cause of home copying that we might never be able to recover. 
There will be fewer dollars to invest in new talent. We could lose 
a whole generation of young songwriters, musicians and performers 
solely from the lack of adequate protection of their copyrights. 
Record companies would be less willing and much less able to take 
chances on new talent. Songwriters couldn't make a living. Less 
popular genres of music, such as jazz, folk or classical, could dis
appear. 
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Mr. Chairman, you have taken the opportunity and provided the 
leadership necessary to prevent this dismal future by introducing 
H.R. 3204. Please now take the final step by enacting this measure 
as soon as possible so that American music, in all its richness and 
diversity, will be around for generations to come. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Manilow. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Manilow follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARRY MANILOW, RECORDER AND SONGWRITER, 

HOLLYWOOD, CA 

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Barry 

Manilow. I want to thank you for the opportunity to be here 

today to testify in support of H.R. 3204, the Audio Home 

Recording Act of 1991. I come before the subcommittee today as a 

BMI songwriter, but I am also a musician, recording artist, music 

publisher and consumer. I am also here today to represent 

thousands of others in the music industry. 

In the time I've been allotted, I would like to stress three 

reasons why this legislation is of paramount importance to the 

music community and to consumers. First, this bill provides \ 

compensation to the creators, producers and performers of music 

for the home copying of our works. 

Second, it will provide consumers with access to the most 

innovative and exciting new digital audio technologies that the 

market has to offer; in addition, the bill protects consumers 

from copyright infringement lawsuits for home copying of music 

for their personal use. 

66-469 - 93 - 5 
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Finally, it will continue the great tradition of America's 

copyright law in fostering the creative spirit by preserving 

incentives for songwriters, musicians, performers and record 

companies to produce music. By ensuring a fair return on our 

investment of time and talent. Congress will guarantee that 

America's music community will continue to be the world leader in 

the production of recorded music. 

Let me return to my first point as to why compensation to 

creators and producers of music is so important, by giving you a 

little insight into this crasy business of music. Like any other 

profession, it takes a great deal of work to achieve any degree 

of success. Hot to mention a whole lot of luck. I've been very 

fortunate in my career. I'm proud of my achievements and my 

music. But I'm not here on behalf of myself. I've made it. My 

career started over twenty years ago, at a time when technology 

only presented new horizons, not fears. I'd like to speak to you 

on behalf of the thousands and thousands of American songwriters, 

musicians and performers who are struggling right now and who may 

or may not make it; and even more importantly, for the next 

generation of talent who will start with the same basic gifts I 

did and who must have the same opportunities. 
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As you probably know, success in the music business is a 

rarity. For every songwriter or performer that you can identify 

— there are hundreds of names that you'll never hear; hundreds 

of people who will never achieve any degree of financial success 

as a songwriter or performer. In addition, there are many other 

people who contribute to an artist's efforts who will never gain 

the attention of the public — other songwriters, publishers, 

recording engineers, mastering engineers, producers, background 

vocalists and musicians, A & R executives, promoters, marketers, 

distributors and, of course, the record retailer — these are 

just some of the people who help bring music to the public. It 

is for these faceless and nameless individuals that I appear 

before you today to support this important legislation. 

As songwriters, performers, and musicians we earn our money 

pennies at a time. We want our fans to enjoy our music, yes, but 

we also want to be paid for our work. When you're struggling to 

make ends meet, every little bit helps. For every record we 

sell, we earn some money — a few cents. These pennies add up to 

be our salary. Only a few of the biggest superstars get paid up 

front. Most of us only get paid when a record sells. If we are 

lucky enough to get a hit, it's great news — that people like 

our songs. 
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The bad news is that it's the 'hits* that get taped. Don't 

get me wrong. I'd rather have a hit, but when someone makes a 

copy of our work instead of buying it, this takes money out of 

our pockets and bread off our tables. Home copying threatens our 

very livelihood. 

Never before has this threat been greater than today, as we 

enter an age of digital technology. The irony is that, as a 

producer and an artist, no one appreciates the advance of new 

technologies more than I. It has been really exciting to work 

with digital recording in the studio. 

However, the advent of new digital audio recording devices 

for consumer use, such as DAT, Digital Compact Cassette (DCC), 

recordable CD, and Mini-Disc (MD), has a different meaning for 

me. DAT, for instance, permits consumers to make perfect copies 

for many generations. With digital technology, the 100th copy is 

as perfect as the first. If perfect copies can be made for only 

the cost of a blank tape, why purchase an original? Why pay for 

a prerecorded cassette or compact disc when you could get a 

digital copy from a friend that is as perfect as the original? 
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It Is not a pleasant exercise, Mr. Chairman, to read about 

blank tape sales. That Is why I an so pleased to be here today 

on behalf of this legislation. In my view. It brings only 

positive benefits to us all. This legislation will effectively 

remove the fears associated with digital recording technologies 

and permit songwriters, musicians and performers to join hands 

with consumers in embracing these new products. In addition to 

royalties, this bill provides for a limitation on the ability to 

make digital copies of digital copies through a requirement that 

all nonprofessional models of such equipment incorporate the 

"Serial Copy Management System" ("SCMS-). 

This leads to my second point, that consumers will gain 

access to exciting' new technologies, free from the legal 

entanglement of the past. I want to address this point, first as 

an artist, then on the part of the consumer. 

First, musicians want the best possible equipment available 

to deliver our music. The higher the quality of the equipment, 

the better our music sounds. No one in the music community has 

enjoyed being labeled as "anti-technology" just because we were 

concerned about the need to protect our rights — our copyrights. 

We've always wanted our fans to hear what we create in a setting 

as close to studio perfect as possible. 
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In the past, the consumer has been denied access to 

developing new technologies because of the. legal climate 

surrounding introduction of OAT and other products. This bill 

changes the landscape, permitting manufacturers of new digital 

audio recorders to bring their products to the market without 

fear of lawsuits or the problems of the past. And, as it should 

be, the market will dictate the success or failure of these 

technologies. As an avid music fan, I am excited about all the 

possibilities that await us. The only dilemma will be for the 

consumer to decide among all the available technologies. But 

isn't that the way it should be? 

Finally turning to ay third point, this legislation will 

preserve the incentives•for American songwriters, musicians, 

performers and record companies to continue to create music, thus 

maintaining our pre-eminence in the world market. Nhen American 

music is played abroad we're not just exporting U.S. product, 

we're exporting American culture and ideals. 

In these tough economic times, American music continues to 

dominate world trade. This means songwriters, musicians, and 

performers can continue to work at this business we all love. 

This legislation fuels investment in a diversity of music — 

music designed to meet all the tastes and interests of our 
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pluralistic society, such as jasz, classical, gospel, folk, 

country, rap, and yes, even good old fashioned rock and roll. 

By protecting our livelihoods, H.R. 3204 will provide the 

financial nourishment necessary to produce the quality and 

diversity of music we've all become accustomed to enjoying. 

Without this bill, our music industry could be on a downhill 

spiral that would result in a uniformity of music and career 

changes for songwriters, musicians, and performers. 

Imagine this — without the protection this legislation 

offers, the music community would surely lose more revenue from 

home copying at an ever increasing rate. This translates into 

fewer dollars available to invest in new talent. We could lose a 

whole generation of young songwriters, musicians and performers 

solely from lack of adequate protection for our copyrights. 

Record companies would be less willing, and much less able, to 

take chances on new talent. Songwriters would be forced to write 

only those songs that-they think would sell. Less popular genres 

of music, such as jasz, folk or classical, would fall by the 

wayside. And, we'd all be bored and uninspiredl 
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, and nenbers of this committee, 

you have taken the opportunity and provided the leadership 

necessary to prevent this dismal future by introducing H.K. 3204. 

Please now take the final step by enacting this measure as soon 

as possible so that American music, in all its richness and 

diversity, will be around for generations to come. 

Thank you. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Nimiroski. 

STATEMENT OF STANSON G. NIMIROSKI, VICE PRESIDENT AND 
MANAGER, SONY MUSIC PITMAN MANUFACTURING PLANT, 
PITMAN, NJ 
Mr. NIMIROSKI. Mr. Chairman, my name is Stan Nimiroski, and 

I am vice president and manager of the Sony Music Pitman manu
facturing plant in Pitman, NJ. I want to thank you for the oppor
tunity to come before you today to offer testimony on H.R. 3204, 
the Audio Home Recording Act of 1991. Chairman Hughes, I was 
very proud to show you our facility and introduce you to our oper
ation and our employees in Pitman, and I am pleased to be with 
you here today. 

When one thinks of the music industry, he or she generally 
thinks of the stars, like Barry Manilow, and all the attendant 

f lamour and glitz. I am here today to discuss another facet of the 
usiness and to represent the people behind the scenes who actu

ally manufacture and distribute the music product we all enjoy. 
I want to tell you briefly about the history and capacities of our 

plant and, more importantly, how this legislation benefits our end 
of the music business. The Pitman manufacturing plant first 
opened in 1960 and produced LP, longplay albums, until December 
1986. This was one of the largest LP record manufacturing facili
ties in the world. 

In our company, and particularly in our plant, we have always 
tried to move forward with new technology. When digital compact 
disks were first developed, we closed the plant, retooled our ma
chinery, and began manufacturing in the digital arena with com
pact disks. Plant employment was approximately 400 people on 
January 1, 1987. Pilot CD plant production began October 1, 1987, 
and reached full production capacity in January 1988. Today, our 
plant manufacturers CD's at the rate of 50 million units annually, 
with a total number of 925 employees. 

The Pitman plant not only manufactures the CD's but also pack
ages and ships finished CD product to regional distributors and re
tail dealers all over the United States. Our plant is not an antique 
from the industrial age but, rather, a high technology, state-of-the-
art manufacturing facility. We work hard to ensure that our facility 
remains on the leading edge of production technology. For example, 
we have just announced a $30 million expansion. This expansion 
includes $10 million in facility work for plant renovations and $20 
million in additional manufacturing equipment. 

We also have a sister plant in Carrollton, GA, that currently 
manufactures audio cassettes, and another facility in Terre Haute, 
IN, that has just announced a similar expansion phase. And the 
same holds true for other record companies. Our industry employs 
tens of thousands of workers in the manufacturing end of the busi
ness, workers prepared to meet the technological challenges that 
we face today, as well as tomorrow. 

This phase of expansion will allow us to increase our Pitman 
manufacturing capacity by an additional 24 million units annually, 
while adding approximately 100 new jobs. And it is anticipated 
that future expansion could add up to as many as 200 more jobs 
to our work force. With the passage of this bill and the introduction 
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of new audio formats, we could see even greater expansion. We ex
pect this current phase to be completed within 8 months and we 
anticipate that the plant should be in full operation by the end of 
September. 

Now to the effect this legislation would have on our operations. 
First, of course, is that by encouraging the cooperation between 
hardware companies and record companies on new digital formats, 
we will have more product to manufacture. In addition, technical 
measures will protect our original digital product from being 
cloned. Our plant will be able to manufacture CD's compatible with 
SCMS standards. 

As a manufacturer, our prime concern is quality. We're extremely 
proud of the new prerecorded music we produce. We have quality 
control mechanisms in place to assure that consumers get the qual
ity product they demand. When this legislation goes into effect, the 
high quality of our product will not be lost in any copying process, 
and there will be a well-deserved system to provide compensation 
to the creators and producers of music. For every copy made of a 
CD, that may be one less unit that will be manufactured at our 
plant. The seemingly innocuous problem of home taping, when am
plified, threatens not just the artists' livelihoods but our jobs as 
well. 

This new digital recording technology is phenomenal, Mr. Chair
man. You saw first hand that we are able to rerelease, in CD for
mat, old favorites that have been rejuvenated through digital 
remastering. The public wants this new, high quality. LP's and 
tapes in the analog format lose quality with the passage of time. 
Digital does not. 

We are looking forward to making new digital formats available 
to the buying and listening audience. With the technical protection 
of SCMS and the royalty compensation system outlined in the leg
islation, we at the manufacturing end of the music chain feel that, 
finally, fair treatment will be accorded to all of us in the process, 
from songwriters and artists for their writing and singing talents, 
all the way down to my plant workers for their dedication to their 
own jobs in producing the highest quality of prerecorded music 
available anywhere in the world. And the fans—and that's who all 
of us are really working for, after all—can have the music in what
ever format they desire. 

On behalf of all of the employees at the Pitman plant, I want to 
thank you for taking the time to examine this legislation. I urge 
your swift enactment. 

Thank you. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Nimiroski. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nimiroski follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF STANSON O. NTMIROSKI 
BEFORE THE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
AND JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION 

H.R. 3204: THE AUDIO HOME RECORDING ACT OF 1991 

FEBRUARY 19.1992 

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Sun NlmirosU and I am Vice President 
and Manager of the Sony Music Pitman Manufacturing plant in Pitman, New Jersey. I want to tell you 
briefly about the history and capacities of my plant and, more importantly, what this legislation will do for 
us. 

when one thinks of the music industry, he or she generally thinks of the stars, like Barry Manilow, 
and all the attendant glamour and glitz. I am here today to discuss another facet of the business and to 
represent the people behind the scenes who actually manufacture and distribute the music produa we all 
enjoy. 

In our company, and particularly In our plant, we have always tried to move forward with new 
technology. The Pitman plant manufactures CD% as well as packaging and shipping to retail dealers and • 
regional distributors. Today, our plant manufactures CDs at the rate of SO million units annually, with a 
total number of 923 employees. Our plant b not an antique from the industrial age, but rather a high-
technology, state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. And we work hard to ensure that our facility remains 
on the leading edge of production technology. The same holds true for other record companies. Our 
industry employs tens of thousands of workers in the manufacturing end of the business, workers prepared 
to meet the technological challenges that we face today, as well as tomorrow. 

For example, we have Just annonnrrd a 30 million dollar expansion. Thb phase of expansion will 
allow us to increase our Pitman manufacturing capacity by an additional 24 million units annually, while 
adding approximately 100 new Jobs. And it b anticipated that future expansion could add up to as many 
as 200 more jobs to our work force, with the passage of thb bill and the Introduction of new audio 
formats, we could see even greater expansion. 

Now, to the effect thb legblarJon would have on our operations. First, of course, b that by 
encouraging the cooperation between hardware companies and record companies on new digital formats, 
we will have more produa to manufacture. In addition, technical measures will protect our original digital 
produa from being doncd. Our plant wiO be able to manufacture CD's compatible with SCMS standards. 

As a manufacturer, our prime concern b quality. We're extremely proud of the new prerecorded 
musk we produce. We work very bard to assure that consumers get the quality produa they demand. 
With thb legislation, the high quality of our produa will not be lost In any copying process, and there will 
be a well deserved system to provide compensation to the creators and producers of music. For every CD 
copied, that may be one lest unit that wfl] be manufactured at our plant The seemingly innocuous 
problem of home taping, when amplified, threatens not just the artists' livelihoods, but our Jobs as welL 

The public wants thb new, high quality. We're looking forward to making new digital formats 
available to the buying and Ustenlng audience. With the technical protection of SCMS and the royalty 
compensation system outlined In the legislation we, at the mannfantiring end of the music chain, feel that, 
finally, fair treatment will be accorded to all of us in the process - from songwriters and artists all the way 
down to my plant workers. 

On behalf of all of the employees at the Pitman plant, I want to thank each of you lor taking the 
time to examine thb legblaUon. I urge vow swift enactment. Thank you. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Smith, we welcome you. 

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH SMITH, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CAPITOL-EMI MUSIC, INC., HOLLYWOOD, CA 

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my 
name is Joe Smith. I'm president and chief executive officer of Cap-
itol-EMI Music. On behalf of my company and the other members 
of the Recording Industry Association of America I am pleased to 
have the opportunity to appear today on the subject of digital audio 
recording and to urge your support for H.R. 3204, the Audio Home 
Recording Act. 

Capitol-EMI Music encompasses a diverse group of operations in 
North America and around the world, including several record la
bels, manufacturing facilities for prerecorded cassettes and compact 
disks, a legendary recording studio in Hollywood, and a sales and 
distribution division. Our record labels include Capitol Records, 
which this year is celebrating its 50th anniversary; Blue Note 
Records, a premier jazz record label of over 50 years; Angel 
Records, one of the most important classical operations in the 
world; Capitol-EMI Latin Music, EMI Records, USA, and our Nash
ville operation called Liberty Records. We are also part of a world
wide organization called EMI, with companies in 38 separate coun
tries. In the United States alone, we have over 3,000 employees. 

When Capitol Records was founded, most big name artists 50 
years ago were already signed to other labels, so Capitol Records 
set about signing and developing its own roster of artists. The 
fledgling label scored big hits with soon to be classic artists, like 
Nat Cole, Peggy Lee, Margaret Whiting, Stan Kenton, George 
Shearing, Ella Mae Morse, and others, and revitalized the career 
of Frank Sinatra. Over the years, the Beatles, the Beach Boys, the 
Band and others were introduced by our label. 

Today, our diverse roster of artists includes Bonnie Raitt, Ham
mer, Garth Brooks, Tina Turner, Paul McCartney, Bob Seger, and 
many others. At Capitol Records, we're extremely proud of our art
ists and their accomplishments. 

That's the history, and I would like to set forth several reasons 
why this legislation is of paramount importance to the record in
dustry in general and to Capitol Records. 

Our assets talk back to us. Our assets can walk out and leave 
us in a room. Our assets are not in recording studios or bricks or 
mortar. Our assets are the unpredictable and the dynamic record
ing artists and writers that we deal with. 

H.R. 3204 significantly improves the landscape for our artists in 
many respects. The bill provides some compensation to the creators 
and producers of music for the home copying of our works. The leg
islation also protects against serial copying—making copies of cop
ies endlessly. This has never been more important than with to
day's digital technology. 

We did an experiment at our studios, Mr. Chairman, last year, 
where we lined up six digital recording pieces and six analog cas
sette machines. We took a brandnew compact disk recorded by 
Itzak Perlman and the Israeli Symphony Orchestra, with Zubin 
Mehta. We made copies from the compact disk to the digital line 
and to the analog line. The sixth analog cassette had lost all of its 
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high end, it was muddy, and not satisfactory. The sixth digital cas
sette was undistinguisnable from the compact disk. We realized the 
danger in this unlimited recording ability. 

As Barry Manilow said, success in the music business is a rarity, 
not only for the artists who make it but for the songs that rise to 
the top. The facts are, economically, in our business that 85 percent 
of all pop records and 95 percent of classical records do not recover 
their recording costs and marketing costs. It doesn't sound like a 
terrific business when 85 percent of everything you do doesn't 
make it back financially. The fact is that the 15 percent make enor
mous profits. It is those profits that we reinvest in new talent and 
new technology. Also in music like classical folk gospel. 

When someone makes a copy of a record at home, as Barry said, 
they're only copying that 15 percent, those hits. That means less 
revenue for us, less money to develop artists and to produce music 
in the less popular genres. 

Second, this legislation permits record companies to embrace the 
new consumer digital audio technologies, including the soon to be 
available digital compact cassette, known as DCC, and the 
minidisk developed by Sony. In this business, we have seen and 
heard the advances that digital technology has offered in the stu
dio. Today, most of our artists will only record in the digital format, 
demanding the finest sound quality available. In the past, and 
without the protection that this legislation offers, all record compa
nies were rightly concerned about the introduction of digital record
ing technology, like digital audio tape, for consumer use. This legis
lation removes that fear, provides the protection we need to move 
forward with technology and to offer our consumers prerecorded 
music on the newest digital formats. 

The bill gives our business a much-needed "shot in the arm." The 
record business, like so many others, has been hurt in these dif
ficult economic times. With this protection, Capitol can now begin 
to release music on these new formats. We hope to see the same 
surge in sales that marked the introduction of the compact disk 10 
years ago. When we reintroduced the entire Beatles catalog, Ser
geant Pepper and all the others, it had an amazing economic im
pact right away. We foresee the same kind of impact with digital 
recording. 

But to release our product on digital formats, we have to expand 
our manufacturing facility. At the moment, Capitol Records manu
factures both compact disks and analog cassettes in Jacksonville, 
IL.f employing over 1,000 workers. We are gearing up for the Sep
tember launch of DCC, preparing our facility to begin production 
of digital compact cassettes. That translates into more jobs. 

H.R. 3204 provides more than just a new format for Capitol's 
prerecorded music. This legislation also helps lead the way in open
ing new markets around the world for U.S. music. 

In the global marketplace, over 40 percent of the market is U.S. 
music. It's one of the last exportable products this country has that 
is consistent. We are constantly looking to open new markets and 
expand our business. This legislation increases the level of produc
tion for our product here in the United States and helps open these 
future markets. Following the introduction of this legislation, 
Japan and the European Community began to move ahead with 
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plans for royalty systems similar to the proposal before you. When 
these proposals have been enacted, we can move into other new 
markets. 

Let me explain briefly what the consumer gets out of this com
promise. It's simple: the most exciting new digital audio, recording 
technology available anywhere and the music to go along with it. 
Mr. Chairman, you and Americans everywhere will be able to lis
ten to country, classical, jazz, rock, on innovative state-of-the-art 
digital recording equipment. New technologies bring the listener as 
close as possible to the experience of being right there. In sum, we 
all benefit from this legislation. 

So, on behalf of the recording industry, Mr. Chairman, and mem
bers of the committee, I thank you for your leadership on this 
issue, arid especially to our California Congressman, Mr. Moorhead, 
and other members. I encourage the swift enactment of this bill. 
The digital revolution is upon us and we've got to get ready for it. 

Thank you. 
Mr. MoORHEAD [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. Smith. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOE SMITH, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER, CAPTTOL-EMI MUSIC, INC., HOLLYWOOD, CA 

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Joe 

Smith and I am President and Chief Executive Officer of 

Capitol-EMT- Music, Inc. I am pleased to have the 

opportunity to appear here today on the subject of digital 

audio recording and to urge your support for H.R. 3204, the 

Audio Home Recording Act. 

Capitol-EMT Music encompasses a diverse group of 

operations in North America and around the world, including 

record labels, manufacturing facilities for pre-recorded 

cassettes and compact discs, studio operations and a sales 

and distribution division. Our record labels include 

Capitol Records, Blue Note Records, Capitol/EMI Latin, 

Angel Records, EMI Records USA and Liberty Records in 

Nashville. He are also part of a world-wide music family 

of EMI with operations in over 36 foreign countries. In 

the United States alone we have almost three thousand 

employees. 

Capitol Records was founded in June, 1942. In fact, 

this year marks our 50th Aniversary. The company was 

established by singer/songwriter Johnny Mercer, music store 

owner Glenn Wallichs, and motion picture producer B.G. 

•Buddy" DeSylva in 1942. As most "big name" artists were 

already signed to other labels, Capitol Records set about 

signing and developing its own stable of acts. The 

fledgling label scored big hits with soon-to-be-classic 
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artists such as Rat King Cole, Ella Mae Morse, Stan Kenton, 

Peggy Lee, and Margaret Uniting. Today, our diverse roster 

of artists includes Bonnie Raitt, Garth Brooks, Tina 

Turner, Paul McCartney, Bob Seger, Hammer, Richard Marx, 

Phil Perry and many others. At Capitol, we're extremely 

proud of our artists and their accasplishments. 

With this little bit of history behind us, I would like 

to set forth several reasons why this legislation is of 

paramount importance to the record industry in general and 

to Capitol Records in particular. First, and aost 

importantly, this bill protects our aost valuable assets -

our artists. Second, it enables us to embrace new 

technology and pursue new Marketing opportunities. Third, 

it provides our customers with the aost innovative 

technology the world can offer. In sua, B.R. 3204 is good 

for our business and for our customers. 

These three points are interrelated. First, the 

legislation protects our assets. The assets of a music 

company are not in the studio and not in the mixing boards 

or the microphones or the buildings. Our assets talk back 

to us and sometimes don't talk to us at all. Our assets 

are unpredictable because they are the artists that make 

the recordings we all enjoy. 
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R.R. 3204 will significantly improve the landscape for 

our artists in several respects. The bill provides sons 

compensation to creators and producers of ausic for the 

home copying of our works. The legislation also protects 

against serial copying — making copies of copies 

endlessly. This has never been more important than it is 

with today's digital media. Now the 100th copy is as 

perfect as the first. 

How does R.R. 3204 protect our investments and improve 

our business? Very simply, this bill would allow.record 

companies to continue to invest in new talent, to continue 

to take the financial risks to develop unknown artists, and 

to continue to bring the public the diversity of music that 

our consumers demand. 

As Barry Hanilow said, success in the music business is 

a rarity — not only for the artists who make it, but also 

for the songs that rise to the top of the charts. Today, 

over 85% of all pop recordings, and 95% of classical 

recordings, do not recover their costs. Well, you may ask, 

why bother if only 15% of all records make money? The 

record business is a "hits" business. When a song or 

artist becomes popular, our profit margins are terrific. 
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This means that we rely on the "hits" to sustain our 

business. These few "hits" make is possible to invest in 

other genres of music that do not make money. As a result, 

this bill is critical to the survival of jazz, classical, 

folk, and gospel. When someone makes a copy of a record at 

home, they're usually making copies of the "hits." This 

means less revenue, and less money to develop artists and 

to produce music in these less popular genres. 

Secondly, this legislation will permit record companies 

to embrace new consumer digital audio technologies. This, 

in turn, will open new markets as we begin to produce music 

on other digital mediums — including the 

soon-to-be-available digital compact cassette or DCC. 

In this business, we've seen, and heard, the advances 

that digital technology has offered in the studio. Today, 

most of our artists will only record in the digital format, 

demanding the finest sound quality available. He have 

always wanted this same quality for our consumers, but the 

price was too high. In the past, and without the 

protection that this legislation offers, all record 

companies were rightly concerned about the introduction of 

digital recording technology for consumer use. 
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When digital audio tape (DAT) machines first hit the 

consumer marketplace, Capitol Records decided that it was 

not in our economic interest to release pre-recorded music 

on a format that could then be used to make endless perfect 

copies of our material. This legislation would provide the 

protection ve need to move forward with technology and to 

offer to our consumers pre-recorded music on the newest 

digital formats. 

This bill may also give our business a such-needed 

"shot in the arm." The record business, like so many other 

businesses, has been hurt in these difficult economic 

times. With the protection that H.R. 3204 provides, 

Capitol can now begin to release music on these new 

formats. He hope to see the same surge in sales that 

marked the introduction of the compact disc over ten years 

ago. 

In order to release our product on new digital formats, 

we must first expand our current manufacturing capability. 

Capitol Records manufactures both compact discs and analog 

cassettes in Jacksonville, 
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Illinois, employing over 1,000 workers. We are now gearing 

up for the September 1 launch of DCC, expanding the plant 

and preparing our facility to begin production of digital 

compact cassettes. Of course, this translates into KOBE 

JOBS. 

H.R. 3204 provides aore than just a new "format" 

%market for Capitol's pre-recorded music, nils legislation 

will also help lead the way in opening new markets around 

the world for O.S. music. Capitol-EMI Music currently 

operates in 36 countries around the world. From Italy to 

the Ivory Coast, from Spain to Singapore, and from 

Australia to Argentina, we are working to develop local 

markets and talent and to bring O.S. music to these distant 

shores. In every case, our decision to move into a market 

is determined by the level of legal protection afforded 

intellectual property. We are fortunate in that, unlike 

other industries, we do not have to create a demand for our 

product. We like to think that one can walk into any 

'restaurant, store or disco in the world and hear our 

music. But we will only do business in countries that 

protect our product. 
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In the global marketplace, over forty percent of the 

market is U.S. music. We are constantly looking to open 

new markets and expand our business. This legislation will 

not only increase the level of protection for our product 

here in the United States, but will help open these future 

markets. Although the United States was a relative 

late-comer to the world copyright regimes, we are now in 

the forefront and are moving the debate forward. A number 

of countries are looking to the United States to take the 

lead in the area of home copying, though 11 other countries 

are ahead of us in providing protection. Following 

introduction of this legislation, Japan and the European 

Community began to move ahead with plans for royalty 

systems similar to the proposal before you. When these 

proposals have been enacted, we can move more forcefully 

into other new markets. 

I have tried to set forth a few ways that Capitol's 

business will directly benefit from this legislation. Now, 

let me just briefly mention what the consumer gets out of 

this compromise. It's simple — just the most exciting new 

digital audio recording technology available anywhere and 

the music to go along with it. 
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Mr. Chairman, you will now be able to listen to your 

favorite music, whether it's country, classical, jazz or 

rock, on innovative state-of-the-art digital recording 

equipment. New digital audio recording technologies bring 

the listener as close as possible to the experience of 

being right there in the recording studio with the artist. 

In sum, we all benefit from this legislation. I would 

encourage your swift enactment of this bill so as to make 

this vision a reality. 
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Mr. MOORHEAD Our next witness will be John Roach, who is the 

President, chairman of the board, and chief executive officer of 
andy Corp. Thank you, Mr. Roach. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN V. ROACH, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AND PRESIDENT, TANDY CORP., 
FORT WORTH, TX 
Mr. ROACH. Thank vou, Mr. Moorhead. 
Tandy is a Texas-Based company that manufactures and sells 

consumer electronic products. We are proud of being the largest 
U.S.-headquartered consumer electronics company in the business. 
We have over 20 factories in the United States and employ 39,000 
people in the United States, and do business with 50 million Amer
icans. 

I am also representing today the Electronic Industries Associa
tion, which is a leading organization representing manufacturers in 
the electronics industry, and the Home Recording Rights Coalition 
that represents consumers, retailers and manufacturers who have 
kept a vigil on home taping rights over the last decade. All of these 
groups support House bill 3204. 

Over the years, Mr. Chairman, this committee has worked hard 
to bring the interested parties together and yet protect the 
consumer in the process. Similarly, last year, when the music and 
consumer electronics industry representatives were before the Sen
ate Commerce Committee, your colleagues in the other chamber 
asked us to work out a compromise. Today I can report that we 
have. We have sat down with members of the music industry and 
negotiated a compromise that we believe is fair. 

As a result of your leadership and support, Mr. Chairman, and 
also with Chairman Brooks ana Mr. Moorhead's support and your 
other colleagues, this historic compromise is now embodied in the 
legislation before you today. The Audio Home Recording Act is an 
equitable solution that promises everyone a share in the benefits 
of the digital audio revolution. This legislation enables consumers 
to make recordings for their own private, noncommercial use, elimi
nates manufacturers or retailer liability for alleged copyright in
fringement, and fosters music industry support for a new genera
tion of digital recording formats. 

In addition to providing manufacturers and retailers with con
fidence to introduce and market new audio products, the act would 
instill consumers with confidence to purchase and enjoy them. For 
too long the public has paid the cost of controversy and suffered 
from the absence of new products. Thus, the legislation expressly 
states that consumers have the right to use both digital and analog 
recorders to make recordings at home, removing any legal uncer
tainty our customers may have about whether they can make cop
ies or prerecorded albums for broadcast for their own private use. 

In exchange for these assurances, the bill requires manufacturers 
to pay a royalty on the sale of digital recorders and blank digital 
tapes or other digital media. The royalties would go into a special 
fund for distribution to music creators and copyright holders. 

It is not a secret that paying royalties to the music industry is 
not something that I particularly relish, but Tandy, like other man
ufacturers, both pays and receives royalties under circumstances 
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where the company paying is not actually convinced that it in
fringes. It is part of the cost of doing business. In this case, we are 
willing to assume this necessary and predictable overhead to keep 
copyright claimants from undermining new products. 

I would like to emphasize that the legislation has been carefully 
circumscribed in its provisions and effects. The legislation covers 
only consumer model "digital audio recording devices" designed and 
marketed for the primary purpose of making copies of audio record
ings. The legislation does not encompass personal computers, video-
cassette recorders, multimedia devices, answering or dictating ma
chines, or professional products that would be used by professional 
musicians or recording studies. 

Given Tandy's diverse product line, no one is more concerned 
than we are about the possibility of a mistaken or overly broad in
terpretation of this legislation, either directly or in terms of prece
dent. We and fellow industry representatives have consulted with 
other groups and industries to ensure that we have not overlooked 
anything in this respect. 

With the benefit of these consultations, we have been able to rec
ommend eve specific language, and we can say with confidence that 
the bill comports with its intention, that the royalty obligation and 
serial copying limitation govern only recorders and blank media in 
the marketplace that are explicitly and primarily for the purpose 
of consumer digital audio recording from music albums. Thus, 
VCR's, computers, and other devices not primarily used for digital 
audio recording are outside the scope of the bill. Language refine
ments in this respect have been incorporated in the version of this 
legislation in the other body, and we recommend them to this sub
committee as well. 

In the past few years we have learned a lot of things. It is that, 
for one thing, all the legal feuding has not promoted new tech
nology. Our product shelves, though by no means bare, have been 
bare of those things that we were technically capable of producing. 

This solution guarantees at long last that consumers have the 
right to record with both digital and analog audio devices. Its im
munity from copyright infringement suits provision allows Tandy 
and other manufacturers and retailers to market new audio digital 
recording technology without fear of legal challenge. To make these 
new digital products more attractive to consumers, the bill provides 
strong incentive for record companies to release new albums in 
these formats. If the legislation is passed now, it will permit com
panies like Tandy to get a return on the vast investments we've 
made in digital R&D technology, it will create jobs in the Fort 
Worth, TX, plant for the manufacturer of a digital compact cassette 
recorder, one of the few new consumer electronic products produced 
from the beginning in this country in the last 15 years, jobs in 
Santa Clara, CA, for tape manufacturing facilities, and in every 
State where we have retail business and where the consumers will 
benefit from this. 

Consumers, retailers, manufacturers and the music industry all 
stand to benefit from this act. It's a fair deal for all of us. We ap
preciate your support and we hope that the bill will pass without 
delay. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you very much, Mr. Roach. 
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(The prepared statement of Mr. Roach follows:] 

STATEMENT OF 
JOHN V. ROACH 

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD 
TANDY CORPORATION 

Supporting H.R. 3204 
THE AUDIO HONE REC0R0IN6 ACT OF 1991 

before the 
House Judiciary Coaaittee 

SubcoaalttM on Intellectual Property 
and the Judicial Administration 

February 19, 1992 

Mr. Chairman and Heabers of the Subcoaaittee: 

Hy naae Is John Roach. I as chairman of the board, chief executive 

officer, and president of Tandy Corporation. Tandy Is a Texas-based coapany 

that aanufactures and sells business and consumer electronics products. He 

are proud of our being the largest U.S.-headquartered consumer electronics 

company in the business. He have 20 factories nationwide, eaploy over 27,000 

people In the United States, and do business with over SO million Americans 

each year. Last year, Tandy's sales exceeded 4.5 billion dollars. 

Tandy's 7,400 stores and dealers comprise the nation's largest chain of 

consumer electronics stores. Most of these stores, which operate under the 

Radio Shack, Scott, McOuff and VideoConcepts naaes, sell a diverse product 

line that includes everything froa batteries to personal and business 

computers, as well as a wide array of audio recorders, audio tape, and 

recording accessories. In 1990, we began opening a new chain of stores -- the 

Edge in Electronics -- with a more upscale iaage and a state-of-the-art 

product line. And Just last fall we opened our first Computer City 

Supercenter, which will feature Aaerica's best selling brands of computers 

including IBM, Apple, Tandy, Compaq, and AST. 
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I aa honored to appear before you today to testify in support of 

H.R. 3204 -- the Audio Hoae Recording Act of 1991 -- on behalf of Tandy as 

well as the Electronic Industries Association and the Hoae Recording Rights 

Coalition. The Consumer Electronics Group of EIA, of which Tandy Is a aeaber, 

represents the leading Mnufacturers of electronics products that entertain 

and Infora American consumers. The Hoae Recording Rights Coalition Is a 

coalition of consumers, retailers, and aanufacturers of recording products, 

also Including Tandy. Since Its founding a decade ago, the HRRC has sought to 

preserve the rights of consuaers to aake noncommercial hoae recording for 

private use. I aa therefore pleased to convey the unqualified support of 

Tandy, EIA, and the HRRC for H.R. 3204. 

- After years of controversy and uncertainty about hone recording, the 

Audio Hoae Recording Act eabodles an historic compromise aaong the consumer 

electronics Industry, the recording Industry, artists, and copyright owners. 

The Act 1s significant because It ends the debate over private, noncommercial 

audio home recording, opening the door to a vibrant market free of legal 

concerns. I will focus my remarks this morning on what the Audio Hone 

Recording Act means to consumer electronics aanufacturers and retailers -- and 

ultimately, to our custoaers. 

At the very outset, I can state unequivocally that there Is nothing more 

Important to the vitality and robustness of the consumer electronics Industry 

than new technology. It 1s what keeps aanufacturers aanufacturlng, retailers 

retailing, and consuaers consualng. And just as Important, new audio 

technology Is what keeps the record Industry recording. 

2 
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Yet toe past fen years have been difficult for audio; sales have been 

flat for Manufacturers, retailers, and record companies alike. In fact, since 

the Introduction of the compact disc ten years ago, we have not had any 

exciting new technology on our shelves to capture the Imagination of 

consumers. Put another way, the last decade has been recessionary not only 

for the economy but for new technology as well. 

Unfortunately the United States has been losing Its edge in producing 

consumer electronics products, tore and aore manufacturers — and with thee, 

•ore and aore jobs -• have gone overseas. That's why at Tandy we have became 

so obsessed with recapturing the 'Edge In Electronics." 

Tandy has been looking forward to the dawning of a new diflliil audio era 

as just the development to put Aeerlcan consumer electronics manufacturing 

back on the map — and to bring customers back Into our retail stores. 

Digital recorders offer consumers the ability to make digital recordings of 

superb quality — a tremendous advance over conventional analog tape decks. 

In particular, Tandy has been working to develop and market the digital 

compact cassette or *0CC" — a new digital tape format that plays and records 

with crisp, clear digital sound. Plus, OCT. tape decks are designed to be 

'backward compatible,' so that consumers can also use them to play back their 

existing collection of analog cassette tapes. OCC promises to be a dynamic 

and exciting new audio format. 

Yet frankly, Tandy has been hesitant to manufacture and market this new 

product. In recent years, introducing new consumer audio products has become 

> 
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risky business. 

Last year's Introduction of'digital audio tape or "DAT" recorders is a 

case in point. Two weeks after the introduction of DAT recorders In the U.S. 

marker, a group of music publishers and songwriters sued the manufacturer for 

contributory copyright Infringement. More than a year-and-a-half later, the 

DAT format still lacks full software support from the music Industry. 

Faced with the threat of litigation and an uncertain market environment, 

manufacturers and retailers have felt hamstrung. It seems crazy that our 

marketing budget should have to Include a contingency for legal fees and court 

costs just so we can introduce a new audio product. Yet without any products 

in the windows, consumers have little to entice them into our stores. Clearly 

this impasse has been in no one's Interest. 

So we've struck a deal. 

Over the years, Hr. Chairman, this Committee has worked hard to bring 

the interested parties together, yet protect the consumer In the process. 

Similarly, last year, when music and consumer electronics Industry 

representatives were before the Senate Commerce Committee, your colleagues in 

the other chamber asked us to work out a compromise. Today, I can report that 

we have. We have sat down with members of the music industry and negotiated a 

compromise we believe is fair. And as a result of your own leadership and 

support, Hr. Chairman, and that of Chairman Brooks and your other colleagues, 

this historic compromise is embodied in the legislation before you today. 

4 
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The Audio Hoae Recording Act Is an equitable solution that promises 

everyone a share In the benefits of the digital audio revolution. This 

legislation enables consumers to u k e recordings for their own private, 

noncommercial use; eliminates manufacturer or retailer liability for alleged 

copyright Infringement; and fosters music Industry support for the new 

generation of digital recording formats. 

Of special Importance to Tandy Is the protection the bill would afford 

manufacturers and retailers from copyright infringement actions based on 

consumer audio taping practices. This would create a more stable environment 

for the Introduction of new products and formats, allowing us to focus on 

marketing strategies Instead of litigation strategies. 

In addition to providing manufacturers and retailers with confidence to 

introduce and market new audio products, the Act would Instill consumers with 

confidence to purchase and enjoy them. For too long, the public has paid the 

cost of controversy, and suffered from the absence of new products. Thus, the 

legislation expressly states that consumers have the right to use both digital 

and analog recorders to make recordings at home, removing any legal 

uncertainty our customers may have about whether they can make copies of 

prerecorded albums or broadcasts for their private use. 

In exchange for these assurances, the bill requires manufacturers to pay 

a royalty on the sale of digital recorders and blank digital tapes or other 

digital media. The royalties would go Into a special fund for distribution to 

music creators and copyright holders. 

S 
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It Is no secret that paying royalties to the BUS1c industry 1s not 

something I particularly relish. But Tandy, like other manufacturers, both 

pays and receives royalties under circumstances where the company paying 1s 

not actually convinced that It Infringes. It Is part of the cost of doing 

business. In this case, we are willing to assume this necessary and 

predictable overhead to keep copyright claimants from undermining our 

products. 

I would like to emphasize that this legislation is carefully 

circumscribed 1n Its provisions and effects. The legislation covers only 

consuaer model 'digital audio recording devices* designed or marketed for the 

primary purpose of making copies of audio recordings. The legislation does 

not encompass: 

o Personal computers, vldeocassette recorders, or multimedia 

devices; 

o Answering'or dictating machines; or 

o Professional products that would be used by professional 

musicians or recording studios.. 

Given Tandy's diverse product line, no one Is more concerned than we are 

about the possibility of a mistaken or overly broad Interpretation of this 

legislation, either directly or In terms of precedent. We and fellow Industry 

representatives have consulted with other groups and Industries to ensure that 

we have not overlooked anything In this respect. With the benefit of these 

consultations, we can say with confidence that the bill comports with Its 

Intention — the royalty obligation and serial copying limitation govern only, 

recorders and blank media, that are In the marketplace explicitly or primarily 

6 
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for the purpose of consumer digital audio recording fro* music albums. Thus, 

VCRs, computers, and other devices that are not used primarily for digital 

audio recording are outside the scope of the bill. 

Let me conclude with these thoughts. 

If the past few years have taught us anything, It is that all our legal 

feuding has not promoted new technology. Our product shelves, though by no 

means bare, have been anything but a reflection of what we're technically 

capable of producing. 

This solution guarantees at long last that consumers have the right to 

record with both digital and analog audio devices. Its 'immunity from 

copyright Infringement suits" provision allows Tandy and other manufacturers 

and retailers to market new digital audio recording products without fear of 

legal challenge. And, to make these new digital products more attractive to 

consumers, the bill provides strong Incentives for record companies to release 

new albums 1n new formats. 

Consumers, retailers, manufacturers, and the music Industry all stand to 

benefit from the Audio Home Recording Act. It's a fair deal for all of us. 

He deeply appreciate your support and urge you to pass this bill without 

delay. 

Thank you. 

7 
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Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Weiss, we welcome you once again. 

STATEMENT OF GEORGE DAVID WEISS, PRESIDENT, 
SONGWRITERS GUILD OF AMERICA NEW YORK, NY, ON BEHALF 
OF THE COPYRIGHT COALITION, ACCOMPANIED BY CARY 
SHERMAN, ESQ., ARNOLD & PORTER, ON BEHALF OF THE 
WITNESSES 
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, my name is 

George David Weiss, and I am president of the Songwriters Guild 
of America. SGA is a national organization representing nearly 
5,000 songwriters, as well as the estates of deceased SGA mem
bers. SGA and its Songwriters Guild Foundation are also commit
ted to aiding and educating beginning songwriters through scholar
ship grants and specialized guild programs. 

On behalf of SGA and all the remarkable writers who create 
American music, I am happy to appear before you today to urge 
swift passage of H.R. 3204, the Audio Home Recording Act. Impor
tantly, I am also testifying for the Copyright Coalition, founded in 
1989 and consisting of more than 30 copyright advocacy groups, 
which strongly endorses this landmark legislation. Included in the 
Copyright Coalition are the National Music Publishers Association, 
ASCAP, BMI, SESAC, numerous State and local songwriter groups, 
the Authors Guild, and the Dramatists Guild. All told, the coalition 
represents thousands of individuals and businesses who share the 
goal of promoting the protection of copyrights in creative works. 

I have been the nonsalaried president of SGA for 10 years. I 
would stress that I am not a businessman or a recording engineer, 
but a songwriter. I earn my living writings songs or, more accu
rately, I earn my living from the songs I write. You may be famil
iar with some or my music. I wrote Can't Help Falling in Love," 
which Elvis Presley made a hit; "What A Wonderful World," re
corded by, among others, the great Louis Armstrong. You mav also 
know "The Lion Sleeps Tonight," "Lullaby of Birdland," and "Mr. 
Wonderful." These songs, and all the songs I create, are my prop
erty—intangible intellectual property—protected by copyright. 

I am here today to describe why I and the organizations I rep
resent so enthusiastically support H.R. 3204. In so doing, I hope it 
will become clear to the subcommittee that a delicate balance has 
been achieved in this legislation between the desire to provide the 
newest technologies for the American public, on the one hand, and 
the need to protect the vital interests of music creators and copy
right owners on the other. 

The balancing of these interests in H.R. 3204 represents a his
toric achievement, which, if enacted into law, will end more than 
a decade of controversy that has consumed the energies of many 
people in both government and industry and has delayed the avail
ability to the public of exciting new means for the enjoyment of 
music. 

It is important to emphasize that H.R. 3204 addresses the issue 
that in the past has been most crucial for the creative music com
munity: the substantial threat that we believe is posed by unlim
ited, uncompensated digital home taping. By providing for a mod
est royalty and a copy-limiting system, the bill implicitly recognizes 
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the need to protect intellectual property rights and the economic 
well-being of the American music industry. 

In our view the threat of digital audio recording technology lies 
in its ability to produce a perfect copy of an original recording and 
an endless series of perfect clones of that copy. Unlike analog tech
nology, where the quality of each successive generation of copies 
will be degraded, digital copies of a digital recording will sound as 
pristine as the original regardless of whether they are the first, the 
fifth or the five thousandth generation. / 

As creators, we derive our income from the royalties we receive 
from the sale of records and when our music is played commer
cially. All songwriters depend on royalties to provide for themselves 
and their families. Our royalty checks are our paychecks, plain and 
simple. The specter of rampant uncompensated digital recording 
thus frightens songwriters, just as the suggestion of a plant closing 
strikes fear in the neart of an auto worker. 

I can speak from some experience about the financial effects of 
new technology on our industry. When I was young—when I was 
younger—and starting to write, I studied and worked and wrote 
and studied and worked and wrote and I was a big flop. Finally, 
when I was about at the bottom I hit the top. I wrote a song that 
Frank Sinatra recorded that became number one. It was called 
"Oh, What It Seemed To Be." That song sold 1 million copies of 
sheet music. Then along came the photocopying industry. Today, a 
number one hit will sell at most 15,000 to 20,000 copies of sheet 
music. Next, of course, came analog taping. And now we have digi
tal technology. 

So, you see, songwriters have long been affected by the miracle 
and wonder of technology. We are not against it. In fact, it can 
greatly enhance our music. But we feel strongly that we must be 
treated fairly so that we, too, can send our kids to college. 

From the testimony of my colleagues on this panel, the sub
committee is aware of the substantial benefits of H.R. 3204 to each 
of us. There is no need for me to repeat their statements. Rather, 
let me say in closing that I think it is clear to all of us who have 
been involved in these issues for the past decade that without the 
members of this subcommittee and your colleagues in the other 
body no compromise would ever have been forged. By rejecting 
piecemeal approaches to these complex issues, and by forcing the 

Earties back to the bargaining table, you made us all focus on the 
roader public policies at stake and induced us to reexamine our 

individual demands. At bottom, that approach led to this legisla
tion. 

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of all of us in the creative community 
who so strongly support H.R. 3204, I want to thank you and Chair
man Brooks tor introducing this legislation, and Mr. Moorhead, Mr. 
Fish, and the many, many other members of this committee and 
the House for cosponsoring it. Passage of this bill would be a re
markable achievement benefiting the American public and every 
segment of the music industry. 

We look forward to working with you in the coming weeks to 
make it a reality. Thank you for this opportunity. 

Mr. HUGHES [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. Weiss, for an 
excellent statement. 

66-469 - 93 - 6 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Weiss follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE DAVID WEISS, PRESIDENT, SONGWRITERS 

GUILD OF AMERICA, NEW YORK, NY, ON BEHALF OF THE 

COPYRIGHT COALITION 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is George David 

Weiss and I am president of the Songwriters Guild of America. SGA is a national 

organization representing nearly 5,000 songwriters, as well as the estates of deceased 

SGA members. SGA and its Songwriters Guild Foundation are also committed to 

aiding and educating beginning songwriters through scholarship grants and 

specialized Guild programs. 

On behalf of SGA and all the remarkable writers who create American music, 

I am pleased to appear before you today to urge swift passage of HJL3204, the Audio 

Home Recording Act. Importantly, I am also testifying for the © Copyright Coalition, 

founded in 1989 and consisting of more than 30 copyright advocacy groups, which 

strongly endorses this landmark legislation. Included in the © Copyright Coalition 

are the National Music Puhlishers Association (NMPA); the American Society of 

Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP); Broadcast Music Incorporated (BMI); 

SESAC; numerous state and local songwriter groups; the Authors Guild; and the 

Dramatists Guild. All told, the © Copyright CoaHtion represents thousands of 

individuals and businesses who share the goal of promoting the protection of 

copyrights in creative works. 

I have been president of SGA for ten years and my position is a non-salaried 

one. I would stress that I am not a businessman or a recording engineer, but a. 

songwriter. I earn my living writing songs or, more accurately, I earn my living from 

the songs I write. You may be familiar with some of my music. I wrote "Can't Help 
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Falling In Love," which Elvis Presley made a hit; "What A Wonderful World," 

recorded by, among others, the great Louis Armstrong, which was the featured song 

for the movie "Good Morning Viet Nam"; "Stay With Me," by Bette Midler, and That 

Sunday, That Summer," originally recorded by Nat King Cole and currently featured 

on his daughter Natalie's top selling album "Unforgettable". You may also know The 

Lion Sleeps Tonight," "Lullaby of Birdland," and "Mr. Wonderful." These songs, and 

all the songs I create, are my property-intangible "intellectual property "-protected 

by copyright. 

I am here today to describe why I and the organizations that I represent so 

enthusiastically support H.R. 3204. In so doing, I hope it will become clear to the 

Subcommittee that a delicate balance has been achieved in this legislation between 

the desire to provide the newest technologies for the American public, on the one 

hand, and the need to protect the vital interests of music creators and copyright 

owners on the other. The balancing of these interests in HJL 3204 represents an 

historic achievement, which - if enacted into law -- will end more than a decade of 

controversy that has consumed the energies of many people in both government and 

industry and has delayed the availability to the public of exciting new means for the 

enjoyment of music 

With that as background, Mr. Chairman, I would now like briefly to address 

three topics: the role of the © Copyright Coalition in reaching this compromise; the 

2 
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concerns raised for creators by digital audio home taping; and the benefits of H.R. 

3204 for all segments of the music industry and the American consumer. 

I. Role of the © Copyright Coalition in R»»'>>""g * Compromise 

When the © Copyright Coalition was originally founded, our aim was to provide 

a forceful voice for creators and copyright owners seeking fair compensation for home 

taping of our musical works. Our initial concern was focused on legislation 

introduced in 1989 that would have relied solely on a technical fiz-the Serial Copy 

Management System-to address the copyright issues raised by the advent of digital 

audio tape (DAT) technology. In June 1990, NMPA president Ed Murphy and I, 

among others, testified before the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on 

Communications on behalf of the Coalition against that legislation. We opposed the 

bill principally because it did not represent a comprehensive solution: first, it did not 

provide for compensatory royalties to creators and copyright owners; and second, it 

applied only to DAT technology, not to all digital recording systems. 

In part due to the objections expressed by the © Copyright Coalition, Members 

of Congress urged the various interests to go back to the negotiating table, and to 

return when we had reached an agreement. With these negotiations successfully 

concluded, the Coalition can now express its unqualified support for 

H.R. 3204 because this bill does represent a comprehensive solution. It addresses the 

3 
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needs and concerns of consumers, creators, copyright owners, and the electronics 

industry, halflnring their various interests. Although no group may have achieved 

everything it would have wanted, each group gets what it can live with in order to 

move forward into a more prosperous'future, one in which the American ffrtwff^,TWOy 

will have access to the most advanced technologies for the enjoyment of music. 

I would be remiss at this point if I did not acknowledge the central role that 

Ed Murphy, as chairman of the O Copyright Coalition, played in reaching this 

compromise. His vision and skill were crucial in bringing the disparate-and 

oftentimes contentious-groups together. His ability to find the common ground, to 

cajole and push the parties, and his willingness to work virtually full time to seek an 

agreement led us to this point 

At the same time, I would also like to recognize John Roach, my co-panelist 

and the very able chairman of Tandy Corporation, who represents the best in 

American industry. John's role in breaking the stalemate simply cannot be 

overstated; bis courage in personally seeking a compromise was perhaps the single 

most important factor in moving the negotiations with the consumer electronics 

industry forward. Jay Berman, the President of RIAA, is not testifying today but has 

worked for years to find an acceptable legislative solution; unquestionably, we would 

not have reached this point without him. 

4 
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IL Creative Concerns F*"?^ fry Digital Audio Hnma Recording 

This Subcommittee is well aware of the lengthy and often acrimonious 

controversy surrounding the audio home taping issue. Although in the past decade 

there have been a number of attempts to fashion legislative solutions-either by 

enacting a royalty to compensate for our revenue losses or by requiring copy limiting 

circuitry in digital machines-the resistance of one segment or the other of the music 

industry, or complaints from the electronics industry or consumer groups, have 

inevitably doomed these efforts to failure. Today, of course, all of us join in strongly 

endorsing H.R.3204. 

It would serve no purpose today to rehash the details of the ten-year struggle 

over home taping. Suffice it to say that eventually-and with substantial help from 

this Subcommittee and our other friends in Congress-all sides realized that it was 

imperative for creators, industry and the public that we conclude this dispute. Now 

that we have done so, my colleagues on this panel, and those we represent, strongly 

believe that our past disagreements are irrelevant and we must move on to 

implement the agreement embodied in H.R.3204. 

Nonetheless, it is important to emphasise that H.R.3204 does address the issue 

that in the past has been most crucial for the creative music community—the 

substantial threat that we believe is posed by unlimited, uncompensated digital 

5 
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home taping. By providing for a modest royalty and a copy limiting system, the bill 

implicitly recognizes the need to protect intellectnal property rights and the economic 

well being of the American music industry. 

To that end, H.R.3204 is rooted in a constitutionally-based copyright scheme 

that fosters creativity by rewarding innovation. As Linda Golodner of the National 

Consumers League testified recently in support of the Senate companion legislation, 

this system "serves not only the copyright holder but the American public at large-

the consumer-because it ensures a steady supply of new creative products such as 

music." Ms. Golodner appropriately added that "innovation cannot be properly 

rewarded and encouraged where technology is allowed to undermine the financial 

incentives for creativity." . 

In our view, the threat of digital audio recording technology lies in its ability 

to produce a perfect copy of an original recording and an endless series of perfect 

clones of that copy. Unlike analog technology, where the quality of each successive 

generation of copies will be degraded, digital copies of a digital recording will sound 

as pristine as the original regardless of whether they are the first, fifth or five 

thousandth generation. 

As creators, we derive our income from the royalties we receive from the sale 

of recordings and when our music is played commercially. All songwriters depend on 
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royalties to provide fin- themselves and their families. Our royalty checks are our 

paychecks. Plain and simple. The specter of rampant «m*mipg««toH digital 

recording thus frightens songwriters just as the suggestion of a plant closing strikes 

fear in the heart of an auto worker. 

I can speak from some experience about the fimmrial effects of new technology 

on our industry. When I was young and starting to write, I studied and worked and 

I studied and wrote, and I was a big flop. Finally, when I was about at the bottom, 

I bit the top. I wrote a song that Frank Sinatra recorded that became number one, 

"Oh, What It Seemed To Be". That song sold one million copies of sheet music. * 

Then, along came the photocopying industry. Today, a number one bit will sell at 

most 15,000 to 20,000 copies of sheet music. Next, of course, came analog taping, and 

now we have digital technology. 

So you see, songwriters have long been affected by the miracle and wonder of 

technology. We are not against it-in fact, it can greatly enhance our music-but we 

feel strongly that we must be treated fairly so that we can send our kids to college, 

too. 
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IH The Benefits of H.R.3204 

HJL3204 is the declaration of victory for all of the parties involved in the 

longstanding dispute over home taping—the music creators, the publishers, the 

recording industry, the electronics manufacturers and the consumer. For as long as 

the legislative stalemate continued, everyone was a loser consumer electronics 

manufacturers were unable to introduce new products in the American market; the 

record companies were reluctant to produce a product in a format that might later 

damage their industry; creators were denied new formats for the presentation of 

their works; and consumers were denied the benefits of new technologies. 

To break the impasse and address the various issues posed by audio home 

recording, H.R.3204 combines three key elements from previous proposals. 

The first addresses a central concern of consumers. The bill makes clear that 

consumers copying for private, non-commercial use, whether in digital or analog 

format, cannot be the subject of a copyright infringement suit 

The second element is a system of modest royalty payments, designed to 

partially compensate music creators and copyright owners for digital audio copies 

made by consumers. Importers and domestic manufactuners would make modest 

royalty payments based on the sale of digital-not analog-audio recording equipment 
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and media (such as blank digital tapes and discs). These royalty payments would be 

collected in a special fund administered by the Copyright Office and the Copyright 

Royalty Tribunal. Payments would be distributed like other compulsory royalty pools 

under existing copyright law. 

The third element involves a technological limitation-the Serial Copy 

Management System-on the recording capability of nonprofessional digital audio 

recording equipment. With this system, an endless number of first-generation digital 

copies could be made from copyrighted digital source material. However, second-

generation digital copying (that is, copies from copies) would not be permitted. Thus, 

the consumer would be able to copy a favorite digital recording for bis or her personal 

use, but the creator and the record company would be protected from unlimited 

copying of their works. 

This carefully balanced package therefore provides substantial benefits to each 

of the affected parties. First, for creators and music copyright owners, it will provide 

compensation for digital copying of our music and will thereby stimulate creativity. 

Second, by removing the legal cloud that has surrounded digital recording 

technologies, manufacturers and importers will finally be free to bring their new 

products into" the American market without concern about copyright infringement 

lawsuits. 

9 
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Consumers will benefit in a number of ways. Principally, as noted, FLR.3204 

removes concerns about infringement lawsuits against home audio taping for personal 

use. Moreover, consumers will also benefit from those sections of the bill that help 

creators and manufacturers. As I have already pointed out, by providing modest 

royalties, rLR.3204 should stimulate creativity and guarantee the consumer 

continued variety in American music. In addition, by removing the possibility of 

infringement actions against the consumer electronics industry, the bill will hasten 

widespread distribution of new digital audio recording products and pre-recorded 

music. 

While I have spoken as a creator about my view that HJ13204 will help both 

established and beginning songwriters by providing them with the means and 

additional incentive to pursue their craft, it would also seem logical to believe that 

additional American employment will follow in the manufacturing and service related 

sectors. My co-panelists can undoubtedly speak to this in more detail. 

By reflecting Congress' commitment to strong international intellectual 

property protections, H.R.3204 will also assure that the U.S. will be able to argue 

forcefully and persuasively that similar legislation should be adopted in countries 

where no royalty system presently exists, such as Japan. Numerous other nations 

have already adopted audio royalty systems to protect their creative communities and 

it is vital that Congress take an aggressive leadership role to protect our own 

• 10 
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intellectual property-based industries, which account for a large proportion of the 

U.S. GNP and which provide a substantial favorable frfllanf* of trade. 

I would note that a number of nations that have previously enacted audio home 

taping laws provide royalty benefits to U.S. creators and copyright owners only on a 

reciprocal basis. Since American music is by far the most listened to world-wide, 

such reciprocity requirements mean that substantial royalties owed to American 

copyright owners are not being repatriated to this country. By enacting H.R.3204, 

Congress can make certain that American creators collect the foreign home taping 

royalties rightfully due them. Hopefully, enactment will also stop the trend of other 

nations enacting similar reciprocity requirements. 

In my view, the Audio Home Recording Act also contains a benefit for 

Congress. Because H.R.3204 extends to all analog and digital audio recording 

devices, whether now known or later developed, you will be spared from having to 

consider separate legislation each time a new audio recording format is developed. 

IV. Conclusion 

Before I close, I would like to take a moment to make a personal observation. 

Ten years ago, when I began with SGA to seek compensation for writers who we 

believed were threatened with loss of their livelihoods through home taping it seemed 

11 
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a lonely quest and an insurmountable task. Frankly, it seemed like bailing out the 

ocean with a teaspoon and success seemed about as likely. But, little by little, the 

situation has changed and there has been a growing recognition of the importance of 

protecting American creators. For my colleagues in the songwriting profession—young 

and old, successful and yet to be puhhshed-I could not be happier at the prospect 

that HJL3204 may now soon become law. 

Finally, I think it is dear to all of us who have been involved in these issues 

for the past decade that, without the Members of this Subcommittee and your 

colleagues in the other body, no compromise would ever have been forged. By 

rejecting piecemeal approaches to these complex issues and by forcing the parties 

back to the bargaining table, you made us all focus on the broader public policies at 

stake and induced us to re-examine our individual demands. At bottom, that 

approach led to this legislation. 

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of all of us in the creative community who BO strongly 

support HJL3204,1 want to thank you and Chairman Brooks for introducing this 

legislation and Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Fish and the many, many other Members of this 

Committee and the House for co-sponsoring i t Passage of this bill would be a 

remarkable achievement benefitting the American public and every segment of the 

music industry. We look forward to working with you in the coming weeks to make 

this a reality. TTiank you. 

12 
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Mr. HUGHES. I thank the panel. I thought what we mighty do is, 
perhaps, at this time hear some of the music before we get to ques
tions. I understand that we have some digital music that you can 
share with us, and we would appreciate that. 

[Technology demonstration by Michael Grubbs and Dale 
Bledsoe.] \ 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Dale. And, Mike Grubbs, 
thank you very much for that demonstration. That is very helpful. 
That is the first time that I have heard digital audio tape. Obvir 
ously, it will bring great joy to music lovers around the world. It, 
is an exciting time to be living. 

Mr. WEISS. And listening. 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. HUGHES. And listening. 
Let me just, if I might, ask just a few questions of the panel. Ei

ther you, Mr. Smith, or Mr. Nimiroski, if I buy a new record, tape 
or CD, what parties have a financial interest, in your judgment, in 
that product? 

Mr. SMITH. The artists; the music publishers; the songwriters; 
the musicians union; obviously, from our part it is the manufactur
ing facility and distribution organization that shares in it; and the 
record company. We pay the union trust fund. Those are the par
ties that share financially in the purchase price of a record. 

Of course, the price that is charged at the retail outlet is not the 
price that we get. That is the retail price and ours is approximately 
half of that. 

Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Roach, do you know if the SCMS system or any 
other technical requirements in the technical reference document 
are protected by patents? 

Mr. ROACH. The SCMS system, as I understand it, has been 
made available to all manufacturers and is effectively freely li
censed to them. 

Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Weiss, I know that you participated actively in 
the negotiations, as did everybody, really, at the table, and we com
mend you for that. Is it your belief that the division that is set 
forth in the legislation is fair and reasonable to songwriters? 

Mr. WEISS. Absolutely. I would love to get more, a lot more, and 
I am sure the consumer electronics people like Mr. Roach would 
like to give us a lot less. But is any compromise ever perfect? I 
think the perfect compromise is one in which everybody walks 
away from the table angry and unhappy. That means nobody got 
more than anybody else and the public will be served. 

Mr. HUGHES. The reason I asked, you look very happy this morn
ing? 

[Laughter.] 
Mr. WEISS. I am very happy at the prospect of getting more than 

zero. We are all sullen but not mutinous, I think. 
Mr. HUGHES. Barry, would you like to comment at all? 
Mr. MANILOW. NO, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. OK One of the suggestions that has been made is 

that we may, perhaps, be inhibiting in some way the development 
of a new generation of equipment. Mr. Roach, what is your view 
on that score? 
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Mr. ROACH. Clearly, at this point in time it is inhibiting tech
nology. The DAT tnat has been demonstrated has not really 
reached mass market acceptance because of the fact that the re
cording industry has not been really able to support it. There are 
other digital recording technologies that are ready to be introduced 
into the marketplace. Clearly, this issue needs to be resolved and 
needs to be resolved properly. And fortunately, the legislation is 
broad enough that it favors no particular technology for now and 
for the future. Any technology that is in the digital recording area 
has the potential of coming to market legally. 

Mr. HUGHES. Professor Litman suggests in her testimony that 
the SCMS provisions contain a sunset clause, so that we can exam
ine how well a system works before making it a permanent part 
of the copyright law. What is your view of that suggestion? 

Mr. ROACH. Well, I am not sure that it is terribly practical. The 
manufacturing will incorporate the SCMS within semiconductors 
such that it would be difficult to predict when this sunset might 
actually take place or whether it would take place, et cetera. Addi
tionally, the SCMS represents a principle that only copies can be 
made from originals, and I think that is clear. And there is ade
quate provision as time goes along should the technology of imple
menting that aspect change to permit the Commerce Department 
to do it. 

Mr. HUGHES. IS there anything else that we can do, Mr. Roach, 
or any other member of that panel, that would assure that the leg
islation would be limited in its implementation to consumer audio 
recorders and will not in any way affect video technology, personal 
computers, multimedia devices, or professional equipment, for that 
matter? 

Mr. ROACH. Well, it has been the intent from the very first that 
the legislation be defined as audio recording or consumer purposes. 
Every effort has been made to ensure that the great amount of 
specificity within the legislation limits this, and clearly it is only 
appropriate that it be limited because in these other fields of tech
nology there are different precedents, there are technologies, there 
are different methods of use of the technology that would make this 
not applicable. So I think that the bill very clearly states that it 
is only the things that are primarily and explicitly for the purpose 
of consumer digital audio recording. 

Mr. SHERMAN. If I could just add to that, we take a great deal 
of satisfaction that the legal and technical experts in the computer 
and telecommunications industry have reviewed this legislation in 
order to ensure that it wouldn't inadvertently impact them. They 
have made some good suggestions to clarify the legislation and 
those changes were adopted in the other body. We would rec
ommend them here as well. We think that it clarifies the limited 
intent of the legislation. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. For the record, Mr. Roach, or other 
members of the panel, we have seen a limited amount of 
prerecorded digital audio tape music in the marketplace today. I 
wonder if you would just outline for us some of the reasons for 
that, why we have not seen this particular technology more widely 
available and demanded. 
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Mr. ROACH. OK. The issue about the respective rights of the 
consumer to record versus the copyright rights of the artists and 
songwriters and the recording industry have been hotly debated for 
a decade, and during that period of time, for instance, the Sony 
Corp., in introducing DAT was sued by a group of songwriters and 
artists for copyright infringement issues, and that suit had a very 
chilling effect on the entire industry. It made it very difficult for 
those of us that were investing in R&D, investing in the technology 
to consider taking these digital recording technologies forward until 
this issue could be resolved. And clearly, in this particular case I 
don't believe there is any certainty that the courts would have 
come to a final decision and we would probably have been right 
back to Congress anyway. 

So the bottom line is the industry has effectively been stopped 
and will remain effectively stopped until this legislation passes. 

Mr. HUGHES. Any member of the panel, the legislation is widely 

Eerceived to relate only to taping of digital recordings such as CD's, 
ut the fact is it can be extended to Dan serial copying of analog 

recordings as well without any further congressional enactment. 
My question of either you, Mr. Roach, or perhaps you, Mr. 
Nimiroski, is do you expect to see coverage of analog as well as dig
ital source material? 

Mr. Roach. 
Mr. ROACH. OK. The bill really makes it very clear that the 

consumer has the right to record analog for their own personal use, 
and this clarifies something that has been questioned among the 
parties for a long period of time. A royalty does not apply to that 
analog right that the consumer receives. The royalty provisions are 
only related to the digital recording, which is effectively a new in
dustry in its embryonic stage. So we think that clarification of the 
consumer's right to record for their own personal use is one of the 
key points to the bill. 

Mr. SHERMAN. Mr. Chairman, you may be referring to the SCMS 
provisions relating to analog. Those made clear that analog record
ers are not to be affected in any way by SCMS. That simply pro
vides that if we develop a technology in the future by which analog 
recordings can be encoded with copyright flags and the like the 
same way that digital recordings can be encoded so that the SCMS 
will function even better in the digital domain that is to be ex
tended to analog source material as well. But it will not affect any 
analog recorders at any time, and that is specifically spelled out in 
the legislation. 

Mr. HUGHES. And that is the intent? 
Mr. SHERMAN. Yes. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. The gentleman from California. 
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We all know that 

there is an awful lot of home taping taking place today. But has 
there been any kind of a study to tell us how much of that actually 
represents lost sales? A lot of people will copy something if they 
can get it free, but they might not go out and buy the record. How 
much is really being lost by that kind of activity? 

Mr. SMITH. It is very difficult to quantify it, Mr. Moorhead. Our 
record industry association figures say we are losing a billion dol
lars. That is a very subjective number. How many people record 
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only for their automobile? How many people make copies for other 
friends that displace sales? It is very hard to figure. But the sales 
of blank tapes dramatically increased so much over the past 10 
years that, obviously, there was this great deal of activity in home 
taping for all kinds of purposes, rather than just making a single 
copy for another home or for an automobile ana so forth. 

We believe we are losing a billion dollars here in this country. 
Forget what we are losing to piracy, to international areas like 
Thailand and other countries that are almost totally pirated. So the 
extension of this to the digital format, to this temptation, is a ter
rible danger to us economically. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. Because of the capabilities of making so many 
more perfect copies? 

Mr. SMITH. Making more perfect copies and entering into this 
new technology without the protection, as we did with analog cas
settes a dozen years ago. Technology is a double-edged sword for 
us all the time in this business. We were the first to be copied. 
Long before Gucci and Rolex and Polo shirts, the tapes were copied 
and copied all around the world, and it is an ongoing effort to try 
to control that. So the protection afforded in this bill along with the 
support we are getting from Japan and the European Community 
effectively controls that taping capability. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. Could you estimate for us what would happen 
if we had no legislation here? What would the future bring? 

Mr. SMITH. Well, from Capitol Records' standpoint, we would feel 
very much the same as we did about the digital audio tape. We 
would be terrified to hand over our masters without any protection 
that would be so easily copied, and we might have to consider from 
our own standpoint our decision to license our software. 

I think it was Mr. Roach who mentioned it. With DAT our record 
company would not license our masters for that format and that 
configuration which had a dulling effect, a fatal effect on DATs 
growth in the marketplace. This is the protection we need to go for
ward to enter the DCC and whatever other new digital configura
tions arise. 

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Moorhead, may I answer that? 
Mr. MOORHEAD. Yes. 
Mr. WEISS. I think we would be back right where we started 

from if we didn't get this bill. All of us would be fractious, un
happy. The ultimate loser would be the consumer because song
writers would have much less incentive to write, recording compa
nies would not want to invest in the exotic musics like jazz, folk, 
et cetera, and the hardware manufacturers would not be able to 

Eut their product out. We would all be unhappy. We would all be 
ack where we started from. But you see, the consumer would be 

hurt most by all of this. 
Mr. MOORHEAD. Have you heard from Ralph Nader and other 

consumer rights people? 
Mr. WEISS. NO, I haven't. 
Mr. ROACH. A number of consumer organizations have supported 

this bill. As I mentioned, the HRRC, which represents many of 
these consumer organizations, strongly supports the bill. By and 
large, I believe that consumer organizations believe that the bal
ance struck here between the rights being obtained by consumers, 
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the technology being obtained by consumers, and the royalty being 
at the manufacturers' level is a reasonable compromise to a com
plicated problem. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. I was going to ask you, Mr. Roach, you really 
wouldn't want to cut down the amount that Mr. Weiss and Mr. 
Manilow get under this agreement, would you? 

Mr. Weiss mentioned that you were on different sides and you 
would like to pay them nothing if you could. 

Mr. ROACH. Clearly, in the long discussions, negotiations, as the 
parties reached their compromise there was never any agreement 
as to whether or not the billion dollars mentioned at the other end 
of the table or zero was the real amount of damages that were 
being received, or being incurred by the various interests in the re
cording industry. But clearly, we have come to agreement with 
something that recognizes the interest and needs of all of the par
ties, and I think that is very positive. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. I had one more question. How much money do 
we anticipate may be put into this royalty fund for distribution 
each year? Is there any kind of an estimate on that? 

Mr. ROACH. It is really very imprecise, Mr. Moorhead. The rea
son is we do not know how quickly the consumer will adopt these 
new technologies, the various pricing of the products is not real 
clear at this point, the normal reduction of price over time is not 
known. So it is really very difficult to make any type of estimate 
of what the level of compensation will be over the next 5 or 10 
years. 

Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you. 
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from North Carolina. 
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize to you and the 

panel for having had to go to another meeting, and I have missed 
most of the testimony. I want to make a statement and then ask 
a question or two, if I may, Mr. Chairman? 

This bill is not unlike all bills up here. It is not perfect. But I 
think this bill or something akin to it is necessary to address the 
flood behind the floodgates and the floodgates are about to part. So 
we need something to strengthen the floodgates and this may well 
be it. 

Now, some insist that politically the Congress cannot enact legis
lation to prohibit home taping for private use, on the one hand, and 
then in the same utterance they contend but this legislation may 
well be a back door attempt to accomplish that purpose. I want 
that thought to be on the table, and this is the question I want to 
ask. If you all want to respond to that thought later on, that will 
be fine too. 

But, under this bill recording companies would receive two-thirds 
of all royalty payments made by the equipment manufacturers, 
while, on the other hand, songwriters I think would receive the bal
ance or the remaining one-third, and the American consumers get 
ripped off. Now, let's assume that—I am not saying that. Let's as
sume that charge is made to me back home. You all insert your 
feet into my shoes. How would you respond to that? 

Mr. ROACH. I would be glad to respond to the rip-off portion. Mr. 
Coble, we have about 77,000 customers in your district in North 

> 
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Carolina, and we have been communicating with those customers 
through our advertising material about 

Mr. COBLE. Mr. Roach, pardon me just a minute. My name ap
pears as a cosponsor. So I don't mean to suggest that I want to 
trash this bill. But I do suggest, even though my name is thereon, 
I still have some questions. So go ahead, Mr. Roach. 

Mr. ROACH. OK. And we believe that in our close relationship 
with the consumer that the consumer has been reasonably edu
cated toward the issues involved and that royalties are modest. 
They are at the manufacturing level. They will be paid by the hard
ware manufacturers, and therefore that you have in this legislation 
brought about the best compromise to the benefit of the consumer 
that it possibly would be possible to do, and at the same time you 
have protected the songwriters and artists and others that live in 
your area for the rights that they believe they have. So it is really 
a win-win situation for everyone. 

Mr. SHERMAN. I think it might also be worth putting the royalty 
fees in perspective. For an average tape that might retail for $10, 
the royalty under this bill might amount to 15 cents. That is 15 
cents to be able to copy the equivalent of two CD's of music. What 
would the retail value of two CD's be? And that 15 cents is being 
distributed among all of the participants in the creative process. I 
think that is quite a deal for consumers. 

Mr. COBLE. Anybody else want to be heard? 
Mr. SMITH. If we could do away with any taping, we would gladly 

concede the royalty. This is in no way a full repayment for what 
we honestly believe we lose—all of the parties, the writers, the art
ists, the recording companies. Our investments as a recording com
pany are rather major. With every new artist we record in the pop 
field, with our marketing costs and video costs we are well over a 
half a million dollars. As I stated before—you weren't here, sir— 
but 85 percent of our pop records do not earn back the money, so 
our investment is considerable and we rely upon that 15 percent 
to pay for our ability to involve ourselves in classical and jazz and 
gospel music and so forth. So the 15 cents, the royalty is a modest 
one given the level of home taping and so forth. 

Mr. COBLE. Mr. Chairman, my next and final question is a rhe
torical one. We refer to this as a royalty fee. Opponents might call 
it a tax. Now, it is my belief that it is a royalty fee. Does anybody 
want to get into the business of distinguishing between a tax and 
a royalty fee in this context? 

Mr. ROACH. I would be glad to deal with that question. I think 
clearly it is a royalty. It is something paid by the manufacturer on 
hardware at the manufacturing level. It is passed through to the 
parties in the recording industry and the music industry in gen
eral. And a tax is something that goes to the Government, as I un
derstand it, for the Government's use. So this really does not have 
any of the aspects of a tax. It is really simply a royalty. 

Mr. COBLE. Well, that is my belief as well. 
Now, Mr. Roach, if my constituents don't buy off so readily on 

this, I may take you to Tobacco Road with me and accompany me 
on a campaign trail. 
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Mr. ROACH. Well, I would love to go there, and I think with your 
popularity we can convince them that this is really the best solu
tion. 

Mr. COBLE. Oh, he is a charmer. Isn't he a charmer? 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, gentlemen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. I just have a couple more questions. 
In the few short years that hardware-based copyright restriction 

has been pursued and advocated, we have seen one system 
scrapped after another as tests revealed serious defects. My ques
tion is is rapidly changing technology likely to make this legislation 
obsolete and, perhaps, even counterproductive in the next few 
years? Mr. Roach or Mr. Nimiroski. One or the other. 

Mr. ROACH. It would appear to me that the legislation really is 
broadly construed from a technology perspective, and it, unlike 
some other legislation that was proposed that was limited to very 
specific formats, this is a very general piece of legislation that en
compasses really all of the digital domain which is likely to be in
troduced into the technology for the foreseeable future. And so I 
think the bill does do an adequate job of making future tech
nologies legal. 

Mr. HUGHES. IS that what distinguishes the bill that was devel
oped just 2 years ago? 

Mr. ROACH. Yes. 
Mr. HUGHES. Because those that talk to us today about that 

technology indicate that it would have been obsolete if, in fact, we 
had passed that legislation 2 years ago. 

Mr. ROACH. Yes. The last bill was specifically a DAT—digital 
audio tape—the technology that Sony demonstrated earlier. This 
bill will encompass DAT, digital compact cassette, recordable CD, 
minidisk, even firmware type of distribution of digital music which 
could conceivably come about in the future. So it is not really lim
ited as to the media, but really to the specific intent and purpose 
of the recording for music purposes. 

Mr. WEISS. Excuse me, Mr, Chairman? 
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Weiss. 
Mr. WEISS. Isn't it nice that this is such a comprehensive bill 

that you won't have us coming back to you every year or 2 years 
asking, please solve this new problem for us? 

Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Weiss, it is a pleasure to see you back. 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. HUGHES. It is a pleasure to see you before the committee. 
Imagine a store and forward system under which recording 

music is supplied by broadcasters, telecopiers, et cetera, on demand 
to consumers at home who are listening and taping. Would the 
home taping authority in this bill still apply and be effective, in 
your judgment? Anybody? 

Ms. SHERMAN. Voice and storage equipment that would be at a 
commercial level would not be covered by this legislation because 
this legislation basically covers devices used by individuals for indi
viduals. It would not cover transmission equipment and other 
equipment that would be in commercial enterprises. 
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Mr. HUGHES. But I am talking about a technology where you 
could access that, let's say by a home device, computer device or 
other device. Where the accessing is done in one's home. 

Ms. SHERMAN. TO the extent that the equipment at home comes 
within the definition, then it would fall within the legislation. The 
offering of that kind of service raises other issues which are not the 
subject of this legislation, but the home equipment would be cov
ered. 

Mr. HUGHES. I see. I think that is all the questions that I have. 
The panel has been very, very helpful to us today, and we are in
debted to you for your tremendous leadership. I know each of you 
have been very key players in arriving at this consensus. We par
ticularly appreciate having a constituent from my district so promi
nently playing a role in this important area. We are delighted to 
have Barry Manilow with us, and we can understand why he has 
made so many folks around the world happy for so many years. 
And we are delighted to have you with us. And, Mr. Weiss, I am 
familiar with many, many of your songs. I was going through the 
list of them and you have snared with Americans likewise, and 
people around the world, some treasures, and we thank you. In 
particular, thinking about "111 Never Be Free" brings back so many 
pleasant experiences. 

Mr. WEISS. YOU know that one? 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. WEISS. You are one of the four people that remembers that. 
Mr. HUGHES. Because I wonder if I'll ever be free. 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. HUGHES. In any event, thank you very much. You have been 

very helpful to us today. 
Mr. ROACH. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. I would like to welcome now our second distin

guished panel of witnesses. 
I wonder if those that remain in the room will attempt to try to 

keep it down as you either go back to your seats or leave the hear
ing room, so we can bring our next panel up. 

Our distinguished second panel this morning consists of three in
dividuals with expertise in the areas of copyright law and digital 
technology. 

First is Jessica Litman, a professor of law at Wayne State Uni
versity, who has written extensively on copyright law and has 
taught intellectual property law for much of the past decade. 

Second is Dr. Irwin Lebow, a physicist who has worked in com
puters and satellite communications. He recently published a book, 
T h e Digital Connection: A Lawman's Guide to the Information 
Age." 

Our third witness is Dr. Wayne Green, publisher of CD Review, 
as well as a number of other publications dealing with music and 
technology. Dr. Green is also the secretary of the Independent 
Music Publishers Association. 

We thank you for being with us today. We have your statements. 
We have read them. And, without objection, they will all be made 
a part of the record. We hope you can summarize for us, but you 
may proceed as you see fit. 

Why don't we begin with you, first of all, Ms. Litman. Welcome. 
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STATEMENT OF JESSICA LTTMAN, PROFESSOR OF LAW, WAYNE 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Ms. LlTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the sub
committee. You have clearly read my statement and I won't go 
back through it. I am just here to help. I raise in my statement 
some of the difficulties that I think this bill raises that I think you 
must take very, very seriously before enacting it. Private copying 
is a fundamental problem for the entire field of copyright, and 
sooner or later Congress is going to have to bite the bullet and re
solve it. This might be one step toward trying a solution and seeing 
whether or not it works. 

I do want to make just a couple of very short comments in re
sponse to earlier testimony. The Register of Copyrights talked 
about this bill as applying only to high-end audio, very expensive 
digital machines for the audiophile, and that is certainly true 
today. Ten years from now, it is my expectation that all tape re
corders will be digital tape: We are talking about a solution not for 
the next 2 years or 10 years, but a permanent feature of the copy
right law, although I would urge you to add a sunset provision to 
the bill. 

Second, the suggestion that we could resolve some of the ambigu
ity in the bill by replacing the term "phonorecord" with the term 
"audiogram" will indeed remove one potential ambiguity from this 
bill only to introduce another ambiguity back into the copyright 
law as a whole. If an audiogram is not a phonorecord, then phono-
record no longer means what the courts have thought that it 
meant. If you decide to pursue that course, you might amend the 
definition of phonorecord, rather than adding in another term and 
generating litigation over what Congress now says that phono
record means. 

Finally, the last panel talked about how the technology in the bill 
will not become obsolete because instead of simply covering one 
medium or one format it covers all digital media, all digital format; 
"now known or later developed" is the language. The difficulty I see 
is that while the coverage of the bill is for all digital media "now 
known or later developed" the technological solution that all of 
those digital formats must incorporate is terrifically specific. The 
technical reference document is very specific, very detailed. We 
don't know whether that technological solution is going to make 
sense for products that haven't been developed yet. 

It might be more sensible simply to tell Commerce what it is you 
would like the standards to accomplish, which is to prohibit a sec
ond generation copying in digital recording technology, and leave it 
to Commerce to try to generate regulations that keep up with tech
nology, with some more breathing space to adjust as technology de
velops faster than any of us can ever predict. 

Thank you. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Professor Litman. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Litman follows:] 
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Statement of Professor Jessica Lltman on H.R. 3204 

Before the Subcommittee on Intellectual Property and Judicial Administration of the 

House Committee on the Judiciary, 

102d Congress, Second Session 

February 19,1992 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my name is Jessica Litman. I am a 

Professor of Law at Wayne State University. I have taught, and written about, copyright 

taw for eight years. Thank you for inviting me to testify on the Audio Home Recording 

BUL I should say at the outset that I neither support nor oppose this legislation; I wish only 

to raise some issues for your consideration. 

This bill results from the negotiation of industry representatives. No member of 

Congress drafted it or was even involved in its drafting. Instead, private parties negotiated 

a compromise of their ongoing dispute, embodied their understanding in proposed 

statutory language, and handed the bill to Congress, saying "Here. We've all agreed on 

this. Now, you enact it* 

That process is, in fact, the same process you have used for drafting and enacting 

copyright legislation throughout this century. Indeed, the negotiations that led to HJL 

3204, like the negotiations that led to previous copyright statutes, were strongly encouraged 

by members of this Subcommittee and the Senate Subcommittee. So there is nothing 

unprecedented in enacting a copyright bill that was devised and drafted entirely by private 

industry. 
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Because the substance of the bill was worked out and the language of the bill was 

drafted with little or no Congressional input, however, it is very important that Congress, in 

deciding whether to enact the bill, make an independent assessment of whether it serves 

the public interest Industry representatives are just doing their jobs when they propose 

legislation that they believe will benefit their industries. Your job is to ascertain whether 

that legislation will benefit the public at large. Those inquiries are not the same. My hope 

is to raise some of the issues that might be relevant to your determination. 

First, because this is a negotiated bill that tries to resolve disputes among a number 

of industry actors, it shows some of the hallmarks of negotiated legislation. For one thing, 

the bill is very, very long. This is not a bill to curl up with in front of the fire for a good 

read: when combined with the technical appendix, it may, all by itself, double the number 

of words in title 17 of the United States Code. Like most privately negotiated bills, it is 

numbingty specific in some instances, where the parties compromised on very detailed 

specifications, and frustratingly vague in others, where the parties glossed over their 

disputes. I would not want to be either of the three administrative agencies charged with 

administering the statute, nor the court asked to review those agencies' compliance with 

the statutory mandate. 

Second, because this bill is a result of negotiations among private industry 

representatives, it is important to think about who was not at the bargaining table, and to 

ask whether their interests are adequately addressed by the resulting proposal The most 

obvious absent parties were the members of the general public who engage in home taping 

of recorded works. The removal of the cloud surrounding whether home taping is fair use 

is not much of a direct benefit to these consumers, since any rights to prevent their home 

taping, if they exist, are essentially unenforceable. On the other hand, consumers, by virtue 

of this bill, will get the opportunity to buy DAT machines and media without the 

manufacturers being sued, and are asked to pay relatively modest royalties in return for 

that privilege. Another unrepresented group includes the musicians and artists who 
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themselves use consumer electronic equipment to to record their own compositions. It is 

less clear to me that these artists' interests are well-served by this bill, but you may be 

hearing from them directly. There is, however, a group you cannot hear from, because it 

doesn't yet exist: the manufacturers and users of future generations of technological 

products. 

The bill is chock-full of up-to-the-minute 1991 technology. It is now 1992; by the time 

this bill is effectively in force, it will be 1993; by 1994 it will already be having significant 

unintended effects on new products. I can't predict what those effects will be; none of us 

can. I am, however, sure they will occur. By defining "digital audio recording device" and 

"digital audio recording medium* very broadly, the bill anempts to sweep within its scope a 

wide assortment of products that have not yet been invented. By defining with great 

specificity the requirements of the serial copy management system that all such devices 

must implement, however, the bill requires those products of the future to incorporate a 

particular solution that may make no technological sense for the products in question. 

Compliance may be infeasible, expensive, or just plain silly in the context of particular 

products. The Department of Commerce is charged with updating the serial copy 

management system standards, but the bill appears to contemplate such a course only in 

connecuon with devices that are functionally equivalent to audio recording devices now on 

the market, and gives no meaningful guidance for how to respond to products on the 

horizon that Gt within the literal definition of "digital audio recording device* or "digital 

audio recording medium" or "digital audio interface device" but are not simply improved 

tape recorders. Thus, I predict that if you pass this bill in its current form, it will not be too 

many years before industry comes knocking on your door to request revisions. 

These are general concerns: they arise with most negotiated bills that attempt to 

solve the problems posed by new technology. I would also like to draw your attention to 

some specific features of this bill that deserve consideration. Let me emphasize that I am 
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not saying that any of these specific proposals are good ideas or bad ones. I am suggesting 

only that they merit careful thought before they are made law. 

First, and most obviously, the statute confers regulatory authority over the 

manufacture and sale of digital audio products on two different administrative agencies, 

the Commerce Department and the Copyright Royalty Tribunal; three different agencies if 

you count the Copyright Office. You have done something of this sort before in the 

copyright field: the compulsory license for cable television in section 111 invoked the 

authority of the FCC and the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in an analogous way. Some of 

you may recall that in the late seventies, the FCC and the CRT for a time were working at 

cross-purposes. The FCC dismantled the regulatory structure that had supplied the basic 

assumptions underlying the cable compulsory license in section 111; the CRT then 

frantically tried to impose a compensating regime through adjustment of compulsory 

license royalties. 

Second, the authority conferred on the administrative agencies has some unusual 

limitations. The Commerce Department is in essence instructed that as an initial matter, it 

is to treat the technical reference document as if it were regulations that Commerce had 

adopted - notwithstanding that it did not propose, draft or seek public comment on the 

language of the document Further, while the Commerce Department is given authority to 

adopt regulations that vary somewhat from the technical reference document, that 

authority is circumscribed. The Register is instructed to promulgate regulations permitting 

private parties to request and coordinate audits and to request and coordinate binding 

arbitration; the Register is, however, given no authority to initiate either. 

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal is instructed to distribute the collected royalties 

among four groups. The first three groups, record companies, composers, and music 

publishers, are called 'interested copyright parties' and are given a variety of procedural 

rights before the Tribunal, including the ability to opt out of the procedures set by the 

Copyright Office and the CRT entirety, by two-thirds vote. The fourth group, performers, 
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are not "interested copyright parties' and have none of these procedural rights. If two-

thirds of the record companies, composers and music publishers elect to remove the 

collection and distribution of royalties from the statutory procedure, the Copyright Royalty 

Tribunal is given no power to prevent their doing so, even if all of the performers should 

object In general, the Tribunal has no obligation and no authority to determine whether a 

negotiated substitute procedure is in the public interest; it is instructed to determine only 

whether the procedure has the participation of two-thirds of each of the three categories of 

interested copyright parties.1 The bill has a number of provisions designed to encourage 

the interested copyright parties to reach private agreements about royalty distribution. If 

private agreements prove elusive, however, the Tribunal is assigned the tremendously 

complex, and probably infeasible, task of allocating the royalties on a work-by-work basis. 

Once the statute has been in force for six years, any interested copyright party may 

petition the Tribunal to increase the maximum royalty. The Tribunal's discretion is 

narrowly circumscribed. The bill does not direct the Tribunal to consider whether an 

increase in the maximum royalty would advance statutory goals; rather, the bill appears to 

require the Tribunal to grant the increase whenever more than 20% of the royalty 

payments made are the maximum royalty in the range. That seems almost certain to result 

in an increase in maximum royalties. The royalty on digital audio recording devices, for 

example, is set at 2% of the transfer price, with a SI floor and a $8 initial ceiling. Thus, 

devices selling for less than $50 would still pay the SI minimum royalty, devices selling for 

more than $400 would still pay the $8 maximum The Tribunal cannot lower the SI floor. 

After six years, the Tribunal must raise the royalty ceiling on the petition of any interested 

copyright party if more than 2096 of the digital audio recording devices have a transfer 

price of more than $400. Devices might sell for substantially more than $400, however, for 

reasons having nothing to do with their ability to reproduce copyrighted recordings; they 

L The CRT b instructed that it most enure (hat alternative dntribarjoo. puudwu are mailable to any 
uutnegtrfco^»^farrj>whobiK«apaTiytorhenric«rMrdarrin|riTifat. The tall anes the CRT no 
instnictiooi about bow it b raspoied to aceomnfah dm lata. 
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might include features completely unrelated to digital audio recording that command a 

higher price. Assessing whether the high transfer price of expensive devices is related to 

the copying of copyrighted works would be relevant both to the decision to raise the 

maximum royalty and to the decision where to set the new ceiling. The bill does not, 

however, give the Tribunal any discretion to consider i t 

I am not an administrative law expert, so I cannot tell you just how unusual this bill's 

approach to administrative regulation is. It seems to me, however, that the private parties 

who negotiated this statute are simultaneously trying to invoke the coercive power of three 

administrative agencies to enforce the deal that they have struck, and declining to submit, to 

any meaningful regulatory authority to determine whether the terms of that deal are in the 

public interest I would be more comfortable with the bill as drafted if it gave the 

administrative agencies charged with implementing it more substantive authority. Since 

the bill, in its current incarnation, gives little meaningful regulatory authority to Commerce, 

the Copyright Office or the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to adjust its very detailed 

provisions to better accommodate the public interest, members of Congress must make an 

unusually searching examination of whether the bill serves the public interest before 

enacting it 

The bill adopts two solutions to the problem posed by the ease with which 

copyrighted works can be copied. Neither solution has been a pan of U.S. copyright law 

before. The bill levies a tax on digital recorders and blank digital tape to be deposited into 

a fund used to compensate rights holders for unauthorized recordings. That's new, 

although it has seemed to work well in Europe. We can call it a levy, or a royalty or a 

license fee, but it is functionally equivalent to a tax. The mechanism for actually getting 

this money to the rights-holders it is supposed to compensate is one we have used before: 

it is essentially the same m»i*«mm we use for other compulsory licenses. This 

distribution mechanism, however, is, at best, very rough. It is impossible to ascertain which 

individual rights holders would actually be entitled to royalties and what amount of 
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royalties they should collect So, after some of the money in the fund is eaten up by 

administrative expenses, and some of the money is earmarked for litigation expenses, the 

rest gets allocated by a combination of private agreements and somewhat arbitrary 

formulas. 

The bill also requires a technological copy-prevention device to be included in all 

qualifying equipment That is very new: my impression is that we are so far the world 

pioneers of that approach. I am more concerned about this provision than I am about the 

royalty provision. I spoke earlier of the dangers of trying to legislate technology into the 

future. We cannot predict the form future technology will take, so we can't assess the 

impact of this provision on products that have not yet been invented. The bill not only tells 

manufacturers of digital recording products what to do, it tells them how to do it We 

simply cannot know whether the very specific requirements set out in the technical 

reference document will be sensible or senseless when applied to future technology. There 

is some limited flexibility built into the bill in the provision permitting Commerce to update 

its regulations, but that authority is fairly narrow. If this turns out to have been a bad idea, 

Congress will be the only agent with the authority to undo it 

My final point is that the problem of unauthorized copying that the bill seeks to 

address is hardly unique to the audio recording industries. Since the 1976 Copyright Act 

was enacted, private copying of copyrighted works has become commonplace. Whether 

private copying is fair use or copyright infringement is ambiguous under current law. The 

Supreme Court's opinion in the Sony case* lays out the factors a court would need to 

consider, but the analysis could go either way. How our copyright law is to handle private 

copying is a fundamental question, and one not limited to the audio recording and music 

industries. Authors of books, newsletters, newspapers, magazines and other print media 

face a similar threat from photocopy and fax machine^ authors of computer programs face 

an even more serious threat from personal computers. Congress might wish to attack the 

2. Soar Corp. of Amelia ». UonciuJ Oly Stixfiat. 464 UA 417 (UM). 
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problem of private copying as a whole, rather than legislating industry-by-industry specific 

solutions. 

If Congress decides to address the private copying problem in this specific context as 

a sort of pilot project, you should expect further proposals built on this model. The Record 

Rental Amendment of 1984 was an example of a pilot approach to the same problem this 

bill seeks to address: private home copying of copyrighted works. It was followed by bills 

leading to the Software Rental Amendments of 1990, and by not-yet-enacted videotape 

rental bills. You should expect that other industries will try to tailor the model this bill sets 

up to their own needs. Copyright owners might, for example, seek the addition of a serial 

copy management system to computer hardware or operating systems programs, permitting 

the owner of a copy of a computer program to make the back-up copy permitted by section 

117 and to enable the installation of the program on the computer's hard disk, but to 

disable copying of those copies. They might propose a tax on computer data storage media. 

More fancifully, copyright owners might propose requiring technological modification of 

photocopiers, so that they could photocopy originals but not copies, and a tax on blank 

paper. 

At some time in the near future. Congress will have to address the issue of private 

copying globally, and figure out how to treat it Whether the courts would define private 

copying to be copyright infringement remains very much in the air - and will so remain, in 

my view, until Congress makes that determination itself. What Congress does with this bill 

will influence the proposals that industry representatives will make in the future to come to 

terms with the difficult issues posed by private copying. 

It after careful examination, you should decide that the approach taken by the bill is 

the appropriate solution to this particular portion of the private copying problem, I have 

suggestions for ways you might consider modifying the current bill before enacting it First 

if you have not already done so, I would suggest that you ask the Commerce Department 

whether it is comfortable with the role the bill assigns to it Similarly, if you have not 

- 8 -
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already asked the Commissioners of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal whether the tasks 

committed to the Tribunal by the bill are feasible, and whether the language of the bill 

poses problems that might be avoided through better drafting, these are questions that 

should be asked. It is my understanding that the Copyright Office has no major problems 

with the bill, but the other agencies also need an opportunity to speak to you about bow 

easy or difficult they will find it to follow your instructions. I would suggest that you at least 

consider separating the two proposals: enacting the tape tax now, and giving the industry 

some time to live with the serial copy management system before passing a statute that 

requires everyone to use it. You might want to adjust the procedural provisions that give 

interested copyright parties, but not performers, standing to invoke the Tribunal's authority 

and that give interested copyright parties the option of replacing the collection and 

distribution mechanisms with procedures of their own devising. Finally, I would certainly 

recommend adding a sunset provision to the serial copy management system portion of the 

bill, so that you will be able to examine how it has worked out in practice before making it 

a permanent feature of the copyright law. 

-9-
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Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Lebow, welcome. 

STATEMENT OF IRWIN L. LEBOW, PH.D., AUTHOR, PRIVATE CON
SULTANT, AND FORMER CHIEF SCIENTIST-ASSOCIATE DIREC
TOR FOR TECHNOLOGY, DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY 
Dr. LEBOW. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have been invited to 

testify before this subcommittee on the subject of H.R. 3204. I am 
in no way connected with either the recording industry or the elec
tronic equipment industry, nor have I ever had any direct experi
ence with these industries. I am an engineer with many years of 
experience in digital communication ana computer technology ap
plied to other fields. 

As I observed how ubiquitous digital technology was becoming, 
and especially how the compact disk was revolutionizing the audio 
recording industry, I was prompted to write a book for the general 
reader covering the basics of this technology as it applies to com
puters, communication and music. This book, "The Digital Connec
tion," was published a little over 1 year ago. 

My purpose therefore in appearing before the subcommittee is to 

Erovide some technical background to the proposed legislation. The 
ill provides a prescription for the peaceful coexistence of music 

copyright holders and the manufacturers of digital audio record
ing—DAR technology. As such, it constitutes an important step in 
enabling digital audio technology to thrive in an uninhibited way. 
The potential problems with the proposed legislation relate not to 
its intent but to the difficulty of writing a law that does the job 
without impinging on the rights of others. The source of this dif
ficulty is inherent in the technology. 

I will touch briefly upon three main topics: the distinguishing 
features of the newer digital technology as opposed to the older 
analog, the relationship of DAR technology to the more general dig
ital computer technology, and, third, some future trends in the in
formation technology industry that will further complicate the 
issue of protecting intellectual property in the years to come. 

The single aspect of digital audio technology that has prompted 
this proposed legislation is its extremely high fidelity or accuracy 
as compared to that achievable with analog technology. The signals 
obtained from playing a compact disk are almost exactly the same 
as those that were originally generated in the recording studio. In 
contrast, the signals obtained from a longplaying record usually de
viate from the original in more substantial ways. This is why the 
recording industry is much more concerned about piracy in the dig
ital age than it ever was before when recordings were analog. 

The reason for this is fundamental. An LP record is cut so that 
its soundtrack is as close as possible to a replica of the electrical 
signal coming out of the microphone. Similarly, the record player 
attempts to reproduce the electrical signal from this soundtrack as 
accurately as it possibly can. The problem is that both the record
ing and playback operations are made up of a series of complex 
processes and at every step the signal is distorted just a little bit. 
A familiar example of one source of distortion is the way a phono-

Saph pickup needle causes physical abrasions on the record's sur-
ce leading to the unpleasant effect known as record scratch. 
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While the distortion at each step may be very small, the cumu
lative effect of the many processes can be substantial. 

In the compact disk the audio in the recording studio is con
verted to a stream of digits, and it is these digits that are cut into 
the disk. The digital CD recording and playback processes are just 
as complex as those of the analog LP and potential distortions are 
there at every step, but there are techniques that guarantee that 
the digits stored on the disk are exactly the same as those gen
erated from the audio in the studio and that the digits retrieved 
from the disk are almost exactly the same. 

These techniques are similar to those used to guarantee accuracy 
when digits are sent from one computer to another, as, for exam
ple, when funds are electronically transferred from one bank to an
other. The same digital communication employed by the long dis
tance telephone companies is what makes most of today's long dis
tance telephone calls sound as good as local calls. The reasons for 
this extraordinary accuracy are addressed in a note which will be 
in the record. 

Since a digital recording is an exact replica of the recorder audio, 
it follows that rerecording from a digital recording preserves this 
same accuracy. Once tape and disk technology was developed that 
made rerecording available to the consumer the problem of piracy 
assumed an importance that it never had before with the lower 
quality analog rerecording, and that is why the part of the bill that 
requires use of the Serial Copy Management System to preclude 
making second generation copies of digital recordings is so impor
tant. 

A potential problem with the proposed legislation lies in the way 
in which it defines DAR technology. Should it be so broad as to in
clude general purpose computer equipment that may record audio 
just as it records other data? The fundamental reason for the ques
tion is that equipments that record and playback digits don't care 
about the source of the digits. To paraphrase Gertrude Stein—a 
digit is a digit is a digit regardless of where it comes from. These 
digits can represent the Library of Congress catalog, airline sched
ules, bank balances or atmospheric pressures as well as a Bee
thoven symphony. 

The same storage media used for audio are used for all the other 
kinds of information. For example, the device called the Compact 
Disk-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM) is commonly used to store en
cyclopedic information including audio. A CD-ROM reader, very 
similar to a CD-player, is available to computer users at nominal 
cost. More to the point, the so-called erasable compact disk or mag
neto-optic disk, which differs from the familiar CD in that it can, 
like magnetic tape, be used for rerecording audio, is also used by 
some computers for general storage purposes in place of the more 
familiar floppy or hard disks. 

Digital audio equipment is, in reality, special-purpose computing 
equipment dedicated to audio use. General purpose computers are 
used for a wide variety of purposes that may include audio storage 
and retrieval, emulating the special purpose audio equipment. But 
it is very difficult, if not impossible, to regulate audio reproduction 
with this general-purpose equipment when it may not be used for 
audio at an. If the legislative definitions are very strict, piracy can 

66-469 - 93 - 7 
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be committed through the use of general purpose computers. If, on 
the other hand, the definitions are too loose, then computer users 
with no interest in audio may be penalized. 

My interpretation of the Dill's definitions of digital audio inter
face device, digital audio recording device, digital audio recording 
medium is that they are overly loose and can be interpreted to 
apply to general purpose computing subsystems that may or may 
not be used for audio recording. I think the Senate rewording helps 
a bit, but, in my opinion, it is not enough to prevent this from oc
curring. 

Finally, the subcommittee should be aware of some possible fu
ture developments germane to intellectual property rights. The bill 
recognizes that piracy can occur both from storage media and from 
broadcast. Today, the latter is no threat since there is no digital 
broadcasting, and even the best FM broadcasting gives lower qual
ity than a record. But people are now experimenting with digital 
audio broadcasting and in all probability it will be distributed com
mercially in not too many years. 

The World Administrative Radio Conference now underway in 
Spain is considering requests for a frequency allocation for this 
service. Over-the-air digital broadcasting will always be limited bv 
bandwidth constraints, Dut, later on, huge capacities will be avail
able with door-to-door optical cable constituting, in effect, an online 
information marketplace, and this has some relevance to the other 
subcommittee of this full committee that is now meeting on the 
subject of the Baby Bells handling information services. 

Subscribers will be able to make a selection of a variety of infor
mation sources, including audio or video which will be delivered to 
the home information center almost instantly as a stream of digits. 
The home information center will be general purpose, including the 
ability to store audio, video and textual information. 

It is not inconceivable that some day this will be the primary 
way in which people obtain their records—maybe 10 or 15 years 
from now. If everything ever recorded is available in this way at 
a reasonable price, then why own records or tapes at all. In this 
situation piracy will consist of storing audio and video and then 
distributing it on line in competition with legitimate vendors. The 
techniques for thwarting this kind of piracy are quite different 
from those proposed in the pending legislation. 

I commend the subcommittee for grappling with this very dif
ficult problem. Just because there may be loopholes in the regu
latory mechanism doesn't necessarily imply that the legislation ad
dressed to the most obvious sources of piracy should not be under
taken. But care must be taken to write legislation that will not pe
nalize computer manufacturers and owners who are not in the 
audio business at all but use the same technology. 

Thank you, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Dr. Lebow. 
[The prepared statement of Dr. Lebow follows:] 
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SUMMARY STATEMENT BY IRWIN L. LBBOH BEFORE THE SOBCOMMITTBB ON 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE HOUSE 
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE REGARDING H.R. 3204, FEBRUARY 19, 1992. 

My purposa In appearing before tha Subcommittee la to pro
vide aoaa technical background to tha propoaad laglalatlon. Tha 
Bill constltutea an Important atap In enabling digital audio 
technology to thrive in an uninhibited way. Its potential prob
lems relate not to lta intent but to the difficulty of writing a 
law that doea tha Job without laplnglng on tha rights of othara. 
The source of this difficulty Is Inherent In the technology. 

The single aspect of digital audio technology that has 
pronptad thla proposad legislation la lta extremely high fidelity 
or accuracy aa compared to that achievable with analog technolo
gy. An analog recording on a long-playing record or tape devi
ates from the original In eubstantlal ways. In contraat, a 
digital recording Is almoat an exact replica of the original 
audio, and a rarecordlng from a digital recording prasarvea thla 
case accuracy. Once tape and disc technology was developed that 
made rarecordlng available to tha conauner, tha problea of piracy 
assumed sn Importance that it navar had before with the lower-
quality analog rarecordlng. And that la why that part of tha 
Bill that raqulrea uaa of the Secure Copy Management Systsn 
(SCMS) to preclude making aacond-generatlon copies of digital 
recordings Is so important. 

Tha potential problem with tha proposed legislation lias in 
the way In which it defines DAR technology. Tha same storage 
media uaed for audio are used for all the other kinds of informa
tion. Digital audio equipment la, in reality, special-purposa 
computing equipment dedicated to audio uaa. OeneraJ-purpose 
computers ara used for a wide variety of purpoaaa that may in
clude audio etorage and retrieval, emulating tha apacial-purposa 
audio aquipaenta. But it la vary difficult if not impossible to 
regulate audio reproduction with thla ganaral-purpoaa equipment 
when It may not be uaed for audio at all. If tha legislative 
definitions ara narrow, it la poaalbla that piracy can be commit
ted through the use of general-purpoae computers. If, on the 
other hand, the definitions srs too loose, then computer ussra 
with no Interest in audio may ba penalised. My Interpretation of 
the Bill's daflnltlona of 'digital audio interface device,* 
'digital audio recording device,' and 'digital audio recording 
medium* la that thay are overly looaa. 

The Subcommittee should also be aware that In the future the 
main piracy threat may coma froa high-quality digital aualc 
obtained either over the air or via cable and redistributed 
Illegally in tha sane way rather than via a recording medium. 
The techniques for thwarting this kind of piracy ara quite dif
ferent froa thoae proposed in the pending leglelatlon. 
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Irwin L Lebow, Ph.D. 
ComuBngEnatmi 

2800 BCDCVIM Tcnaca N W 
Washington. D.C. 20007 

(202)333-1836 

SfATEMBNT BEFORE THE S0BCOMHITTBB ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND 
JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE HOUSE JODICIART COMHITTBB REGARD
ING H.R. 3204, FEBRUARY 19, 1992. 

I aa pleaaad to have been Invited to teatify before thle 

Subcomalttae on tha subject of H.R. 3204, tha Audio Hoaa Record

ing Act of 1991. I aa In no way connected with either the re

cording Industry or the electronic aqulpaent Industry. Nor have 

I ever had any direct experience with these industries. I aa an 

engineer with many yeera of experience In digital communication 

and coaputer technology applied to other fields. As I observed 

how ubiquitous digital technology waa becoalng and, especially, 

how the compact dlac waa revolutionizing the audio recording 

lnduetry, I waa prompted to write a book for tha general reader 

covering the baalca of this tschnology sa It appllee to comput

ers, communication, and music. This book, Tha Digital Connec

tion' A LayBan's Guide to the Information Aga, waa published a 

little over a year ago. 

My purpoaa, therefore. In appearing before the Subcomalttae 

le to provlda aoae technical background to the propoaad legisla

tion. Tha Bill provldaa a prescription for the peaceful coexist

ence of auslc copyright holdara and tha aanufacturara of digital 

audio recording (abbreviated DAR) tachnology. Ae auch. It con

stitutes an laportant atep In enabling digital audio tachnology 

to thrive In an uninhibited way. The potential problaaa with tha 

propoaad legislation relate not to Ita intent but to the dlffl 

1 
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culty of writing a law that doaa tha Job without laplnglng on tha 

rights of othara. Tha aourca of thla difficulty la lnharant In 

tha tachnology. 

I will touch upon thraa aaln topical 1) tha distinguishing 

faaturaa of tha nawar digital tachnology aa oppoaad to tha oldar 

analog tachnology; 2) tha relationship of DAR tachnology to tha 

aora ganaral digital coaputar1technology; and 3) SOB* futura 

tranda In tha lnforaatlon tachnology Industry that will furthar 

coapllcata tha laaua of protactlng lntallactual proparty In tha 

yaara to coaa. 

Tha alngla aapact of digital audio tachnology that has 

proaptad thla propoaad laglalatlon la its astraaaly high fldallty 

or accuracy aa coaparad to that achlavabla with analog tachnolo

gy. Tha signals obtalnad froa playing a coapact disc ara alaost 

exactly tha saaa aa thoaa that wara originally ganaratad In tha 

racordlng atudlo. In contrast, tha signals obtalnad froa a long-

playing racord usually davlata froa tha original In aora substan

tial waya. Thla la why tha racordlng Industry Is auch aora 

conearnad about piracy In tha digital aga than It avar waa bafora 

whan recordings wara analog. 

Tha raaaon for thla la fundaaantal. An LP racord la cut so 

that lta aound track 1B aa closs aa possible to a rapllca of the 

electrical signal coalng out of tha alcrophonea. 81allarly, tha 

racord player atteapte to reproduce the electrical signal froa 

this sound track aa accurately aa it poaslbly can. Tha problaa 

1B that both tha recording and playback operations ara aada up of 

a aarles of coaplas proceasea, and at every step tha algnal la 

dlatorted just a little bit. A faalllar esaaple of one source of 

2 
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dlatortlon la tha war a phonograph pickup naadla cauaaa physical 

abraslona on tha racord aurfaca leading to the unplaaaant affact 

known u 'racord scratch.- While tha dlatortlon at aach atap Bay 

ba vary eaall, tha cuaulatlva affact of tha aany procaaaaa can ba 

substantial. 

In tha coapact disc, tha audio In tha recording studio la 

convartad to a stress of digits, and It la these digits that ara 

cut Into tha diac. Tha digital CO recording and playback proc

esses ara Just aa coaplax aa thoaa of tha analog LP, and poten

tial distortions ara there at seen step. But there ere tech

niques that'guarantee that tha digits stored on the disc ara 

exactly the saae aa those genereted froa the audio in tha studio 

and that tha diglta retrieved froa tha diac ara alaoat exactly 

tha saae. Thaee techniques ara slallar to thoea used to guaran

tee accuracy when digits ara sant froa one coaputer to another, 

aa when, for axaaple, funds are electronically tranefarred froa 

one bank to another. Thia aaaa digital coaaunlcatlon aaployad by 

the long-dlatanca telephone coapaniaa la what Bakes sost of 

today's long-distance tslaphona calls Bound aa good aa local 

calls. Tha raaeone for this extraordinary accurecy ara addresaad 

In Note 1. 

Since a digital recording la an exact repllce of the record

ed audio, it follows that rerecordlng froa a digital recording 

preserves this aaaa accuracy. Once tepe and diac technology was 

developed that aada rerecordlng available to tha conauaer, the 

problea of piracy aasuaed an iaportance that it never had before 

with the lower-quality analog rerecordlng. And that la why that 

3 
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part of tha Bill that raqulraa uaa of tha Sacura Copy Management 

Syataa (SCMS) to pracluda aaklng aacond-ganaratlon coplaa of 

digital recordlnga la ao Important. 

Tha potantlal problaa with tha propoaad laglalatlon llaa In 

tha way In which It daflnaa OAR tachnology. Should It ba ao 

broad aa to Includa ganaral-purpoaa coaputar aqulpaant that Bay 

racord audio just aa It racorda othar data? Tha fundaaantal 

reason for tha quaatlon la that equlpaanta that racord and play

back dlglta don't cara about tha aourca of tha dlglta. (To 

paraphrase Gartrude Stain, a digit la a digit la a digit regard-

leas of where It coaea froa.) These dlglta can raprasent tha 

Library of Congreas catalogue, airline schedules, bank balances, 

or ataospherlc presaurea aa wall as a Beethoven ayaphony. 

Tha saaa storage aadia used for sudlo are used for all tha 

othar klnda of lnforaation. For example, tha device celled the 

compact disc read-only aaaory (abbreviated CD-ROM) la coaaonly 

used to store encyclopedic Information Including audio. ft CD-ROM 

reader, very similar to a CD player, la available to computer 

users at a nominal coat. Mora to the point, tha so-called erasa

ble compact disc or magneto-optic disc, which dlffera froa the 

familiar CD in that it can. Ilka magnetic tape, ba used for 

raracording audio, la also used by soae coaputers for genarsl 

storage purposes In placa of tha Bora familiar floppy or hard 

disks. Digital audio aqulpaant la, in reality, special-purpose 

computing equipment dedicated to audio uaa. General-purpose 

computera are ueed for a wide variety of purpoaaa that may In

clude aud^o storage and ratrleval, eaulatlng tha special-purpose 

audio equipments. But It Is very difficult if not Impossible to 

4 
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regulate audio reproduction with thle general-purpose equlpaent 

when It aay not ba uaed for audio at all. If tha laglalatlve 

deflnitlona ara vary atrlct, piracy can ba coaalttad through the 

use of general-purpose coaputars. If, on tha other hand, tha 

definitions ara too looaa, than coaputer uaara with no lnteraet 

in audio nay ba penalized. Hy Interpretation of tha Bill'a 

deflnitlona of 'digital audio interface device," "digital audio 

recording device," and "digital audio recording aedlua" la that 

thay ara ovarly looaa and can ba Interpreted to apply to general-

purpose computing aubayateae that aay or aay not ba uead for 

audio recording. [Note 2] 

Finally the aubcoaalttaa should ba aware of ana* possible 

future developaents geraana to intellectual property rights. The 

Bill recognizee that piracy can occur both froa atoraga aadie and 

froa broadcaata. Today tha latter is no threat alnce there la no 

digital broadcaatlng, and even the beet FH broadcaating gives 

lower quality than a record. But people ara now experimenting 

with digital audio broadcasting and. In all probability. It will 

be distributed conaerclally In not too many yeara. Tha World 

Adalnletratlve Radio Conference now under way la considering 

requests for a frequency allocation for thia aervlce. Over-the-

alr digital broadcaetlng will alwaya ba Halted by bandwidth con

straints. But later on, huge capacltiaa will be available with 

door-to-door optical cable, constituting. In effect, an on-line 

Information market place. Subscribers will be able to aaka a 

•election of a variety of Information sources Including audio or 

video which will be delivered to the hose Information center 

S 
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a1aoat Instantly aa a atreaa of dlglta. Tha noma lnforaatlon 

contar will bo ganeral-purpoee. Including tha ability to atora 

audio, video, and tastual lnforaatlon. 

It la not lnconcalvabla that thla will ba tha primary way in 

which paopla obtain thalr racordlnga 10 or 15 yaara froa today. 

If avarythlng ovar raeordad la avallabla in thla way at a raaaon-

abla prlca, than why own racorda or tapaa? In thla aituatlon, 

piracy will constat of atorlng audio and vldao and than distrib

uting It on-llna In coapatltlon with lagltlaata vandora. Tha 

tachnlquaa for thwarting thla kind of piracy ara qulta dlffarant 

froa thoaa propoaad in tha pandlng laglalatlon. 

I coaaond tha Subcoaalttaa for grappling with thla vary 

difficult problaa. Juat bacauaa thara Bay ba loopholoa In tha 

ragulatory aachanlaa doaan't nacaaaarlly laply that tha laglala

tlon addraaaad to tha aoat obvious aourcaa of piracy should not 

ba undartakan. But car* Bust ba takan to wrlta laglalatlon that 

will not penalize coaputar aanufacturara and ownars who ara not 

in tha audio bualnaaa at all but uaa the aaaa tachnology. 

NOTBS 

1. Thara ara two aapacta to tha recording or coaaunlcatlon of 

audio digitally. First, tha audio auat ba convartad froa analog 

to digital fora accurately enough ao that whan the digits ara 

reconverted to analog, tha original algnal la recovered. Then 

the dlglta auat ba recorded or coaaunlcatad with high accuracy In 

tha face of nolae and other dletorting effacta. Tha convaralon 

froa analog to digital la dona by taking aaaplaa of tha audio and 

than converting each aaaple to a nuaber. It can be shown aaths-

6 
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aatlcally that If thaaa aaaplaa ara takan oftan anough and If tha 

nuabara rapraaantlng aach aaapla hava anough daclaal pointa, than 

tha proeaaa of convartlng froa analog to digital and back again 

la virtually parfact. In tha aacond proeaaa, thara are aatheaat-

lcal tachnlquaa for adding redundancy to tha audio digits to 

ovarcoaa tha effacta of the nolaa and distortion. For a sore 

eztenelve explanation of thaaa procaaaea, aaa Irwin Lebow, The 

Digital Connection, Chapters 6, 7, end 8, H. H. Freeaen end 

Coapeny, New York, 1990. 

2. Since e generel-purpoaa coaputer cen "supply e digital elgnal 

through a nonprofessional Interface," It aeete the definition of 

e "digital audio lntarfece device." A digital storage device for 

general-purpose uaa aay be Indistinguishable froa one ueed for 

audio recording and therefore aeete the definition of e "digital 

eudlo recording device." 81allerly a general purpoae storage 

aedluB aay ba lndlatlngulehable froa e "digital audio racording 

aedlua." for aore detaila see Owen C. B. Hughes, Digital Audio 

Racording: A Look at Proposed Lmgimlatton, New York Lew Journal, 

October 1, 1991. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Green, welcome. 

STATEMENT OF WAYNE GREEN, PH.D., PUBUSHER, CD REVIEW 
MAGAZINE, AND SECRETARY, INDEPENDENT MUSIC PRODUC
ERS SOCIETY, HANCOCK, NH 
Dr. GREEN. Thank you. I am Wayne Green, publisher of CD Re

view magazine and the secretary of the Independent Music Produc
ers Society with about 2,000 independent record companies as 
members. 

I have a digital audio recording studio and I have several record 
labels, a distributing company, and so forth. I feel somewhat like 
the youngster that was facing the tanks at Tiananmen Square, and 
I well remember what happened to him. I believe they eventually 
executed him. But I am holding up my hand to try to stop things. 
I do not know of any of the independent record companies that 
favor this type of a movement. 

I have attended the panels at consumer electronic shows for the 
last several years where we have had Senators and Representa
tives there testifying and telling us, and the story has been consist
ent. They have said every time, We will not put through legislation 
to prevent copying of digital information unless we have proof that 
there have been losses. You have no proof. You have speculation. 
You have unsubstantiated figures of a billion dollars in losses. 
Make it $10 billion. We have no proof of anything like that. 

Congress has heard these stories before. When the audio analog 
cassette came along, there was testimony that this would destroy 
the music industry. It turned out to be the biggest bonanza the 
music industry has ever had. Half of all music sales are on 
prerecorded cassettes. When the video tape recorder came along, 
testimony before Congress that this would absolutely, positively, 
without a doubt destroy the movie industry. It has been the biggest 
bonanza the movie industry has ever had. They are making more 
money from their prerecorded videocassettes, than they are from 
the theaters. I see this pattern being played over and over. 

There are technical problems, as the doctor pointed out. One of 
the things that I have issued is a CD-ROM which lists all of the 
compact disks that are available, complete with any imaginable 
kind of cross-indexing. But it also has full-color pictures of the cov
ers of many of them and samples of the music. So it is a combina
tion for computers of music, video and data information. 

I have been the editor and publisher in the past of a number of 
computer magazines, so I am not unfamiliar with digital data. And 
what we are storing on our compact disks, what we are storing on 
our digital audio tape is 0's and l's, the same thing that we use 
for computer programs, the same thing that we use for computer 
data, and this is just a different kind of computer output that reads 
it into our earphones and our speakers. 

Now digital audio broadcasting was mentioned. Digital audio 
broadcasting is coming. There is no way to stop it. The preliminary 
tests show that it is enormously advantageous over FM. And, in
deed, tests over in the UK have shown that with .001 of the power 
you get about 10 times greater coverage, and instead of having one 
channel of music, you nave six channels of music on each fre-
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quency. So that we are going to have an enormous amount of digi
tal materials going over these broadcasting stations. 

I think that there are some hidden agendas here. Digital audio 
tape is pretty much, as far as the consumer is concerned, a dead 
technology. The consumers have been able to buy these for several 
years whenever they wanted, and they have not bought them be
cause there is not much use in normal consumer applications for 
digital tape. We use it in our recording studio because it beats the 
heck out of anything that we had previously. 

But coming soon are DCC (digital compact cassette) and the 
minidisk, and we have some Thor technology from Tandy, and we 
have a number of these things coming. As Isay, I am just a small 
person speaking up in this mass of million dollar companies that 
are pushing for this and lobbying for it, and I see the ulterior mo
tives of controlling these new technologies. 

Now, you listened to the test here. How many of you would be 
willing to bet money on whether you were hearing an audio of an 
analog cassette, a digital cassette or a compact disk? The difference 
is really very small between a good analog cassette and a compact 
disk, and the difference actually with DCC, the engineers tell me 
that that sound is not as good as a good analog cassette. But it has 
the advantage of being able to play both a digital type of music, 
where they throw away 80 percent of the digital information, and 
an analog in the same machine. 

The same thing goes for the minidisk, the MD, which will be 
coming out probably next year, where they throw away about 75 
percent of the digital information. And again, it is not as good to 
the ear, according to the engineers that I have talked with at 
Panasonic, as a good analog cassette. 

Now, if this goes through, if this legislation goes through I can 
tell you one of the first things that is going to happen is that 
10,000 hackers are going to figure out how to change that 0 to a 
1 on your data stream. And it is going to be simple to do. We have 
a very similar situation in the radio field, where they were selling 
radios to CBers and they said, "Do not cut this red wire," because 
it will make it so that you can transmit outside of the CB band. 
Well, tens of thousands of people cut that red wire, and the FCC 
has never been able to stop them. They are operating outside of the 
normal legal bands and there has been no way to stop it. 

In my magazine, I suspect, there will be articles very quickly on 
how to convert consumer DAT machines so that they no longer 
have copy protection. Because the consumer machines normally 
will be less expensive, and I think many of our recording engineers 
are going to buy those and do the conversion. And the word will 
get out because these computer hackers are going to be able to 
solve this in minutes. If they can get into your biggest data bases 
in the country, they are going to be able to solve something simple 
like this. 

So I am not in favor of doing this. I think that you have a few— 
and I have heard all of these testimonies, the same things that I 
was hearing when the analog cassette came along—word for word, 
virtually—about the destruction of the industry. I see no such de
struction. I see only more and more sales. 
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The home recording has not been a problem. We have done stud
ies of this. So few people are making copies for friends. They do 
make a copy to play in the car or to play in their Walkman, and 
you are permitting that, so that is no change. 

Another aspect of it is, if you start with digital information from 
a compact disk or a digital audio tape and you go through an ana
log stage, it removes the digital encoding totally, and then you go 
back to digital again and you won't hear the difference. You cannot 
hear the difference. Yes, you have gone through an analog stage, 
but the difference is so minute that I don't think even the editor 
of the most high-end magazines are going to be able to tell the dif
ference. 

So I don't see that we are gaining anything or doing anything 
here. I recognize the problems, and I think there must be other 
ways to solve these problems rather than hamstringing a new tech
nology. 

Thank you. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Dr. Green. 
[The prepared statement of Dr. Green follows:] 
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Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Green, has anybody to date, to your knowledge, 
developed the capacity to basically change the serial management 
system so that they have total access? 

Dr. GREEN. I don't know—there has been no serial management 
system, but I would predict that within minutes of it being released 
to the public we will have the changes necessary. 

Mr. HUGHES. I was under the impression that the technology is 
a lot more complicated than attempting to defeat, as has been the 
case in the past, other technologies. Such as the scrambler, you 
know, for cable TV and the devices that were developed to defeat 
those scrambling devices, to counter the scrambling devices. Am I 
incorrect? Is your information different than mine? 

Dr. GREEN. I would say that this would be very simple. It is a 
matter of changing a couple of bits in the bitstream, and as I say, 
any hacker would be able to do that very quickly. 

Mr. HUGHES. DO you share that opinion, Dr. Lebow? 
Dr. LEBOW. I think there is no such thing as a foolproof device 

of this kind. No law can be foolproof. You try to take care of all 
the loopholes you can. If someone really wants to do it, whether to 
make money out of it or just as a game, he will do it. 

Mr. HUGHES. While you are responding to questions, Dr. Lebow, 
you allude to the fact that some of the terminology might be overly 
broad. Overly loose, I think you suggest. But you don't suggest any 
way in which that could be addressed. Do you have some sugges
tions? 

Dr. LEBOW. NO, I don't have any specific suggestions. The gen
tleman from Tandy, Mr. Roach, seemed to feel that the legislation 
took care of personal computers in particular, that the language in 
the bill as amended by the Senate took care of personal computers. 
My reading did not say that. And because the devices, the storage 
devices, the recording devices are so similar, the same storage de
vices can be supplied as computer peripherals for general use as for 
audio recording. 

The only suggestion I could make in the legislation would be to 
specifically exclude those devices that are provided for general-pur
pose use on computers. If you do that you open up the loophole that „ 
someone, a determined pirate, can buy himself some cheap general-
purpose computing equipment and go and make audio copies to his 
heart's delight. But you have to figure how many people will do 
that. 

The opposite side of the coin is that you may penalize the pur
chasers of those devices who have no intention of using them for 
audio. 

Mr. HUGHES. DO you share Dr. Green's view that home taping is 
really not a serious problem, Professor Litman or Dr. Lebow? 

Dr. LEBOW. I really don't know. 
Mr. HUGHES. Professor. 
Ms. LITMAN. I think home taping is less of a problem than home 

copying of computer software. I think home copying is increasingly 
going to become a huge problem as we move into a society where 
we are distributing many of our copyrighted works on line, over 
wires, through the air, and as we move to a technology that makes 
copying very easy. 
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Mr. HUGHES. And as the quality improves, Professor, isn't that 
going to encourage home taping? Why would anybody want to go 
out and buy a tape if they can make one from somebody else's, if 
the quality is there? 

Ms. LITMAN. There are some of us who would, perhaps because 
I teach copyright law. I go out and get an audio cassette tape to 
play in my car in addition to the compact disk I have got in my 
bookshelf. Surely that is rare. I do recall that back before metal 
and chrome cassette tapes, serious audiophiles, rather than buying 
prerecorded cassette tapes, made their own because they felt the 
quality was better than what they could get from prerecorded 
tapes. 

Mr. HUGHES. But if you can make a tape that is almost perfect, 
almost a duplicate of the original, isn't.that going to present an in
creasing problem of home taping? 

Ms. LITMAN. NO question. 
Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Green, do you accept that premise or reject that 

premise? 
Dr. GREEN. It depends on degree. I don't see it being much of a 

firoblem now, and if we doubled it, it would not be much of a prob-
em. You are going to have this technology difficulty hitting you in 

many ways. For instance, we have simple ways now of inputting 
books into computers. You just put it on there, on a reader and it 
inputs the data from the book into the computer, and then you can 
print out that book at a fraction of the cost of buying the book, and 
we don't have any way to cope with this. This is going to be very 
popular, I believe, as more and more scanners become available. 

These are things that we have to tackle in some way, but I don't 
think hamstringing the technology is the approach to that. 

Mr. HUGHES. Well, you know, frankly, the one area where I have 
some difficulty with your argument is that you suggest that home 
taping isn't a problem. I haven't seen any data either. I don't know 
how you measure the piracy that takes place. I can only borrow 
from my own personal experiences in my own life, and I see that 
copying taking place with some degree of regularity. Don't you? 

Dr. GREEN. No, I don't. 
Mr. HUGHES. You don't? 
Dr. GREEN. I have a fairly large tape collection and most of it is 

recordings of meetings and things like that, and talks that I have 
given, but I have a fairly large collection of prerecorded tape, all 
of which I have bought. And I probably have a dozen tapes that 
I have made from LPs or CD's to use in the car, but not much else. 
I have never had anybody give me any copies of tapes. 

Mr. HUGHES. Don t you find that is pretty commonplace? 
Dr. GREEN. What is that? 
Mr. HUGHES. Making tapes. 
Dr. GREEN. Oh. For the car or the Walkman? Yes. 
Mr. HUGHES. For exchanging with friends, you don't see that? 
Dr. GREEN. The youngsters seem to be doing that. 
Mr. HUGHES. Well, I include youngsters. They are a part of us. 
Dr. GREEN. We did a study of our readers. I nave about 300,000 

readers of CD Review, and there were about IV2 percent that said 
that they had gotten tapes from other people or had given tapes 
to other people. So it seems like a small leakage there. 
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Mr. HUGHES. But it seems to me that there is some argument 
to be made that as you technologically increase their ability to 
make perfect tapes—I find that youngsters are pretty good at dis
tinguishing sound. I am sure my son could have very easily seen 
the difference between the analog that was played today, certainly 
more so than myself, and the digital tape that was played today 
taken from a CD. 

Dr. GREEN. He won't be able to hear the difference of a digital 
tape that has gone through an analog stage to remove all of the 
coding and gone back to digital again. This coding will not go 
through that and he won't be able to hear the difference. So it is 
going to be pretty simple to defeat. 

Mr. HUGHES. Your argument is that why do what we are doing 
because it is going to be easy to defeat. And besides that, as I un
derstand your testimony, there are new technologies that are just 
around the corner, including digital broadcasting, which will make 
it all moot. 

Dr. GREEN. Also, video is going digital audio and this would 
cover all movie recordings in the future, as far as I see your pro
posed legislation, because the high definition movies are all going 
to have digital audio, and you don't say anything about digital 
audio where it includes video. So you are going to be having these 
royalties on videos in the future. 

And remember a 3-percent royalty doesn't seem like much, but 
that goes on at the manufacturer, which means that it is at least 
doubled by the time it gets to the consumer. So a 15 cents royalty 
will end up costing the consumer 30 cents, and in all probability 
will then be moved up to the next 99 cents point. 

Mr. HUGHES. Dr. Lebow, does the exclusion of computers and 
audiovisual devices from the bill mean that the legislation could 
quickly become meaningless? For example, should unrestricted tap
ing of the digital audio portion of high definition television be per
mitted once HDTV becomes available in totally digitalized formr 

Dr. LEBOW. It could be. It could be. When digital television be
comes available, whether it is HDTV or ordinary TV, then it is just 
another stream of digits and one can do with it what one will. If 
the bill specifically restricts its provisions to audio and audio only, 
then that is not a problem. But, if the language is ambiguous so 
that it can include audio that is part of an overall video program, 
then that is something to be concerned about. 

Mr. HUGHES. I thought the bill was constructed to limit it to 
audio. 

Dr. LEBOW. I believe so. 
Mr. HUGHES. Do you find any of this language that would sug

gest that it could be misinterpreted? 
Dr. LEBOW. I found in my reading of it that it eliminated video 

to my satisfaction. My problem, as I said in my statement, was the 
equipments. The equipments for audio recording can be general-
purpose peripherals to computers. That was my problem. 

Mr. HUGHES. I take it from your testimony—I don't want to 
over-generalize, and I am sure you will correct me if I am wrong— 
basically, you indicate that you can see some advantages to the leg
islation moving forward but you are concerned about some of the 
terminology, that it might be overly broad. 
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Dr. LEBOW. Yes, that is right. I have no objection to the intent 
of the bill at all. It is just simply the provisions applying to 
nonaudio uses that I am concerned about. 

Mr. HUGHES. Professor Litman, I take it that you can see that 
there could be some public good from the bill, but you would like 
to limit, by sunset, perhaps, and some other suggestions, the legis
lation to make sure that we reexamine it in a few years as the 
technology evolves? 

Ms. LITMAN. I have no difficulty with the concept underlying the 
bill, and no difficulty at all with the tax on the tapes as a concept. 
I am concerned, and I say in my statement I am concerned—with 
the administrative procedures that go to the distribution and the 
collection of the tax, and with the provision allowing interested 
copyright parties to opt out on a two-thirds vote with nobody tak
ing a look at that. I am concerned that the performers, who are for 
the first time getting a royalty, are not parties with standing to ask 
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal for anything in the distribution 
procedure. Those are difficulties with execution. 

Conceptually, I do have a problem with the Serial Copy Manage
ment System, although it may well be worth trying to see if it 
works. And I think I share with these gentlemen the belief that it 
usually turns out tp be folly to try to legislate technology. There is 
too much that we cannot predict that is going to come around 1 
year, 2 years, 3 years from now and cause the legislation to have 
unintended meaning. 

So I am concerned about that particular proposal conceptually, 
although the parameters of what copying it permits and what copy
ing it prohibits strike me as sound. 

Mr. HUGHES. And, Dr. Green, I take it that you are still trying 
to make up your mind about the bill, as to whether it is just bad 
policy or whether it just would be worthless. 

Dr. GREEN. Not really. I would like to see it shelved until there 
is some demonstrated need, some proof that something like this 
can actually be put into place, as was promised at consumer elec
tronic show panels. 

I notice that there has been a great reluctance to make any esti
mates of the cost of implementing this and any estimate of the rev
enues to be involved. I know that there is a phrase in there that 
says that the cost of implementation are to be taken from the reve
nues, and I raise the question, supposing the costs of implementa
tion which are to be done by the U.S. Government, and we know 
that that is a very efficient unit, supposing they exceed the reve
nues, will we then be able to turn around and retrieve those losses 
from these people who would normally benefit from this? Because 
I would hate to see this bill become another addition to the budget 
deficit and add another $50 or $100 million to that. 

Implementation of this is not going to be simple. We are talking 
about a police force. We are talking about courts and lawyers. All 
through the bill the reference is to the various problems of imple
mentation, and, of course, we might want to have some kind of an 
environmental impact statement on just what is going to happen 
with all the paperwork that this generates. 

Mr. HUGHES. We use that all the time. Any time we want to 
shelve a bill we always ask for an EIS. 
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[Laughter.] 
Dr. GREEN. Because the paperwork is going to be monumental. 
Mr. HUGHES. Well, you are suggesting seriously that possibly the 

costs of implementing would exceed revenues? Do you really believV 
that? 

Dr. GREEN. I would not be surprised at all. 
Mr. HUGHES. I find that interesting. 
Dr. GREEN. Well, consider this. The digital audio tape technology 

has failed in the consumer market all over the world, and it is not 
a success. So, if you are going to try to get money from the sale 
of digital audio tape consumers you are not going to get any money 
from that. 

Mr. HUGHES. I have an awful lot of people coming in to see me 
these days, back in the district and here, who believe that it is a 
winner. I can't imagine them coming in to see me as frequently as 
they have in the last few months believing that it is not going to 
generate revenues—songwriters and other artists and performers 
and record companies. 

Dr. GREEN. I know. I heard the testimony. 
Mr. HUGHES. And they are pretty good with arithmetic. 
Dr. GREEN. Yes. So am I. I have a pretty good track record. 
Mr. HUGHES. Well, how about the argument that technology has 

not been widely marketed because of a number of barriers? What 
do you say to that? One of the things that this committee has to 
look at is the overriding public interest, and the public interest is 
served by advancing the arts. It is so important that it is in our 
Constitution. 

How about that? How about the pure joy of listening to one of 
Mr. Weiss's wonderful songs? 

Dr. GREEN. Well, of course, I have digital compact disks and I lis
ten to those. I have had a digital audio tape recorder for several 
years now, since they first came out, and I find that I never listen 
to prerecorded, and I have cartons and cartons of prerecorded DAT 
tapes. I don't listen to those because it is so much more clumsy to 
use than a compact disk, where I can go from one track to another 
whenever I want. And so I, just as a consumer, do not use it. 

Now, I looked at my own case as a recorder, and I have recorded, 
as I said, thousands of tapes. There are very few cases where I 
would want to use digital audio tape in preference to analog, be
cause in most recording cases you don't have the environment that 
is going to make the difference. Now, I have a digital audio tape 
studio, and I know what it takes to make a good digital master, 
and it is formidable. So for most applications analog does just fine. 

I looked back through my whole history, and I guess I wish that 
there had been a digital audio tape of me singing in The Pirates 
of Penzance" in high school. But outside of that, not much. 

Mr. HUGHES. Did you hear the same arguments when the CD 
technology was emerging—why would anybody want CD with 
analogs and that sort of thing? Did you hear those same argu
ments? 

Dr. GREEN. Oh, yes. Yes. 
Mr. HUGHES. I seem to have remembered. 
Dr. GREEN. This is the reason that I started the magazine 9 

years ago on compact disks, because I knew that they would sound 
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better with normal average audio equipment. They are going to 
sound better than an LP. They don't have the cracks and pops. 
They have a broader frequency range. They have a greater dynamic 
range. They are better and you can hear that instantly. 

But they are not that much better than a good analog tape, and 
they are certainly better than a DCC or an MD is going to be. 

Mr. HUGHES. I understand. 
Ms. LlTMAN. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Yes, Professor Litman? 
Ms. LITMAN. Let me make an unpopular suggestion. If the over

riding problem were that there is a cloud over wis technology. Con
gress could remove the cloud with a one sentence provision that it 
is not copyright infringement to sell or manufacture digital audio 
recorders. End of cloud. That, for lots of policy reasons, might not 
be the way that Congress would want to go. But surely the cloud 
can be removed without 150 pages in a technical appendix. 

Mr. HUGHES. I understand. But, unfortunately, our task is a lit
tle more complex than that. Our task is one of balancing, balancing 
the interest of the public, and having the cultural diversity that are 
important to this country, and encouraging creators to produce. 
That balance is a very important one to maintain. And, frankly, if 
we waited until the new technologies were on the block, we would 
be waiting from here to eternity. Technologies continue to emerge. 

We have the wherewithal to make changes in the law if we find 
the law is outmoded. You don't have to put a sunset provision in 
to sunset it, we can change the law. And we do that from time to 
time. 

Dr. GREEN. But could we wait until we are hurt instead of say
ing, "Gee. We might get hurt. Let's do this to stop it." 

Mr. HUGHES. Well, Dr. Green, that is an interesting observation. 
I don't think there is any question I am persuaded, just like the 
songwriters found much of their sheet music was being photocopied 
ana as a result they were not being rewarded for their works, that 
there are abuses in the home copying area. So I differ with you, 
as a matter of—maybe it is degree, but I differ. I can understand 
the argument that as we perfect these copying technologies it is 
going to induce those who so copy and share with friends and oth
ers, it is going to exacerbate that problem. 

Dr. GREEN. Well, this is one of the things we have to live with, 
and I have been through this in the computer field. I started one 
of the first companies to produce mass-produced software for micro
computers, and I was put out of business by copying. I first ran 
into it in the educational field. We produced some superb edu
cational programs, but we noticed that we were selling very few of 
them. And when we studied it, we found that we were selling one 
copy to each school. Then we noticed a year later that that had 
slowed down to one copy to each school district. So we stopped 
making educational software, and indeed, there is very little edu
cational software out there today, mostly as a result of this copying 
thing. 

So I am aware of that. And that killed off several thousand small 
companies. It was only the companies that made software that was 
so complex and had so many instructions that they had to buy it 
that survived. 
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So this is survival of the fittest, the Darwinian theory again. 
Mr. HUGHES. I understand. As I indicated at the outset, and this 

will be my last comment, that is why I indicated that our job is 
to ensure that the public good is served. We will certainly look at 
your testimony and the concerns, the legitimate concerns that you 
have raised, and we appreciate your contributions to this hearing 
today. Thank you very much. 

That concludes the testimony for today, and the subcommittee 
stands adjourned. 

[Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to 
reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
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cop 
February 18. 1992 

The Honorable William Hughes 
Chairman. Houae Judiciary Subcommittee on Intellectual 

Property and Judicial Administration 
207 Cannon Bouse Office Building 
United States Houae of Representatives 
Washington. D.C. 2051S 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Following are tbe comments of the Association of American 
Publishers ("AAP") with respect to H.K. 3204. the Audio Home 
Recording Act of 1991. He respectfully request that this latter be 
made part of the formal hearing record on H.R. 3304. 

As this Subcommittee is wall aware, tor many years the iasua 
of unauthorised home taping of music has bean a auich-debated and 
contentious one. In the past representatives of tbe music and the 
consumer electronics industries have engaged in a time consuming 
and fractious debate focusing, in large part, on the impact of naw 
audio electronics technologies on the economic well-being of thoaa 
who create music and make a vast array of musical works available 
to consumers both here and abroad. A milestone was reached last 
July when the participants in tha audio home taping debate 
announced their support for the legislative aolution embodied in 
tbe bill now before this Subcommittee. 

AAP applauds those parties that have devoted so much time and 
effort to resolving tbe dispute ovar tha home taping of anisic. At 
the same time, however. AAP believes that, aa preaently drafted, 
the pending legislation extends beyond the issue of audio home 
taping of prerecorded music and affects directly the interests of 
various book publishers — publishers who ware neither immersed in 
this long-standing dispute between the music industry and the audio 
hardware manufacturers, nor party to the negotiations that led to 
the "historic compromise" reflected in the bill. H.K. 3204 impacts 
on the interests of the publishers of so-called "spoken word 
recordings." -- e.g.. audio book or books on tape, recordings of 
instructional materials and conference proceedings — which contain 
no musical sounds or musical sounds that are only incidental to 
spoken words fixed in the recording. In particular, the bill 
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denies these publishers both the right to sue for copyright 
infringement under certain circumstances and the right to share in 
the royalty pool created under the bill. 

The legislation's impact on these "spoken word recordings" is 
of great concern to various members of AAP. The market for spoken 
word recordings is a growing one. For example, it is estimated 
that in 1991 audio book sales totaled approximately $850 million. 
In addition, sales of spoken word technical and training materials 
total approximately $50 million per year. 

In its current form, H.R. 3204 treats these "spoken word 
recordings" differently from the musical recordings that are the 
focus of this legislation; and, by doing so, we submit, H.R. 3204 
affects "spoken word recordings" in a manner that warrants 
legislative correction. 

Significantly, although spoken word recordings fixed in 
phonorecords are covered by Section 1002 of H.R. 3204 -- thereby 
preventing "spoken word" copyright owners from protecting their 
rights by bringing copyright infringement suits against non
commercial copying -- these same copyright owners are denied the 
right to participate in the royalty pool created under the bill. 
This is so because the royalty pool applies only to musical works 
and the recorded musical works themselves. Thus, as now drafted 
this legislation unfairly discriminates against "spoken word 
recordings." It effectively creates an uncompensated exemption 
from copyright liability for unauthorized, non-commercial 
duplications of spoken word recordings. 

To remedy this situation, AAP urges this Subcommittee to amend 
H.R. 3204 to exclude "spoken word recordings" from the scope of the 
bill. In RAP's view, this result can be best accomplished by 
amending H.R. 3204 to provide that for purposes of this 
legislation, phonorecords do not include material objects in which 
are fixed "spoken word recordings." He have discussed this 
approach both with Subcommittee staff and representatives of the 
proponents of H.R. 3204. Mr. Chairman, as the result of a series 
of our discussions with the proponents, we have agreed jointly on 
the language of a suggested amendment to H.R. 3204. We hope that 
you and your colleagues will endorse an amendment along these 
lines: 

For the purposes of this chapter, a 
phonorecord does not include a material object 
in which the fixed sounds consist entirely of 
spoken word recordings. A "spoken word 
recording" is a sound recording in which are 
fixed only a series of spoken words, except 
that the spoken words may be accompanied by 
incidental musical or other sounds. 
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It is our understanding that the proponents of the bill will, 
consistent with the current version of the Senate bill, advocate 
that the word "audiogram" be substituted for "phonorecord". Should 
that change be made, the suggested amendment should be modified 
accordingly. 

In AAP's view, this language will accomplish the important 
purpose of removing "spoken word recordings" from the reach of this 
legislation. Under the proposed language, for example, "audio 
books" or "books on tape" that contain only spoken words are 
excluded from the bill. In addition, various other works, 
including "audio books" or "books on tape" that may use incidental 
music e.g.. to serve as a bridge between chapters or sections, also 
would be outside the scope of H.R. 3204. 

Hr. Chairman, it is AAP's position that the inclusion of the 
"spoken word" language set out above is consistent with the other 
provisions in H.R. 3204 that are also designed to limit the reach 
of the legislation and to focus the proposal on private, home 
copying of prerecorded music. For example, expressly excluded from 
the definition of "digital audio recording device" are among other 
things, "dictation machines, answering machines, and other audio 
recording equipment that is designed and marketed primarily for the 
creation of sound recordings resulting from the fixation of 
nonmusical sounds" (Section 1001 (3)(B)). Similarly, the 
definition of "digital audio recording medium" specifically 
excludes a material object "that is primarily marketed and most 
commonly used by consumers either for the purpose of making copies 
of motion pictures or other audiovisual works or for the purpose of 
making copies of nonmusical literary works, including, without 
limitation, computer programs or databases" (Section 1001 
(4)(B)(ii)). AAP submits that the suggested "spoken word" 
amendment is in line with these and other narrowing provisions in 
H.R. 3204. 

In addition, AAP urges that the bill be amended so as to 
delete "(2) EXAMPLE. -- " from Section 1002, page 11, line 16. He 
have mentioned this suggested change to Subcommittee staff and we 
have also been informed that the bill's proponents do not object to 
this change. As AAP understands it, the purpose of the language 
following "(2) Example" is to make clear that the copying of a 
phonorecord by a consumer for private, noncommercial purposes is 
not for direct or indirect commercial advantage and thus is not 
actionable under the bill. AAP believes that this purpose can be 
better achieved by deleting "(2) Example." 

Mr. Chairman, AAP would be remiss if it did not take this 
opportunity to thank the representatives of the bill's proponents 
for their willingness to work with us to address the issues 
discussed above and to reach a mutually satisfactory resolution --
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a resolution that we hope will prove acceptable to you and your 
colleagues. As always we are also grateful for the efforts of your 
Subcommittee staff and we greatly appreciate their cooperation on 
this- important issue. 

Sincerely, 

Michael R. Klipper 
Vice President, Legal and 

Governmental Affairs 

cc: Chairman Brooks; 
Members of the Subcommittee on Intellectual Property and 
Judicial Administration 
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APPENDIX 2.-STATEMENTS AND MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY FRANK 
BEACHAM, NEW YORK, NY 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. 

Before addressing some substantive issues involving the Audio Home 

Recording Act, I wish to protest to the members of this subcommittee the 

handling of the public hearing regarding this legislation on Feb. 19, 1992. 

That hearing was dominated by industry lobbyists and corporate 

proponents of H.R. 3204 and was virtually closed to end users of digital 

recording technology. As a producer of network radio programming and a 

professional user of digital recording technology, I personally was denied the 

opportunity to testify at the hearing and no one representing my point of 

view was there either. An entire body of working recordists will be affected 

by this legislation and neither the Senate nor House has offered these people 

a chance to be heard. 

The very idea that headline-grabbing entertainers such as Barry 

Manilow and Debbie Gibson are used to divert attention from the real issues 

at stake is a disgrace. Have we reached the point where congressional 

hearings are being turned into the equivalent of "Entertainment Tonight?" 

What ever happened to objective information gathering on the issues and 

fairness to all sides? 

Mr. Chairman. I urge you to hold a new hearing on The Audio Home 

Recording Act and seek the testimony of a cross section of the people whose 

lives are to be affected by this legislation. If the subcommittee staff is not 

capable of locating these witnesses, then I suggest you hire an unbiased 

outside consultant to do it for you. Lobbyists with a vested financial interest 
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in the passage of this legislation have dominated the hearing process so far 

and have misled the public enough regarding H.R. 3204. It is time for an 

objective and open-minded forum on the issues at hand. 

Last year I submitted oral and written statements concerning the Audio 

Home Recording Act to the Senate. I enclosed a copy of those statements 

here (Exhibit 1) and will not repeat the same information in this statement I 

ask that the Senate statements be made part of this record. In this statement I 

would like to address two key issues not raised earlier 1.) the effect the 

legislation will have on business users of digital tape recorders, and 2.) the 

unintended effects of the tax. 

So-called "professional" equipment is supposedly exempt from the 

provisions of the legislation. A problem for broadcasters, business and 

educational recordists lies in the distinction made between "professional" 

and "consumer" equipment Under the legislation, equipment considered 

professional will be marked with the letter "P" or have the word 

"Professional" on the outside packaging. In order to determine whether or 

not a machine is really designed for pros or consumers, the bill lists several 

factors including the type of error detection system, input/output interfaces, 

sales literature, distribution channels and, curiously, the occupation of the 

user and the application to which the recorder is put 

It is interesting to note that certain of the so-called "pro" features 

mentioned in the bill, such as read-after-write, time code functions and 

professional connectors, are already appearing on some high-end consumer 

model DAT decks. Many of the nation's top professional recording engineers 

and producers use this consumer-grade gear in their homes and offices for 

reviewing their work. Consumer model DAT machines (some professionally 
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modified) are found in hundreds of radio stations and have even been used to 

record commercial CD releases and motion picture soundtracks. 

So how will H.R. 3204 affect business? A new Sony digital recording 

technology, released on the Japanese market in February, 1992 and 

scheduled for release later this year in the United States, offers a clear 

illustration of how the "sweep" of this legislation will damage many 

professional recordists. 

Sony's new "Scoopman," an ultra miniature 7-oz. broadcast-quality 

stereo digital tape recorder (with postage stamp-sized cassette) is designed 

for use by radio news reporters, business and education users (see attached 

product literature, Exhibit 2.) Sony's U.S. publicists say the device is not 

intended for or marketed to the consumer market However, "Scoopman" is 

equipped with SCMS copy protection circuitry. Why? I'm am told that the 

reason is the company wants to keep within the spirit of the "DAT Pact" 

agreement and the pending legislation. 

This raises some interesting questions. Are the news broadcasters and 

businesses who will use "Scoopman" tape recorders "consumers" or 

"professionals?" How will a radio broadcaster digitally edit a tape restricted 

by SCMS circuitry? If a radio broadcaster is considered a "professional" 

under H.R. 3204, does Sony have the right to arbitrarily employ SCMS in 

this product? Since Sony is both an equipment manufacturer and music 

company, is it not a conflict of interest to allow Sony to decide which 

equipment will or will not be subject to the provisions of H.R. 3204? And 

what about the companies that modify consumer DAT machines for radio 

station use? Will they be prohibited by federal law from tinkering with 

SCMS capabilities? 
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Mr. Chairman, as you can see, all this gets very confusing. Though 

you may not intend for broadcast and other business/education users to be 

caught in the web of this legislation, how do you keep Sony from limiting 

gear with SCMS "to keep within the spirit" of the DAT Pact agreement? 

The sweep here is very wide and many of us in business will get hurt 

And what about the so-called "royalty?" By definition, a "royalty" is a 

payment for use of property. But whose property am I using when I purchase 

a digital tape recorder and blank tape to produce an audio documentary or to 

record a live musical performance in my living room? Will radio 

broadcasters make a payment to the music industry for every digital tape 

purchased for use in their newsroom or to record a commercial 

announcement? This appears to be the case with "Scoopman." 

One can only imagine a hearing to determine what is "professional" 

and what is "consumer" in a marketplace where the distinctions are blurred 

to begin with. The confusion will also extend to dealers who sell digital 

recording media. Tape and discs sold by dealers catering to the professional 

trade will not be subject to the tax while media sold in consumer outlets will 

be taxed. Does this mean your local record store will start a "professional 

division" to avoid paying the royalty? Who knows? 

Mr. Chairman, the world is turning "digital." This is not some exotic 

technology for the elite. The analog equipment we buy today will be as 

obsolete three years from now as tube technology is now in radio and TV 

receivers. AD tape recorders will soon be digital. In assessing this 

legislation, we must ask ourselves a fundamental question: Does the very 

ownership of recording technology capable of piracy mean the owner is in 

fact a tape pirate? Of course not But this is the underlying basis for H.R. 

3204. 
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When the truth about this bill is known, there will be a huge outcry 

from the public. So far the legislation has been misrepresented as a pro-

consumer solution to break the deadlock between the music and electronics 

industries. The issues involved here have been well-disguised from most of 

the people who use tape recorders in business and industry. There's been 

virtually no balanced press coverage of the issues involved here due to the 

stronghold on the trade media by such organizations as the Electronic 

Industries Association and the music and recording lobbies. I urge you, as 

the people's representatives, to ignore the special interest groups who stand 

to profit from this bill and take a hard look at the matter from the viewpoint 

of the consumer. Thank you. 
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(EXHIBIT #2) 

S O N Y 
&2D 

NevjB and. information 

New Products 
No. 02*0088 
January IT, 10« 

Sbpyr. A f̂trimnceti "Digital ftficcosecoxder 
2hoar-«cordtogohaWamp-»teeca»t«t CfWirunari 

Sony Corporation today ennounoed to* Introduction ol the NT-1 digital 
mlcroreoorder and NTC-M / 90 / 180 <SQlmi mtorotap**, an Waal eyetem far 
making dgfhfi tapa memo*. 

NT»1 digital ffitareraoMdar 

NTOOO dioKal Meiowpa (00 nun.) 

NTOBO digital irtoratap* («0 mtn.) 

NTC-180 dl«M mtareMpa (180 mln.) 

KTTMOXJLcUMrtngtap* 

IntreduotJon 

Fab. 31,1998 

> 

Peb.ai, 1*W 

Kb.8l.l9tt 

Fall, IMS 

Fob. 21^1812 

Wot Mthoultmi 

¥100,000 

¥1,100 

¥1,400 

¥1,400 

The digital mfcrorerarder Incorporate* the Sony-developed non-UMMng (WO 
technology, wMoh (Row* for two hour* of tow-nots* digital recording and ptayoecii 
on a metal-evaporated tap* caaaatte the die oi a postage etamp (IftSth the 
volume). Low anargy corrmmptlon la another feature of th* atonal mtereraoorder, 
and seven houfflofraoordtng em 6* mad* with one afcalln* *AA'battery.' 

lie uhmoompaot aha, lowncia* recording, and tow energy consumption make the 
digital mtororeeorder Ideal .for conference*, new* gathering, and other 
appfleanona In bwlneaa, education, and commurfeason*. 

Note: Tha aramld'base Dim for the digital mlcrotap* w u Jointly developed by 
Toray Indjatriea, Ina and 8ony Corp. 

http://Kb.8l.l9tt
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Umtn Spaetttcmtlom 

HXfi\ inldrarawrtfy 

Number of h«adu 
Tupt i|»*d: 
Dium roMftxi ipttd: 
Numbvrof ehAnn«te: 
SampSng fraqutnay:-

notify, hf |eal •canning, Otfai rvconffng sjratf m 
8 
approx.&3Smm/s 
9000 rpm 
2-ohuvwl tttmo 
aawu 

niytMCk frtqusnoy mngarlOHx • f4JS00Hi, 
QutnttzaSon: 
naytMokdynamfe rango: 
Totel dfaoriton: 
Wow.Bnd fluMn 
Input; 

Output: 

PotMrtouraa:. 

Poww consumption: 
Dlmwtttore'. 
Wtfght: 

18 M, non-Onw (17 bit tqufvtttnt) 
.ororow 
bttow«.oa% 
bsfow nwnovmbte fcnfw (4K001 % W.'taty 
mlo (tttno (nM Jfok / piuVin peww) 
On* In (ttamo mjnl Jaqh) 
twadpngnw-fitarvo mini Jaok) 
•ftveut (rtmomfnljMfc) 
1 AA dnr otX battwy / AC pow«r «Mptor (inetudM} / « r 
bAtttfyoofQ 
•ppmcoaw 
11Jmm (wrttty x 23mm (htlgra) x 55mm (*ptn) 
•pprex I47g(indutfng Mtarft 

Csnttt* « I M : • 
Tap«wWth: 
TBpatMcknaw:. 
RttwUMty (Br): 
OMroMty(Ho); 
Squtnntaa (Rs) 

30mm (wMm) x 8mm (hslgm) x 21.6mm'(d«ptn) 
2.6mm 
4^im 
WOmT (3,000 Qauw) 
87^kAAn (1.00Q OB) 
0.78 

66-469 - 93 - 8 
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r^hnleml Information 
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the playback head to faHhlWIy 
tract (tracking) tha raoortfao 
track. 

Tht non-tracking ayalam 
dMdaa tha data ofl aasn track 
Into data block* during 
ttoordtag. At playback, ma 
traok la 'tad by doubla 
•earning. Pet atampta. lha 
data on track A, fa rtad by 
aawrat tmainfla^JD Tha data 
picked up by tht lour iradnoa 
ara than comblnad In tha 
aamleonduetof rtamory *o 
provide corapttta Inlormaflon 
tor playback. 

tewiwnM o»uj i, 
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Oral Statmwit nf Frank Bearfnm to the 
Subcommittee on Patent*. Copyrights and Trademarics 

Regarding S.1623. the Audio Home Recording Act 
Oct-29-1991 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. As a producer of audio 

and video programs and a writer who follows technology issues, I come here today 

to voice opposition to the Audio Home Recording Act 

The assumption is made that this compromise is good for the consumer. 

Supposedly it will free up pre-recorded software on new digital audio formats and 

stimulate the sales of digital audio recording and playback equipment 

But, in fact, it taxes the consumer, limits the consumer's ability to use 

recording devices and paves the way for a new generation of audio equipment 

which is sonically inferior to the current compact disc and DAT formats. The 

compromise also sets a dangerous legal precedent which could easily be extended to 

a new generation of video recorders. 

Organizations supporting the bill contend we should go along with this 

industry compromise because it acknowledges the consumer's right to tape for 

private, non-commercial purposes. We are also told the royalty rates are modest 

and would apply only to digital recorders and media. And we are told passage of 

this legislation will spur music industry enthusiasm for new recording formats. 

I think the only people who will really benefit from this legislation are 

electronic equipment manufacturers, the music industry and their retailers. 

Under this proposed legislation, the consumer pays a royalty to the music 

industry but gets nothing in return. The insidious SCMS copy protection system 

which affects the dubbing of personal as well as pre-recorded software will be 

required in every consumer digital recording device. 

Since an estimated 73% of home taping does not involve pre-recorded 
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music,* why should consumers have to put up with limitations on their recording 

equipment just to protect the music industry firom copyright infringement? Worse 

yet, why should consumers suffer such limits on top of royalty fees for equipment 

and tape? 

Of course, none of this will stop the serious tape pirate who can buy slightly 

higher-priced "professional" equipment, which, under the bill, would neither be 

limited by SCMS nor subject to the royalty fee. 

If the music industry really wants to stop its CD's from being copied 

digitally, it could easily put "flags" in the digital signal which would stop all 

copying. But a government study* has found that about one-quarter of pre

recorded purchases were made after the consumer heard the artist or recording on 

a home-made tape. One gets the feeling the music industry wants it both ways? 

The legislation has another interesting side effect For the first time, the law 

would encourage a new generation of digital audio equipment which is clearly 

inferior in sonic quality than that of the current generation. In a way this is an 

arm-technology bill. 

Unlike the compact disc and DAT tape formats now available, the upcoming 

digital compact cassette (DCC) and mini-disc (MD) formats employ a data 

compression technique which is based on assumptions about human hearing. Data 

which is deemed inaudible is not recorded, thus requiring less data storage space on 

the media. 

Though the manufacturers of the new formats contend most consumers will 

not hear the difference, many engineers have publicly expressed doubt and fear the 

new fonnats will actually degrade their recordings. The record industry likes the 

new formats because each offers less sonic quality than their master recordings and 

objectionable artifacts from data compression appear in multi-generational copies. 

The DAT format which uses no data compression, has been unsuccessful as a 
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consumer product in part due to «*—•••••"![ legal actions by the music industry 

against equipment manufacturers. Howevo, the sound quality of DAT is so good 

that many professionals now use it for mastmng high quality cnnimrrriil releases. 

The record industry does not want this kind of recording quality in the hands of 

consumers. 

The legislation also ventures into some other untouched areas. For example, 

the bill lists criteria that distinguishes consumer equipment from professional 

equipment, it makes it illegal to sell a device or to modify a piece of equipment that 

evades the SCMS system and keeps royalty payment accounts a secret to protect 

equipment manufacturers from having their sales figures made public. 

Under the Audio Home Recording Act, everybody gets a piece of the pie 

except the lowly consumer. Thoughtful users of audio and video equipment had 

better start asking some hard questions about this proposed legislation before it is 

too late. If tins industry •compromise" is made into law the government will for the 

first time start dictating to citizens how they may and may not use home recording 

devices. 

•(U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, 1989 study) 
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Writtwi Statrmmt hy frank Bea^hjm fft tfr 
SiAconmihteemfttenti.C^riftotndTrtHamiifa 

NOY. 13.1991 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I wish to submit me 

following additional information for the record concerning my opposition to the 

Audio Home Recording Act 

First, there is the issue of the tax this legislation imposes on consumers of 

digital recording equipment and media. Hie industry likes to portray this added fee 

as a "royalty" which will be paid by the equipment manufacturer, not the consumer. 

However, no part of the proposed legislation requires this fee be taken from the 

profits of the manufacturers. 

Any reasonable assessment of this legislation will determine that the tax - and 

that's what it is, a tax - will be passed on to the consumer in the final purchase 

price of hardware and media. 

One supporter of S.1623, Bob Heiblim, president of Denon of America, -

expressed concern in an August 21,1991 article by John Gatski in Rjtri'ft Wflfftt a 

trade publication, about whether members of Congress could be persuaded to 

support this legislation. 

"Heiblim said members of Congress may remember that the 
companies now supporting the levies are the same ones who 
opposed them in years past He said Congress could be wary of 
support from companies who coce opposed royalties on a right-
to-tape principal, but now support the levies because they want 
to make money from a larger DAT market" (Exhibit 1) 

The electronics industry - having done a total flip-flop on this issue - agreed 

to support an unprecedented tax on consumers so that it's member companies can 

boost sales in a stalled economy. 
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In the April, 1990 issue of TV Technology magazine, Mario Orazio 

discussed the implications tf SCMS on coissumer recorders. After noting SCMS 

would do absolutely nothing to stop pirating, he spotlighted a group of creative 

consumers who win be damaged by the copy protection scheme. 

There's one group for whom it is devastating, and that is the 
semi-pros — the garage recording studios, perhaps. 

Semi-pros, almost by definition, can't afford professional 
equipment If they buy digital audio gear, if s probably because 
they like its multigenerational performance. 

With the asinine forced copyright assertion through analog 
inputs, however, the/11 be restricted to two generations, which 
is hardly enough to edit anything. As far at I can tell, this is the 
function of SCMS: to prevent entry-level production facilities 
from using digital audio." (Exhibit 3) 

Of course, SCMS affects many other potential consumer applications. It, in 

effect, limits the use of digital consumer recording devices anytime multiple 

generations of a recording are needed. In the coming age of multimedia computers, 

SCMS could become a major disabling factor in the production of desktop 

audio/video presentations for home and business. 

In a brief conversation on Oct 29, 1991 with John Roach, Chairman of 

Tandy Corporation, I suggested a scenario in which an SCMS-restricted recording 

could thwart the use of a Tandy multimedia computing system. 

I proposed to Mr. Roach that I want to make an electronic album in which 1 

take the digitally-recorded voices of family members and edit them with digitized 

photographs to make a "multimedia" family history which I can display on my 

Tandy computer. I asked Mr. Roach how I can go past two generations of digital 

audio editing on his Tandy system if SCMS is employed in my digital tape recorder. 
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Mr. Roach responded that he considers multimedia production a professional 

application which should not be done on consumer equipment If this is so, I 

question why Tandy's 1992 Radio Shack catalog is promoting the mullimedia PC 

"revolution* for consumers. The advertising slogan says: *At Radio Shack, the 

future of multimedia is here today." 

Touting that multimedia offers tremendous possibilities for "even the average 

consumer," the Radio Shack advertising proclaims "in addition to furnishing 

superb, photographic-quality images and sparkling animation, multimedia PCs are 

able to play and mix digital audio, recorded stereo sounds and MIDI music. In fad, 

multimedia is the next step in the evolution of the PC." (Exhibit 4) 

I suspect that if this legislation becomes law and the upcoming generation of 

consumer recorders fail in the marketplace that Mr. Roach and others supporting 

this industry compromise will be back before Congress asking that the Home 

Recording Act be repealed. They might argue SCMS is limiting the capabilities of 

consumer multimedia computer products. 

Shortsighted, ineffective and crippling technologies like SCMS are being 

promoted in order that a few people can make a quick buck over the next decade. 

SCMS will not stop a single tape pirate and will limit the legitimate and creative use 

of digital recording technology by consumers. 

If the music industry's actual goal is to stop the piracy of digital media, it can 

do so immediately without the aid of new legislation. A "flag" can be placed in any 

commercial digital recording that will block anyone from making a digital copy. 

This method is foolproof and inexpensive. So why isn't the recording industry 

taking this step to prevent piracy? 

The answer may be found in a 1989 study titled Copyright and Home Taping 

by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment The report found that about one-

quarter of pre-recorded music purchases were made after the consumer first heard 
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the artist or reoordiiig on a home-made tape.* 

This prompts, one to think that the music industry likes a little piracy, but not 

too much. 

We are told that passage of the Audio Home Recording Act is essential to the 

success of the new digital compact cassette (DCQ and mini-disc (MD) consumer 

fonnats. If S.1623 fails, we are warned, these formats will not get the necessary 

support from the music industry needed for success in the consumer marketplace. 

Since when do we pass laws to enhance the prospects of commercial success 

for speculative consumer electronics products? These new fonnats should live or 

die on their merits and not be propped up by artificial forces. 

But there is more here than meets the eye. S.1623 has another unstated, but 

very real effect, on technology. Both of these new consumer audio delivery 

systems represent a step backward in the sonic quality and multigenerational 

flexibility from the curent CD and DAT formats. Without the boost of S.1623 

both formats will almost certainly fail in the marketplace. 

Why are these formats sonically inferior to current technology? Unlike the 

compact disc and DAT tape formats now available, the DCC and MD formats 

employ a data compression technique which is based on assumptions about human 

hearing. Data which is deemed inaudible is not recorded, thus requiring less data 

storage space on the media. 

Though the manufacturers of the new formats contend most consumers will 

not hear the difference, engineering professionals have publicly expressed doubt 

and fear the new formats will actually degrade their recordings. 

In an Oct 1991 article titled "Engineers Are Hesitant to Accept New DCC 

and Mini-Disc Formats* in Pro Sound News, engineer Jim Berry of HBR Audio, 

Lowell, MA was quoted as saying: 
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"We are being bombarded with formats and none of them 
particularly improve the quality of the finished product The 
designers of new formats are doing the engineers and the 
consumer a disservice by not designing high sonic quality into 
their standards." (Exhibit 5) 

Why would the music industry want to support new music delivery systems 

inferior to what is now available? In that same Pro Sound News article, writer 

Andrea M. Rotondo reported: 

"Data compression also solves a major headache for the record 
labels. They are able to support a recordable CD format while 
banishing fears that the product would be of equal quality to a 
master recording.* (Exhibit 5) 

Ken Pohlmann, professor of music and director of the Music Engineering 

Program at the University of Miami in Coral Gables, FI. also addressed sonic 

quality in the August, 1991 issue of M u magazine. On the question of why not 

create a recordable CD instead of an entirely new format, Pohlmann wrote: 

"Record labels simply would not tolerate a recordable CD that 
matched the sound quality standards of the professional master 
recording. Instead, they might support a new format of slightly 
Iowa sound quality (specifically, non-cloned data). Handily, 
data compression also solves that problem." (Exhibit 6) 

Sony, for its part, is not even claiming the MD format meets CD sound 

quality standards. 

In the Aug. 1991, issue of Popular Science, writer Dennis Normile reported: 

"The Mini Disc system, though, is designed for listening 
anywhere - with headphones, in a boom box, or in a car audio 
system - where there's a potential for background noise. This 
format is not earmarked for audiophile hi-fi equipment you 
would savor in a quiet listening room. Sony executives admit the 
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sound quality of their Mini Disc wont quite match that of 
CD's." (Exhibit 7) 

In an article titled "Audio Format Confusion" in the Sept 1991 issue of 

Radio-Electronics, writer Brian C. Fenton posed a question about the sonic quality 

of audio compression, a technology used in both the MD and DCC formats: 

"Can a recording that leaves out 80% of the bits' sound as good 
as a CD? In theory, if all you're leaving out is things you cant 
hear, then yes. In practice, we don't know yet. At Sony's 
announcement (of MD), they demonstrated a prototype by 
playing some pop-rock for a half minute or so. It sounded OK, 
we guess, considering that the listening environment was a 
crowded hotel meeting room. No A/B comparisons were 
provided between CD and MD. Sony claims that 'only 2% of the 
population will be able to bear the difference.'* (Exhibit 8) 

Another major unanswered question about the MD and DCC formats is their 

multigenerational dubbing capability. Though both formats employ SCMS copy 

protection which prevents digital copying, many engineen feel the data 

compression used to make recordings will even result in poor analog copies. 

In an informal poll of audio engineers, I could find no one who had been 

allowed to do multigenerational tests with either the MD and DCC formats. Will 

the dubbing capability of these new formats be even as good as conventional analog 

cassettes? No one seems to know. Are we in for another unpleasant surprise when 

these formats are unleashed on unsuspecting consumers? 

As has been widely reported, the record industry likes the MD and DCC 

formats because each offers less sonic quality than their master recordings. 

The DAT format, which uses no data compression, has been unsuccessful as a 

consumer product in part due to legal action by the music industry against 

equipment manufacturers. However, the sound quality of DAT is so good that 
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many professionals now use it for mastering high quality commercial releases. 

Would passage of S.1623 revive the DAT format in the consumer market? 

Few industry observers think so because the record industry does not want this kind 

of recording quality in the hands of consumers. 

A June 19, 1991 New York Times article titled "Advance in CD's Starts a 

New Battle" by David E Sanger reported 

"The industry, worried that DAT would enable recording 
pirates to make perfect copies of compact disks, worked out an 
electronic protection plan that satisfied neither consumers nor 
manufacturers. Sony is now repositioning DAT for music 
professionals and audiopm'les, not for the mass market." 
(Exhibit 9) 

A look around the room during the hastily-called Oct 29, 1991 Senate 

bearing on S.1623 provided clear evidence of who is advocating the legislation. The 

proponents are a group of lobbyists for the music, recording and equipment 

manufacturing industries. Consumers and audio professionals were conspicuously 

absent 

S.1623 is an ill-conceived quick fix for a stagnant sector of the consumer 

marketplace. The flip-flop position on royalties by the electronic equipment 

manufacturers revealed how quickly they will sell out their own customers to make 

an extra dollar. 

And, of course, lurking on the sidelines are the video software lobbyists, 

waiting anxiously for the audio industry to pave the way for a "royalty" on a new 

generation of digital video recorders and media. If S.1623 is enacted, it will set a 

dangerous precedent for a new wave of taxation on consumers, not by government 

but by private industry. 

Digital audio equipment is used by a wide range of consumers and businesses 
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throughout America. Such equipmem it as likely to be found in the local radio 

station as it is in a living room sound system. The vast majority of users of this 

technology have not heard of Has proposed legislation nor or are they aware of ilt 

content. 

Slanted pro-industry reporting by a timid and ineffective trade press has 

contributed to the general impression that the "industry compromise* it good for 

the consumer. It it hoped that the prospect of new taxation on consumers in an 

election year will prompt legit mate news organizations to take a closer look at the 

real implications of S.1623. 

A honest evaluation finds that S.1623 Uses consumers with no return benefit, 

deprives consumers of their rights to freely use digital taping equipment and 

encourages the development of a new generation of inferior audio recording 

technology. 

Frank Beacham 
163 Amsterdam Ave. 1361 

New York, NY 10023 
(212) 873-9349 

•Ofon imail Tmiinit of (be Copyright aid Home Taping report and a historical 
summary of the industry agreement are found in T h e DAT Pact" by Brian C. 
FeutonintbeNov., 1991 issue of EonliLDscJmiia. (Exhibit 10) , 
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Eindhoven - The Motherlands 

In this speech Z would like to cover why and how OCC was 

developed, and provide you with a system description. 

Why and how did Philips embark on the developaent of 

DCC? 
Host of you probably know that Philips was with the 
forerunners of the OAT developaent. This developaent 

started in the period of time that digital electronics 

became an option in consuaer electronic products. 

It was logical to consider next to the CD-systea, 

digital alternatives for a tape systea. 

In tine acre coapanies joined in the discussion which 

ultimately resulted in a big standardization conference 

for the R-OAT systea in which 83 coapanies participated. 

Xt were predoainantly crews fron research and pre-

developaent who were involved with the standardization. 

CO was not yet in the market and digital technology was 

not yet commonly understood. 

From a product or market point of view the precondi

tions seemed clear: Digital technology was supposed to 

deliver better quality. So the effort was to con

centrate on top sound quality. 

In the mid eighties the standard and the technology was 

ready to be implemented into products. For the first 

time market issues were addressed at length. The -

picture was not encouraging. 
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Pirat products wara vary expensive, prica-wisa a»ra in 
Una with naw video-products than with an audio recor-
dar. 

Moreover, raaaarch and development had baan concentra

ting on tha racordar application. Tachnically that was 

tha most eye-catching function. And was not tha analogue 

tapo system callad a coapact cassatta racordar? Under

rating tha playback aide of tha new systea want aa far 

as that software manufacturers wars excluded froa the 

OAT discussions. 

By the time the DAT technology waa standardized it 

proved to ba a problaa to aanufactura auaic tapaa with 

the required flexibility, apeed and price. 

Being the inventor of tha Coapact Cassette systea, back 

in 1963, Philipa had experienced the necessity to 

create pre-recorded auaic tapaa to sufficiently stimu

late the cassette systea. 

In the first 7 years Coapact Cassette was in tha aarket 

aa a recording systea, and sales ware developing only 

very slow. It was tha worldwide introduction of pre

recorded cassettes which started to boost growth. 

Stiaulated by the pre-recorded ausicassette the compact 

cassette systea developed into a aass portable playback 

systea. Because of the large scale application by 

consumers of all kinds of portable playback players the 

demand for recorders increased. 

Today we see a aarket for coapact cassette which for 

75% consists of portable playback units. This aarket ia 

driven by the sales of pre-recorded cassettes at an 

annual level of around 1 billion. At the other hand, 

recordability is an essential feature of the system. 

Whether or not applied by all consuaers, it does 

deliver the proaise that tapes for playback can be 
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easily obtained. As an indication of the importance to 

provide the recording option look at the market for 

radio cassette recorders, where we sell tonnes of 

millions of units with a recording function which often 

never is used. 

In our view, replacement of the musicassette by OAT is 

not possible. DAT is too much developed as a top 

quality recorder for stationary use. without pre

recorded cassettes, sales of (portable) players can not 

develop. Without portable players, sales of recorders 

are only of interest for recording freaks. In addition 

the costprice projections of the system are not in tune 

with the compact cassette market. 

Learning from our DAT experience we started to define 

the ideal system to replace the musicassette. 

This time, however, we worked the other way around; 

first the essential system ingredients were defined. 

Later the technology to built such a system was looked 

for. > 

That's where the start of DCC can be defined. 

Three questions were central in the analysis of defining 

the ideal system: 

* Why innovate the cassette system? 

* What in the cassette system needs to be innovated? 

* How should this innovation take place? 

Why innovate? 

The fact that a variety of new technologies are becoming 

available cannot be the only reason for innovation. As 

long as everybody is happy with the current analogue 

system there is little reason for 
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changa. Looking at tha massive annual salaa quantitias 

of cassette (2.6 billion) and cassette Machines (180 

million) it would sees avarybody is vary happy with the 

analogua system. If, howavar, wa look at narkat trends 

we get a different picture. 

IHai Hardware sales have stabilized over the last couple of 

I years. Most Market segments, apart from stereo head-

I phones, are in a replacement phase. He see no growth. 

^Tonsuaers are merely replacing existing cassette 

functions which indicates that the cassette players are 

purchased more to complete an audio system than as the 

main attraction. The predominant reason why consumers 

include the cassette function in their choice is because 

they have so many cassettes. Average every household has 

a library of SO to 60 cassettes. 

Sales of pre-recorded cassettes have been constantly 

growing over the last decades. But, as has been forecas

ted by some, sales growth levelled off in 1989 and went 

into decline since. 

This picture is familiar to us. By the end of the 

seventies we saw the same trend for the markets of LP 

and turntables. Several years before the introduction 

of the CO, consumers started to loose interest in the 

LP, reflected in a declining sales level. Sales volumes 

of turntable remained stable for a number of years 

(People still possessed extensive libraries of LP's) but 

then also started to decline. Ve call it the life cycle 

of a music carrier. After being in the market for three 

decades the consumer starts to loose interest despite 

the constant flow of brand new music titles. This by the 

way underlines that the consumer is not only buying the 

musical contents; the physical presentation of the 

carrier is also relevant. 
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If ausicassatta is losing intarast will CD raplaea tha 

•usicassatta? 

Cartainly not. Also here wa hava valuabla axparianea. 

Whan by tha and of tha savantias LP startad to daclina 

some axpaetad that tha ausicassatta would aasily 

coapansata for the lost salas quantities. 

MC was booming ovar that period of time (very similar 

to CD now) and MC could just take over from LP. Xn 

reality nothing of the kind happened. 

The main reason is that there is not one music market 

but two: a dual carrier market: 

The disc for active, foreground use in the home 

Cassette for the road. 

The consumer is perceiving both media as different, not 

compatible. The main differences are: 

The disc, as the foreground medium, often used 

actively where of course the random track access 

is very important. The disc with its jewel like 

image, which makes it the collectors format. Tha 

CD is even perceived as vulnerable, precious, 

although tha technology is rather robust. But 

people do not even like fingerprints on their disc 

because, they wajx£ to see it as precious. 

Tha tape is much more used as a background medium, 

passively e.g. when driving your car. With cassette 

the issue is much more to provide continuously and 

as long as possible a musical background. The 

related image is of a much more sturdy, robust 

carrier you feel comfortable with to throw through 

your car, which is simple to operate with one hand. 

Tha raason for innovation is in short: We see a tape 

system with a specific function in tha market, which is 

massively used in a very passive way but which despite 

its large volume is losing interest.. 

Here we ran into the second question. 
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What is to be Innovated? 

It is good to realize that an annual sales volume of 

2.6 billion underlines a treaendous popularity; after 

the lightbulb. Compact Cassette is probably the most 

successful consumer electric product. Cassette, there

fore, must have a lot of attractive features which 

should be maintained in the new system. Market research 

indeed indicates that most features like seize, weight, 

playing time, way of operation of the cassette system 

score very high. Basically there are three points which 

rate low: 

Image 

Cassette lost its appeal. It is no longer seen as 

the miraculous device which will operate every

where, but as an old-fashioned piece of plastic 

without any shine or attractiveness. 

It is pre-dominantly because of image why cassette 

starts to loose ground. 

Soundaualitv 

The sound quality is perceived as out of range 

with modern audio equipment. It is important to 

refer to the average sound quality perception 

which is not the high-end-Hifi-deck-with-Dolby arW 

a high grade cassette but a low cost deck with a 

lot of wow and flutter, and a lot of distortion, 

tape hiss an lack of stereo image. 

Durability 

Cassette warp, tapes are breaking or otherwise get 

jammed. 

To select the technology for this innovation is 

not obvious. A wealth of options exists, as can be 

seen by the great number of announcements of new 

recording systems over the last 2 years: one 
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•vary 4 months. Cantral la tha daciaion to go tapa or 

disc. 

Zt la poaalbla to make tap* or diac functionally to a 

larga axtand ovarlapping by adding extra alactronica. 

E.g. a diac aystem by natura not shock-proof, can be 

improved by adding a lot of aolid stata memory; a tapa 

system, by nature a atreamer and not a random access 

technology, can be improved by powerful winding motora, 

•olid atate memory chips and clever M processor control. 

It is, however, obvious that such extras do not help to 

reach low cost markets. Tha .new technology must, 

however, have a costprica perspective to ultimately 

replace the entire compact cassette system, including 

the low cost applications. Price levels for these 

applications are vary tough targets. 

From the perspective of the recording industry it ia 

essential that tha new system has the prospective to 

integral substitute tha muaicaaaette; a new carrier in 

the market will in firat instance juat increaaa opera

tional coata because of extra inventory and obsoles

cence, if ultimately introduction price levels are 

dropping the new carrier muat replace tha old on*. With 

this in mind it is only logical to go for tap*, which by 

natura batter fits the tap* driven compact cassette 

system. 

But there is anothar even aora important reason to use 

tape: the. leaue to maintain the business level In 

cassette over tha nineties. 

Here w* run into the third question: 
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Hov to innovata MC? 

Replacing tha MC ia different froa the LP/CD case. 

The purchaae behaviour for oaaaette makes a conauaar on 

average only buy 3.5 caaaettea in the first year whan he 

bought himself a new cassette player. 

For compact disc this number ia 10 diaca. Tha dual 

carrier character of the market extends to a much more 

paaaive buying behaviour in case of cassette for which 

more hardware in use ia required. 

Cassette sales are generated by 1 billion cassette 

machinea in use. This enormous park needa to be con

verted into the new digital machinea aufficiently faat. 

But after nine yeara of exceptional success there are 

"only" 120 million CO playara in use, considerably less 

than the lflfl million cassette playara sold every year. 

Salea of the new digital cassette hardware have to 

develop at least 3 x aa faat as what was accomplished 

with CD, if we ara to maintain tha busineaa level in 

caasette. 

Tha only way to make hardware aalaa develop 3 x aa fast 

aa tha CD case is by making tha new technology backwards 

compatible: The new machine must include a compact 

cassette function to~ playback the analogue cassette. 

This implies that the new system is not only addressing 

the typical innovator, tha guy who will always buy what 

is new, but also the regular consumer of which each year 

180 million come to the shop to replace their existing 

cassette machine. 

Any new, not compatible technology would at least 

require 10 to 15 years to grow into mature market 

quantities. In replacing the ausicassette, however, it 

is not just the issue to build up the new market, it is 

also tha issue to build up with sufficient speed, to 

compensate for what we loose in analogue cassette 

business. 
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Let ae next address some of the systea specification 
points. 

Next to a backwards compatible tape avafcMi the other 

•ain specification points for tha new Dec systea are 

derived by looking to the market. 

The systea shall again include the aain four ingredients 
of the actual analogue compact cassette systea: 

pre-recorded cassettes together with 
blank cassettes which will be recorded pre
dominantly on 
home cassette decks and a great variety of 

portable cassette players to playback music 

wherever the consumer goes. 

Moreover, all these options must be available from the 

start to make it an interesting systea for the con

sumer. 

Portable, outdoor application, specifies not to stretch 

recording density and use standard low coercive tape. 

In the DCC system we apply as a minimum a wave length on 

tape of l u. In addition a large portion of error 

correction is applied, and a metal slider shall provide 

additional physical protection. 

The requirement for pre-recorded software makes the use 

of high speed duplication necessary. This specifies a 

linear track format. 

The need to (quickly) reach mass markets and therefore 

attractive costprice levels specifies the application 

of relaxed mechanical tolerances, to liait tha number 

of tracks to 8 and to use as much as possible existing 

CC mechanisms which are available at vary cost effective 

price levels. 
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The requirement to raach top and HiFl markets apaoiflas 

a CO aound quality. Comparing tha rata batvaan CD, 1.5 

Kbit/a, and a ayatam aa apacifiad bafora indlcataa: 

8 (tracks) x(lp (wavelength) x4.7 (cm/a) (tapaspaad) )-7«t 

Kbit/a 

A 47% arror corraction laavaa 384 k bit/a for tha audio 

information. 

Conaaquantly a new coding haa baan davalopad which la 

4x aa afflclant aa tha traditional PCM ancoding uaad in 

CD. Tha naw coding ia called PASC for Praeiaion Adaptiva 

Subband Coding. 

Half of tha raquirad afficiancy inprovamant coaaa from 

application of a mora intalligant coding languaga. Tha 

other half from a drastic change of principle. The 

encoder no longer tries to follow the charactariatica 

of tha analogue microphone signal, but instead the 

signal ia modeled in accordance with the receiver, the 

human ear. 

Bits are allocated to the signal in order of priority 

in how far information from tha signal is relevant or 

audible. 

The concept of both allocating maximum coding room for 

tha most audible parts and no coding room for inaudible 

parts, makes it possible to simultaneously improve 

efficiency and sound quality. 

Tha PASC coding measures a frequency range of S Hz up 

to 22 kHz, dependent on the sampling rata which can be 

32, 44.1 or 48 kHz. 
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Total harsonic distortion including signal to noiso 

spaciflas up to 92 dB and dynaaic rang* up to 18 bits or 

108 dB. 

This doas not speoify, hovavar, tha sound quality. 

An indication for tha sound quality ara blind tasts in 

which CO sound and DCC sound ara to ba idantifiad. 

Sofar we did not find paopla who could idantify any 

ausic fragments we used in the blind tests. He therefore 

specify the sound quality of the DCC system as identical 

to compact disc. 

It is tha new DCC cassette which is to create a new 

appeal. The basic dimensions of the cassette have not 

been changed; they prove to be ideal, just large enough 

to present itself as a serious software carrier but 

small enough to fit the average shirt pocket. The 

cassette is somewhat slimmer shaped and completely 

flat. All DCC players will be autoraverse by standard. 

The cassette therefore only requires holes to access 

the reel spindles at one side. The top is completely 

closed. In the case of a pre-recorded cassette a paper 

graphic artwork is sealed under a transparent window. 

Cassette and window are fused together by means of 

ultrosonic welding thus providing a rigid construction. 

By standard DCC cassettes have to fulfil strict require

ment on temperature stability up to 90*C. This, in 

combination with specification points on tape strength, 

the metal slider for extra tape protection and the error 

correction capacity, shall greatly enhance the durabi

lity of the DCC cassette. 

Read and write of the 8 music tracks plus auxiliary 

track is done by means of thin film head. It is possible 

to integrate in one head chip tha magneto resistive 

heads with the 9 recording heads and the 2 beads for 

read-out of the conventional analogue cassette. 
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The track width on tape is 185 n s for each of the 8 

tracks. Read-out heads are only 70 JI i in height, which 

reduces the sensitivity to misalignment and azimuth 

errors significantly below that of compact cassette. 

The data format on tape is similar but different froa 

the main data in the 8 music tracks and the auxiliary 

data on the auxiliary track. 

Data are grouped into tape frames. Each of the 8 tracks 

carries 32 tape blocks per frame, where a tape block 

contains 51 tape symbols of 10 bits. The 10 bit symbols 

are generated by the 8 to 10 modulator to create DC-free 

code. 

Every tape block starts with a header of 3 symbols, for 

synchronisation and frame and block address. The 

remaining 48 symbols carry the PASC audio data, system 

information and parity symbols for error detection and 

correction. At tape block level a Cj error correction 

code is applied which is capable of correcting 4 error 

symbols per tape block. 

At frame level a C2 error correction code is added. The 

distribution of the symbols for the C2 code is "ideally" 

distributed over the tape, which results in a "honey

comb" pattern. 

At maximum the C2 code can correct 6 errors which could 

not be corrected at CL level. Because of the physical 

distribution over the tape drop outs with a diameter up 

to 1.45 mm can be corrected or alternatively a complete 

missing track can be corrected. 

PASC symbols are also distributed over the tape in a 

way to prevent burst errors and allow for concealment 

of uncorrectable errors. 

For the auxiliary track the bit rata is only 12 k 

bits/s (against 96 kbits/s for the music tracks). 
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Tha nuabar of tape blocks is therefore reduced with 1/8 

to 4. To enable easy detection during high speed 

search, the tape blocks 1 and 3 - are recorded at aarker 

location to create an envelope. Therefore, Barker 

positions can be detected without the need to decode 

the coaplete auxiliary code. 

The auxiliary track contains aany faaturas similar to 

those apecified in OAT like start-flags, track lumbers 

and time* codea. The pre-recorded eaasette contains a 

table of contents with precise location inforaatlon of 

the tracks. 

The DCC systea includes a atandard for taxt inforaatlon 

on tape. On pre-recorded caeaettea taxt information is 

programmed in the ayatea area of the aain data area. The 

technical capacity of this systea ia 400 characters per 

second. Information is grouped per item; 255 different 

items can be defined. Some items are standardised e.g. 

album title, track titlea, table of content, artist 

credentials and song lyrics. 

The text information aystea can also fulfil the growing 

demand for more background information and enhance users 

friendliness in finding the desired aualc track. 

DCC ia a system which could aaaily be talked on for the 

next couple of hours. There are other presentations 

planned during this conference on the DCC encoding and 

on the textmode system. Together with this presentation 

X hope we have provided you with a fair amount of 

information. 
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rrrordciJ no <;raupau D b a . riJgtnl audio 
tape | IMT) , vaJeuiamiet (with toil wah-
ma cMHMlrni), and hoik (he I)-1 ami IV 2 
digital vhko formats. JVT. hat eutn au> 
ntamccd a new KChnfcpe that aftuws two 
. tannrb ta* fun mnlhy (411 k i l l ftiinpUiig. 
16-hk) digital audio m hr rrronktl—in 
tvktiiiun at video ami hi-fi a n n o - lai an 
.VVIIS o\v 

That*! what mmi prnpar think uf wbru 
tliry think uf digual and**: rcconttng. 
I h r i r arc abo aarar digual n i i i m , 
r i f u l l^rn . ccvcnV editors ami ihr like. 
IHH I warn fci get twaVr haak*. I 'm poutg 
ht a-U yiMi ahm* dtgtnl aWnj-s. 

lHujr. I'm hakJltig. Thew/s no smh 
thing (t l - ' | » i . but then- has at be a way 
hi en tlij.iul audaioat o l tatc devke and 
HHH .lllaHiM.1 WMInmU UUkM1|l I I IkCXtMatC 

aiuhv 11. the | * w » . 
Amuliy, thrtc aar t—* popular stanuawa., 

( H I T u called AtiS/MUl (Aialkk Knglnrcring 
Sixi«iyi1uMC«v>n Bnnduaniop Uwai)»nd 
O r other b called SHJtP (Sony/MiUkm lag-
iul Interface rormat)ur EJAJ (Kkatiuoa: la-
dmui .1 Aaauriailun of bpan). The Ont « 
pnrfo«kHial and tbt araaa) oansuoaar, but 
ila-y'rc rniuikahly similar. 

D.«U alhaw for audio at hr 

AW (pulse DAs) are 
your AES/EBU digital 
audio distribution 
amplifiers . . . 

m i l z . 4 4 . U l l x < i h e C D a K ) f « 4 8 M U 
(the 1M/D-2 m e ) , both orptaat each 
sunpk of cadi cttaaod aa» a 5 2 4 * •**>• 
tnmt. comtakig of tour H n of sync at 
ihr hrgbinlng and four bits for tuchpwr-
penm a» i l i a ^ a l l ^ Indkataini, tavr av 
fcrmatkm. ctanurl K M (moir tatrr)and 
parlly ((ur crna- dKtUag) at the end. 
M*i'tl makT thai Icawrt 24 bMi, and. y n , 
Vifgtiito, that'»laiw maay JIMI tarn vac fca* 
audtii, tf yiai wjnt at. 

two ctannrb (64 bin) ajrm a frame in 
hub aamais, atal 192 feames form a dan 
laxh(itajs, the Mtiftlc-tlnmKl KMtD.Ml to 
r * h Mrtrm v I w» *nr» $M hie* per bkjck). 
Oil^UM mark omtritng b iMrd. meaning 
every hit ( « * * ta Mii>) hwulrrs • kvrl thift. 
ami a t*w h* . t««i fc-wl daft*. *R» aicmify 
iym'. a Kpu ti l |NtKr bMtng I.) hta b inetl. 

U l b y M l 
S... if r « i u i n j 4 c at 4H k l U , y«M nrcd 

H I I K jhk- k> px-a | W I K » at i rate (rf4B,0»K. 
(*ai»l»lc» per M-«mHl)x64 (Wt» |*rr 
fcrnq**— Hiafianir)M 2(kwtd.t foprr lMt 

for a one), or atwm 16) tat*mxvnd* per 
puhr (hy oanjmKon, a ataa-lr ryefc of the 
N l f t , uaYr tuhcarricr bus 279 funuar-
ctaah|. On the iNher hand. If ynu sample 
at M k l U . a sync pubc taui ahum: 732 
naiMmtaids. 

Tlut ' t ipittc a ranpe. httihermnrt, a 
aero at 52 k i l l sampling ban prcrlsrly • • 
lung as a sync pubc at 4H klfa sampling, 
which nukes li kind uf hard so fbal sync 

twryinbtg «> this prat* Is ibr saasc be
tween the formxtt. Nuw tbry gn differ* 
cm. AES/aTJU starts out at aiwund flac 
volts; MMrVKIAj scuts at amund half a 
wat. That's aupptaKd to be because we 
pndeaujunab t ie tnach tntar a t r i a l with 
high ficcjHcnry slgnab that ailght naaue 
hmifcirnct loan cnmuimrrt air. 

ARS/BOU b habmrd; SfDIIVFJAJ la on-
babtKCd. So the AKS/GlflJ aainctatMa J I M 
arc air aumbrd XLR cunnecam, wMar 
the SriMF/HAJ i t a m m k t r a are Msvalty 
tOC'A phtaai phiga aial facks. 

.SnCtf,Mia>aai. UdiatwKUrly, wtaJcihc 
SHMWIIAj format irtes 71 «riuu inmout-
l am im|mbncr, AtiS/lUMI »|irvi.ir* MO 
triuit MHtnta ami 2 SO i Jim kuik. The kk-a 
b that ytai wit i«r N O ** y*cal»ki n a n * 
i m i up bt four ku ib a* a single uiunc 
willaaH murh inaMr . 

I foiif IVak\ what we have hear b a bil-
wc h> OMmuuoluMe, Anfunr wtau has 
graduated Vidro Hll know* tins U yiai tre 
branches off a video feed of any dnonrr. 
you fjrt iTtV«inn«. So AI3/EBU expros 
staiK poor dan receiver that's having a 
hard enmigh tlna? fiKurbig uut a .12 k l U 

arro atn'i rcaUy 411 kllx sym- a> haw su 
deal w k k scad tctkakm*, snor Ion . 

A i « u - « » ' M » u . n » | » " ' l " * ) m.fn 
m T l « * • • paaii bay. h » m • «»easy to snauv 
mto 120 ohsm ncrwrcn Hie Ng wbrs in a 
mk-ropliune cable and itw liny ones tn a 
patch bay. <Wscss whatr Mon? Rflrenaat. 

Thr worn ataarcc ta* atflrctkaat b simply 
eonocalng two pfecrs ta* cuulptntnt a> 
grtlrr over typical pfofcstkaul Uacuxcs 
(S3T .^^nginUsr*opcr tyon»cdcaWe 
gningbna«cnaj.cdHaa^aodsa«ctioic 
M i m , or about 50 feet). Whh typical cable 
pnaugation vcka^rio, thr duration taT a 
haf f-bk one-pubc b ahout as k i ig as it cAoi 
a siROal su iravrl tOOfea. S o i a t r o l c n a 
a I IOobmHMm^bOiinc««o0a 290ot«w 
luad V I fcn bate btainrct off the suunx 
aaain, and ktaam up at tbr K t r n r r at who* 
knows*what w t r n M gcubmk. 

Stmte natwforturert, Kmii ig the rmaV 
k m . haw made their Injaaa a itke. matrh-
Ing l If) t4uns. S«ur rmaajtb. that works 
hrtkr. I a*mtavurly. a I HI iriati kqaa vki-
b«L» ittr stambtd. 

tM cminc, MMIKIN IC < IM* y%mt uf 

C M I I K ) , piM for the Unipic o|Mxlk-iM til 
fiuk)nKihi»|(« «Mirh, tittRlH mmifa#«t//r 
vkttite il«- xtaiakinl. Sttiavbr halutn (litr 
DUhiiimt ini| ietbmr ami hribmel wvrc 
turd u i AliVKIMI ftigUrtb touht tnvel via 
unhnary vidni n n x ami paah h a p 

Nuw Hie jinrlilcni b in diMrilaiiinn. If 
a m tkm't «i irk, dbnUMaiiMt ampl i fcn 
are iRirvsary, hut a video I M ««Ht*t pa>« 
ilrr kimh of kwfe AKS/tilUI talb Um A 
|Mll»C I M , iMrWTVtT, wi l l . 



hir I In AC of yi«i w h o haven't been in 
ilir IK IMIK.V. king enough lo cjualtfy fur the 
Older of I lie Iron lest fa i tcm, pulse IJAs 
win' i(tvi(t:\ used lodiMitlmle vkk-nsynr. 
;it A kvr l lor lour wilii.peak lo |x-alc, luck 
in die tLys U i i m ' every v k k o <k*vicc had 
itsownsyne generatoramicould(genlock 
MI a vkk-o signal or black. 

( i » w t . look arouml your plant. Vnipro-
lultty have some |mbc IMs you ihouglrt you 
couldn't cvcit give away. well , they're not 
your a m i r m , useless pulse I M * anymore. 
Now titty're your AI'3/F.IUf digital audio 
<li\ifriMitM»aiii|4ilii-ivuiKlilicy work great! 

i If course, all »f litis just gets the receiver 
ai the in|*n of an AliVI-JiU device 10 kkrn-
lify I I IC IM IS correctly, f iguring out wlucto 
ikt with flic bits is something else again. 
'Iliai <tna valfcliiy hit, for example, M o i n u 
lie. ttrated differently hy every maimfaciuirr 
(and M M I M I i m n hy different products of lite 
same manufacturer). 1 1 K standard doesn't 
•4-11 yiMi w i m to do wi th it. 

I!wn lite pariiy hit sceiirt loo confus
ing Urn all manufacturers ki ileal with. Tlic 
channel sums I H I ($M per data hkx*k) 
seems overwhelming! H can icll receivers 
w l u i the- sampling rate Is supposed to be, 
wtietlicr cmjihasis was used (and what 
type) awl whcilicr I I K audm is mono or 
siercn, for example, h lias not just one hut 
two l ime codes, and it even has lis own 
code fur error checking. 

But some pieces of gear generate ihis 
wuff. and some don't. Some look (or them 
in die data stream, tome don't, and some 
don't have die foggiest Idea what 10 do 
wi th them I f they're there. 

C o n s u m e r s t a t u s 

Tlie comtimer shuaikm is easier Only 

a few of the channel status hits arc used, 
hut two of 11 Kin—hits C and I.—are lulus. 

A* you know fnmi high school civics, the 
function of i lie I I.S. < >*iftrevs was lo siimu-
lite ihc economy hy creating die kihhying 
industry. And. km as I H I one lias ever found 
a magnetic mi.Mf.nle; i lHIT 'S no such thing 

. xs a luNiyii i willioul aiw .titer lobbyist who 
has I IN : ojt|>osiie vkv|»oiiM. 

liilihyisLs fur record companies qircad 
ihr alarm i n i jmgrcss about the possibility 
i lut DAT reenrdrrs roukl allow perfect dig
ital <«if4o> of <JH M> no producer (who 
might otherwise have lots of money for 
campaign comriUiiioiis) woukl over IK- able 
to stil nMtre than one e<i|iy of a record. 

Tlic appnifwlaie ami-k>Wiyists, from tlic 
consumer electronics industry, countered 
w i i h tlic argument thai keeping DAT out 
of i lw US. woukl destiny the economy, 
vkilatc the l-irsi Amendment and, pcrlups 
w o o t of al l , anger pou-mfat voters. 

The first product o f ibis kJMiyist/anti-
kJrtty.M clasli was the CltS-dcvektpttl 
Gipycnde system, a ICCIUIMHIC for encod
ing audio so that a consumer could listen 
lo li hui couldn't record It. ' I l ie National 
Bureau of Standards shot that down In 
flames as creating audible dcfccu and nut 
really preventing recording. 

T h e latest product Is komething called 
SCMS (serial copy management system). 
Uits <: and I. say whether copyright lias 
been "asserted" on I IK- material and, if so, 
whet Iter a copy can be made. 

A ('•!> w i i h copyright averted alkiws 
only one generation of digital copy to he 
made A DAT nude from that CO cannot 
be digitally copied by an SCMS-equipped 
HAT recorder. 

The scholars w l w worried about SCMS, 

towevet; came up with a scenario where 
someone buys a <3> ami feeds its atukjg au-
dio to the input of a HAT. I f t hat OAT had no 
copyright auerikm, why. m i l l k m u f gener-
atkms of copies migln be made from It. 

So, instead, any recording on an SCMS-
cquijipcd DAT recorder from t l r analog In
puts becomes considered original 
copyright-asscned material, allowing only 
one more generation 10 he made. The tape 
may lie baby's firsi words, but < Jongrcn will 
sbp copyright protection on it. 

Ami Omgress doesn'l plan to fool 
around. They're talking about penalties In 
tlic range of tlO.OOtl per devkv ami 
llOO,0<>0 per inmsmission (for when 
l l i r r v anddigiDl audkihrowkaMiiig havr 
us feeding dinxt iliglral aiKlhi hi am-
snmcrs). Judges arc alkiwrd k> hike the fine 
by t ) ,000,0t>0 if someone's nasty, but tlKy 
can't drop ii hekiw t25d even if srmtcone 
was kist Jgnoram of the law's pnwisiom. 

W n o l o s « s 7 

Just whom woukl tills b w affect? VCtil. 
theoicilcally. It was designed to prevent one 
person from buying a 0 > , vo|iying it, pass* 
ing tlie copy to a friend w l w copk* it and 
so on. SCMS ttoa prevent l in t , at long as 
everyone uses DAT reawdrrs and nukes dig
ital amncuions between machines. If some
one fliuls their DAT won't co|w something, 
all they need to do Is connect the machines 
via tlicir analog spigots. 

SCMS doesn'l affect pirates, since all 
SCMS coot rots b the number of gpmutions 
that can be made, not the number of copies. 
SCMS allows a pirate to make, say, 100 digi
tal copies In IOOpasse«oncmerndKhine,or 
(using video DAs. of course) 100 digital co
pies in one pass on 100 machines. 

SCMS won't even be noticeable to Hie 

consumer who Just wants to make copies 
411OJ songs in a certain order u> play in 
a car, for example And SCMS won't affect 
professionals, because professional 
machines don'i need SCMS. 

What's a professional machine? O i l , s 
kmg l ime was spent on dial issue One of 
the criteria is whether the machine uses 
XLR connectors or not. 

S e m i - p r o s h i t h a r d e s t 

I tivc you noticed so far Hut SCMS doesn't 
j scan tu do anything? V H I . that's not exactly 
true There's one group for w h o m it Is 
dcvasoiing, and dut is tlwr semi-pros—the 
garage recording Hud ins, pcrhajis. 

1 Semi-pros, almost by dcflnhlon, can't af
ford professional equipment. I f ihey buy 
digiHl audio gear, it'» pnsjahly because Ihry 
like its mulilgeneratHHul perrormancc 

Wrth the asinine forced copyrlglu asser
tion through analog Inputs, however, 
tliey'll he restricted ui two gritcratkina, 
which is hardly enough lo edit anything. 
As far as I can tell, ibis is die function of 
SC>4S: to prevent emry-lcvd |iroductkin fa-
cillik-s from using digital audio. 

- 'lite current bill is Itciitg co-sponsored 
hy Hep, l lenry W o m a n ( l > C I * f ) who 
seems to be In the recording industry 
camj \ Rep. A I Swffl (l)-Wasli.) w h o seems 
to favor the consumer electronics Indus
try and Kcp. Jim Cooper ( l^ lct in . ) whose 
home scale capital Is Nashville. 

It's still Just a bil l , and only in the 
Ikiusc, so you've got some l ime to put 
your two cents Jit on this one. T l ie way 
I figure i t . i f SCMS passes, there'll proba
bly be a lot o f ctHtsumcr DAT machine 
sprouting XI.R ainntxtors. 

Write AUnio Orazht (At TVT. 

http://mi.Mf.nle
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sMB2&Ra&ti&&£S&&!i 
COVER THE WORLD WITH MULTIMEDIA i 

The Multimedia PC Revolution: 
Computing Will Never Be the Samel 

Upgrade Your 286 or 386 Computer to a 
Powerful Multimedia PCI Get Everything You Need 

With These Affordable Upgrade Kits 
Hart art two aasy and cosVarTacth* mathods of upgrading an axfct-
•ng 60286 Of $0386 PC to a powerful muftlmadia PC tyttam. PCa 
must riava a minimum tyttam configuration of 2MB RAM, VQA 
grtphica, hard driva (30MB or graatar). mouaa and ona avagabta 
AT-eryia expansion slot Kits art aasy to instal and Indudtc Tandy 
Muttmadia Expansion and Sound Syatam Adapttt Tandy CO-AtKI 
Driva. ail nacassary cablaa, tnstalation and configuration floppy <Ss* 
kaoa. and CD-ROM disc with Microsoft Windows 3.0 4-. Muftjmadfa 
Extensions 1.0. muttmadia tutorials. appBcations and a vartaty of 
muttmadia toftwara damortstrationt from industry-leaolng vendors. 
Join tha Multimedia PC ravofuuon today! 
U C U f l <MO«MwMnNtfu*«n«en.iwbetaawiw^ct»-ioooos*«7P. 
n C i r l owoeaewmre. nwmMmmipmWtnmwmm e f < i A A | 
*mt».<t»i n KM /Qtl1 '9 

14-tOM iMMMNilMk f W*J 

Onr Lowest Cost Internal CD-ROM Drive 

a s S F * 39995 

U-W7T I H M I U M M 

Low-Cost External CD-ROM Drive 

•t»rMD ML (TV M M * ) 

uaawanonwcw 
I K O M P M V I M I — - — — • • OQQ9S 

Law to ft>t to HwBt O v t f r:49995 

!r^pr,:-;NowAvailablelACompl^UnadKe:2£Sr 
SJjjIgS- Industry-Standard Tandy MultjmedlaJPCtj&ru ^ 
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Beacham Exhibit #5 
Sonic Integrity; 1 Step Forward, 2 Steps Back 

Engineers Are Hesitant to Accept 
New DCC and Mini-Disc Formats 

By Andrea M. Rotondo 
NEW YORK—Sonic quality has come 

a long way since those early days of 
needle drop recordings. Today's engineer 
has the advantage of being able to 
produce a recording of high sonic 
integrity via tbe multitudes of profes
sional recording gear available. Every 
step in the recording chain is carefully 
considered to insure accurate sound 
reproduction. New software formats 
however, are not as interested in accurate 
sonic replication as many engineers 
would hope. 

OwnerAJiief engineer Jim Berry, of 
HBR Audio in Lowell, MA, said, "Mfe 
are being bombarded with formats and 
none of them particularly improve the 
quality of the finished product." Berry 
went on to say that studio recordings 
are currently reaching technical and 
creative heights never before imagined. 
"Thedesignci s of new formats are doing 
the engineers and the consumer a 
disservice by not designing high sonic 
quality into their standards," Berry 
noted. "The new DCC and MinHKsc 
aren't bad formats but they do not raise 
the quality of duplicated products 
either." 

All of this talk of new formats, 
namely the DCC and the Mini-Disc, 
have left many engineers wondering if 
the quality of their work will be earned 
over to the software version of the 
consumer's choice. After all the advances 
in professional audio, will the consumer 
market support formats which acniaKy 
detract from the original quality of a 
recording? Engineers are feeling as if 
they are taking one step forward and 
two steps back with the introduction 
of DCC and M D 

Both the DCC and the MD employ 
data compression which according to 
Van webster, president of Webster 
Communications in Los Angeles, 
"makes a lot of assumptions." 

f Data compression also solves a major 
I headache for the record labels. They are 
1 able to support a recordable CD format 

while banishing fears that the product 
would be of equal quality to a master 
recording. Data compression works in 
conjunction with the threshold of 
human hearing. It sets a thresaoic 
frequency of what it believes the ear 
can and cannot hear. If audio signal 
is present which a deemed inaudible. 

, then it is not recorded. This translates 
^jnto a narrow bandwidth. 

Others state that data reduction 
technology is such that these techniques 
can be used without creating inferiority. 
According to Ken Pohlmann, coordi
nator of the Sound Recording program 
at the University of Miami, "Given 
today's technology, if you want to be 
able to record and erase 74 minutes on 
a disc that's as small as the MD or tape 
that's as cheap to manufacture as the 
DCC something has to give. The only 
choice is to reduce the amount of data 
being stored. Data compression tech
nology is quite sophisticated and I think 
for many, many applications people will 
be unable to tell the difference between 
the CD and tbe two other formats." 

A seminar entitled Low Bit-Rate 
Audio Coding will discuss this type of 
technology during the AES Convention, 
October 6 at 7 PM. Pohlmann will be 
hosting the seminar. The panel wilt 
include author John Eargle; Louis 
Fielder, Dolby Labs; Bart Lacanthi, 
BNL Research; Stephen Smyth, Audio 
Processing Technology; John Staumer, 
Aware and Raymond Veldhuis, Philips 
Research. 

The DCC format boasts that it is 
compatible with analog cassettes. The 
compatibility is a one-way street, 
however. The DCC player will play 
back existing analog tapes but analog 
decks will not play back DCC tapes. 

All of this could spell trouble for both 
the professional recording engineer's 
psyche and the consumer's value-per-
dollar ratio. However, vfebster believes 
that sound quality will be a minor issue 
in the consumer market. "The ronwmrr 
has never made their decisions m the 
marketplace based on audio quality," 
remarked Uebster. "They have always 
made their decisions based on conve
nience and cose" Berry agreed that the 
consumer rates portability over perfor
mance. "People chose the cassette over 
the LP because of the format's porta
bility." 

According to webster, neither format 
will find its way into the professional 
market. While a recordable CD would 
be welcome in studios the world over, 
the Mini-Disc just isn't up to snuff. 
TObster said, "The MD will not win 
over tbe pro market in ia present form. 
The pro market needs a broader 
bandwidth disc-based system." 

Howard Johnston, owner/thief engi

neer at Different Fur Recording m San 
Francisco, concurred "I think the Sony 
MD will be successful as a format that 
you carry around with you," said 
Johnston. "I don't think that either the 
DCC or MD will take the place of the 
compact disc, however, or enter the pro 
market because the specs of these 
products are less than those of the CD." 
Johnston went on to say that the MD 
has the advantage of its small size, 
recordability and random access. "It 
doesn't have the negative aspects of tape 
moving across tape heads which presents 
problems," concluded Johnston. 

At White Crow Audio in Burlington, 
VT, owner/chief engineer Todd Lock-
wood is looking forward to makin; 
sound quality comparisons between 
DCC tnd the MD, Although be bci > c - " 
that the DCC holds more prom."> --
the formal of choice for tbe consul -••• 
he wondered if the quality of the 
product is at a high enough level. 
Lockwood used the example of DAT 
to prove his point "DAT is a good 
format but it is not a particularly good 
solution to the needs of the profes
sional," said Lockwood- "There was no 
reason why the DAT cassette had to 
be so tiny. Making the tape twice as 
wide would have probably reduced the 
error rate quite a bit." 

PPO SOUND NEWS 
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Beach'am Exhibit .#6 

by Ken C Pohlmann 

INSIDER AUDIOi.' fr-. 

"*^ TT o. it doesn't stand for Medical Doctor. 
v£' I • It doesn't stand for Mogen David, or 
'A' I e v e n Macl D°8'lr suncls f°' Mini D^-
• ; \ \ One look at Fig. 1 explains the name. 

J > i \ - The Mini Disc is a 2.5-inch optical disc 
format. It stores 74 minutes of stereo 
digital audio with a frequency response 
of 5 Hz to 20 kHz, a dynamic range of 
105 dB, and a sampling frequency of 
44.1 kHz. Data is encoded with EFM, 
and error-protected by CIRC But MD 
is not CD-compatible. It employs data 
compression. And it is completely re-' 
cordable and erasable. 

The Mini Disc is the latest brainchild 
of Sony and is clearly targeted at the 
analog cassette market, as well as any 
new formats with similar targets, spe
cifically the Philips DCC digital cassette 
format. The MD is a consumer product 
that has the potential of redefining the 
economics of music retailing, and takes 
us all one step closer to the day when 
tape sheds its mortal coil and goes to 
that great head gap in the sky. 

' MD attempts to snatch the Holy 
Grail of audio media: high sound qual
ity, random access, durability, port
ability, convenience, shock resistance 
and recordabiliry. Cassene tape comes 
close, but ultimately fails, especially in 
terms of sound quality and random 
access. The CD fares well in these cri
teria, but is not'as portable as one 
would like and is not recordable. MD 
proposes to merge analog cassette tape 
(emphasizing the portability of. a . 
Walkman-type concept) and compact 
disc, resulting In a" high-fidelity, por
table, recordable medium. 

The MD system employs two kinds 
of media: magneto-optical media for 
recordable blank discs.and CD-type 
optical media for prerecorded soft
ware/The magneto-optical drive (MOD) 
technology in MD is similar to others 
already in use, but brings some clever 
ideas to the part)'. For example, it al
lows overwriting, whereby previously 
recorded data can be erased and new. 
data wrirten simultaneously. As with 

other MOD systems, a magnetic head 
is positioned over the laser source and 
on the opposite side of the disc. To 
record, the laser heats the magnetic 
surface beyond its Curie point at 400* 
F so that the polarity of the heated 
magnetic spot is directed by the bath
ing magnetic field. As the disc rotates, 
the heated spot moves away and cools, 
and the magnetic information Is stored. 
The size of the recorded spot is deter
mined by. the reversal cycle of the 
modulating magnetic field, as opposed 
to methods in which the laser is turned 
on and off. Because the laser source Is 
always on, the controlling circuitry is 
simplified. .. ., • • ;: .•> •£ 

The MOD disc is built ori'a polycar
bonate substratum, with a terbium 
ferrite cobalt recording layer covered 
by a reflective aluminum layer arid top" 
protective layer. The terbium ferrite 
cobalt recording layer changes polar
ity with 80 Oersteds—about one-third 
the coerdviry of other MOD media; this 
is important because the magnetic' 
head does not touch the media, and 
the need for stronger fields at the re
cording layer would necessitate fiigrier 
heat generation and power consump
tion. The magnetic head itself is said to 
be particularly power-efficient, and 
able to perform polarity reversals at a 
rate of 100 nanoseconds per cycle. 

The dual-function, 0.5 milliwatt la
ser can operate with both recordable 
and read-only MD media. Its design is 
essentially taken from a conventional' 
CD pickup, with the addition of a MOD 

1 analyzer. When using a MOD disc the 
pickup distinguishes the polarization 
angle of the reflected light, whicHis 
determined by the magnetization of 
the recording layer. The.MOD analyzer 
converts the polarization angle into a 
light intensity, and light is directed to 
two photodiodes; these signals are 
subtracted to generate a positive or 
negative readout signal. When playing 
back a CD-type disc, the pickup reads 
the intensity of the reflected beam as 
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tt.o6uLii.aJ by the pii surface. The sig-
nal from the photodiodcs is summed to 
generate a readout signal. In either 
case, the optical disc is captive in a 
proicaive caddy; the total package 
weighs about 0.6 ounces. The small 
disc size means quick access—less 
dun one second to any data. 

ATRAC (Adaptive Transform Acou
stic Coding) data compression is used 
to encode data on 1MD. reducing the 

a-«*'.v &-<**& Tsr^jxin 

mem and generates conesponding 
frequency component data: Using 
psychoacoustic modeling, the system 
identifies the audio components that 
are audible and encodes them, as-. 
signing bra as needed according to the 
amplitude of audible frequency com
ponents. Other inaudible material is 
discarded. 

data undergoes CIRC and EFM encod
ing and is recorded to disc along with 
subcode and address information. The 
data track is recorded with constant 
linear velocity of 1.2 to 1.4 meten per 
second, depending on playing time, as 
on the CD.''••-•• • . . ; • • - • 

During playback, following CIRC 
and EFM decoding, frequency infor
mation is deciphered by ah ATRAC 
decoder, and the 20-milUsecond In-

CD 

Sony Mini Disc (MD) vs. Compact Disc (CD) 

Fig. 1: Mctusl six* -

data rate to nearly one-fifth, from 1.41 
megabit* per second to 0.5 megabits 
per second During recording, anaiog 
signals are sampled at a rate of 44.1 
kHz and quantized with a conven
tional A- D converter. The ATRAC en
coder divides this PCM data into seg
ment in ir.;er\*a!supto 20nr.i.;>econd) 
:ong. Fo*:rier L-ansfor.n software ana* 

:cs the •vjwfcrm ;ua in each <cc* 

ThU method b based on the work
ings of the human ear. sound beloori 
certain level cannot, be detected, and 
low-level signals are masked by high-
level signals at a similar frequency. In 
addition, as overall sound level In
creases, the ear Is relatively less sensi
tive. These imudi&le components can 
.be removed with minimal sound deg-
raduion. Following ATRAC encoding, 

; tervsis axe recbruuueted Into digital 
waveform data. This data is then proc-

.. eased, by t conventional D/A con*. 

Data compression provides another 
important feature. As noted while the 
data rate off the disc is 1.41 megabits 
per second, the ATRAC decoder re
quires only O.J megabits per second 
This low rate permits efficient use of a 
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Beacham Exhibit #7 

J ust when you thought the familiar silvery compact 
disc was all you needed in terns of audio, along 
comes yet another incompatible recorded music tor-
mat. The latest format, Sony's taka-along Mini Disc 
music system, combines features of CDs and Walk
man-type portable cassette machine*. Both the Mini 
Discs and another new format scheduled to appear 

next year, digital compact cassettes, brinf the advantages 
and disadvantages of computer technology to music record* 
ing and puyback. 11M growing variety of audio hardware 
promises a confusing batue for market domination. 

Miniaturization has been the key goal in <i*"fni"g ***• 
Mini Disc system. If Sony engineers succeed in cramming 
all the component* into the njotk-ttps shown ncenU% you 
will have a choice of two exceptionairy compact machine*: a 
recorder about the size of todays portable cassette recordeis 
or a tiny playback-only machine that fits into your shirt 
pocket with room to spar*. In addition to extreme compact* 
ness, the machines give you one-second access to any music 
selection on the 2.5-inch discs, plus the advantages of digital 
audio technology compared with standard cassette! (see A 
Growing Menu of Incompatible Audiol 

The development of prerecorded and erasable Mini Discs 
involves the refinement of four technologies: 

•Digital-audio compression that uses five times lea* data 
than standard compact discs for 74 minutes of audio—with 
some loss of music fidelity. 

•A technique for erasing and recording Mini Discs at the 
same time, using magnetism and laser heating. 

•A small laser that helps erase and record discs, or illumi
nates both prerecorded and erasable disc* for playback, 

•A memory feature that enables you to handla the ma
chines roughly—even jog with them—without causing audi
ble interruptions. 

If Sony markets its Mini Disc system next year as sched
uled, it will be a first for most of these technologies in audio 
products. Except for the memory feature, however, similar 
technologies have already appeared in other prototype disc 
recorders not yet sold (see Erasable Discs RevuitcdL 

The new Mini Discs are mounted in plastic eases with 
metal shutters, much like 3.5-inch diskettes used in personal 
computers. This protecu the discs and make* them easier to 
handle, an important advantage for a portable audio system. 

To achieve their goal of storing the same amount of musk 
—74 minutes—on Mini Discs as conventional compact discs, 
Sony engineers had several options. "One possibility," said 
Kitsuaki Tsurushima, "was to develop some completer/ new 
recording mechanism. But another option was to use digital 
technology to manipulate and compress electronic signals." 

Sony settled on s compression scheme that takes advan
tage of two particular limitations of human hearing: the 
threshold of hearing, referring to the decibel level below 
which humans can no longer detect sound vibrations; and 
the masking effect that occurs when loud and soil sounds 
with similar frequencies strike the ears simultaneously and 
the soft sound isn't recognixed. 

Dunng Mini Disc recording, the incoming analog signal is 
sampled and digitized much like H is in existing CD technol
ogy. But then the compression encoder analyze* the data 
and selects only those digital signals representing sounds 
the human ear is likely to hear. Address information, which 
helps the laser find its plsce on the disc when there's an in
terruption, and error correction data are added and the digi
tal signals are recorded onto the disc 

Sony's compression scheme squeezes the same amount of 
data ir.to one-fifth the space of conventional digital record
ings with only a slight loss in sound quality after its decom
pressed, the company claims. Demonstrations of Mini Disc 
audio have so far been too restrictive to allow tor compar
isons with other audio media. However, one Sony engineer 
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By DENNIS NORMH-E 

said that about two percent of the population, especially mu-
j^iriins and audiophilci. might be able to hear the differ

ences between full-range CD recordings and the uncom
pressed audio from Mini Discs. The Mini Disc system, 
though, is designed for listening anywhere—with head-
phcr.es. in a boom boot, or in a cor audio system—where 
there's a potential for background noise. This format is not 
earmarked for audiophile hi-fi equipment you would savor 
in a quiet listening rcom. Sony executives admit the sound 
quality of their Mini Di« i\ i:cm won t $uite match that of 
CDs. u Cv:r •.--•er -Hoveloping a 

special recording technology to store CD-quality on a 2.5-inch 
disc: Music publishers will be able to use current CD-record
ing equipment to produce prerecorded Mini Discs, making it 
easier to put a variety of titles on store shelves-

Although the fame laser can play back music from both 
prerecorded and erasable Mini Discs, the record-playback 
technologies tor the two discs are completely different. The 
new prerecorded discs use the same optical technology as pre
sent CDs in which pits are formed on a metallic disc surface 
at the factory. These pits disrupt a laser beam during play
back, making its reflection strong or weak to correspond with 
digital ones and zeros, respectively. 

By contrast, the recordable discs use magneto-optical tech
nology. "If you look closely, you can tell the difference,* says 
Tsurushiroa, holding up both types of Mini Duos. From the 
back the two discs appear the same. Along one edge is a slid
ing metaj shutter that gives the laser access to the disc from 
below. But while the front of the prerecorded disc ia smooth, 
the recordable disc has another shutter. 

"For magneto-optical recording, it's necessary to have a 
[magnetic] head above the disc," Tkuruihima explains. With 
the magneto-optical technology used for erasable Mini Discs, 
a laser briefly heau a mkxoscopie spot on the discs magnetic 
layer. The high temperature (about 400 degrees F) makes it 
easier to reonent the magnetic polarity at the spot with a 
magnetic recording head. After the spot cools, its polarity ia 
difficult to change unless it is reheated. The msgnetic polari
ty c/the spots encircling the disc corresponds to the ones and 
zeros of digital music data. 

When magneto-optical recordings are played, the lasers 
power is reduced and its light is polarized and trained on the 
magnetized spots. When the polarized light interacts with the 
magnetic field of the spots, a phenomenon called the Kerr ef
fect, the polarization plane of reflected light i« £-*-istrd slightly. 
It's nnalajous to thr;-*::-;; a «tick at *T.C ancic *n*j» a »hect of 
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ERASABLE DISCS REVISITED 
D>sc machines designed to record hMl audio arenl new. The gi
ant Ojtcn company N. V. Phtttos snowed a prototype compact 
disc recorder si 1882. And at a European audio-video show two 
years ago. about 20 varietiee of recordable CDs appeared. (Re-
cordabie <*sc formats include permanent recordings thai can! 
be erased.) But the history of eras able <Hc announcements and 
their availability in stores has been dbmal Among the reasons: 
Representatives of the music industry, fearing a toss of revenue 
from recordings made with highly accurate digital technology, 
have successfully blocked or delayed many new recorder en
tries with threats of copyright infringement lawsuits. 

But technology can be a problem too. Early in 1B88.-Tandy 
Corp. in Fort Worth. Texas, announced an erasable CO cased 
THOR. While Tandy's disc venture ts more than a year behind 
its on-sale schedule, a spokesman says the project Is H i un
der way, although he declines to estimate an on-sale date. 
Tandy isn't giving any details, but if earty reports about THOR 
are accurate. Tandy's erasable disc is based on a rare technol
ogy, dye-polymer recording ("Coming: CD Recorder," July 'ML. 
In this technique, a record-play laser heats a polymer layer on 
the disc, causing tiny pits to form. During playback, the pits 
disperse laser fight, producing a blinking pattern needed for 
digital audio. To erase a THOR disc, another laser heats and 
softens an adjacent polymer layer, which flattens the pits. 
Researchers must perfect this flattening stage, because inad-. 
equate smoothing ot the prts Bmtts how many times a disc can 
be erased. 

color, me vast majority of erasable discs have a muddy-brown 
hue from their thin coating ot a magnate Iron-pride based pow
der. The technology (or such magneto-optical discs is wel estab-
hshed: For recoromg. laser healing and magnetism from a coi 
creates microscopic regions of different magnet* polarities. 
During ptayback. the magnetic polarity of one of these regions 
twists the optcal potanty of ight reflected (ram ft, which identifies 
the ongtnat recorded pattern. 

Last year, the French company Thomson Consumer Elec
tronics showed a laboratory prototype of a magneto-opocal cite 
recorder (/Electronics Newstront,* Oct "POL Some of Thomson's 
technology is ctnkingv similar to that used in Sony's MM Disc 
But because the two machines are designed for different func
tions—h'-fi recording at home versus Sony's take-along personal 
format—there are also major differences In the hardware. Fret. 
both recorders can play prerecorded and erasable discs. 
Thomson's machine handles ordinary compact discs. And be
cause the Thomson recorder is designed for 4.7-Inch CDs, 1 
doetnt need the extreme ftve-to-one data compression Sony 
employs to squeeze a CD's 74 minutes ot music onto Bs 2.5-inch 
discs. As a result, Thomson's recorder achieves the fufl range of 
fidelity posstole with the ifHrt data resolution used tor CDs. But 
to eitend ffte rscordog bme in its macNne, Thomson ncfcjdss a 
tong-pUy mode based on four-to-one data compression. That 
compression reduces music fidelity, although Thomson, Gke 
Sony, claims few people can detect the missing music data. Few, 
of course, have had the oppoftunfry. 

Both 0"»e Sony and Thomson machines record by sending da
ta signals to a magnet above t ie dec what heating tiny points on 
Ba ultra-thin recording layer from below the disc with a laser. The 
recording materials are also similar, a blend of (he rare-earth ter
bium, oobsft. and iron compounds. 

Thomson has not been able to agree upon a (Sac standard 
with N. V. Philips, which originated both the comport disc and 
compact cassette. PhiSps is promoting fts own digital compact 
cassette format [The Second Coming of (he Digital Cassette." 
June). "But later ffus year." says a Phepe spokeswoman, "We wis 
offer a smai compact disc recorder for (he professional market* 
Philips hasnl priced the machine yet. but the spokeswoman 
spect/ated songwriters and musicians might pay more than 
15,000 tor a recorder based on the CO format. This machine, 
however, will probably use write-once disc technology, which 
permaneniry pits d-scs. rather than erasable disc technology. 
"Once a soVon to the copyright problem has been reached," 
says tr* spokeswoman, "a compact disc recorder tor (he con
sumer market wffl be tnuoduced."—Joftn Free 
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ice and having it bounce off at a different angle. An analysis of 
the light with detection drcuita registers the magnetic polari
ties of the spots, reconstructing the recorded ones and zeros. 

Two technologies were especially important in the devel
opment of the portable, battery-powered magneto-optical 
recorder, says Sony. The first is the magnetic medium of ter
bium ferrite cobalt used on the erasable Mini Discs. 
Terbium is a rare-earth element, and ferrite is the iron oxide 
also used on magnetic tape. For data storage, this materia] 
can be magnetically switched with one-third the power 
needed for the conventional magneto-optical discs used by 
the computer industry. Second, Sony developed a high-effi
ciency magnetic recording aril and driving circuit that can 
reverse polarity within about 100 billionth* of a second (see 
diagram on facing page). 

Here's why this combination now makes portable disc 
recording possible: Because the magnetic recording coil 
needs little power and the terbium ferrite cobalt can be 
magnetically reoriented with little power, a battery can sup
ply the required energy. Moreover, the rapid reversal rate of 
the new magnetic head makes it possible to erase old data 
and record new information simultaneously in one disc rota
tion. As a result, the Mini Disc recording mechanism is sim
pler and more compact 

This one-rotation erase-record sequence differs from most 
previous magneto-optical drives, which require a separate 
step to erase the disc before new data can be written. This 
separate erasing stage involves either a time-consuming ro
tation of the disc over the laser combined with magnetic sig
nals to reorient the magnetic layer or separate lasers operat
ing at the same time, one for erasing and one for recording. 

One final challenge in creating a disc machine that oper
ates on the go: overcoming the skips and distortions that 
result from mistracking. A problem with existing portable 
CD players is that jarring them throws the optical pickup 
out of position. Rather than try to prevent nuatracking, the 
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FORMAT 

H I M DISC 

COMPACT DISC 

Mini Disc system compensate* with a 
buffer memory. 

l b demonstrate this memory feature, 
Tsurushima picks up a laboratory ver
sion of a Mini Disc player and shakes 
the machine at it plays music. Instead 
of the rasping sound you would expect 
as a laser is thrown off track, the musk 
continues uninterrupted. Next he pries 
open the lid of the player, pulls the disc 
out, holds it up briefly, and then pops 
the disc back into the machine. Re
markably, not a beat is missed. Once 
again he pulls out the disc, but this 
time he waits several seconds. Finally 
the music stops. That was just to show 
you the sound wasn't coming from 
somewhere else," he says. 

The trick to this playback tenacity is 
that the optical pickup reads data from 
discs more than four times faster than 
is necessary for real-time playback. 
Data read from the disc flows into a 
one-megabit buffer memory at the rate 
of 1.4 megabits per second. But the de
coder circuits converting this data into 
sound only need a 0.3-megabtt-per-sec-
ond flow of data. This enables the one-
megabit buffer memory to hold three 
seconds of music information (see 
drawing on page €6). 

If the optica] pickup is jarred out of 
position, the flow of correct data from 
the memory to the digital-analog con
verter continues as long as the pickup 
resumes proper reading within three 
seconds. When mistracking occurs in 
an Mini Disc player—as in convention
al CD machines—counting circuits de
tect the abrupt change in address infor
mation recorded periodically with the 
music data. The laser pickup then 
quickly repositions itself using the ad
dress information registered just be
fore the interruption. 

A lthough the Mini Disc technolo
gy hss been established, the 
equipment is still being refined. 

Sony is also negotiating with music 
companies and other equipment 
manufacturers to broaden the use of 
the new format. One concession to 
the interests of music companies and 
recording artists is that Mini Disc 
machines will include a serial copy 
management system. This digital en
coding scheme, also included on the 
newest digital tape formats, allows 
you to make one recording of prere
corded material, but blocks the re* 
cording of additional copies. Sony has 
not disclosed the Mini Disc player or recorder prices. 

But just as the CD has driven LPs to near extinction, the 
new 2.5-inch discs may eventually replace standard compact 
cassettes. Sales of prerecorded cassettes have been declining in 
industrialized oountrics, according to data from the Interna
tional Federation of the Phonographic Industry. Sony's re
searchers claim that listeners are dissatisfied with the sound 
quality of cassettes after growing accustomed to CDs. The de-
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sign goal for Mini Discs, therefore, was to achieve the portabili
ty, recordability, and shock resistance of the Walkman, but with 
the quick random access and nearly the sound quality of CDs. 

With the range of audio formats now available, consumers 
face a daunting choice selecting audio equipment. Sony in
tends to support all the format, even the digital compact cas
sette format developed by N. V. Philips of the Netheriands. 
Stay tuned as the battle lines are drawn. OS 
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Beacham Exhibi t #8 

ITS BEEN LESS THAN A DECADE 
sense the compact disc was In
troduced. In that short time, the 
CD has brought high-quality au
dio reproduction to the masses, 
and taught us to appreciate good 
sound, we're not exaggerating 
when we say that the CD has 
changed the way we listen to mu
sic. 

Its rare for a new technology 
and format to catch on so quick
ly—especially one that threatens 
to make Its predecessors ob
solete. CD was a success not only 
because of consumer acceptance, 
but because it also offered some
thing'to manufacturers, record
ing companies, and retailers. 

It wasn't the CD's "gee whiz" 
appeal—nor was it the promise of 
perfect audio reproduction—that 
caused sales to catch fire. It was 
convenience. When compared to 
the LP that It replaced. CD's were 
a dramatic breakthrough. They 
can store more audio In a pack
age a fraction of the size. They 
can be lent to even your most 
careless friends without getting 
scratched. They even play back 
more conveniently, because you 
can skip tracks that you don't 
want to listen to. or rearrange 
the order in which the songs play 
back. 

It's convenience, also, that 
makes the venerable compact 
cassette our music medium of 
choice. (Cassettes outsell CD's by 
a ratio of about 1.5:1.) They fit in 
your shirt pocket, and they stand 
up reasonably well to abuse. 
They're Ideal for use In a car or In 
a personal stereo because they're 
relatively Immune to shocks. So 
what If they cant come close to 
the audio quality of a CD or even 
an LP? 

How about DAT? 
In the belief that consumers 

had fallen so much In love with 
the Idea of digital audio because 
of their exposure to CD. Japa
nese manufacturers reasoned 
that Digital Audio Tape (DAT) 
would be to the CD what the com
pact cassette was to the LR Unfor
tunately, it didn't work out that 
way for a number of reasons. 
First, the record Industry, 
spearheaded by the RHA (Re
cording Industn' Association of 
America), threatened lawsuits 
against any Japanese manufac
turer who exported the DAT ma-

Two new digital audio formats—Sony's 
Mini Disc and Philips'Digital Compact 

Cassette—promise to battle each other as 
they create consumer confusion. 

chines to the U.S. The RIAA was 
concerned about DAT's potential 
to make virtually perfect copies of 
CDs. (They seemingly missed the 
fact that, for most people, cas
settes do the same thing. And de
spite that, pre-recordeocassettes 
have outsold both LP's and CDs 
combined since 19821 They've 
outsold blank tapes as well.) The 
threats of lawsuits were enough 
to stop DAT dead in its tracks, 
despite considerable accolades 
for the format In the audio and 

general press. 
Although some DAT machines 

were available on the "gray mar
ket" of unofficially Imported 
goods. DAT officially arrived In 
the U.S. market last year—with 
generally disappointing results, 
whether It was the years of delay, 
the taint of the lawsuits, the ex
pense of the machines, or the 
lack of pre-recorded software that 
have killed DAT In the consumer 
market, well never know for 
sure. Perhaps DAT failed because 
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EIGHT TRACKS OF MUSIC DAT* ere con
tained on Md-. ~eldo" of the Digital Com
pact Ceeaotte, aa ehown In a. (All 
dlmanaiona ahown ara tn micrometers.) 
The DCC haad ahown In ft la manufac
tured ualng thln-ftlffl techntquee. n con-
talna a aat of • digital raeordlng and 
playback haada aa wall a» two analog 
playback haada. 

It doesn't offer the avarage con
sumer anything that they're not 
already getting from their favor
ite compact cassettes. 

Although the compact cas
sette—even with Its Inherent 
problems—Is Just fine for most 
people. Philips, the originators of 
the compact cassette, was con
vinced that the format could be 
Improved, and that consumers 
would buy Into the updated for
mal. Thus. DCC. the Digital 
Compact Cassette, was bom. 

enter into the field of digital re
cording." Tandy Corporation an
nounced that they would be the 
ftrsl U.S. licensee of Philips' tech
nology, and would Introduce a 
home recording deck In late 
1992. 

The most Important feature of 
DCC Is that it doesn't make the 
familiar cassette obsolete. All 
DCC players will play back exist
ing analog cassettes, so even 
when you make the jump to DCC. 
you can stIU listen to your exist
ing library of tapes. (You won't, 
however, be able to record analog 
cassettes on your DCC machine, 
or play DCC tapes on your stan
dard cassette deck.) That "back
ward compatibility" could con
vince some consumers to up
grade to DCC even though they 
like what they already have. After 
all. an upgrade won't Just give 
them better sound, but as well 
see. more convenience as well. 

A DCC deck Is essentially a 
standard cassette recorder that 
includes some extra digital elec
tronics and a new head design. 
The dimensions of a DCC cas
sette are essentially the same as 
that of a standard cassette, but 
the digital cassette's sides are 
flat—the case doesn't get fatter 
where the head enters the shell. 
Also, since the DCC standard de
mands that all DCC players fea
ture auto-reverse, there's never a 
need to flip the tape over, so you 
don't need to have holes for the 
reels on both sides of the cas
sette. That means that one full 
side of the cassette can be used 
for Information and graphics— 
something the recording compa
nies love. 

The spool holes and the tape 
surface are protected against 
dust and fingers by a sliding met
al cover, which also locks the tape 
hubs. There's no need for an car
rying case, so the digital cassette 
Is easier to use and store, es
pecially In a car. 

The key to maintaining com
patibility with standard cas
settes Is a new thin-film semicon
ductor head, manufactured 
using a process similar to that 
used for integrated circuits. The 
first layer of the head contains 
one set of 9 magneto-resistive 
heads for digital playback, and a 
pair of similar heads for analog 
playback. On the second head 
layer Is one set of 9 Integrated 

PHILIPS' PASC ENCODINO Ignorea 
aounda that ara below the hearing threah-
otd (e^ Of the elgnale ahown tn 0. onry A 
would be recorded becauee 0. below the 
heering threehold. would not be heard. 
The hearing threehold, however, verlea 
dynamically depending on what other eig-
nale are oreeenL In c atgnal B hai altered 
the threahold. making A Ineudlble. 

recording heads for digital re
cording. Well see shortly why 9 
digitallieads are required. 

PASC makes It work 
The key to the DCC system Is 

the a new digital coding tech
nique called PASC. or precision 
adaptive sub-band coding. The 
goal of PASC Is to produce a sig
nal equivalent to that of a CD. 
The results? A dynamic range 
better than 105 dB. and a total 
harmonic distortion. Including 
noise, of less than 0.0025% 

PASC Is based on two impor
tant phychoacoustlc principles. 
The first Is that we can hear 
sounds only If they're above a cer
tain level, called the hearing 
threshold. The second Is that 
loud signals mask soft ones by 
raising the hearing threshold. 

S Eater DCC 
z In January of this year. Philips 
2 announced that "a new era of au-
u dlo reproductlbn has started." 
S DCC. a digital extension of the 
g compact cassette, would offer 
5 '.'the best opportunity available 
5 for consumers and Industry to 

64 
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The-he*jnng threshold, as you 
might expect, varies from person 
lo person. Even a very sensitive 
ear. however, won't be able to 
hear u sound If it is masked by a 
louder sound. (You couldn't, for 
example, hear an unampllfied vi
olin at a rock 'n' roll concert!] The 
theory behind PASC's efficiency 
can be expressed by the ques
tion. "If you can't hear It. why 
record It?" 

During encoding, the PASC 
processor analyzes the audio sig
nal by splitting II Into 32 sub-
band signals. By continuously 
taking Into account the dynamic 
variations of the hearing thresh
old, the PASC processor encodes 
only the sounds that will be audl-
bleto the human ear. Each sub-
band is allocated the number of 
bits that are required to accu
rately encode the sound within it. 
If a s'ubband doesn't require jiy 
blts—because It contains sounds 
that are masked, for example— 
its bits are re-allocated to other 
subbands so that the sounds 
within them can be encoded 
more accurately. On average, the 
PASC system "needs to encode 
only one quarter the number of 
bits that a CD or DAT encoder 
would to reproduce a given audio 
signal. 
. "The encoded data Is multiplex
ed Into an S-channel da ta 
stream, and error-detection and -
correction codes are added. The 
eight channels are recorded on 5 
parallel tracks on the DCC tape. 
The ninth track can be used to 
carry auxiliary data, such as 
song' titles, recording times, and 
the like). The auxiliary track 
could be used to generate hun
dreds of characters of text per 

V..VKUM«r.t~.yiL»tll | 
Mjn-r.tww. 

THE V:M DISC : I composed el 4 i«y#f». 

second, so decks could Include 
readouts for song lyrics or other 
Information about the selection. 

DCC. an elegant extension of 
the most popular music carrier 
we have, seemed to be a sure-fire 
hit. It had something for every
one, including hardware man
ufacturers, record companies, 
retailers, and consumers. It now 
appears, however, to have run up 
against a formidable competitor: 
Sonys Mini Disc. 

Soar* Musi Disc 
In May of this year. In what 

seemed to be a deliberate attempt 
to derail DCC before it got mov
ing. Sony announced a brand' 
new recordable audio format, the 
Mini Disc or MD. Sony, however, 
denied that their MD was meant 
to compete with DCC. In re
sponse to the question of what 
MD replaces, the President of 
Sony Corporation of America an
swered "We are r ep l ac ing I 
nothing. We are Creating new I 
markets." [ 

The Mtnl Disc format Is speclfl-1 
cally designed for portable ap-1 
plications (personal stereos, 
boom boxes, etc.) and Is slated for 
Introduction, -conveniently. In 
late 1992—the same time that 
DCC decks are due. The disc, 
about 2Vfc Inches In diameter, 
looks—and acts—like a cross be
tween a compact disc and a micro 
floppy computer disk. Like a 
compact disc, the Mini Disc is an 
optical medium—It Is read by a 
laser and can store up to 74 mln-
utesof digital audio. Like a floppy 
disk, the mini disc can be mag
netically recorded again and 

again. 
How did they manage to get the 

same capacity as a CD on a disc 
that has about '.'< the surface 
area? Interestingly, by treating 
audio in much the same way as 
DCC does. Sony's encoding 
scheme, which Is called ATRAC, 
or adaptive transform acoustic 
coding. Is also based on the psy-
choacoustlc principles regarding 
the threshold of hearing and the 
masking effect. 

Because the ATRAC encoder Ig
nores sounds that fall below the 
threshold of hearing (which var
ies dynamically because of signal 
masking) It can encode data five 
times more efficiently than CD or 
DAT systems. Thai's even better 

.than DCCs 4:1 advantage! 
Can a recording that "leaves 

out 80% of the bits" sound as 
good as a CD? In theory, if all 
you're leaving out Is things you 
can't hear, then yes. In practice, 
we don't know yet. At Sony's an
nouncement, they demonstrated 
a prototype by playing some pop 
rock for a half minute or so. It 
sounded OK. we guess, consider
ing that the listening environ
ment was a crowded hote l 
meeting room. No A/B com
parisons were provided between 

J CD and MD. Sony claims that 
"only 2% of the population will be 
able to hear the difference." 

-» The Mini Disc Is constructed of 
four layers. Including a newly de
veloped magnetic layer of ter
bium ferrlte cobalt. Since mag
neto-optical discs can't come in 
contact with the recording 
heads. Its Important that the 
magnetic material be able to 
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change polarity when subject to a 
very small magnetic field. The -
new material fills the bill. 

The Mini Disc requires both a 
laser and a magnetic head for re
cording. When the magnetic 
layer Is neated by the laser (to a 
temperature of about 400T). It 
loses Its coercive force—that Is. It 
becomes very easy to magnetize. 
The head then supplies a mag-

. nellc field to set the material's 
magnetic polarity. When the 
healed spot cools, the new polar
ity is "locked In" and. thus, the 
digital data are recorded. 

Sony's Mini Disc has a couple 
of advantages over other optical 
recording methods. The struc
ture of the head Is much simpler 
because the laser can be on con
tinuously during recording and 
playback. And the low-coerclvlty 
of the magnetic material greatly 
reduces the power required, 
making portable operation feasi
ble. 

One feature of Mini Disc touted 
by Sony Is that the portable Walk
man players will have "shock-
proof memory" One of the prob
lems with current portable CD 
players Is that they dont work 
too well unless they're standing 
still. Any sharp Jarring causes 
the laser to mlstrack. Mini Disc 
players shouldn't suffer from 
that problem because data Is read 
off the disc at a rate far faster 
than required by the ATRAC de
coder, creating a data buffer of 

SHOCK-PROOF MEMORY promla** to 
maka K M Olsc »n Waal portaM* format 
Slncalha data la r u d off th* disc tar (aatar 
than nHruaod by Via ATRAC dacoaar. a 
buffer as long as fhra* aaconda la craafad. 

three seconds. If the laser mis-
tracks, the listener won't hear It. 
The buffer will feed data to the 
decoder while the laser finds Its 
way back to the right spot. Sony s 
announcement Included a dem
onstration where a prototype 
player was shaken vigorously 
without any audible result. The 
prototype continued to play even 
after the disc was removed until 
the 1-megablt buffer was empty! 
Of course, there's no tech

nological reason why portable 0 0 
players couldn't offer their own 
shock-proof memory buffer. Bui 
since the buffer would have to be 
5 times the size. It would add 
greatly to the cost. 

Who wins? 
Ever since we forecast that DAT 

would be a sure-fire success, 
we've been reluctant to make pre
dictions. But lets look at some of 
the Issues Involved, and how 
DCC and MD stack up. 

For consumers—assuming 
that both formats offer high-
quality audio—DCC has the de
cided advantage In that existing 
libraries of cassettes won't be ob
solete. Both formats have the po-
tentlal to supply such con
venience features as song title 
and lyric readouts, but MD offers 
much faster random access of 
tracks Although It's too early to 
say for sure, prices for home DCC 
decks should be under S500 
when Introduced, while a porta
ble MD player Is expected to cost 
around 8400. For consumers, we 
give DCC a slight edge. 

The recording companies will 
have a hard time taking sides. 
Both technologies will use the se
rial copy management system or 
SCMS. an antt-ptracy system. 
Manufacturers will be able to du
plicate DCC at 64 times normal 
speed on equipment similar to 
what Is now used for standard 
cassettes. Mini Disc players will 
be able to play back not only mag-
neto-optlcal discs, but pre-re
corded optical discs as well-
discs manufactured using the 
same process as Is used for CDs. 
Various recording companies 
have expressed support for each 
format. Which way will the record 
companies go? For us. Its too 
close to call. 

Hardware manufacturers 
should prefer DCC because stan
dard tape transports can be 
used. Retailers, always reluctant 
to have to stock the same titles In 
various formats, are dreading the 
thought of re-vamping their 
stores to accommodate either 
DCC or MD. 

What about you? In the long 
run—since both formats seem 
destined to compete with each 
other for your money—its you 
who will decide whether DCC or 
MD is the personal recording for
mat of the 90 s and beyond. R-E 
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BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 

Sony's mini disk technology remove* the major ad- at play. A prototype of Sony's mini disk player and 
vantage that tape enjoys over compact disks: the recorder is shown with a plastic-encased prerecorded 
tiny, "rewritable" disks can be used to record u weD disk, left, and a similar blank recordable disk. 

Advance in CD's Starts a New Battle 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

Spacul M n» Nn Y«» Tmm 
TOKYO, June II - When the com

pact disk emerged from the labora
tory as a consumer product In the 
mia-1980's, recording companies 
hated It It would confuse consumers 
and ruin the recording business, they 
said. Today, records are indeed near 
extinction, but the recording business 
has doubled since CD's, with their 
scratch-free, hiss-free digits! clarity, 
went on sale eight years ago. 

Now the battle Is about to be fought 
sgaln — this time over compact disks 
that record. The Industry is choosing 
sides over a new technology called 
MD, for mini disk, a variant of the 
compact disk that the Sony Corpora
tion is betting will make Its own walk-
man obsolete. 

The MD, or mini 
disk, can 
record as 
.well as play. 

Only two and a half Inches In 
diameter, about the size of soda can 
tops, the disk Is not only made for 
portables but is also "rewritable," 
meaning that data stored on It, 
whether music or digits, can be 
changed With that Innovation, the 
one great advantage of tapes over 
compact disks is about to be wiped 
away. Sony U not saying yet, but 
when production of the player-record

ers begins next year, they are ex
pected to cost about MOO. 

For a decade, the CD that can 
record has been one of the Holy 
Grails of (he electronics Industry, and 
Sony is hardly the only entrant Toshi
ba, Philips N.V. of the Netherlands, 
I.B.M., and many others have been 
building prototypes, and there are al
ready some specialty systems on the 
market as disk drives for computers 
— taking advantage of the huge stor
age capacity of what the Industry 
calls "optical disks." • 

But Sony Is attempting a classic' 
Japanese strategy: •< Is quickly forc
ing new, cutilng-edge technolgy Into a 
relatively inexpensive consumer -
product In hopes that big manufactur
ing volume will cut production costs 
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and leapfrog the company oyer ike 
rest of the Industry. 

It Is a high-risk approach that In the 
past has had some broad successes — 
most recently with lightweight con
sumer video cameras — and a lew 
crashing failures. 

And once again, the recording in
dustry (except for Sony Music) and 
many of Sony's competitors are pro
testing vociferously, contending that 
what is good for the march of tech
nology could prove disastrous for the 
business.-

The fate of the MD over the next 
few years may well determine more 
than Just the profits of the consumer 
electronics Industry. Rewriuble disk 
technology — of which the mini disk 
Is lust one variation — has innumer
able uses beyond music The most Inv 
portant may be In computing, where 
optical compact disks, known as CD-
ROM's, are already coming into use 
because they can store far more data 
than magnetic disks. But unlike mini 
disks, CD-ROM's cannot record data. 

A variant of the new mini disk, with 
Its small size, would have obvious ap
plications to laptop computing. 

For now, Sony says Its only Im
mediate Interest Is the audio market. 
"To expand the market for the com
pact disk, we needed a much smaller 
disk that could be used outdoors," 
said Terusakl Aoki. who heads Sony's 
tape and disk products division and 
until recently ran. lis research and 
development programs. "And, of 
course, we needed recording capabil
ity." 

So far, small size and recording 
capability have been available only 
with floppy disks and audio and video 
tape. These rely on thin layers of par
ticles that are magnetically read or 
altered to play or record In compact 
disk technology, lasers pick up re
flected light from a disk's finely pit
ted surface, and these optical signals 
are converted it Into a stream ordigi
tal O's and I's. The compact disks can 
store far more information. 

Now, the race between magnetic 
and optical technologies is on. The 
first problem for the optical re
searchers was to shrink the disks, 

The one great 
advantage of 
tapes over CD's is 
about to be 
wiped away. 

and players, to no more than the size 
of cassette tapes and Walkmans. Or
dinarily, a mini disk the size of the 
one Sony developed would itort far 
less data than a standard-size, five-
Inch compact disk, which can play 
about 74 minutes of music But Sony's 
new compression technology can lam 
the same amount of music Into a flftl. 
the space, partly by cutting out fre
quencies that cannot be detected by 
the human ear. The price: audio qual
ity that Is a bit tower than on ordinary 
compact disks. 

In Ihe future, similar technology' 
may be used to compress the data . 

For the Scientist, Electronic Notebooks 
The days of the traditional laboratory notebook 

may be almost over. At scientists and engineer* do 
more and more of their work on computers, the task 

•tf keeping dau In a handwritten notebook haj 
become cumbersome and impractical. How can a 
scientist enter a complex, three-dimensional color 

' model Into a notebook? 
Researchers at the Baylor College of Medicine In 

' Houston have come up with an electronic alternative, 
the Virtual Notebook System, or VNS, a software 
package that turns a computer work station Into a 
multimedia Tab notebook that can accept not only 
text but also sound, electronic mall, photographs and 
(till video Images. The software can also receive 
faxes, allowing dau from them to be Incorporated ' 
Into the lab notes. 

More Important, VNS easily ties Into a computer 
network, which makes the lab notebook mobile. A 
scientist who Is traveling can call up the notebook on 
any work station, regardless of brand. It also alloys 
scientists to share their notebooks with selected 
colleagues anywhere In the world using any type of 
computer running the popular X Windows operating 
system that IBM.. Apple, Digital Equipment and 
others use to control their computers'basic 
functions. 

The Virtual Notebook System borrows a key 
concept from airline reservations systems: a change 
made by one user is seen immediately by alL 
According to Kevin Long, a Baylor reseacher and one 
of the developers of VNS, program users can amend 
the notes in Texas and colleagues running the 
program in California. New York or Hong Kong will 

The notebook program can automatically 
monitor and collect data from other sources, like a' 
computerized news wire. A researcher can Instruct 
his system to find articles on any subject • 

Baylor has created a commercial subsidiary, 
Groupwork Systems Inc.. to sell (he notebook 
program for about $2,500. 
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New Battle 
needed for video Images, so that 
videodisks —.long • hit product in 
Japan — will no longer need to be the 
size of pizza platters. 
' Then there is the Jogging problem. 
While audio tape easily absorbs 
bouncing and Jostling, the delicate 
laser pickups In portable CD players 
sometimes skip. In MD machines, 
special circuitry feeds 3 seconds of 
music into a one-megabit memory 
chip before it is played — meaning 
that if the music appears garbled, the 
machine has time to recover and 
read It again. "Even If you take the 
disk out, the music plays on for a few 
seconds," Mr. Aokl said. 

The last trick was to design a way 
to record data without using gobs of 
electricity, because the MD will be 
used In battery-operated portables. 
Some other systems require two 
lasers — one for erasing data by heat' 
Ing up a spot on the disk to 400 de-

Srees Fahrenheit, one for recording, 
'ne-laser systems need several rota

tions of the disk to perform the same 
Job, which takes time. The Sony sys
tem, using a single laser, can perform 

, these operations In a single pass over 
the disk. 
Philips** Cassette 

- While the technology has been 
much admired, the MD Itself has not 
The biggest critic Is Philips, Sony's 
one-time ally In CD's.- Next year, 
around the time that the mini disk ap
pears on the market. Philips Is bring
ing out the digital compact cassette, 
or DCC. 

, Like digital audio tape, the tech
nology that Sony and other electron-

. ica makers here have tried to pro
mote for years, the cassettes have 
nearly the sound quality of compact 
disks. But unlike digital audio tape or 
mini disk machines, the new digital 

- cassette players will also play the bll-
- lions of conventional cassette tapes 

that have been sold over the past two 
decades. 
Some Fear Industry Ruin 

Some are already complaining that 
Sony, by leaving consumers dizzy 
with yet another incompatible tech
nology, is risking ruin for the Indus* 
try. Alain Levy, who heads Philips*! 
recording -business, - Polygram 

• Records, says Sony "thinks the rest 
; of the world is like Japan" — in love 
, with the compact disk and willing to 

buy the latest technology. The per-
• ceniage of the population that owns 

CD players In gadget-happy Japan Is 
Tar higher than anyplace else.* 

"We can sell a lot more tapes, and a 
lot more CD's, without confusing the 
world with a new format," Mr. Levy 
said. Among his new allies Is Sony's 
archrival, the Matsushita Electric in
dustrial Company. 
. The winr.er will be whichever for-

. mat attracts the most software — 
uho'.hcr M. C. Hi.T.mer and Moiart 
drift tc if".c 5^ny camp or the Philips 
tr n f ry ' s :-?:or^ en promoirr.; new 

; Without Skipping a Beat: 
' How Son/* n o w mini disk player 
I prottcts against Happing white t 

lyJ-'i-Y-i:??;-1*nioil)W»»e -"•• : ;1* 
.Y3- vX'•"'•• •*»<• conduit• 
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, _, _. rip,?t,*v>_ j . 
'/. oontlnuos whfle the pjckupk**->* 
.^/eopveri Ju) position andJ^J^iM* 
vrosumtta readng.Th'e listener;-; 
' hears no sMpi or distortions. "V 
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formats Is spotty at best The failure 
of Betamax to attract good programs 
ultimately led to Its failure as a video-
cassette format. That shortcoming 
started Sony on Its buying spree In re
cent years, starting with CBS 
Records and moving on to Columbia j 
Pictures. I 

Yet even with CBS Records and all' 
Its top-selling titles In hand, Sony was 
unable to make digital audio tape a 
success. Last year, when digital audio 
tape sales were expected to boom, 

' 150,000 players were sold, 
le Industry, worried that DAT 

Th* Hrw Y«rt T I I M 

would enable recording pirates to 
make perfect copies of compact 
I disks, worked out an electronic pro
tection plan that satisfied neither con
sumers nor manufacturers. Sony Is 
now repositioning DAT for music pro
fessionals and audlophlles, not for the 
mass market 

The same piracy worries surround 
the new mini disks. Technologically, -
the mini disks are superior products: 
faster, cleaner and more durable 
than tape. Whether that will be 
enough to make It a winning product 
tshardlya sure bet 
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. BY BRIAN C. FENTON 

Iust as wo were roooy to write off 1 
digital audio tope (DAT) as o mass-
market failure, we were ogam re

minded how dWtcun »Is to precSd the 
' fu tu re of consumer electronic*. After 

"more man a decade of Intro-industry 
Aghttnc>tlwejectronlcsmonulocturers. 

'" recordingcomposes, sonqwrflors,mu-
!.' sic publishers, and performers have 

reached on agreement that could 
: pave the way for DAI* entrance as a 
> mass-market Item. IronlcaSv OAT may 
; owerrsnewihotatUTetotwonew.com-. 
: pefing digltot formats. Philips' Digital 
| Compact Cassette (DCC) and Sonys 
'• Mini Disc [MO), which were Introduced 
!' earlier this year. ; • • " • • 

Khtory Repet t i? Although most con-
sunken consider 0A7 to be new tech-
nology, than hardy the case—ft was 
Introduced more than frve yean ogo In 
Japan. Before DAI could be brought to 
the US. however..threats of krwruth 
from 1h» recording Industry forced 
manufacturers to hold back. When 
Sony finally aid Introduce a DAI deck' 
here m June of last year, they were 
promptly sued by the National Music' 
Publishers Association.'(That suit has 

.been dropped as part of the recent 
ogreemenlj •- ' , 

Aflet a slow start, the DAT format has.. 
finely caught on in Japan. Sates In the' -
US. however, have been poor at best • 

.'The recording oompantat; who were 
wonted obout the' potential decrease 

. Jn profits that might ccourlf consumen. 
. "• could matomucjftpertjKJscopies o f 

.' copyrighted rooordkiax Chose.not to-
• supi^uAISbOTroprereoortedsojt;'. 
"' ware was avaaoble, coroumeri^JTicra 

I ran satisfied with standard cassettesT^^ 
' scwlrrttoneedtqb\tyDATa>ciaoetpM'. 
their Impressive hWI copooTBIes.'-'.i \ 
- . DAT hnotjhe M i lec t roh le product.-
to enter fremarket under' tte'ihocraaT. 
of repot action. A srmflor situation arose 
h 1975 when Sony Introduced their 8e- ' 
tornai vldeocassetterec'orde'r.The; 
movie Industry was very worried cbout" 
the potential competition of VCRX. and} 

http://owerrsnewihotatUTetotwonew.com
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n e trueoi ot fmonciai k?tses brougnt 
about by home toomg. universal stu
dios and IrVott Disney Productions sued 
Sony onegmg copyright infringement In 
1976. 

Although a US. DWrtet Court ruled In 
1979 mat home vtdeotapngtof'pnvare 
U M didnl constitute copyright Wrtnge-
ment the ruling was reversed by a US. 
Court of Appeals. Congress Hepped 
kito me controversy In 1901. Introducing 
legislation mat would overturn the Ao-

' peots Court decision, l a m o ba wo» 
Introduced mat would piece royalty 
taxes on VCR) and blank video cas
settes. Congress did not act on either 
H I . 

m 1962 the US. Supreme Court was 
petitioned to resolve the home video
taping question. Initial hearings were 
heard In January 1983. and one year 
later, the Supreme Court ruled that 
home video taping aoes not constitute 
copyright Infringement. Iromcair* Hoi-
rywooa now makes more money trom 
the reieose ot monies on viaeocossette 
than II does from theotricol releases! 

Not • Good Antwer? Despite the Su
preme Court ruing, me video-ana au
dio-recording industries continued to 
seek legislation mat would Impose roy
alties on cassette decks and VCTr) as 
well cs blank tapes. Bills were intro
duced In Congress mat would Impose 
royalties as man as 25% on recoroers 
ona at leost 1 cent per mmule on blank 
tape! Other alternatives were ottered, 
btctuoing the requirement mat onh-
toDing chlos be built Into recoraing 
decks. (Studies done on me anti-taping 
chip by me National Bureau of Storv 
dards concluded that it was not on ac
ceptable solution because It seriously 
aegrooed the music quality} 

The introduction of OAJ to the US. a ! 
me January 1987 Consumer Beclronlcs 
Show got the recording Industry even 
more worried, even though no compa
ny announced definite sales plans. A 
bill that would Impose o 35% tariff on 
imported OAT recorders was Intro
duced In Congress, but that also died. 

Althouon Ccngress took no octlon on 
any ot Ihe bills rtrocuced. me Record- -
Ing Industry Association of America' 
(RIAA) d:d—tr.ey threatened to tile o 
lawsuit ogatnit any manufacturer who 
sou CW in me US 

In or. ottempt to fnd out how serious 
a "prcolem* home taping was. me Of
fice of Tocr.no ogy Assessment under-

. took o sludv c n a issued a report. 
C-ryric-*)/ end Vr.7ie fco^ig. in t<?fi9. 

TV/RADIO MUSICIANS 
0.92 

FEATURED ARTISTS 
25.6 

RECORD COMPANIES 
38.41 

AH ,FTD .OF MUSICIANS 

soNcvmrnts 
- . -16.68 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
16.66 

Although the royalty agreement spclU out the ptrctnugtt that tack group should went. 
w'rr cynical enough to astmne that a goad portion of the coUtatd royallitt will go to 
odminituring iht collection and dittribmion af the fundi, rvymtnt to Iht record 
companies cud artuu will bt made according to tola. •'•' 

I h e report concluded that, even 
though "home taping may reduce the 
recording industry) revenues, a ban on 
home audio taping would be even 
more harmful to consumers and would ' 
result In an outright loss of benefits to . 
society-In tne bluiore of dollaa'Some ' 
of the more Interesting findings in
cluded:. _. • 

• Almost three auorters (73%} of home 
loping 'occasions' do not Involve pre-
recoroed music trstead. they Include 
the taping of tamrV members, lectures, -
band practices, answerlng-rnachlne 
messages, etc 
• Most (72%) home-recorded topes af 
copyrighted material were mode from 
Ihe toper) own music collection. An
other 9% (lor a total of 81%) were mode 
from materia owned by other tomfy 
members. The main reason for thelop- • 
h g was *ploce sttftlng." That k. home 
recorders mode tapes of CD) so they > 
could be ployed In a cart cassette 
player. VvoOr/non etc. The second most 
popular reason that home tapers 
maae cassette copies was to make 
custom topes with only the songs mat 
they wonted. In the order they wonted 
them 

• About one quarter of pre-recorded 
purchases were mode after the con-. 
sumer heard the brtst or recording on a 
home-made tape. (For example, a " 
trtend said "Hey. listen to this song from 
Ihho/wrtrwwCOIkjsttxiught-^voukjst 
ooffaheornn ~' I".~'.'-
• If home lapen wore not oWe to rec
ord, at least three quarters of home -
topes would not be replaced by sales 
ot prerecorded music . : 

' Alter the report was Issued, both' 

..cdmps went back Into negotiations. 
' The Digital Audio Tape Seoorder Act of 

19vU Introduced In Congrea eartyln 
• me year, seemed to be the oompro-
'mbe mat would Anally legranse' the 
•dbgftal oudlo-tope recorder. Bom sides 

:-realized that 8 was time to start working 
together. As the presnent of the RIAA 
testified before Congress. •Without our 
music their products are. worthless, but 

' without their mcchtnes.no one ocn lis
ten to our music" 
. The TXJAer colled for the Inclusion 

' bt SCMS. the Send Copyright Monoge-
ment System. In aJ digital auaio record
ers. (See the sidebar eisewnere n thfe 
article} The b a If passed, tin did not 
promise to be a deflntirve end to the 

• home loping question (despite me Su
preme Court) Betomax decision). The 
ba. In tact sou. \Jhls Act does not ad
dress or affect the legality ot private 
home copying under the copyright 
k M . ' 
; In the eyes of ftie reooroVig Industry, 
me ba war a compromise that sought 
1o preserveithe status quo by making 
OAT home toping equivalent to analog 
home taping—that ts. you can only 
make first generation copies. (Second-
generation cassette recordings are 

[ substantially worse than the preceding 

.- . 'TheTMBriurnedoulnottoberhe 
' answer weaH were wafting lor because 
: of opposition Bum off IOT faCtlonrS wlfhln 

the music Industry. The National Music 
' Publishers Association (HMPA): the 

Songwriters Guild ol America (SSAj; 
and the American Societyof Compos
ers. Authors, and Publishers (ASCAPT— 

_ who called themselves the "Copyright 
; Coalition'—strongly opposed mo b!9 

http://Tocr.no
http://mcchtnes.no
file:///Jhls
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CD'i 

T«lalPr»-

What at tteke? She** hen on tales, in millions oftwits, ofmrioms prerecorded media 
and blank cassettes owr the ion Stead* or to. Note that. although few things en easier 
than making a cassette recording, pre-recorded cassettes ttitl outsell biemk ones. Both far 
outsell CD's. 

LWUTWOiJY««EI«irT«eOJKtO 
^ ••*• «*MftOM«fr«nCTMruCTW0UCTOI 

. ovAaopinonrmooucto. 
OU SSUCS UKRT COKLUOOn DW THE HUVEimOM 
Of HOW WING -WOULD U HARMFUL TO CONSUMERS* ~ 

"CcrY-coot AcrMOuimw«m.ivmGaHrnwr» -
ixnuDuccouiKMai 

ccrr-cooe CHP outs N B TESTS HOW AUDIO KCOROIHS ACT (A WWTYIU) 
iHTRoouaom _ 

• COURT mills: Kouevnco n r a c S NOT 
COnWCHT INFfUMGUOJa 

' COURT HEARS DfnUL AflOMEXTS . 
SUMWt COURT mrnOWOTO RESOUf •' % r 

MOW VtOEO-nPING OUESTON ^ * 
FWST ROWJT STU, unraOUCEO III CONGRESS -. " 

-HoarwooosuasowT 

- SONY tNTROOUCES 8CWUX 

n|n|n|r i tn|M| i i |n |n|M|B|N| i7 |Mtn4io| t i | t i |9stM|9) i 
The long road: A briefhistory of the trials and tribulations of the digital audio tap* 
ntordtr. 

and "Instead wanted to continue to 
press for rootles. At a result, the bffl 
died In subcommittee, and Congress 
took no action before B oojoumed tor 
the year. 

Even without an official bfi to legit
imize' It. DAT AnatV arrived m the US. h 
June oi last year when Sony began of
ficially importing and selling SCMS-
eavippeddecl& Almost invnedotetii a 
clou-octton suit was brought against 
them by the NMF*. The suit was enough 
to keep other rnonufocturen from fol
lowing Sony* lead, and although units 
fiom other manufacturers are now 
avoitobie (see Gizmo, elsewhere In this 

Issue, f a a review of one such una from 
Sharp). O I sates tel lor short of pro}-

The Royalty Pact. Oespite afl the 
fighting, both sides knew that without 
some sort of agreement, everyone hod 
o lot to lose. The hardware manufac
turer! had the copobiiry to produce 
new decks that they knew they could 
sen. The recording Industry—though 
not odmitting 0 pubQcty—knew that 
new formats are good for business. 
[Soles were vtrtuaOy flat before the Intro
duction of the CO In 1982J Both sides 
were taMng—In secret—In the spring 

of tho year. 
The impetus for t i e lofla was Bkety 

that the hardware manufacturers were 
not so much frying to dear the way tor 
OAT as they were looking for o way to 
ensure that Dtgttd Compact-Cassette 
and MW-Oisc recorders couH enter the 
market without the tame obstacles thai 
hindered DAI John Poach. Chafrrnan of 
tandy Electronics (which earler had 
committed to Introducing OCC to the 
US. In 1992) appears to have been frv 
strumentd In getting the two camps to 
come to agreement. 

Uke the agreement reached In 1990. 
the pact would requfre that a l dkjftoj 
consumer recorders contain SCMS cfr-
cuftry. For the tVtftfrne.hCT»^vetroyqPy 
payments would be required on the 
sate of afl consumer duflot recorders 
and on blank tapes. On recorders, the 
payment would be 2% of the manufac
turer* price, wtlh a rnMmum royalty of 
$1. and a maximum of $8 (S12 for dub
bing decks). On blank dtgttal tapes, the 
roYOffywouWbe 3%. 

The royalty payments would be cot-
lected by the US. CopyrlgW Office and 
distributed—after deductions tor the 
odminutrcHve overhead, of coune 
by the Copyright Royalty Hbunai Wo 
two uneaual funds. One fund would be 
for t i e persons who own the copyright 
for the musical work, and the other for 
the copyright owners of the sound re-
cordng. 

The total royalty pod would be divid
ed up as foBows: The record compo-
nies wodd get 3841%: featured artists. 
25.6V songwritea 1646%: muse pub-
Ishea 1 6 4 6 V the American federa
tion of Musicians (which represents 
non-featured musictora). 175%: and 
the American Federation of television 
and Radio Artists (which represents 
non-featured vocafists). 0.92%. D b un
clear to us whether there Is any cap on 
the administrative overhead that can 
be cceectod by the various groups who 
must dsfrloute the monies to the artists 
and copv'HjM holders. Although no 
dudes have shown that the more pop
ular music k the most recorded, royalty 
dstrfbutions would be based on re-

, cording sates; that means that the 
largest-selling artists would receive the 
largest poymenh. 

The p a d marks the first time that the 
hardware rnonufocturen have agreed 
that the payment of royattles shouW be 
required (or home toping. It alio marks 
the first time that the recording industry 
has ogreed that consumers can make 
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copies of copyrighted recordings for 
private, noncommercial use without 
the threat of copyright-Infringement 
suits. 

Analog tapes are not covered. Nor 
are video cassette recorders, even 
those with PCM (pulse-code modula
tion) digital-audio capabilities. The re
cording Industry has agreed to stop 
pressing for royalties on the sale of 
blank analog cassettes. We expect, 
however, that the video industry— 
which has also pressed for royalty pay
ments—Is watching the octton closet/. 

The royalty poet has the blessing of 
numerous groups, many of whom have 
rarer/ ogreed in the past. Besides the 
EW and the RIAA. the Bst Includes the 
National Music Publishers Association 
(NMPA); the AFL-CIO Department of 
Professional Employees: the American 
Federation of Musicians (A/M); the 
American Federation of Television and 
Radio Artists (AFTRA); the American So
ciety of Composers. Authors, and Pub
lishers (ASCAP); Broadcast Music. Inc. 
(BMQ; the National Academy of Song
writers (NAS): the National Association 
of Retail Dealers of America (NARDA); ( 

the National Consumers league (NCI); 
the Nashville Songwriters Association In

ternational (NSAI); and the Songwriters 
Guild of America. 

There) onty one group that has still to 
be convinced: Congress, if the pact 
reached by the various organizations 
Isn't put Into law by Congress, things will 
be right back where they started. With
out a low. It* Bcety that some manufac
turers win refuse to pay royalties. That, of 
course, will leod to more lawsuits, ques
tions, refusal by recording companies 
to support the new digital formats, and. 
ultimately, stalled sales. 

Time, however. Is tight. With the rollout 
of DCC due earty m 1992. it is Imper
ative to both sides that Congress act 
before the end of the year. As we go to 
press, no sponsors for a bill have come 
forward In either House. Congress, how
ever, has historically resisted royalties 
because they raise the prices of elec
tronic products. However, because pre
vious adversaries are coming to 
Congress with a detailed pact—and 
apparently, with no Industry dissen
ters—it would seem that only consumer 
groups will fight any proposed legisla
tion. So for, none has come forward to 
do so, despite the "definitive* study by 
the Office of Technology Assessment 
that showed that home taping did not 
hurt the recording Industry. • 
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[Home audio royalties: Is video next? 
j BY FRANK BEACHAM 

i Is Big Brother, claiming to be doing you 
i a favor, about to erode your rights? 1 
; rhink so, and the vehicle is a Trojan 
I hone called the Audio Home Recording 
I Act. This bill, the subject of recent con-
' gressional hearings, reflects a deal struck 
i between record companies, music pub

lishers and electronics manufacturers 
t over the sale of digital audio tape re-
i corders. On the surface, it will free up 
j prerecorded music for new digital for-
t mats and stimulate the sales of DAT 
i equipment. 

But, in fact, it also taxes consumers, 
! limits their ability to use recording 
: equipment and smooths the way for a 
: new generation of audio equipment 
! which is sonically inferior to current CD 
| and DAT gear. 
i The compromise also establishes a 
' legal precedent that could easily be cx-
! tended to a new generation of video re-
i corders. Digital VCRs are just around 
1 the corner and offer the promise of pris-
! tine, artifact-free pictures and the ability 
j to make copies without losing image and 
i sound quality. If the audio legislation be-
I comes law, you can bet that movie stu-
I dios will want to levy royalties on digital 
! VCRs and the videotapes that feed 

them. 
Briefly, the audio act prohibits the 

music industry from suing electronics 
manufacturers over the issue of copy
right infringement in exchange for two 
key concessions. First, it imposes a sys
tem of royalties on the importers and 
domestic makers of digital recording de
vices and media. The payments, intend
ed for music creators and copyright 
holders, would raise equipment and tape 
costs to consumers. (The fee is 2 percent 
of the wholesale price for DAT re
corders—up to a limit of $8—and 3 per
cent for blank media.) 

Second, a Serial Copy Management 
System (SCMS) will be required for all 
consumer digital recorders. This will pro
hibit consumers from making second-
generation digital copies. Consumers 
could make direct digital-to-digital cop

ies only from original recordings. 
The Home Recording Rights Coali

tion and proponents of the bill contend 
it breaks a long deadlock between equip
ment makers and the recording industry 
and dears the way for new digital re
cording producu. But the SCMS copy 
protection circuit also affects the dub
bing of personal as well as prerecorded 
commercial material. 

Why should consumers have to put 
up with limitations on their recording 
equipment just to protect the music in
dustry from copyright infringement? 

Worse yet, why should consumers suffer 
such limits on top of royalty fees for 
equipment and tape? 

Ironically, none of this will stop seri
ous tape pirates who will only need to 
buy slightly costlier "professional" equip
ment, which, under the bill, would nei
ther be limited by SCMS circuits nor 
subject to the royalty fee. If the music 
industry really wants to stop CDs from 
being copied digitally, it could easily put 
"flags" in the digital signal which would 
stop all copying. 

The legislation would have another 
interesting effect. For the first time, the 

• law would encourage a generation of 
{ digital audio equipment which would be 
j inferior in sonic quality to current 
• equipment. Unlike today's CD and DAT 
I formats, the digital compact cassette 
i (DCC) and mini-disc (MD) formats 
! planned for introduction in 1992 use 
| data compression techniques based on 

assumptions about human hearing. Data 
which is deemed inaudible is not re
corded, reducing the need for storage 
space on media. 

Though the manufacturers of the 
new formats contend most consumers 
will not hear any difference, many engi
neers fear the new formats will actually 
degrade their recordings. The record in
dustry likes the new formats because 

| each offers leu sonic quality than master 
recordings and because objectionable ar
tifacts from data compression appear in 
multigcneraoonal copies. 

The DAT format, which does not 
use data compression, has been unsuc
cessful as a consumer product due in 
part to legal actions by the music indus
try against equipment manufacturers. 
However, DAT sound quality is so good 
that many professionals now use it fot 
mastering nigh-quality commercial re
leases. The record industry docs not 
want this kind of recording quality in 
the hands of consumers. 

The Audio Home Recording Act, 
sponsored in the Senate by Dennis De-
Concini and in the House by Reps. Jack 
Brooks and William Hughes, has other 
noteworthy elements. For example, the 
bill would also make it (Begad to sell or 
modify a piece of equipment that evades 
the SCMS system, and it keeps royalty 
accounts secret to protect equipment 
makers from having sales figures made 
public. 

Everybody gets a piece of the pie ex
cept the consumer. Thoughtful users of 
audio and video equipment had better 
start asking some hard questions about 
this proposed legislation before it b too 
late. If this "compromise" is made into 
law, the government will for the first 
time start dictating to citizens how they 
can and cannot use home recording de
vices. • 

in vera MKUAflYtse 
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APPENDIX 3 , - J E S S I C A LTTMAN, "COPYHIGHT LEGISLATION AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE," OREGON LAW REVIEW, V O L 68, No. 
2, (1989) AT 275 / J t f 0 

VOLUME 68 

NUMBER 2 OREGON 
LAW REVIEW 

JESSICA UTMAN* 

Copyright Legislation and 

Technological Change 

Mr. Huddleston. The gentleman realizes that this is a highly 
technical subject and one that the ordinary Member is not quali
fied to deal with? 
Mr. Bankhead. I understand that. 
Mr. Huddleston. And that it is impossible to write a bill on this 
subject on the floor of the House. It is impossible to do it with 
any satisfaction. 
Mr. Bankhead. In reply to that, permit me to state it is apparent 
to me that it is impossible to write a bill in the committee. 
Mr. Huddleston. Let us dismiss the subject, then.1 

THIS is a story about private parties, vested interests, and the 
inexorable pace of technological change. As of this writing, 

there are nineteen copyright bills pending before Congress. The 
number is typical. Throughout this century, members of Congress 
have introduced innumerable copyright bills, held hearings on 
many, reported some, and enacted few. In the past few years, Con-

* Associate Professor of Law, University of Michigan. B_A, 1974. Reed CoUege; 
M.F.A.. 1976. Southern Methodist University; J.D.. I9S3. Columbia Law School I 
would like to thank Jonathan Weinberg, Brace Frier. Jane Ginsburg, James Boyd 
White, Jack Kemochan, Becky Eisenberg, Ales Aleuiikoff, Pamela Samuehon. Avery 
Kali, Jod Seligman, Fred Schauer, Don Hcrxog, Doug Kahn, Chris Whitman, Lee 
Bollinger, Ralph Brown, William Pierce, and Harry Lilman for their helpful comments 
on earlier unions of this article. 

• 73 Com. Rex. 11.072 (1932). 
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grcss has been inundated with proposals to revise copyright law in 
light of new technology.2 That, too, is typical. 

Recent commentary reflects a dispute over whether the copyright 
statute can adjust to the current climate of rapid technological 
change. One camp argues that current technology differs pro
foundly from prior development and calls into question the assump
tions on which our copyright laws are based.1 Another camp insists 
that copyright law has always faced the problem of technological 
change and accommodated it with remarkable success. The current 
challenge, the argument continues, is not qualitatively different 
from previous challenges, and the copyright statute is equal to the 
task.4 Both camps rely heavily on received wisdom about the his-

1 Set. e.g.. Copyright Issues Presented by Digital Audio Tape: Joint Hearing before the 
Subcomm. on Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks of the Senate Comm. on the Judici
ary and the Subcomm. on Courts. Ciril Liberties, and the Admin, of Justice of the House 
Comm. on the Judiciary, 100th Cong., 1st Sets. (1987); Copyright and New Technolo
gies: Hearings before the Subcomm. on Courts. Civil Liberties, and the Admin, of Jus
tice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 99th Cong., 1st ft 2d Sess. (1987); Home 
Video Recording: Hearings Before the Senate Judiciary Comm., 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 
(1987); Home Audio Recording Act: Hearings on S 1739 before the Senate Comm. on 
the Judiciary, 99th Cong.. 1st ft 2d Sess. (1986); OTA Report on Intellectual Property 
Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information: Joint Hearing before the Subcomm. on 
Patents. Copyrights and Trademarks of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary and the Sub
comm. on Courts. Ciril Liberties, and the Admin, of Justice of the House Comm. on the 
Judiciary, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (1986); Copyright and Technological Change: Hearings 
before the Subcomm. on Courts. Ciril Liberties, and the Admin, of Justice of the House 
Comm. on the Judiciary, 98th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1983). Set also Kastenmeier ft Reming
ton, 77ie Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984: A Swamp or Firm Ground! 70 
MINN. L. REV. 417, 424-30 (1985) (describing proposed copyright amendments preced
ing the enactment of sui generis protection for semiconductor chips); Olson. The Iron 
Law of Consensus: Congressional Responses to Proposed Copyright Reforms Since the 
1909 Act. 36 1. COPYRIGHT SOC'Y 109, 110-11. 125-30 (1989) (summarizing proposed 
legislation). 

1 See Kost, The End of Copyright, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN AN 
ELECTRONIC AGE: PROCEEDINGS OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS NETWORK AOVI-
SORY COMM. MEETING, APRIL 22-24, 1987, at 19 (Network Planning Paper No. 16, 
1987) [hereinafter Network Planning Paper No. 16]; Fleischmann, 77w Impact of Digi
tal Technology on Copyright Law, J. PAT. ft TRADEMARK OFF. SOC'Y J (1988). See 
generally OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, U.S. CONGRESS, INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHTS IN AN AGE OF ELECTRONICS AND INFORMATION (1986) [hereinaf
ter OTA REPORT). 

4 5«. e.g.. Baumgarten ft Meyer. Program Copyright and the Office of Technology 
Assessment (pts. I ft 2), 4 THE COMPUTER LAW. 8 (Oct. 1987). I (Nov. 1987); Marsh. 
Fair Use and New Technology: The Appropriate Standards to Apply, 5 CARDOZO L. 
REV. 635 (1984); Oman. 77ie Copyright Law: Can it Wrap Itself Around the New Tech
nologies? in Network Planning Paper No. 16. supra note 3. at 27; set also Davidson. 77ie 
Black Box Approach to Software Copyright Infringement, 3 THE COMPUTER LAW. 25. 
27-28 (March 1986) (suggesting that copyright protection be extended to recombinant 
ONA). 
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tory of the interaction between copyright and technology.5 Both, 
therefore, proceed on the assumption that copyright law has been 
effective, until now, in assimilating technological development; in 
fact, it has not. 

Throughout its history, copyright law has had difficulty accom
modating technological change. Although the substance of copy
right legislation in this century has evolved from meetings among 
industry representatives whose avowed purpose was to draft legisla
tion that provided for the future,6 the resulting statutes have done 
so poorly. The language of copyright statutes has been phrased in 
fact-specific language that has grown obsolete as new modes and 
mediums of copyrightable expression have developed. Whatever 
copyright statute has been on the books has been routinely, and jus
tifiably, criticized as outmoded.7 In this Article, I suggest that the 
nature of the legislative process we have relied on for copyright re
vision is largely to blame for those laws' deficiencies.* 

5 See, e.g. Baumgarten A Meyer (pt. 2), supra note 4, at 2-7; Marsh, supra note 4, at 
647. 

6 See. e.g.. HOUSE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 88TH CONG., 1ST SESS., COPYRIGHT 
LAW REVISION PART 2: DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS ON THE REPORT OF THE REG
ISTER OF COPYRIGHTS ON THE GENERAL REVISION OF THE U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW 29-
32 (Comm. Print 1963) [hereinafter CLR PART 2] (colloquy); id at 273-77 (written 
remarks of Waller J. Derenberg, U.S. Copyright Soc'y); STENOGRAPHIC REPORT OF 
THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE LIBRARIAN'S CONFERENCE ON COPYRIGHT, 1ST SESSION, 
IN NEW YORK CITY, MAY 31-JUNE 2, 1905, at 43-48, reprinted in I E.F. BRYLAWSKI 
A A. GOLDMAN, LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE 1909 COPYRIGHT ACT, at pt. C 
(1976) [hereinafter COPYRIGHT CONFERENCE, 1ST SESS.) (colloquy). 

7 See. e.g.. Ebensiein, Introduction to S. ROTHENBERG, COPYRIGHT LAW: BASIC 
AND RELATED MATERIALS, at xv-xx (1936); Solberg, Introduction to R.C DEWOLF, 
AN OUTLINE OF COPYRIGHT LAW at xix-xxiv (1923); Ashby, Legal Aspects of Radio 
Broadcasting, 1 AIR L. REV. 331, 342 (1930); Chafec. Reflections on the Law of Copy
right, 43 COLUM. L. REV. 303, 303 (1943); Cramer, Some Observations on the Copyright 
Law of 1976: Sot Everything is Beautiful. I COMM./ENT. 137, 164-66(1977); Fleisch-
mann, supra note 3. at 24-26; Kupferman, Rights in New Media, 19 LAW A CONTEMP. 
PROBS. 172, 172 (1954); Mac Donald, Technological Advances and Copyright, 8 BULL. 
COPYRIGHT SOC'Y 3 (I960); Oman, Software as Seen by the U.S. Copyright Office, 28 
IDEA 29 (1987); Slem, Reflections on Copyright Law, 21 N.Y.U. L.Q. 306, 512 (1947); 
Toohey, The Only Copyright Law We Need, WILSON LIB. BULL., Sept., 1984, at 27. See 
generally OTA Report, supra note 2. 

* There has been a bumper crop of recent literature propounding theoretical models 
of the legislative process. See. e.g.. Easterbrook, Statutes' Domains, 30 U. CHI. L. REV. 
533 (1983); Eskridge A Frickey, Legislation Scholarship and Pedagogy in the Post-Legal 
Process Era, 48 U. PITT. L. REV. 691 (1987); Landes A Posner, The Independent Judici
ary in an Interest-Group Perspective, 18 J.L. A ECON. 875 (1975); Macey, Promoting 
Public Regarding Legislation through Statutory Interpretation: An Interest Croup 
Model. 86 COLUM. L. REV. 223. 227-33 (1986); Popkin. The Collaborative Model of 
Statutory Interpretation, 61 S. CAL. L. REV. 541 (1988); Posner. Economics. Politics, 
and the Reading of Statutes and the Constitution, 49 U. CHI. L. REV. 263 (1982); 
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To solve the dilemma of updating and simplifying a body of law 
too complicated for legislative revision,9 Congress and the Copy
right Office have settled on a scheme for statutory drafting that fea
tures meetings and negotiations among representatives of industries 
with interests in copyright. That scheme dominated copyright revi
sion during the legislative process that led to the enactment of the 
1909 Copyright Act.10 Congress and the Copyright Office contin
ued to rely on meetings and negotiations among interested parties 

Mikva, Foreword to Symposium on the Thtory of Public Choice, 74 VA. L. REV. 167 
(1988). 

Because this literature has focused on explicating the birth of a hypothetically typical 
statute, it has paid little attention to the myriad processes accompanying the enactment 
of actual statutes. Thus, while the models provide useful pedagogical tools for abstract 
discussions of separation of powers, they tell us remarkably little about the legislative 
process because they do not take as their task the examination of any actual legislative 
processes. Rather, they replace the traditional fictions of legislative intent with alterna
tive Actions that may challenge the mind but are no more descriptive of any actual 
process culminating in legislation than the fictions they seek to displace. Until recently, 
the debate omitted any empirical examination of how particular statutes came to be the 
law. For an articulate critique of the empirical bases of the public choice literature, see 
Kelman, On Democracy Bashing: A Skeptical Look at the Theoretical and "Empirical" 
Practice of the Public Choice Movement, 74 VA. L REV. 199 (1988). 

In my examination of the legislative process that has yielded copyright statutes, I 
shunt most of these models aside. Instead of addressing the theoretical legislative pro
cess literature directly, I describe an actual legislative process that does not fit neatly 
into any of the propounded models. 

4 It has been a commonplace among representatives of interests afTecteil by copyright 
that the subject is so complicated most members of Congress cannot understand it. See. 
e.g.. COPYRIGHT CONFERENCE. 1ST SESS., supra note 6. at I4S (remarks of Herbert 
Putnam, Librarian of Congress); CLR PART 2, supra note 6, at 5 (remarks of Abraham 
Kaminstein, Register of Copyrights). 

There seems to be no reason why copyright law should necessarily be too complicated 
for members of Congress to draft. Congress has, after all, frequently addressed its at
tention to matters, such as the tax code, that are at least as complex. Copyright legisla
tion, however, has never been accorded the congressional staff or resources available for 
legislation on politically sensitive issues like tax or military appropriations. It may be 
that the impression that members of Congress cannot or will not spare copyright suffi
cient time to gain a thorough understanding has been a self-fulfilling one. 

10 Copyright Act of March 4, 1909, ch. 320. 35 Stat. 1075 [hereinafter 1909 Act), 
repeated by Pub. L, No. 94-553. 90 Stat. 2541 (1976). Set. e.g.. Revision of Copyright 
Laws: Hearings Before the Joint Comm. on Patents, 60th Cong., 1st Sess. 365-69 (1908). 
reprinted in 5 E.F. BRVLAWSKI & A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt. K (hereinafter 
1908 Hearings]; Copyright Hearings: Arguments on S 6JJ0 and H.R. 1983J Before the 
Joint Comm. on Patents, 59th Cong., 1st Sess. 26-29, 31-33, 5840. 68-70, 77-78, 88-90, 
97, 154-67 (1906), reprinted in 4 E.F. BRVLAWSKI A A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt. 
J (hereinafter Dec 1906 Hearings]; Arguments on S. 6S10 and H.R. 19853 Before the 
Joint Comm. on Patents, 59th Cong., 1st Sess. 3-7, 20-21, 33-39, 77, 151-52 (1906), 
reprinted tn 4 E.F. BRVLAWSKI & A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt. H (hereinafter 
June 1906 Hearings]. 
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for subsequent efforts at copyright revision." The efforts during the 
1920s and 1930s to amend the copyright law to permit adherence to 
the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic 
Works11 rested upon inter-industry negotiations and collapsed 
when those negotiations collapsed.13 The twenty-one year effort 
that culminated in the enactment of the 1976 Copyright Act14 again 
depended upon officially sponsored meetings among those with 
vested interests in copyright.13 Recent efforts to amend our law to 
conform to the requirements of the Berne Convention involved a 
similar process." The ongoing endeavor to write copyright amend
ments that make specific provision for new communications media 
relies heavily on inter-industry negotiations and stalls whenever 
those negotiations stall.17 Indeed, the informal understanding 

- '' See generally Goldman, The History of U.S. A. Copyright Law Revision from 1901 
to 1954, reprinted in SUBCOMM. ON PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS AND TRADEMARKS OF THE 
SENATE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 86TH CONG., 1ST SESS., COPYRIGHT LAW REVI
SION (Comm. Print I960). A single, notable exception is the process that led to the 
enactment or Pub. L. No. 96-517, 94 Stat. 3015. 3028 (1980) (codified at 17 U.S.C. 
55 101, 117), amending the copyright statute to make explicit provision for computer 
software. The text of the 1980 amendment was suggested by the National Commission 
on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU), a learned commission 
charged with divining a solution to the problems posed by computers and photocopy 
machines. See infra note 399. 

12 The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, Sept. 9, 
1886. 168 CTS 185, originated in 1886 and has been revised six times since then. See 
generally Black 4 Dworkin, Foreword to Opening Speech ofArpad Bagsch at the Confer
ence Celebraling the Centenary of the Berne Contention, 11 COLUM.-VLA J. L. 4 ARTS 
I (1986). Berne is a multilateral copyright treaty that mandates copyright protection 
without formalities for works created by authors of Berne nations and works first pub
lished in Berne nations. Until 1988, the United States remained one of the few devel
oped countries that had not yet acceded to Berne. The Senate finally ratified the Berne 
Contention in the final hours of the 100th Congress. See Legislation: Bill Making Copy
right Act Compatible With Berne Convention Passes House, 36 Pat. Trademark & Copy
right J. (BNA) 699 (Oct. 20, 1988); see also Berne Convention ImplemenUtion Act of 
1988. Pub. L. No. 100-568. 102 Stat. 2853 (1988). 

n See Goldman, supra note 11, at 4-11. 
14 General Revision of Copyright Law, Pub. L. No. 94-553. 90 Stat. 2541 (1976) 

(codified as amended at 17 U.S.C. §5 101-810 (1982 & Supp. IV)). 
" See Litman, Copyright. Compromise, and Legislative History, 72 CORNELL L. REV. 

857(1987). 
16 Olson, supra note 2. at 121. See FINAL REPORT OF THE A D HOC WORKING 

OROUP ON U.S. ADHERENCE TO THE BERNE CONVENTION 1-4, rtprinied in 10 
COLUM.-VLA J.L. 4 ARTS 513, 513-16 (1986). See generally U.S. Adherence to the 
Berne Convention: Hearings before the Subcomm. on.Patents, Copyrights and Trade
marks of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 99th Cong., 1st 4 2d Sess. 47 (1987). 

17 Proposed legislation for satellite broadcasting and the use of home satellite dishes 
has been pending in Congress for several years. Congressional efforts to encourage in
ter-industry negotiations Anally culminated in the enactment of compromise legislation 
last autumn. See Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1988. Pub. L. 100-667, 102 SUL 3985 
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among copyright scholars and practitioners is that copyright revi
sion is, as a practical matter, impossible except through such a 
process.1* 

The process Congress has relied on for copyright revision, how
ever, has shaped the law in disturbing ways. The inter-industry ne
gotiations that resulted in the 1909 Copyright Act sought to revise a 
body of law based on an old model in order to enable it to embrace 
a variety of new media. Industries for whom the old law worked 
well sought to retain their advantages;19 industries that found the 
old law inadequate sought profound changes in the way the copy
right statute treated them.20 Affected interests compromised their 
disputes by treating different industries in disparate ways. The draft 
bill that emerged from the conferences among industry representa
tives defined particular copyright rights with reference to the type 
of work in which copyright was claimed," and the statute enacted 
in 1909 retained the draft bill's essential strategy. Authors of par
ticular classes of works were granted specific, enumerated rights; 
rights differed among the classes of copyrightable works.22 Thus, 
the 1909 Act gave the proprietor of the copyright in a dramatic 
work the exclusive right to present the work publicly,23 the proprie
tor of the copyright in a lecture, the exclusive right to deliver the 

(1988); Olson, supra note 2. at 121-22. The bill introduced in 1987, H.R. 2848. I(10th 
Cong., 1st Sess. (1987). reprinted in 34 Pat. Trademark A Copyright J. (BNA) 279-83 
(July 16. 1987), included provisions endorsed by the satellite industry and the Copy
right Office but not by the major television networks. The staff of the House subcom
mittee encouraged ongoing negotiations over the bill and scheduled H.R. 2848 Tor 
mark-up repeatedly during the spring of 1988. Agreement proved elusive, and each 
mark-up session was canceled abruptly. Finally, in July of 1988, the networks and sat
ellite carriers reached a compromise; only then did the House subcommittee move on 
the bill, incorporating the compromise into the legislation. See Legislation: House 
Passes Legislation on Satellite Retransmission, 36 Pat. Trademark & Copyright J. 
(BNA) 636 (Oct. 13. 1988); Legislation: House Committee OKs Animal Patenting, 
Satellite Retransmission Legislation, 36 Pat. Trademark A Copyright J. (BNA) 346, 
347 (Aug. 4, 1988). 

"See. e.g.. Kaminstein. Introduction to Viewpoints on the General Revision of the 
Copyright Law — 77t« American Bar Association Copyright Symposium at Chicago, Au
gust 1963, II BULL. COPYRIGHT SOC'V 3, 4 (1963); Olson, supra note 2, at III; cf. 
Home Video Recording, supra note 2, at 77 (remarks of Sen. Thurmond). 

" See. eg. COPYRIGHT CONFERENCE, 1ST SESS., supra note 6, at 15-17 (remarks of 
Charles Scribner. American Publishers' Copyright League). 

20 See. e.g. id. at 21-23 (remarks of Don C. Seitt, American Newspaper Publishers' 
Ass'n). 

11 See S. 6330. 39th Cong.. 1st Sess. §5 I. 4, 18 (1906). reprinted in I E.F. BUYLAW-
SKI & A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt. B; infra notes 142-46 and accompanying test. 

21 See 1909 Act, supra note 10. §§ 1,4, 3; infra notes 144-48 and accompanying text. 
" 1909 Act, supra note 10. $ 1(d). 
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work in public for profit,24 the proprietor of the copyright in a mu
sical composition the exclusive right to perform the work publicly 
for profit except on coin operated machines,25 and the proprietor of 
the copyright in a book no performance or delivery right 
whatsoever. 

The drafters of the 1976 Act pursued similar goals to different 
conclusions. Congress and the Copyright Office again depended on 

; negotiations among representatives of an assortment of interests af
fected by copyright to draft a copyright bill.26 During twenty-one 
years of inter-industry squabbling, the private parties to the ongoing 
negotiations settled on a strategy for the future that all of them 
could support. Copyright owners were to be granted broad, expan
sive rights, including future as well as currently feasible uses of 
copyrighted works. Each of the copyright users represented in the 
negotiations, meanwhile, received the benefit of a privilege or ex
emption specifically tailored to its requirements, but very narrowly 
defined.27 The 1976 Act solved the problem of accommodating 
future technology by reserving to the copyright owner control over 
uses of copyrighted works made possible by that technology. 
Broad, expansive rights were balanced by narrow, stingy 
exceptions.28 

A comparison of the immediate futures of the 1909 and the 1976 
Acts reveals that they failed the future in similar ways. Narrow 
provisions became inapplicable or irrelevant as technology devel
oped, while those interests absent from the meetings of industry 
representatives encountered significant legal barriers to their activi
ties. The inflexibility of specific provisions distorted the balance 
that the statute's drafters envisioned when it was enacted, and inter
ested groups came running to Congress to plead for quick fixes. 
This history illustrates that broad rights and broad exceptions swal-

"/</. § 1(c). 
»Id. § 1(e). 
26 I have described the legislative process that produced the 1976 Copyright Act in an 

earlier article. See Litman, supra note IS. 
27 See id. at 883-88; infra notes 234-312 and accompanying text. 
21 Cases interpreting the 1976 Act have not described it this way; the interpretation is 

my own. See Litman. supra note IS, at 882-96. Courts have, for the most part, per
ceived the statute as striking some balance between rights and exceptions, but they have 
not characterized that balance in general terms. See. e.g., Sony Corp. of Am. v. Univer
sal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417. 429-33 (1984). The disparity between the breadth of the 
rights granted in 17 U.S.C. § 106 and the narrow specificity of the exceptions and limi
tations detailed in 17 U.S.C. §§ 107-118, however, is patent. The 1976 Act's legislative 
history suggests a rationale behind that disparity. See infra notes 229-312 and accom
panying text. 
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low up their specific counterparts. Because technological develop
ment will change the world that a copyright law seeks to order, the 
law needs flexible provisions of general application.39 

In this Article, I explore how the process of drafting copyright 
statutes through negotiations among industry representatives be
came entrenched, and what that process has cost us in our efforts to 
deal rationally with technology.30 Part I traces the birth of the con
ference process and its shaping of the 1909 Act. Part II describes 
how the conference process became a fixture of copyright revision 
during later efforts to amend the statute. Part III examines the 
strengths and weaknesses of a legislative process predicated on ne
gotiations among interested parties. Part IV explores the distor
tions that the process imposed upon the massive revision effort that 
produced the 1976 Copyright Act. Part V focuses on the problems 
posed by new communications media and private use as illustra
tions of the 1976 Act's weaknesses. Part VI surveys recent legisla
tive activity and suggests that the conference process disserves both 
affected industries and members of Congress. I nonetheless con
clude that no meaningful reform of the process is likely.31 

I 

THE FIRST CONFERENCES 

Until the copyright revision that culminated in the 1909 Act, the 
legislative process accompanying copyright enactments differed lit
tle from the process yielding most statutes: interested parties sent 

19 Set infra notes 313-72 and accompanying text. 
301 will proceed more or less chronologically, because the stresses posed by new tech

nology and the disputes among industries affected by copyright were more straightfor
ward when the number of technological innovations and industries in the game were 
fewer than they have since become. The turn of the century dispute between music 
publishers and the manufacturers of player pianos shares many similarities with the 
current brawl among motion picture producers, television broadcasters, cable systems, 
and the operators of communications satellites, but the parallels are easier to see if the 
simpler disputes are explored before tackling the more complicated ones. 

» Because the focus of my Article a the process that yields copyright legislation. I 
will not address, except in passing, see infra note 396, the strategies that courts might 
employ to interpret or reinterpret copyright sututes in ways that would circumvent 
statutory weaknesses. Thai topic is a fascinating and complex one in its own right, and 
raises signiflcant separation of powers concerns. See generally Davidson, Common Low. 
Uncommon Software. 47 U. PlTT. L. Rev. 1037. 1067-70 (1986): Rosen. A Common 
Law for the Ages of Intellectual Property. 38 U. MIAMI L. Rev. 769 (1984); Fraomkin. 
Climbing the Most Dangerous Branch: Legispntdence and Ike New Legal Process (Book 
Review), 66 TEX. I- REV. 1071 (1988). 
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petitions to Congress.31 The majority of bilk were drafted by repre
sentatives of affected interests, who then requested members of Con
gress to introduce the bills,11 wrote petitions to Congress in their 
support, and testified in their favor during Patent Committee hear
ings.14 By 1900, the body of copyright law was a pastiche of incon
sistent amendments grafted on a basic structure that conflated (and 
sometimes confused) copyrights, patents, and trademarks.11 Efforts 
toward general statutory revision foundered as a "result of difficul
ties in obtaining a quorum of the Patents Committee to give atten
tion to this subject."16 

1 2 £ » . MEMORIAL OF PETER S. D U PONCEAU AND OTHERS, PRAYINO CONGRESS 
TO APPOINT COMMITTEES OF INQUIRV ON THE SUBJECT OF COPYRIGHT, AND TO 
AWAIT THEIR REPORT BEFORE ACTUM ON THE SUBJECT, S. D O C NO. 309, 23th 
Cong.. 2d Sen. (1838). Set H. REP. NO. 16,40th Cong., 2d Seas. (1868); S. REP. NO. 
494, 23th Cong., 2d Sen. (1838); see generally LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, CoPYRIOHT IN 
CONGRESS, 1789-1904. (1976 Reprint of 1903 ed.) [hereinafter COPYRIGHT IN 
CONGRESS]. 

"Srr. e.g. International Copyright: Statements on S. 191 and S. 1178 Made before 
the Sen. Comm. on Patents. 49th Cong., 1st Seas. 4 (1886) (remarks of Sen. Hawley) (S. 
191 drafted by authors' association and introduced by Hawley at its request). 

14 Set COPYRIGHT IN CONGRESS, supra note 32, at 96-377. 
JS Throughout the nineteenth century, Congress responded to new developments by 

enacting discrete amendments to meet particular exigencies. Set, eg. Act of Aug. 1, 
1882, ch. 366, 22 Stat. 181 (amending Rev. Stat. § 4962 to permit manufacturer* of 
molded decorative article* to affix copyright notice on the bottom of the articles). By 
the turn of the century. United States copyright law had become arcane and complex. 
Set generally LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, REPORT OP THE LIBRARIAN OF CONORESS FOR 
THE FISCAL YEAR ENDINO JUNE 30,1903, S. Doc. No. 10, 38th Cong., 2d Sets. 68-69 
(1903) (hereinafter REGISTER'S 1903 REPORT] ("Our present copyright system is a 
highly technical one, largely due to its uneven development by means of many separate 
enactments dealing with particular matters, or framed to meet special exigencies.">. id 
at 443-45 (detailing examples). The law was riddled with internal contradictions and 
discrepancies and lacked the flexibility to adjust to the growth of new works and media. 
Id. at 443-68. Copyright owners complained of technicalities. Set COPYRIGHT CON
FERENCE, 1ST SESS., supra note 6, at 13-16 (remarks of Charles Scribner, Periodical 
Publishers' Ass'n of America); id at 18-19 (remarks of W.A. Livingstone, Print Pub
lishers* Ass'n of America); id at 20 (remarks of John W. Alexander, Soc'y of American 
Artists); Id. at 137-38 (colloquy). Judicial opinions were inconsistent and confused. See 
generally R.R. BOWKER, COPYRIGHT: ITS LAW AND LITERATURE 8-20 (1886); E.S. 
DRONE, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF PROPERTY IN INTELLECTUAL PRODUCTIONS 
43-53, 434-67 (1879). 

16 Copyright Legislation, 49 PUBLISHERS' WEEKLY 836 (May 23, 1896). Although 
the Register of Copyrights, in his 1903 Report to the Librarian of Congress, character
ized two nineteenth century statutes as general revisions of the copyright laws, see REG
ISTER'S 1903 REPORT, supra note 33, at 443-68, neither statute represented a 
comprehensive overhaul. By general revision. Register Solberg appears to have meant 
only that the two statutes re-enacted the copyright laws rather than merely amending 
them. The first, enacted in 1831 after lobbying by Dr. Noah Webster, extended the 
initial copyright term to 28 years and added musical composition* to the subject matter 
of copyright. See Solberg. Copyright Law Reform. 35 YALE LJ. 48, 49-50(1925). The 
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Beginning in 1901, the recently appointed Register of Copyrights 
pleaded repeatedly with Congress to appoint a special commission 
to revise the copyright law.37 Members of the Senate Patent Com
mittee, however, were hostile to the idea of a commission.1* The 
Librarian of Congress suggested that Congress instead pass a reso
lution authorizing the Library of Congress to convene a conference 
of experts and interested parties to consider a codification of the 
copyright laws. The members of the Senate Patent Committee con
cluded that it would be improper for Congress to authorize such a 
conference, but suggested that they would be delighted if the Libra
rian were to call an unauthorized conference on his own motion.39 

The Librarian of Congress followed the Patent Committee's sug
gestion and invited representatives of authors, dramatists, painters, 
sculptors, architects, composers,40 photographers, publishers of var
ious sorts of works, libraries, and printers' unions to a series of 
meetings in New York City.41 The invitees represented the benefi
ciaries of the rights granted by existing copyright statutes.42 The 

second, in 1870, consolidated the copyright, patent, and trademark laws in connection 
with the general effort of transforming the extant federal laws into the Revised Statutes; 
it made few substantive changes but did introduce language into the copyright law that 
invited confusion with the patent laws. See REGISTER'S 1903 REFORT, supra note 35, at 
444-43; Solberg, supra, at 50. Six statutes enacted between 1831 and 1870, and 10 stat
utes enacted between 1870 and 1900, accomplished more substantive amendment. See 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, COPYRIGHT ENACTMENTS: LAWS PASSED IN THE UNITED 
STATES SINCE 1783 RELATING TO COPYRIGHT 31-39 (1963). 

"See LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR THE 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1902. S. Doc. No. 6. 57th Cong., 2d Seas. 63-65 
(1902); LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR THE 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1901, S. Doc. No. 35, 57th Cong., 1st Sets. 60-61 
(1901); REGISTER'S 1903 RETORT, supra note 33, at 68-69, 467-68. 

11 See Solberg, supra note 36, at 62. 
" Letter from Sen. A.B. Kittredge, Chairman of Senate Comm. on Patents, to Hon. 

Herbert Putnam, Librarian of Congress (January 27, 1905), reprinted in 3 E.F. BRY-
LAWSKI A A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt. M, at 5. 

40 Although composers' representatives were invited to attend, their presence was 
nominal. See Arc 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 385 (colloquy). 

41 See COPYRIGHT CONFERENCE, 1ST SESS.. supra note 6, at vii-xv; Solberg. supra 
note 36, at 62-63. 

41 The extant copyright statutes extended copyright to the works of the creators and 
publishers, privileges to the libraries, and job protection to the printers' unions. 

The Librarian also invited representatives from the National Educational Association 
as surrogates for the public interest. They attended some of the sessions but did not 
actively participate. See June 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 57-38 (remarks of Mr. 
Putnam, Librarian of Congress). Bar Association representatives,, in contrast, partici
pated enthusiastically and assisted the Copyright Office in the actual drafting of the bill. 
See AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, REPORT OF THE 29TH ANNUAL MEETING 35-37 
(1906). 
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Librarian did not invite representatives from interests that had not 
yet received statutory recognition; the motion picture industry,43 

the piano roll industry, and the "talking machine" (phonograph) 
industry received no invitations.44 No invitee commented on their 
absence. 

A year later, the conferences yielded a bill, and joint hearings in 
Congress commenced. It quickly became clear that the doubts of 
Senate Committee members about the propriety of a conference of 
private interests had been well-founded.43 Witnesses who had not 
been invited to the conferences found the whole procedure scandal
ous.46 Indeed, some went so far as to suggest that Congress was 
being hoodwinked by a monopolistic conspiracy.47 The Librarian 

41 Motion pictures were then in their infancy. Thomas Edison had invented the ki-
netoscope in 1889. By the tum of the century, short, plotless motion pictures were 
being exploited commercially. Under the copyright law then in force, creators of mo
tion pictures could register their films for copyright only as "photographs." Set Edison 
v. Lubin, 122 F. 240, 242 (3d Cir. 1903); American Mutoscope A. Biograph v. Edison 
Mfg., 137 F. 262, 266-67 (D.N.J. 1905). 

44 One representative of the talking machine industry became aware of the confer
ences and politely crashed one of its sessions. Set June 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 
151 (remarks of Mr. Putnam, Librarian of Congress). 

45 Some of the remarks made during the hearings by members of the committees 
support an inference that their nervousness about the drafting process figured in their 
decision to delay reporting the bill. See. eg.. June 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 153 
(colloquy); see also Arguments on H.R. 11,943 Before the House Comm. on Patents, S9th 
Cong., 1st Scss. 12 (1906) (colloquy). 

46 See Dec 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 26-29 (testimony of F.W. Hedgeland, 
Kimball Co.); id. at 170 (written statement of Herbert Fromme, attorney for band di
rectors); June 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 53 (testimony of George W. Oglivie, 
publisher); id. at 77 (testimony of Paul H. Cromelin, Columbia Phonograph Co.); id at 
97 (testimony of G. Howlett Davis, inventor of talking machine devices); id. at 110 
(testimony of John O'Connell, representing player piano and piano roll companies); id 
at 145-46 (testimony of S.T. Cameron. American Gramophone Co.); id at 190 (written 
brief submitted by F.W. Hedgeland, Kimball Co.). 

47 See Dec 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 73-77 (testimony of William P. Cutter, 
Forbes Library); id. at 277-83 (testimony of Albert H. Walker, attorney); id at 298-313 
(testimony of George W. Pound, DeKleist Musical Instrument Co.); id at 337-44 (testi
mony of Paul H. Cromelin, Columbia Phonograph Co.); June 1906 Hearings, supra 
note 10, at 98 (testimony of G. Howlett Davis, inventor of talking machine devices); id 
at 127 (testimony of H.N. Low, piano roll industry); id at 166-70 (testimony of Albert 
H. Walker, attorney). Witnesses representing talking machine and piano roll manufac
turers charged that an illegal combination of musk publishers and the Aeolian Com
pany, a manufacturer of player pianos and piano rolls, had conspired to draft a 
provision of the copyright bill that would enable Aeolian to secure a monopoly on piano 
rolls of popular songs in return for Aeolian's promise to pay royalties to the music 
publishers. Charges of monopoly, trust, and other restraints of trade remained popular 
among witnesses in many subsequent copyright revision hearings. See, eg. sources 
cited infra notes 77 & 93. 
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of Congress became increasingly defensive.4* 
The copyright bill produced by the conferences conferred signifi

cant advantages upon composers and music publishers, who had 
participated, at the expense of the piano roll and talking machine 
industries, which had not. Extant case law held that the manufac
ture of piano rolls did not infringe the copyright in the underlying 
musical composition.49 The bill, however, gave copyright owners 
the exclusive right to make or sell any mechanical device that repro
duced the work in sounds, thus making the unlicensed manufacture 
of piano rolls and phonograph records illegal.30 The opposition 
from piano roll and talking machine companies to the bill derived 
significant weight from their complaints about the process and dom
inated the 1906 hearings. At the request of the House and Senate 
Committees, the bill's original authors drafted a substitute bill limit
ing the mechanical reproduction provisions that the piano roll and 
talking machine interests opposed." Nonetheless, a majority of the 
House Committee voted to delete the mechanical reproduction sub
section completely.32 A minority of the House Committee filed a 
dissenting report supporting a third version of the disputed subsec
tion." The majority of the Senate Committee reported favorably on 
a bill incorporating yet a fourth version,34 while the Senate minority 

** See Dec 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 31-33 (remarks of Herbert Putnam, Li
brarian of Congress); June 1906 Hearings, supra note 10, at 17-18. 109, 148, 151-52 
(remarks of Herbert Putnam. Librarian of Congress). 

'-See Kennedy v. McTammany, 33 F. 384 (C.C. Mass. 1888). 
*>See S. 6330, 59th Cong.. 1st Sess. 5 1(g) (1906). Two years later, the Supreme 

Court settled the issue, agreeing with prior case law and ruling that manufacture of 
piano rolls (and. by analogy, phonograph records) did not infringe the copyright in the 
underlying musical composition. White-Smith Music Publishing v. Apollo Co.. 209 
U.S. I (1908). That ruling remained good law only until it was superseded by the 1909 
Act. 

»• Set H. REf. No. 7083. 39th Cong.. 2d Sess. 9 (1907), reprinted in 6 E.F. BRYLAW
SKI ft A. OOLDMAN, supra note 6. at pt. N. 

12 See id. In revising the bill, the House Committee also limited the conference trill's 
definition of copyrightable subject matter, restricted the performance rights in musical 
compositions to public performance for profit, reduced the duration of the copyright 
term, and introduced a procedure in lieu of renewal. Compare H.R. 23.133.39th Cong., 
2d Sess. }} 1,4,18 (1907), reprinted in 6 E.F. BRYLAWSKI ft A. GOLDMAN, supra note 
6, at pt. N. with S. 6330. 39th Cong.. 1st Sess. ( { I. 4, 18 (1906) reprinted in I E.F. 
BRYLAWSKI ft A. OOLDMAN, supra note 6. at pt. B. 

"See H. REr. NO. 7083. pt. 2, 39lb Cong.. 2d Sess. 7 (1907). reprinted in 6 E.F. 
BRYLAWSKI ft A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt .P. 

"SeeS. RET. No. 6187. 39th Cong.. 2d Sess. 3-4 (1907). reprinted in 6 EF. BRY
LAWSKI ft A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt. Q. 
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report supported the House Committee majority's position." 
None of the bills reached a vote, and, in the following year, a 

proponent of each of the four camps introduced a bill reflecting its 
position.96 At the joint hearings held on the four bills, testimony 
was as divisive as it had been two years earlier.57 At the end of the 
hearings, a representative of popular song writers suggested that the 
song writers might sit down with the piano roll and talking machine 
manufacturers and the music publishers' association in order to 
agree on a compromise solution.3* Representative Currier, the 
chairman of the House Committee, urged the parties to adopt such 
a plan, and a spokesman for the piano roll industry disclosed that 
he had, in fact, begun to explore negotiations with his opponents 
earlier in the day. Representative Currier assured the witnesses 
that, if they could reach agreement, the bill would pass. The Senate 
Committee Chairman echoed his enthusiasm for the plan and ad
journed the hearings." 

The copyright bill introduced in February of 1909 included a so
lution that apparently embodied the agreement of the affected par
ties.60 The relevant provision differed from prior proposals; it 
established a compulsory license61 for mechanical reproductions of 
music and entirely exempted the performance of musical composi
tions on coin operated devices.62 The bill also incorporated a side 
agreement or two that the private parties had reached along the 

« Set S. REP. NO. 6187, pt. 2. 59th Cong.. 2d Seas. 3-4 (1907). reprinted in 6 E.F. 
BRYLAWSKI A A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt. R. 

5 6 See LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR THE 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1908, 60th Cong., lit Sets. 90-93 (1908). 

"See 1908 Hearings, supra note 10, at 188-93 (testimony of Victor Herbert, Authors' 
and Composers' Copyright League of America); id. at 194-218 (testimony of Nathan 
Burkan, attorney); id at 333 (testimony of George W. Pound, DeKIeist Musical Instru
ment Co.). One witness submitted his own substitute bill. See id. at 293-97 (testimony 
of Frank L. Dyer, Nat'l Phonograph Co.). The major players insisted that a compro
mise solution would be impossible. See. eg., id. at 361 (testimony of Robert Under
wood Johnson, American (Authors') Copyright League). 

**Seeid. at 363 (remarks of William Kendall Evans, Words and Music Club). 
" See id. at 368-69 (colloquy). 
«°&e 43 CONG. REC. 3765-67 (colloquy). 
61 A compulsory license limits the copyright owner's exclusive rights by prohibiting 

her from refusing to license a particular-use. Users are entitled to use the copyrighted 
work on statutory terms for a statutory fee. The compulsory license included in the 
1909 bill provided that once a copyright owner had authorized a mechanical reproduc
tion (a piano roll or phonograph record) of a musical composition, other concerns were 
entitled to produce their own mechanical reproductions of the work at the sututory 
royalty of two cents per record or roll manufactured. See S. REP. NO. 9440,60th Cong, 
2dSess. J 1(e) (1909). ' 

" See H.R. REP. No. 2222. 60th Cong.. 2d Sets. 7-9 (1909). The exemption for coin 
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way.63 It was enacted within the month. 

II 

THE 1909 ACT IN A CHANGING WORLD 

A. The Conferences Reprised 

At the same time the Committees were struggling with the revi
sion bill, the Kalem Company hired a writer to read the novel Ben 
Hur and write a scenario for a motion picture, which it proceeded 
to produce. The motion picture industry had been operating with
out concern for the copyright laws. A few motion pictures had been 
registered for copyright as "photographs,"64 but the industry was 
paying no more attention to the copyrights in works it used for its 
raw material than had the piano roll and talking machine industries 
before it.63 The copyright in the novel Ben Hur belonged to Harper 
Brothers Publishers, and Harper Brothers slapped the Kalem Com
pany with a copyright infringement suit. In 1911, the United States 
Supreme Court held that the exhibition of the movie infringed the 
copyright in the novel.66 The Kalem Company settled the suit for 
$25,000, and the motion picture industry woke up and got in touch 

operated machines was intended to shield the promotional playing of songs in penny 
arcades, which were thought to increase the sales of sheet music. See id. 

61 Negotiations between a representative of 'he American (Authors') Copyright 
League and representatives of the International Typographical Union, fur example, pro
duced a provision exempting foreign books written in foreign languages from the bill's 
manufacturing clause, which required all copyrighted books to be printed from type set 
in the United States. See Solberg, supra note 36, at 64-63. In addition, the bill revived 
the renewal term. 

64 See supra note 43. 
*' Lawyers for the motion picture industry, often the same lawyers that represented 

the talking machine industry, contended that the production of motion pictures based 
on copyrighted works did not violate the current copyright laws, and may well have so 
advised their clients. See Townsend Copyright Amendment Complete File of Arguments 
On H.R. li.263 and H.R. 20.596 Before the House Comm. on Patents, 62d Cong., 2d 
Sess. 17-18. 22,41 (1912) [hereinafter 1912 Hearings] (remarks of John O'Connell. Mo
tion Pictures Patent Co.). 

M Kalem Co. v. Harper Bros., 222 U.S. 33 (1911). The lower court held that the 
motion picture itself did not infringe the novel, relying on an analogy to piano rolls, 
which the Supreme Court held did not infringe the copyright in underlying musical 
compositions. See supra note 49 and accompanying text. The court, nevertheless, con
cluded that showing the motion picture violated the copyright owner's exclusive right, 
under Rev. Stat. 4932, to dramatize the novel. Harper & Bros. v. Kalem Co., 169 F. 61 
(2d Cir. 1909), afd, 222 U.S. 33 (1911). The Supreme Court agreed (hat exhibition of 
the film infringed plaintiff's dramatization rights. Kalem, 222 U.S. at 61. Defendant 
did not itself exhibit the film but sold or leased copies of the film for others to exhibit. 
The Supreme Court concluded that defendant's distribution of copies to others for pub
lic exhibition was contributory infringement. Id at 62-63. 

66-469 - 93 - 10 
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with its Congressmen.67 

Motion pictures had barely been mentioned in the hearings on 
the 1909 Act;61 the motion picture industry had not bothered to 
attend.69 After Kalem Co. v. Harper Brothers, however, the motion 
picture industry faced the prospect of liability under a statute that 
had been drafted without its interests in mind.70 It prepared a bill 
to amend the copyright statute to limit the motion picture indus
try's exposure in copyright infringement actions and asked Repre
sentative Edward Townsend of New Jersey to introduce the bill in 
Congress.71 

Townsend introduced the movie industry bill in January of 1912; 
the House Patent Committee scheduled it for hearings that same 
month.72 The Committee made no initial effort to notify interested 
parties of the pending bill.73 A representative of the live theatre 
industry, however, learned of the hearings and showed up at them 
without invitation.74 The hearings that followed threatened to be
come a replay of the talking machine dispute. Most of the witnesses 
who testified before the Committee were the same people who testi
fied in 1906 and 1908.75 Although some of them represented differ-

67 See 1912 Hearings, supra note 65, at 8-9, 65-73 (remarks of Frank L. Dyer, Edison 
Electric Co.). During the early 1910s, the motion picture industry was concentrated in 
New Jersey, Philadelphia, and New York City. Congressmen representing districts in 
which motion picture producers were located spearheaded the industry's efforts to 
amend the copyright statute in the House of Representatives. 

M See 1908 Hearings, supra note 10, at 24, 31, 173-78 (testimony of Ligon Johnson, 
Nat'l Ass'n of Theatrical Managers); id. at 180-98 (various witnesses). 

** Two of the representatives of talking machine companies said a word or two on the 
motion picture industry's behalf. Set id. at 281-82 (testimony of Frank L. Dyer, Nat'l 
Phonograph Co.. on behalf of the Edison Mfg. Co.); id. at 309-11 (testimony of Paul H. 
Cromeiin, American Musical Copyright League, on behalf of Mr. Whitman of the 
Cameraphone Co.). 

TO See 1912 Hearings, supra note 63, at 17-22 (remarks of John O'Connell, Motion 
Pictures Patent Co.). 

71 See id. at 7 (testimony of Rep. Townsend). Among Townsend's New Jersey con
stituents were Thomas Edison and his Edison Electric Company. Mr. Edison invented 
an early motion picture camera; Edison Electric produced motion pictures. 

^ See id. at 3. 
71 See id. at 3 (remarks of Ligon Johnson, Nat'l Ass'n of Theatrical Producing 

Managers). 
"See id. 
" For example, Frank Dyer testiSed in 1906 on behalf of the Edison Phonograph 

Works and the National Phonograph Company. He returned in 1912 to speak for 
Edison Electric Company, a motion picture company. William Brady testified as a the
atrical producer in 1908 and as the President of the National Association of Producing 
Managers in 1912.- John O'Connell represented the National Piano Manufacturers As
sociation of America in 1906 and 1908 and returned in 1912 as the representative of the 
Motion Pictures Patent Co. 
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ent interests this time around, their arguments and counter 
arguments had a familiar ring.76 As was the case in the earlier hear
ings, opponents of the legislation testified that its supporters were 
conspirators in thrall to a dastardly trust.77 

To head off a full-scale re-enactment, Representative Alexander 
suggested that the parties negotiate privately to reach a compromise 
solution, and twice asked the Committee to adjourn its hearings to 
permit the private negotiations to continue.7* The parties reached 
an agreement in March of 1912 and turned their draft of a bill over 
to Representative Townsend for introduction.79 The agreement re
solved the theatre industry's objections to the bill, but disadvan
taged authors of nondramatic works, who had not been involved in 
the controversy.*0 The Copyright Office questioned the wisdom of 
aspects of the compromise," but the Committee reported the bill 
with only minor changes.*2 Enactment followed swiftly. 

B. New Players Join the Game 

The lesson an industry observer might have expected to learn 
from the preceding saga of copyright legislation was that interested 
parties were well advised to work out their differences before involv
ing Congress. And, indeed, that was precisely what affected indus
tries attempted to do with all subsequent efforts at copyright 

'"'See. e.g.. 1912 Hearings, supra note 65, at 34, 74 (testimony of Ligon Johnson. 
Nat'l Ass'n of Theatrical Managers); id. at 41 (testimony of John O'Connell. Motion 
Pictures Patent Co.). 

77 See id. at 29-30 (testimony of Augustus Thomas, Soc'y of American Dramatists 
and Composers); id at 31-32, 60-61 (testimony of William Brady, Nat'l Ass'n of Pro
ducing Managers); id at 64, 74-78 (testimony of Ligon Johnson, Nat'l Ass'n of Theatri
cal Managers). 

n See id. at 44-45; id at 94. Initial efforts to reach agreement broke down after three 
weeks, and motion picture industry representatives gave Rep. Townsend their own ver
sion of a compromise proposal. See id. at 50-51 (remarks of Augustus Thomas. Soc'y of 
American Dramatists and Composers); id at 79 (remarks of John O'Connell. Motion 
Pictures Patent Co.). The proposal was unacceptable to the bills' opponents. See id. at 
60-78 (various witnesses). Rep. Alexander asked the parties to try again. Id at 94. 

n See id. at 95-96. 
1 0 The bill sharply reduced the statutory damages available for infringement of a non-

dramatic work by a motion picture. It did not, however, significantly reduce the statu
tory damages available for infringement of dramatic works. See H.R. 24,224. 62d 
Cong., 2d Sess. (1912). A provision of the bill that the committee later deleted would 
have limited the copyrightability of scenarios. See sources cited Infra note 81. 

11 See 1912 Hearings, supra note 65, at 106-09 (testimony of Thorvald Solberg, Regis
ter of Copyrights); see also Townsend Copyright Amendment- Hearing on H.R. 22.3JO 
Before the House Comm. on Patents, 62d Cong., 2d Sess. 1-9 (1912) (testimony of JJ. 
O'Connell, motion picture industry). 

"See H.R. RET. No. 756. 62d Cong., 2d Sess. (1912). 
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revision. Seeking inter-industry consensus, however, became signifi
cantly more complicated in the years that followed. 

Shortly after the enactment of the Townsend amendment in 1912, 
the structure of industries affected by copyright changed dramati
cally. In 1914, representatives of music publishers and composers 
formed the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publish
ers (ASCAP) to enforce collectively the members' rights to perform 
their musical compositions publicly for profit. ASCAP began a 
campaign to make the nominal performance right remunerative." 
On November 2, 1920, the first commercial radio broadcasting sta
tion opened with a broadcast of the Harding election returns.*4 Ra
dio receiving set manufacturers pioneered radio broadcasting as a 
promotional device; other concerns soon recognized the potential of 
radio advertising." Within a few years, there were radio stations 
throughout the nation. During the 1920s, the motion picture indus
try grew more powerful. U.S. companies produced "talkies" and 
began exporting their movies to Europe. 

Despite the enactment of the Townsend amendment, motion pic
ture producers grew increasingly uncomfortable with the formali
ties of a copyright statute written without attention to their needs.*6 

" Composers and music publishers found it impossible to enforce the public perform
ance right in individual compositions. ASCAP members pooled their compositions into 
a repertory and offered blanket licenses that permitted establishments to perform any 
composition in the repertory during the license term. ASCAP set the single, up-front 
blanket license fee for an establishment on the basis of the size of the business. Motion 
picture theatres, for example, paid an annual fee equal to ten cents per seat. ASCAP*s 
sales tactics drew great ire from affected businesses. An ASCAP representative would 
first offer to sell a blanket license. When the business refused to purchase one, ASCAP's 
representatives would monitor the business, document its performance of ASCAP 
songs, and then sue for infringement Many businesses chose to purchase licenses to 
settle the litigation. Others went to court, where ASCAP routinely prevailed. See. e.g.. 
Buck v. Jewell-LaSalle Realty, 283 U.S. 191 (1931). See generally Oman, Source Li
censing: The Latest Skirmish in an Old Battle. 11 COLUM.-VLA J. L. & ARTS 231,232-
33(1987). 

**See Ashby, supra note 7, at 331. 
•'/<£«! 332. 
"* The 1909 Act imposed formalities prerequisite to the securing of copyright, which 

were based on assumptions appropriate to works exploited by publishing printed copies. 
A story could not be registered for copyright, for example, until it had been published 
with correctly placed and worded notice identifying the owner of the copyright The 
courts interpreted these requirements rigidly. See generally W. PATKV, LATMAN*S THE 
Copvmairr LAW 138-37 (6th ed. 1986). Although the Townsend amendment ad
dressed problems surrounding registration of motion pictures, it had not altered the 
formal requirements for copyright in other works. Motion picture producers found that 
these provisions posed significant obstacles to their efforts to secure dear title to works 
they wished to use in their films. Set Copyrights: Hearings on H.R. 6230andH.R. 9137 
Be/ore the House Comm. on Patents, 68th Cona>, 1st Seas. 312-13 (1924) (hereinafter 
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Representatives of the motion picture industry met with authors' 
representatives in New York and agreed to convene private copy
right conferences, along the model of those that produced the 1909 
Act, to work out a consensus on copyright revision.'7 Representa
tives of authors, book and periodical publishers, printers, labor un
ions, librarians, and motion picture producers met in conferences 
over a number of years and hammered out the details of a copyright 
revision bill.** Motion picture counsel completed a draft of the bill, 
and Representative Frederick William Dallinger introduced it in 
1924." Participants in the conferences, however, had not sought 
the advice of broadcasters or the talking machine industry and had 
sought, but not received, the advice of composers and music pub
lishers.90 Nor had the representatives of motion picture producers 
consulted the theatre owners who exhibited their films. When the 
supporters of the Dallinger bill arrived in front of the House Patent 
Committee, they discovered that the industries they failed to invite 
to their conferences were pursuing their own agenda. 

Both motion picture theaters and radio stations used popular mu
sic in their programs. Apparently, theatre and station owners gave 
copyright infringement little thought until ASCAP showed up on 
their doorsteps demanding royalties.91 When ASCAP went to 

1924 House Hearings] (testimony of Louis E. Swarts, Motion Picture Producers and 
Distributors of America). 

•'Set 1924 House Hearings, supra note 86. at 3II-27 (testimony of Louis E. Swarts, 
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America). 

u Set Copyrights: Hearings on H.R. 11.238 Be/ore ike House Comm. on Patents, 68th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 475-79 (1923) [hereinafter 1925 House Hearings] (testimony of Louis E. 
Swarts. Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America); see also id, at 34-45 
(testimony of Matthew Woll, Nat'l Allied Printing Ass'n); id at 436-39 (testimony of 
Arthur W. Weil, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America). 

** H.R. 8177, 68th Cong., 1st Sess. (1924). See A Bill to Amend the Copyright Act 
and Secure International Copyright (H.R. 8177), 103 PUBLISHERS' WEEKLY 1113 (Mar. 
29, 1924). The Dallinger bill, modeled on the British Copyright Statute of 1911, pro
vided for automatic copyright and adherence to the Berne Convention, see supra note 
12. The bill contained provisions that would have greatly clarifled the motion picture 
producers' title to the copyright in motion pictures and in the underlying works used for 
motion pictures, and would have simplified producers' acquisition of rights. See H.R. 
8177. supra. {$ 45(c). 45(d), 46. 

w Srr 1923 House Hearings, supra note 88. at 437-38 (testimony of Arthur W. Weil. 
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America); id. at 475-79 (testimony of 
Louts E. Swans, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America). During the 
same period of time. ASCAP initiated its own, ultimately unsuccessful, conferences 
with representatives of radio broadcasters. See To Amend The Copyright Acv Hearings 
on & 2128 and H.R. 10.331 before the. Joint Comm. on Pattnu. 69th Cong., 1st Sen. 
236-39 (1926) (hereinafter 1926 Joint Hearings] (testimony of E.C. Mills. ASCAP). 

" Set. eg., 1926 Joint Hearings, supra note 90. at 5 (testimony of Paul B. Klugh. 
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court and got injunctions,92 radio stations and motion picture thea
tre owners went to Congress to seek ASCAP's abolition.91 Mem
bers of Congress introduced various bills to restrict ASCAP's 
activities, exempt radio stations and theatre owners from liability 
for infringement, or narrow the right to perform musical composi
tions publicly for profit.94 The Patent Committee scheduled hear
ings on pending legislation, and the two legislative agendas collided 
in the House Committee hearing room.93 

In hearings before the House Patent Committee, numerous wit
nesses testified that the copyright law was inadequate and needed 
revision. They disagreed sharply, however, on the form that revi-

Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters); 1924 House Hearings, supra note 86, at 7} (testimony of 
Paul B. Klugh. Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters). 

n See. eg-.. Jerome H. Remick A Co. v. American Auto. Accessories, S F.2d 411 (6th 
Cir. 1925); M. Witmark & Sons v. L. Bamberger & Co., 291 F. 776 (D.N.J. 1923). 

• ' See 1924 House Hearings, supra note 86, at I -255 (various witnesses); Broadcasting 
and Copyright, 105 PUBLISHERS' WEEKLY 1802 (May 31, 1924). The feud between the 
broadcasting industry and ASCAP grew increasingly hostile over the years. See. e.g., 
1926 Joint Hearings, supra note 90, at 242-63, 276 (testimony of E.C. Mills, ASCAP); 
id. at 372-72, 383-91 (testimony of Nathan Burkan, ASCAP); id. at 419-23 (testimony 
of Paul E. Klugh, Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters); set infra note 103 and accompanying 
text. 

•»Stt. e.g.. S. 2603, 68th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1924). 
" 1924 House Hearings, supra note 86. The story is, in fact, more complicated than 

the discussion in text would indicate. Many copyright bills were introduced in the 68th 
Congress and referred to the Patent Committees. In addition to the bills drafted by the 
motion picture industry and by the broadcasters, the House Committee had on its plate 
two bills written by the Copyright Office. Introduction of the Dallinger bill was spurred 
by opposition to the Lampert bill, H.R. 2704,68th Cong, 1st Sess. (1924). The Lampert 
bill had been drafted by Register Solberg to permit the United States to adhere to the 
Berne Contention with minimal change in extant domestic copyright law. Motion pic
ture counsel sought Register Solberg's advice on the Dallinger bill. Solberg voiced his 
opposition and suggested that conference participants endorse the Lampert bill as the 
best that they could get in the current political climate. 

Perhaps because of its discomfort with supporting a bill opposed by the Register of 
Copyrights, the Authors' League then approached Register Solberg and asked him to 
draft an alternative comprehensive revision bill. Solberg had been involved with the 
Berne Contention since its inception and had long admired the more author-oriented 
copyright laws in force on the European continent. Solberg drafted a bill based on the 
Berne Contention and the copyright laws of European nations. See Solberg, supra note 
36, at 66-73. Rep. Perkins introduced Solberg's drift as the Perkins bill in 1925. The 
Authors' League and ASCAP endorsed the Perkins bill over the Dallinger bill. Printers 
and labor unions, enraged by the Authors' League's defection, announced they would 
reconsider the concessions they had made in the compromises reflected in the-Dallingcr 
bill. This galvanized most of the other conference participants to oppose the Perkins 
bill. See generally 1925 House Hearings, supra note 88. Ironically, the National Associ
ation of nroadcasters objected to the Perkins bill on the ground that the Register, in 
drafting it, had not fallowed the conference procedure that yielded the 1909 Act. Set id. 
at 198 (testimony of Paul Klugh, Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters). 
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sion should take. Most of the witnesses endorsed one of a half 
dozen bills pending before the committee and testified solemnly that 
adoption of any of the other bills would bring the progress of sci
ence and the useful arts to a screeching halt.96 Representatives Sol 
Bloom and Fritz Lanham expressed their frustration with the testi
mony, and Representative Bloom inquired whether any solution to 
the various disputes would be feasible.97 An author of the Dallinger 
bill suggested that the lawyers for the interests affected by copyright 
have another try at the conference approach over the summer.98 

House Committee members endorsed the suggestion, with the pro
viso that the list of invitees be broader than before. Representative 
Randolph Perkins pointedly suggested the importance of including 
broadcasters, while Representative Bloom proposed that members 
of the House Committee also attend.99 After some bickering among 
witnesses about starting points for discussion, Perkins persuaded 
them to give the idea of further conferences serious consideration. 
Bloom successfully moved the appointment of a subcommittee to 
oversee the effort.100 

The Committee appointed Bloom to head a five-person subcom
mittee. The meetings began the following April101 and continued 
for nearly a year. The list of invitees was initially expansive.102 In 
an early meeting, however, representatives of ASCAP had a rancor
ous exchange with representatives of the National Association of 
Broadcasters, and the broadcasters withdrew in a huff.101 

*>Set, e.g.. 1925 House Hearings, supra note 88, at 34-35 (testimony of Matthew 
Woll, Int'l Allied Printing Ass'n); id at 136-37 (testimony of John Paine, Victor Talk
ing Machine Co.); id at 227-31 (testimony of Alfred Smith. Music Indus. Chamber of 
Commerce): id. at 426-27 (testimony of Gabriel Hen. Motion Picture Producers and 
Distributors of America); 1924 House Hearings, supra note 86, at 169-71 (testimony of 
E.C. Mills. ASCAP); id at 249-30 (testimony of Charles H. Tuttk. Nat'l Ass'n of 
Broadcasters); id at 233-35 (testimony of George P. Ahrens, Motion Picture Owners 
Ass'n). 

97 See 1925 House Hearings, supra note 88, at 367 (remarks of Rep. Lanham); id. at 
483 (remarks of Rep. Bloom). 

*» Id. at 483-84 (colloquy). 
*»/<* at 484 (colloquy). 
100 Id at 483-86 (colloquy). 
101 See Copyright Conferences Resumed, 107 PuBUSHEas* WEEKLY 1432 (April 23, 

1923). 
101 See Copyright: Hearings on H.R. 10.434 Before the House Comm. on Patents, 

69lhCong., 1st Seas. 13-17(1926) (hereinafter 1926 House Hearings] (testimony of F.A. 
Silcox, United Typotbetae of America). Initially, the conference met as a large group 
Later, members met in roughly ISO small meetings to work out bilateral or trilateral 
agreements on speciAc issues. 

103 Set 1926 House Hearings, supra note 102. at 193-96 (testimony of US. Baker, 
Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters). 
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After numerous meetings, representatives of almost all of the par
ticipating industries agreed on the text of a bill. The centerpiece of 
the bill would have enabled the United States to adhere to the Berne 
Convention,*0* an international copyright treaty mandating copy
right protection without formalities. The language and structure of 
the bill reflected its compromise nature. Individual clauses had 
been created through several series of bilateral negotiations and (it 
together awkwardly.105 It also lacked any accommodation for the 
absent broadcasters' concerns. Nonetheless, the bill, introduced as 
the Vestal bill in the 69th Congress, had a long list of endorsements. 
The broadcasting industry, of course, opposed the bill bitterly and 
allied with the talking machine industry and the theatre owners to 
block it.106 Simultaneously, they pursued legislation to privilege 
public performance and broadcast of music.107 

The Vestal bill languished in Congress for several years, accumu
lating opposition from libraries, periodical publishers, academics, 
and a splinter group of theatrical producers,10* as well as broadcast
ers, motion picture producers, and the talking machine industry. In 
1930, supporters of the Vestal bill intensified their efforts toward 
enactment.109 During the 71st Congress, the House Patent Com-

X0*See supra note 12. 
105 The Register of Copyrights gave this reason for preferring his own Perkins bill 

over the draft that emerged from the conferences. See 1926 House Hearings, supra note 
102. at 227-39. 

106 See, e.g., id. at 193-98 (testimony of L.S. Baker, Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters); id 
at 199-206 (testimony of Fulton Brylawski, Motion Picture Theatre Ownen of 
America). Although representatives of the talking machine industry and of the theatre 
owners had participated in the conferences throughout, they were unable to reach 
agreements with ASCAP. Set id. at 302-03 (testimony of Alfred L. Smith, Musk In
dustries Chamber of Commerce). 

107 See generally 1926 Joint Hearings, supra note 90. 
™*See General Retision of the Copyright Law: Hearings on H.R. 6990 Before the 

House Comm. on Patents, 71st Cong., 2d Sess. 100(1930) [hereinafter 1910House Hear
ings] (testimony of Carl Cannon, American Library Ass'n.); id. at 144 (testimony of 
George C. Lucas, Nat'l Publishers' Ass'n); id. at 161-69 (testimony of William Klein. 
Shuhert Theatre Group). 

109 The catalyst for this activity was the approaching deadline for. accession to the 
Berlin text of the Bern* Contention. See id. at 59-61 (testimony of Rep. Sol Bloom). 
See generally Solberg, The International Copyright Union, 36 YALE LJ. 68, 83-102 
(1926). The Berlin text permitted a nation to adhere to Berne while specifying reserva
tions to provisions of the Convention. A 1928 revision of the convention in Rome, 
scheduled to come in to force in 1931. removed the privilege of adhering with reserva
tions. See generally Goldman, supra note 11, at 7. Thus, if the United States wished to 
adhere to Berne subject to reservations, it was necessary to do so by August of 1931. At 
no lime during the many efforts to accede to Berne over the past 100 yean, including 
the drive that culminated in the Beme Convention Implementation Act of 1988, have 
industry representatives igreed on anything resembling wholehearted compliance with 
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mittee held further hearings on the Vestal bill."0 Authors' repre
sentatives met with representatives of organizations opposed to the 
bill throughout the night during the hearings and reached further 
compromises on disputed provisions."1 Witnesses thus explained 
to the House Committee that they had opposed the bill during the 
previous day's testimony, but were now willing to endorse it."2 

Members of the Committee urged that further negotiations proceed 
with dispatch."3 Representative Lanham suggested that one dis
pute be settled on the spot, in the hearing room and during the 
testimony."4 As a result of the hasty negotiations, the House Com
mittee reported the Vestal bill favorably, observing that "practically 
all the industries and all the authors have united in support of this 
revision.""5 

"Practically all the industries," of course, was not quite the same 
as all of the industries. Industries that had gotten little satisfaction 
from the conferences persuaded members of Congress to press their 
proposals on the floor of the House. The House of Representatives 
voted in favor of the Vestal bill only after adopting floor amend
ments restricting ASCAP's activities and privileging for-profit pub
lic performances of phonograph records and receptions of radio 
broadcasts."* 

Seme't provisions. See, eg.. 134 COMO. REC H 10.094-98 (daily ed. Oct. 12, 1988); 134 
CONO. REC. S14.33I-SI4.366 (daily ed. Oct. 3. 1988); Mr also Obon, supra note 2. at 
121 ('To make . . . consensus possible, the Berne bill was stripped of those provisions 
that threatened major interest (roups."). See generally U.S. Adherence to the Berne 
Contention, supra note 16. 

no I9}0 House Hearings, supra note 108. 
'" See id. at 140-41 (testimony of William Hamilton Osborne, Authors' League of 

America). 
1X2 See. eg,, id. at 100-02 (testimony of Carl Cannon, American Library Ass'n). 
" J 5 « . e.g.. 1930 House Hearings, supra note 108, at 264 (testimony of William A. 

Brady: Throughout your different hearings, many of your members have suggested to 
the publishers and authors 'Why not get together? Why not go out in the hall and have 
a little ulk and settle this matterT ">, see also 72 Corw. Rec 12^00 (1930) (remarks of 
Rep. Busby). 

'»«1930 House Hearings, supra note 108, at 133. When William Warner, of the Na
tional Publishers' Association, alluded to a disagreement between authors and periodi
cal publishers over the ownership and scope of serialisation rights. Rep. Lanham 
suggested that Warner interrupt his testimony in order to permit authors to express 
their views and then negotiate an immediate resolution. Id. 

•" H.R. RET. No. 1893. 71st Cong. 2d Seas. 8 (1930). 
)•* 74 CONO. REC 2006-37 (1931); 72 CONO. REC 12X07-15. 12,473-73 (1930); see 

Solberg. The Present Copyright Situation. 40 Y A U l_I. 184. 201-02 (1930). The Hone 
defeated, but ultimately defeated an amendment that would have made ASCAP*a activi
ties illegal and a complete defense to an infringement suit brought by one of its mem
bers. See 74 CONG. REC 2031 (1931). 
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The amendments, however, failed to mollify the bill's opponents. 
When the House referred the bill to the Senate, representatives of 
broadcasters, radio and phonograph manufacturers, and motion 
picture theatre owners demanded that the Senate hold hearings to 
receive testimony in opposition to the bill."7 After listening to the 
testimony, the Committee settled on a series of amendments and 
reported a by now complex, and internally inconsistent, Vestal bill 
to the Senate floor, where it got caught in a filibuster on another 
matter.'" 

In the following Congress, the House Committee started over. 
The new Committee Chairman scheduled extended hearings and 
met privately with industry representatives.119 He then introduced 
a bill that embodied his notion of a fair compromise. In the face of 
opposition from the motion picture theatre owners, map publishers, 
and broadcasters, he revised the bill to incorporate their sugges
tions.120 Motion picture producers and distributors and ASCAP 
denounced the changes.111 Chairman Sirovich rushed the bill to the 
House floor under a special rule,122 but the opposition of other 
members of the House Patent Committee killed the bill before it 
could be put to a vote.121 

Meanwhile, private negotiations began to collapse in the face of 
the Depression economy. Organizations that made concessions in 
the spirit of compromise in 1926, 1928, or 1930 were no longer sat
isfied with their bargains.124 At the suggestion of a representative of 

1,1 Set General Revision of The Copyright Law: Hearings on H.R. 12.549 Before the 
Senate Comm. on Patents, 71st Cong., 3d Sess. 1-2 (1931) (remarks of Chairman 
Waterman). 

"•See Goldman, supra note 11, at 6-7. 
1 " Private industry representatives continued to meet among themselves in the now 

familiar conferences. 
110 See General Revision of the Copyright Law: Hearings on H.R. 11.948 Before the 

House Comm. on Patents, 72d Cong.. 1st Sess. I (1932) (remarks of Chairman Sirovich). 
ASCAP also insisted on amendments, but Chairman Sirovich declined to adopt them. 
See id. 

121 See id. at 4S-70 (testimony of Gabriel L Hess, Nat'l Distributors of Motion Pic
tures); id. at 83-160 (testimony of Nathan Burkan, ASCAP). Among the changes was 
an amendment sharply reducing the remedies available for the unauthorized exhibition 
of motion pictures. 5re id. at 28-29 (testimony of Abram F. Meyers, Allied States Ass'n 
of Motion Picture Exhibitors). 

•» 7J CONO. REC. 11.059 (1932). 
' " Goldman, supra note 11, at 7. Set 73 CONO. REC. I I.06S-72 (1932). 
,]*Str. e.g.. International Copyright Union: Hearings on S. 1928 Before the Senate 

Comm. on Foreign Relations, 73d Cong.. 2d Seas. (4-90(1934) [hereinafter I9J4 Senate 
Hearings) (testimony of M.J Flynn, American Fed'n of Labor) (printing unions cur
rently oppose adherence to Berne unless publishers agree to raise wages). 
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organized labor, the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations asked 
the State Department to organize an informal committee of State 
Department, Copyright Office, and Commerce Department repre
sentatives to oversee further private negotiations.1" The interde
partmental committee held a series of conferences with 
representatives of affected interests. They drafted a bill that proved 
to be acceptable to broadcasters and to the other interests that had 
opposed the Vestal bill.126 Authors, composers, publishers, motion 
picture producers, and organized labor, however, found the bill 
completely unacceptable and promptly got off of the bandwagon.127 

Strong support from the administration enabled the bill to pass the 
Senate, but strong opposition from interested parties caused it to 
perish in the House.12' 

With copyright revision stalled in Congress, a private foundation 
attempted to restart it. The National Committee of the United 
States of America on International Intellectual Cooperation called 
its own copyright conferences.,2* After sixteen months of meetings, 
it was unable to arrive at a bill that everyone would support. The 
Committee drafted a bill nonetheless.110 The bill went nowhere. 

125 See Revision of the Copyright Laws: Hearings before the House Comm. on Patents, 
74th Cong.. 2d Sess. 221-60 (1936) [hereinafter 1916 House Hearings] (testimony of Sen. 
F. Ryan Duffy). A representative of the printing and typographic unions requested that 
the Slate Department be enlisted to mediate between publishers and organized labor. 
Publishers favored adherence to Berne. Labor unions facing Depression wages de
manded higher pay or statutory provisions to protect American printing jobs in return 
for labor's support of the treaty. Set 1914 Senate Hearings, supra note 124. at 90-91 
(colloquy). 

116 See I9J6 House Hearings, supra note 123. at 260-89 (testimony of Wallace Mc-
Clure. Dep't of State); id. at 337-40 (letter from Wallace McCIure to Phillip Loucks. 
Nail Ass'n of Broadcasters); id. at 1068-74 (prepared statement submitted by Wallace 
McCIure. Dep't of State). 

1271916 House Hearings, supra note 123, at 279-80 (remarks of Chairman Sirovich); 
see Hearing on S. 2465 Before the Senate Comm. on Patents, 74th Cong., 1st Sess 3-13 
<l<>33) (testimony of Louise Silcoj. Authors' League of America); id. al 13-26 (testi
mony of Gene Buck. ASCAP); id. at 47-49 (testimony of John G. Payne. Music Pub
lishers' Protective Ass'n); id. at 33-36 (testimony of Gabriel Hess, Motion Picture 
Producers and Distributors of America); id. at 739-43 (testimony of Thorvald Solberg, 
former Register of Copyrights). 

•2»5*e Duffy, International Copyright, 8 Am L. REV. 213. 220 (1937). 
l^See Copyright Group Making Progress, 135 PUBLISHERS' WEEKLY 1281 (April I, 

1939). 
' <"S. 3043. 76th Cong.. 2d Sess. (1940). Set 86 CONG. REC. 63-78 (1940); Goldman. 

iupra note II,at \0-\l; see also Chmftt, supra note 7 (comparing major provisions of the 
Shnlwcll bill with then-current law). Set generally Note, Copyright-Adherence to the 
International Copyright Union and Proposed Copyright Reform (Shotmttl M0, 12 AIR L 
RHV. 49 (1941). 
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After twenty years of private negotiations, the second world war 
intervened, and efforts to revise the copyright statute died. 

HI 
SHORTCHANGING THE FUTURE 

The history of copyright revision efforts during the first half of 
this century demonstrates how a process of private negotiations, ini
tially adopted as an expedient alternative to a government commis
sion,'" came to dominate copyright revision. A closer look at the 
substance of some of the negotiations reveals insights about the 
strengths and weaknesses of that process as a method of drafting 
statutes. 

Throughout the various conferences, interests that were absent 
from the bargaining table were shortchanged in the compromises 
that emerged: The Librarian of Congress's conferences in 1905 and 
1906 excluded the piano roll and talking machine interests; the bill 
that emerged disadvantaged them.1" The motion picture industry 
attended none of the negotiations that resulted in the 1909 Act and 
found the statute a significant hindrance.113 The 1912 negotiations 
between motion picture and theatre industries to frame the Town-
send Amendment yielded a compromise that handicapped authors 
and publishers of nondramatic works, who did not participate.134 

The conferences in the 1920s that led to the Dallinger bill included 
no representatives of the broadcasting industry; the Dallinger bill 
gave publishers and composers rights at the broadcasters' ex
pense. '35 The broadcasters walked out of the conferences that pro
duced the Vestal bill; the Vestal bill addressed none of the 
broadcasters' concerns.136 

At first glance, this observation seems intuitively obvious. Parties 
who are negotiating would seem to have no incentive to safeguard 
the interests of their absent competitors. On further consideration, 
however, the persistent shortchanging of absent interests seems 
more startling. The battles that preceded the enactment of the 1909 
Act should have demonstrated to the participants that interests ex
cluded from negotiations could effectively block legislation. Many 

131 See supra notes 37-40 and accompanying text. 
1 \2 See supra notes 44-30 and accompanying text. 
'**See supra notes 67-70 and accompanying text; supra note 86. 
1 ,4 See supra note SO and accompanying text. 
" ' See supra notes 87-99 and accompanying text. 
,J* See supra notes 102-07 and accompanying teat. 
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of the participants in the later conferences had been privy to the 
1906 and 1908 hearings. Even had the threat been dismissed or 
forgotten, the controversy that surrounded the Dallinger bill137 

should surely have persuaded conference participants to make some 
accommodation for absent parties in connection with the Vestal 
bill. Yet, the compromises that were made emerged only after face-
to-face bargaining, either within the conferences or at the last min
ute in response to congressional pressure.13* 

If the parties' desire to draft enactable legislation would seem to 
engender consideration for those excluded, other forces made that 
accommodation difficult. The division of rights among competing 
interests became increasingly complex and interdependent. The 
compromises that emerged from the conference approach were 
rarely bilateral. Authors conditioned concessions to motion picture 
producers on their receipt of concessions from organized labor who 
in turn demanded something from publishers.139 In the ensuing 
complex web of interrelated concessions, the hypothetical demands 
of absent parties got lost. 

The understandable tendency of stakeholders to view representa
tives of the upstart future as poachers on previously settled territory 
also influenced the course of negotiations.140 Composers, sheet mu
sic publishers, and musicians divided up the world in a satisfactory 
manner before the producers of piano rolls and talking machines 
entered their markets. Novelists, dramatists, photographers, book 
publishers, and theatrical producers had comfortable niches before 
motion picture theatres came on the scene. Excluding newcomers 
from the benefits conferred by copyright legislation may have 
seemed like a necessary corollary to protecting one's turf. 

Indeed, the interests that had not yet come into being when the 
negotiations took place were the quintessential excluded parties. 
They threatened competition with all current stakeholders and 
posed no apparent threat of lobbying against legislation. As one 
might expect, then, they were the parties most likely to find that the 
negotiated compromises operated to their disadvantage. The indus
tries that chafed most under the provisions of the 1909 Act, for 
example, were the motion picture and broadcast industries: the for-

'•*' See supra notes 87-96 and accompanying text. 
"•See supra notes 108-14 and accompanying text. 
1 " See, e.g.. sources cited supra notes 95-97. 
140 See. e.g.. 1924 House Hearings, supra note 86, at 103-11 (testimony of Gene Buck. 

ASCAP); 1908 Hearings, supra note 10, at 173-79 (testimony of Ligon Johnson, Nat'l 
Ass'n of Theatrical Producing Managers). 
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mer barely begun and the latter not yet imagined at the time the 
Librarian of Congress called his conferences in 1906.'41 

The motion picture and broadcast industries found the 1909 Act 
particularly inhospitable because it required emergent industries to 
adapt themselves to conform to ill-fitting molds. A statute could 
pose difficulties for a new technology simply because its general pro
visions seem not to anticipate the specific circumstances of a new 
invention. That, however, is a problem shared by most legislation. 
The problems inherent in the 1909 Act were more pernicious, be
cause its drafters crafted the language to settle particular, specific 
inter-industry disputes. 

The 1909 Act's strategy for reconciling competing demands 
among industry representatives was to specify rights and remedies 
within subject matter categories. The conferences began in 1905 
with each organization's articulation of its wish list.142 Each of the 
afTected interests sought to retain the advantages it enjoyed under 
current law, while eliminating features that worked to its detriment. 
Where wishes appeared irreconcilable, the parties suggested differ
entiation of provisions along subject matter lines.143 The solutions 
to many disputes were provisions detailing the particular rights at
taching to particular categories of works, the particular actions that 
constituted infringement of those rights, and the particular reme
dies available for those infringements.'44 The bill introduced in the 
59th Congress followed this strategy.145 For example, the original 
bill varied the term of copyright among different classes of works, 
from twenty-eight years for prints and labels, to life of the author 
plus fifty years after death for musical compositions. In addition, it 
placed a ten year limit on the exercise of the exclusive dramatiza
tion right in a book.146 In tinkering with the bill, the House and 

141 See, e.g.. General Revision of the Copyright Law; Hearings Be/ore the House 
Comm. on Patents, 72d Cong., 1st Sess. 168 (1932) (remarks of Louis G. Caldwell, Nat'l 
Ass'n of Broadcasters). 

142 COPYRIGHT CONFERENCE, 1ST SESS., supra note 6, at 7-26; see also STENO
GRAPHIC REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE LIBRARIAN'S CONFERENCE ON 
COPYRIGHT, 2D SESSION, IN NEW YORK CITY, NOV. 1-4, 1905, ai 7-29, 33-35, re
printed in 2 E.F. BRYLAWSKI AND A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6, at pt. O [hereinarier 
COPYRIGHT CONFERENCE, 2D SESS.] 

"'See COPYRIGHT CONFERENCE, 1ST SESS., supra nole 6, at 45-48. 51-53. 77-84. 
1 4 4 See STENOGRAPHIC REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE LIBRARIAN'S CON

FERENCE ON COPYRIGHT, 3D SESSION, AT LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, WASHINGTON, 
D C . MARCH 13-16. 1906, at ixix-lxiv, xcv-c, reprinted in 3 E.F. BRYLAWSKI AND A. 
GOLDMAN, supra nole 6, at pi. E. 

I*'See S. 6330. 59th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1906). 
"*See S. 6330. 59th Cong.. 1st Sess. §§ 18. 20 (1906). 
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Senate committees removed some of the distinctions but added 
others. Thus, Congress replaced the variable copyright terms with 
a uniform renewable term of twenty-eight years.147 On the other 
hand, the 1906 bill treated the performance rights in musical com
positions and dramatic compositions similarly. The bill that Con
gress enacted gave the rights different scope and established 
different remedies for their infringement.14* 

The extent to which the 1909 Act's category-specific language en
compassed new technology was difficult to predict. Although the 
specificity of terms initially provided security to the affected indus
tries, the growth of new forms and methods made the language 
seem increasingly ambiguous. The development of the mimeograph 
machine, for example, created doubts about the reach of a provision 
requiring all books to "be printed from type set within the limits of 
the United States, either by hand or by the aid of any kind of type
setting machine, or from plates made within the limits of the United 
States from type set therein."149 When the word roll, a piano roll 
with lyrics printed alongside the perforations that produced the mu
sic, superseded the simple piano roll, it was unclear whether the 
compulsory license for mechanical reproductions of music permit
ted the addition of printed lyrics."0 

The statutory language posed more radical problems for the new 
media. The infant industries found the 1909 Act ambiguous and its 
application to their activities uncertain until the courts issued an 
authoritative ruling.1" Courts, in turn, struggled to apply the 1909 
Act's language to fact patterns that its drafters never envisioned. 
As case law developed, the application of copyright law to new 
technology depended more on linguistic fortuity than anything 

•«5*r 17 U.S.C. §24(1909). 
"* Compare S. 6330. 59th Cong., lit Sess. §§ 1(d). 1(f). 23(b)(3) with 1909 Act. 

supra note 10. §§ 1(d), 1(e), 25(b). See supra notes 13-20 and accompanying text. 
144 17 U.S.C. $ IS (1909). Congress amended the section in 1926 to preserve the 

copyrights in mimeographed books from forfeiture. 5 K Act of July 3. 1926, 44 Stat. 
818. 

1 w See. e.g.. 1926 Joint Hearings, supra note 90, at 86-87 (testimony of Alfred Smith, 
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce). The courts held that the statutory mechani
cal license did not permit the reproduction or distribution of printed lyrics. See Stan
dard Music Roll v. F.A. Mills. 241 F. 360 (3d Or. 1917). 

'" See. e.g.. General /tension of the Copyright Law: Hearings Before the House 
Comm. on Patents, 72d Cong., 1st Sess. 174-73 (1932) (testimony of Louis G. Caldwell. 
Nat'l Au'n of Broadcasters); id. at 403-06 (testimony of George P. Aarons. Motion 
Picture Theatre Owners); General Revision of the Copyright Law: Hearings on H.R. 
10.976 Before the House Comm. on Patents. 72d Cong., 1st Sess. 206-07 (1932) (testi
mony of Frank A.K. Boland, American Hotel Ass'n). 
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else.1" 
Determining the scope of copyright protection for motion pic

tures, for example, required courts to decide such questions as 
whether the exhibition of a motion picture constituted "publica
tion" within the meaning of the 1909 Act.1" Was a motion picture, 
specifically enumerated in subsections (I) and (m) of section S, also 
a "dramatic or dramatico-musical composition" as specified in sub
section 5(d), or, if not, could it still be deemed a "drama" for the 
purposes of subsection 1(d)?114 If so, was exhibiting the film a "per
formance"? Should projecting the frames of a motion picture be 
characterized as making a "copy" of the motion picture1" or as 
"dramatizing" it?196 Radio broadcasting posed similar problems. 
Was the broadcast of music to receiving sets in individuals' homes a 
public performance?"7 Was broadcasting at no charge to listeners 
a performance for profit?"1 Was it a public performance for profit 
to install a radio receiving set and loud speakers in hotel guest 
rooms?"" 

'"Se* 75 CONG. RRC 11.062 (1932) (remarks of Rep. Sirovich): 
At ihe time of the passage of the 1909 Act. radio broadcasting was an un
known quantity. Because of certain general provisions of that act, such as 
"public performance" and "mechanical reproduction" it turned out that dra
matic and musical compositions were protected over the radio, but the act 
nowhere provided for protection over the radio in any other respect. The au
thor of literary works is not protected under the present law. 

See also Varmer, LIMITATIONS ON PERFORMING RIGHTS 104-07, reprinted in SIIH-
COMM. ON PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND PATENTS OF THE SF.NATE COMM. ON THE 
JUDICIARY, 86TH CONG., 1ST SESS., COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION (Comm. Print I960). 

153 See. e.g.. Patterson v. Century Prod., 93 F.2d 489 (2d Cir. 1937); Tiffany Prods. 
v. Dewing, SO F.2d 911 (D. Md. 1931): The majority of courts held that exhibition was 
not publication. 

154 See. e.g.. Metro Goldwyn Mayer Distrib. v. Bijou Theatre. 3 F. Supp. 66 (D. Ma. 
1933); Tiffany Prods.. 30 F.2d at 914-15. 

'"See Patterson, 93 F.2d at 493-94; Metro Goldwyn Mayer, 3 F. Supp at 73-74. A 
few courts concluded thai the projection was indeed a copy. See Varmer, supra note 
152, at 104-07. 

154 See Metro Goldwyn Mayer, 3 F. Supp. at 73; cf. Kalem Co. v. Harper Bro.. 222 
U.S. 55 (1911) (applying prior law). Kalem held that projecting a motion picture dram
atized the book on which it was based, even if the motion picture was not itself a copy of 
the book. Some courts extended that rationale. See Varmer, supra note 152, at 103-06. 

157 See. e.g.. Jerome H. Remick & Co. v. American Auto. Accessories. 3 F.2d 411 
(6th Cir. 1925). Most courts held that it was. Bui see Jerome H. Remick 4 Co. v. 
General Elcc., 4 F.2d 160 (S.D.N.Y. 1924). 

'"See. e.g.. M. Witmark & Sons v. L. Bamberger & Co., 291 F.2d 776 (D.N.J. 1923). 
The majority of courts said yes. 

""See Buck v. Jewell-LaSalle Really. 283 U.S. 191 (1931). The court held thai it 
was. But see Twentieth Century Music v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151 (1975) (holding that 
installing a radio receiving set and loud speakers in a delicatessen was not a perform
ance). Under the case law that developed, both radio broadcasting and the playing of 
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The nature of the legislation that emerged from the conference 
and compromise process increased the problems of applying a nar
rowly worded statute to industries transformed by technological 
change. Multilateral bargaining produces statutes ill-suited to 
traditional interpretation. It is problematic to discuss a statute's 
"overall purpose" in connection with a web of negotiated deals.1*0 

Where specific provisions are predicated on the peculiarities of indi
vidual industries, and new industries develop their own very differ
ent peculiarities, it is difficult to formulate a basis for drawing the 
appropriate analogies. 

Industries, however, adjust in time to even the most inhospitable 
law.,6' Where the copyright statute failed to accommodate the re
alities faced by affected industries, the industries devised expedients, 
exploited loopholes, and negotiated agreements that superseded 
statutory provisions. The broadcast industry formed its own per
forming rights society to compete with ASCAP.161 The recording 
industry developed a form license that incorporated the basic con
cept of a compulsory license for mechanical reproduction, but at 
more favorable terms, and used it instead of the license conferred by 
the statute.,w The motion picture industry established an ASCAP-
like operation to deal with unauthorized exhibition of films.IM An 
enterprising group of talking machine manufacturers used the copy
right exemption for the performance of musical compositions on 
coin operated devices169 to launch the jukebox industry, and mar
keted jukeboxes to establishments that wished to play music but not 

radio broadcasts in large commercial establishments infringed the copyrights in the mu
sic that was played, but radio broadcasts were not themselves copyrightable. 

,wSee Easlerbrook, supra note 8, at 340-44; Posner, supra note 8. at 273; infra notes 
203-27 and accompanying text; set also Litman, supra note 13, at 879-82. 

,61 See. e.g.. General Revision of the Copyright Law: Hearings Before the House 
Comm. on Patents, 72d Cong., 1st Sen. (1932) (testimony of Will Irwin. Authors' 
League of America). 

162 Set Oman, supra note 83, at 232. The broadcasters' performing rights association. 
Broadcast Music. Inc.. was established in 1939 as a performing rights society owned 
entirely by broadcasters. Like ASCAP, it licensed its entire repertory of compositions 
for a flat fee. See generally Columbia Broadcasting Sys. v. American Soc'y of Compos
ers. 400 F. Supp. 737 (S.D.N.Y. 197$), rew'd. 562 F.2d 130 (2d Cir. 1977). m'd sub 
nom. Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 441 U.S. I (1979). 

161 See 1926 Joint Hearings, supra note 90, at' 314-15 (testimony of Nathan Burkan. 
ASCAP); id. at 86 (testimony of Alfred L. Smith, Music Indus. Chamber of 
Commerce). 

164 See 1936 House Hearings, supra note 125, at 1026-37 (testimony of Gabriel L. 
Hess, Nat'l Distributors of Copyrighted Motion Pictures). 

165 See supra note 62 and accompanying text. 
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to pay royalties.166 

IV 

THE POST-WAR REVISION EFFORT 

A. Returning to Conference 

By the end of the second world war, industries had been operat
ing within the confines of the 1909 Act for a third of a century. 
Everybody criticized the law as outmoded;167 it had, after all, been 
drawn to accommodate the requirements of particular media before 
the advent of radio, jukeboxes, sound motion pictures, Muzak®, 
and now television.168 The affected industries accommodated the 
arcane law through combinations of trade practice,169 collectively 
bargained form contracts,170 and practical contortions.171 The re-

'** See General Revision of the Copyright Law: Hearings Before the House Comm. on 
Patents, lid Cong., 1st Sess. 199-208 (1932) (testimony of Erwin M. Treusch, Auto
matic Music Indus.). 

147 See. e.g.. Chafee, supra note 7, at 503, 516-22; Ebenstein, supra note 7, at xv-xx; 
Stern, supra note 7, at 512. Even the industries that had opposed all prior proposals for 
change came to view the outmoded 1909 Act as unsatisfactory. 

, M Television was invented in the 1920s, but the first commercial television broadcast 
station began operation in 1942. 

ttnSee. e.g.. Recording and Performing Rights in Certain Literary Works: Hearings 
on ll.R. 3589 Before Subcomm. No. 3 of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 8 2d Cong., 
1st Sess. 7-8(1951) [hereinafter 1951 House Hearings] (testimony of John Schulman, 
Authors' League of America); Kaminstein, DIVISIBILITY OF COPYRIGHTS 18-25, re
printed in SUBCOMM. ON PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND PATENTS OF THE SENA IT: 
COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 86TH CONG., 1ST SESS., COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 
(Comm. Print I960). The trade practice in periodical publishing, for example, involved 
a complicated series of conveyances of the copyright in contributions to the periodical 
in order to achieve the publisher's acquisition of the rights it needed and the author's 
reservation of other rights without forfeiting the copyright. See id. at 18-22. In the 
music industry, prevailing practice gave the music publisher legal title to the copyright, 
but the publisher behaved as if it held certain portions of the copyright in (rust for the 
composer. Although composers did not have legal title to their copyrights, they rou
tinely granted some rights to ASCAP and similar organizations without the publishers' 
formal participation. See id. at 23-24. These practices made little legal sense because 
the courts treated copyright in a work as an indivisible whole. See generally id. at 1-17. 

170See. e.g.. Blaisdell. THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE COMPULSORY LICENSE 92-
100, reprinted in SUBCOMM. ON PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND PATEN IS OF THE SEN
ATE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 86TH CONG., 1ST SESS., COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 
(Comm. Print 1960); Henn, THE COMPUI^ORY LICENSE PROVISIONS OF THE U.S. 
COPYRIGHT LAW 44-53, reprinted in SUBCOMM. ON PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND 
PATENTS OF THE SENATE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 86TH CONG., 1ST SESS., COPY
RIGHT LAW REVISION (Comm. Print 1960). Composers, music publishers, and drama
tists, for example, belonged to association* that acted as bargaining agents and 
negotiated complicated form contracts for the transfer or licensing of rights. These as
sociations behaved like labor unions but were not labor unions because composers and 
dramatists were not employees for the purposes of the National Labor Relations Act. 
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suiting distortions in industry structure and clout produced new 
vested interests and hardened bargaining positions.'72 

Industry representatives, having learned the difficulty or compre
hensive statutory reform, declined to press for complete revision. 
Instead, they focused their legislative efforts on obtaining narrow 
amendments to redress specific grievances. Some of the bills intro
duced at the behest of particular industries succeeded;,7J others be
came perennial visitors in successive congressional sessions.174 

The most imperative problem after the war was the' United 
States' isolation from international copyright relations.173 Prior ef
forts to amend the copyright law to permit adherence to the Berne 
Convention had ended in failure.17* The government directed its at
tention to devising a way to establish international copyright rela-

Stt Blaisdcll. supra, at 91-92; Note, Copyright in the Stagr Direction of A Broadway 
Musical. 8 COI.UM.-VLA J.L. A Arrs 309. 323 n.94 (1983). 

171 Set. e.g. Kaminslein, supra note 169. at 18-22; Henn, supra note 170. at 44-47. 
Securing copyright protection abroad for a work published in the U.S. required particu
larly convoluted procedures. Securing copyright protection in the U.S. for a work pub
lished abroad was, in some cases, even more troublesome. See Stem, supra note 7, at 
308-11. 

172 See, e.g. Chafee, supra note 7. at 317-18; Ebenstein, supra note 7, at six. Propos
als to eliminate the compulsory license for mechanical reproductions of music or to 
increase the statutory royalty rate, for example, drew increasingly strident objections. 
The dispute between jukebox owners and operators, who insisted on retaining the juke
box exemption, and composers and music publishers, who demanded its repeal, became 
a pitched war. Suggestions that the United States eliminale the labor protection provi
sions contained in its copyright statute inspired fierce opposition. 

' " & * Act of July 17. 1932. Pub. L. No. 82-373. 66 Slit. 732 (extending public 
performance for profit and recording rights to oondramalk literary works, lectures, and 
sermons); Act of June 3. 1949, Pub. L. No. 81-84 (extending ad interim protection for 
foreign books and periodicals). 

174 Bills to repeal or restrict the jukebox exemption, see. e.g.. H.R. 3473. 82d Cong., 
1st Sess. (1931); H.R. 1269. 80th Cong.. 1st Sess. (I947>. H.R. 319a 79th Cong.. 1st 
Sess. (1945), to extend limited copyright protection to recordings, see. e.g.. S. 1206, 79th 
Cong.. 1st Sess. (1943). and to provide copyright for textile designs, see e.g. H.R. 2860. 
80th Cong., 1st Sess. (1947), showed up again and again. 

1 " Most of the world's developed nations had joined the Berne Convention and modi
fied their copyright laws to accord with its terms. See supra note 12. This left the 
United Slates with a copyright statute distinctly out of step with the international com
munity, and dependent upon bilateral arrangements or simultaneous publication in 
Berne nations for protection of its copyrights abroad. See Removal of Domestic Manu
facturing Requirements for the Acquisition of Copyright by Certain Foreign Nationals: 
Hearings on H.R. 4059 before Subeomm. No. J of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 
82d Cong., 2d Sess. 207-09 (1932) (hereinafter 1952 House Hearings] (testimony of Ar
thur Ftsher. Register of Copyrights): id. at 3-4 (testimony of Luther E. Evans. Librarian 
of Congress); American Bar Association Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright 
Law. Report of Committee No. IX- Program far Revision of the Copyright Law, 1937 
COMMITTEE RETORTS 31, 60-61; Stem, supra note 7, at 508-12. 

n* See supra notes 101-30 and accompanying text. 
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tions without undertaking the pblitically-charged endeavor of 
overhauling the copyright statute to comply with Berne's require
ments.177 The outcome was the Universal Copyright Convention.'™ 
The Copyright Office asked industries affected by copyright to delay 
requests for statutory revision until the international effort could be 
completed.179 The strategy proved successful, but the clock contin
ued to tick. The 1909 Act passed its fortieth birthday, and the need 
for copyright revision failed to evaporate. 

Meanwhile, the subject matter of copyright remained frozen in 
the form it had taken in 1912. More recently developed works were 
copyrightable only to the extent they could be analogized to the 
statutory list of works subject to copyright and received rights 
whose scope was limited by the category in which they best fit. 
Decorative lamp bases and children's toys, for example, could be 
registered as "works of art" or "reproductions of a work of art.""0 

Motion pictures and television programs recorded on film could be 
copyrighted as unpublished motion picture photoplays.181 Live or 
taped television programs, radio programs, and phonograph records 
were deemed uncopyrightable. Neither the copyright statute nor 
case law recognized that the multiplicity of copyright rights could 

177 The United States, working through UNESCO, used its new world power status 
to craft a second worldwide copyright treaty designed to accommodate the quirks of 
United States law without affecting copyright relations among Berne nations. See 1932 
House Hearing!, supra note 175, at 4 (testimony of Luther E. Evans. Librarian of Con
gress); id. at 209 (testimony of Arthur Fisher, Register of Copyrights). See generally 
Henn, The Quest for International Copyright Protection, 39 CORNELL L. REV. 43 
(I9S3). The government created a commission of interest group representatives and 
government agency employees to facilitate domestic compromises. See Fisher. Intro
duction, 2 BULL. COPYRIGHT SOC'Y 83 (1955). 

""Seven years of negotiations among United States and foreign industries under 
UNESCO's auspices produced substantial concessions to American demands and near 
unanimity in favor of the treaty among United States industry representatives. See Uni
versal Copyright Contention and Implementing Legislation. Hearings on The Universal 
Copyright Convention and S. 2559 Be/ore a Subcomm. of the Sen. Comm. on Foreign 
Relations and a Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 
177-79 (1954) (testimony of Arthur Fisher, Register of Copyrights). The Senate ratified 
the treaty and Congress passed the modest implementing legislation the treaty required. 
Act of Aug. 31, I9S4, Pub. L. No. 83-743. 61 Stat. 655. 

179 See Legislative Appropriations for 1956: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Legis
lative Appropriations of the House Comm. on Appropriations, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 115-
16 (1955) (testimony of Arthur Fisher, Register of Copyrights). 

, t 0 See Derenberg, Copyright Law, in 1955 ANNUAL SURVEY OF AMERICAN LAW 
278, 280-81 (1956): Denicola, Applied Art and Industrial Design: A Suggested Approach 
to Copyright in Useful Articles. 67 MINN. L. REV. 707. 715-17 (1983). 

'*' See Cohn, Old Licenses and New Uses: Motion Picture and Television Rights, 19 
LAW AND CONTEMP. PROBS. 184 (1954); Kupferman. supra note 7. 
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be separately owned and exploited.182 Because the law viewed 
copyright as unitary, the industries relied on form contracts negoti
ated by industry groups to divide up control of subsidiary uses and 
the revenues they produced.'*1 New technological uses waited in 
the wings; how the copyright statute would affect them seemed 
unclear. 

To revive the process of comprehensive copyright revision, Con
gress returned to a suggestion that it had rejected summarily fifty 
years before."4 In 19S6, it appropriated funds for the appointment 
of a special committee of copyright experts.'8' 

The Register of Copyrights, Arthur Fisher, initially conceived a 
three year revision process that would depart significantly from the 
familiar conferences.'86 Fisher envisioned a committee of copyright 
experts acting in a purely advisory capacity, while the Copyright 
Office's research division performed comprehensive studies of prior 
revision efforts, copyright laws of other nations, and each of the 
major substantive issues involved in copyright revision. The com-

1 ,2 See generally Ktm\talein. supra note 169. Notwithstanding the courts'reluctance 
to recognize the divisibility of copyright, most industries had long relied on the separate 
licensing and exploitation of particular copyright rights. See sources cited supra note 
169. 

113 See sources cited supra note 170. 
'** See supra note 38 and accompanying test. 
1 ,5 Legislative Appropriation Act of I9S6. Pub. L. No. 242. 69 Stat. 499; see H.R. 

REP. NO. 1036, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1936). Three members of Congress introduced 
bills in the 84th Congress calling for the appointment of a special Presidential Commis
sion to revise the copyright law. See H.R. 2677, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. (1955); H.R. 
5366. 84th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1955); S. I2S4. 84th Cong.. 1st Sess. (19SS). Two of the 
bills would have set up a commission comprising three Senators, three Representatives, 
and seven members appointed by the President, and charged them to return a report 
within one year. See 101 CONG. REC. AI652-J3 (1955) (extension of remarks of Rep. 
Thompson, sponsor of H.R. 2677). The proposal alarmed inciiibeis of the copyright 
bar, who suggested that a more appropriate committee might be appointed by the Libra
rian of Congress, supervised by the Register of Copyrights (the Copyright Office and the 
ABA enjoyed particularly cozy relations during those years), and composed exclusively 
of copyright expeits. See id. at AI6S2 (reprinted letter from Prof. Walter Derenberg to 
Rep. Thompson); American Bar Association Section of Patent, Trademark and Copy
right Law, 1955 SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS 38. The Librarian of Congress included 
the copyright bar's alternate plan in his annual appropriations request. See Legislative 
Appropriations for 1956, supra note 179, at 114-23 (testimony of Luther E. Evans. Libra
rian of Congress, and Arthur Fisher. Register of Copyrights). The ABA adopted a 
resolution disapproving the Presidential Commission bills, and Congress did not pursue 
them further. 

xv>See LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. ANNUAL REPORT OP THE LIBRARIAN OF CON
GRESS FOR HIE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1939. H. Doc. No. 243. 86th Cong., 
2d Sess. 72-73 (1939) [hereinafter REGISTER'S 1939 REPORT J. Ultimately, the revision 
process lasted 21 years. 
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mittee's job would be to offer comments and suggestions, but not to 
make policy.1*7 Fisher hoped to keep the policy making process 
insulated within the Copyright Office to avoid the partisan wran
gling that infected prior legislation.'** 

The Librarian of Congress appointed a panel of twenty-nine 
copyright experts, the majority of whom were active in the Ameri
can Bar Association.1*9 The panelists' ideas about their appropriate 
role differed from the Register's, and they soon began requesting 
that they convene in a forum that would permit the thrashing out of 
policy.190 The Copyright Office acceded to requests to convene 
meetings of the panelists for substantive discussions'91 but insisted 
upon its prerogative to formulate recommendations for legislation 
without further consultation.192 

The ABA established a shadow committee, including many of the 
panelists in its membership. The committee embarked on an effort 
to formulate substantive proposals at the same time as it monitored 
the Copyright Office's revision efTorts.193 While the Copyright Of
fice struggled to digest the studies and the panelists' suggestions and 
to write a report in relative seclusion, the panelists themselves were 
meeting with interested parties in ad hoc groups and symposia to 

1 , 7 See LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CON-
CRESS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1956. H. Doc. No. 5, 85th Cong.. Isl 
Sess. 60 (1956) [hereinafter REGISTER'S 1956 REPORT); American Bar Association Sec
tion of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law, 1957 COMMITTEE REPORTS 53 [herein
after 1957 ABA SEC. REP). 

IMS** sources cited supra note 187; see also REGISTER'S 1959 REPORT, supra note 
186, at 72: 

Much care and effort went into the framing of the 1909 law, but essentially it 
was the product of compromises arrived at in conferences with interested 
groups, each of which surveyed the field of copyright from its own special and 
partisan point of view. Similar efTorts between 1924 and 1940 to enact a gen
eral revision of the 1909 law ended in unreconciled controversies and failure. 
General revision is being approached today in a somewhat different manner. 

••'See 1957 ABA SEC REP., supra note 187, at 55. 
"° See id. at 55-67; American Bar Association Section of Patent, Trademark and 

Copyright Law, 1959 COMMITTEE REPORTS 132-35; American Bar Association Section 
of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law, 1958 COMMITTEE REPORTS 92-93. 99-100; 
American Bar Association Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law, 1958 
SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS 40. 

191 See REGISTER'S 1959 REPORT, supra note 186, at 77. 
1 , 1 See Extending the Duration of Copyright Protection in Certain Cases: Hearing on 

H.R.J. Res. 627 Before Subcomm. No. 3 of the House Comm. on the Judiciary. 87ih 
Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1962) (prepared statement of John Schulman. American Patent Law 
Ass'n). 

•".See 1957 ABA SEC. REP. supra note 187. 
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articulate substantive consensus.194 

Shortly before the Copyright Office completed the Register's Re
port to Congress, outlining recommendations for a revision bill. 
Register Fisher died. His successor, Register Abraham Kamin-
stein, abruptly shifted gears. While Fisher appeared to have viewed 
the history of inter-industry compromise as a weakness of prior re
vision efforts, Kaminstein seemed to read the record differently. He 
argued that such compromise was the keystone of achieving copy
right revision and that the goal of enacting a modem copyright stat
ute was worth herculean efforts to encourage compromise among 
interested parties."3 

Register Kaminstein began working toward conciliation196 and 
narrowly averted a crisis that threatened to derail the revision pro
gram.1''7 The substance of the Register's Report was poorly re
ceived by the Bar,19* a number of whose members insisted that they 

194 The core of the consensus appears to have been the provisions that the Dallinger, 
Vestal and Shotwcll hills had in common. See I9S7 ADA SEC. REP., supra note 187, at 
57-58; Schulman, 77ie Road to Progress in Revising the Copyright Law, 9 BULL. COPY
RIGHT SOC'Y 433, 436-39 (1962). 

" ' See. e.g.. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CON
GRESS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 1962, H. Doc. No. 3.88th Cong.. 1st 
Sess. 70-71 (1962) [hereinafter REGISTER'S 1962 REPORT]. 

"* The Register's Report was written without participation by the panel of experts. 
Preliminary rumblings indicated that the panelists would resist its conclusions. Before 
filing the Report. Kaminstein circulated it to the panel's members and solicited their 
comments. Set HOUSE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 87TH CONG., 1ST SESS.. COPY
RIGHT LAW REVISION: REPORT OF THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS ON THE GEN
ERAL REVISION OF THE U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW »i (Comm. Print 1961) [hereinafter 
CLR PART I]. He added a conciliatory preface characterizing the Report's conclusions 
as tentative, and insisting that the Copyright Office's "purpose in issuing this report is to 
pinpoint the issues and to stimulate public discussion, so that the widest possible agree
ment can be reached on the principles to be incorporated in a revised statute." Id. at is. 
Set also American Bar Association, Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law, 
1961 SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS 122-23 (address by Register Kaminstein inviting 
members of the bar to participate in the drafting process). Kaminstein announced plans 
for a series of meetings with interested groups to discuss the report, and promised that 
• he Copyright Office would consider all views expressed before drafting a bill. See LI
BRARY OF CONGRESS, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR THE 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 1961, H. Doc. No. 233. 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 65-66 
(1961) (hereinafter REGISTER'S 1961 REPORT). 

197 Industry representatives and members of the copyright bar disliked the Register's 
proposals for reform, which differed significantly from the consensus that they had 
reached in their ad hoc meetings. The intensity of their opposition threatened to over
whelm the revision effort. Set LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LI
BRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1963. H. Doc. No. 
233. 88th Cong., 2d Sess. 71-72 (1963) [hereinafter ReotSTER's 1963 REPORT); sources 
cited infra notes 198-200. 

tnSee. e.g. REGISTER'S 1963 REPORT, supra note 197, at 71; Schulman, supra note 
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would prefer the current outmoded statute to one following the 
Register's recommendations."9 Kaminstein announced that the 
Copyright Office was willing to abandon unpopular proposals.200 

He expanded the membership of the panel of experts and arranged 
meetings with interested parties to encourage them to compromise 
with one another.201 The result was, in essence, a return to the con
ference process. Six years of study had produced the Register's Re
port. Another five years of conferences produced a bill that 
reflected the consensus of the conference participants and bore little 
resemblance to the Register's recommendations. It took an addi
tional eleven years in Congress for the interested parties to compro
mise on extraneous issues and late-breaking problems. When the 
parties finally compromised on nearly every provision in the bill, 
Congress enacted the 1976 Copyright Act.202 

B. Private Parties and Vested Interests 

The stormy history of past revision efTorts led the Copyright Of
fice to conclude that the only copyright bill that would pass was one 
built on a network of negotiated compromises. The Copyright Of
fice concentrated much of its energy on identifying affected interests 
and including their representatives in the negotiations. But, of 
course, it wasn't possible to invite every affected interest. Some in
terests lacked organization and had no identifiable representatives. 
In the 1905 conferences, the Library of Congress had tried unsuc
cessfully to recruit representatives of composers to participate. Mu
sic publishers purported to speak for composers and were the only 
representatives available. In the conferences convened in the 1960s, 
painters and sculptors did not attend203 and the Copyright Office's 

194, al 434-38; see also Ringer, Viewpoint of the Copyright Office on General Revision of 
the Copyright Law, 11 Dui.i.. COPYRIGHT SOC'Y 37, 37 (1963) ("Practically all of (the 
proposals) were criticized by somebody, and some of them were criticized by practically 
everybody."). 

,,n See. e.g.. CLR PAHT 2, supra note 6, at 321-24 (written comments of Irwin Kirp); 
id. at 387-94 (written remarks of John Schulman). 

200 5e* REGISTER'S 1963 REPORT, supra note 197, at 71-72; Kaminstein. The General 
Revision Program, 10 BULL. COPYRIGHT SOC'Y 81 (1962). 

2 0 1 See. e.g.. REGISTER'S 1963 REPORT, supra note 197, at 72; REGISTER'S 1962 RE
PORT, supra note 195. at 70, 74. 

202 See Litman. supra note 15, at 873-79. 
*°*See HOUSE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 88TH CONG., 1ST SESS., COPYRIGHT 

LAW REVISION PART 3: PRELIMINARY DRAFT FOR REVISED U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW 
AND DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT 269 (Comm. Print 1963) (hereinaf
ter CLR PART 3] (remarks of Irwin Karp, Authors' League of America). 
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efforts to seek them out proved unavailing.204 Choreographers, the
atrical directors, and computer programmers sent no representa
tives because they had no representatives to send. Other interests 
that would have profound effect on copyright did not yet exist at the 
time of the conferences. Just as there had been no commercial 
broadcasters to invite to the conferences in 1905, there were no 
video cassette manufacturers, direct satellite broadcasters, digital 
audio technicians, motion picture colorizers, or on-line database 
users to invite in 1960. 

Nor could the rest of us be there. The amorphous "public" com
prises members whose relation to copyright and copyrighted works 
varies with the circumstances. Many of us are consumers of copy
righted songs and also consumers of parodies of copyrighted songs, 
watchers of broadcast television and subscribers to cable television, 
patrons of motion picture theatres and owners of videotape record
ers, purchasers and renters and tapers of copyrighted sound record
ings. Although a few organizations showed up at the conferences 
purporting to represent the "public" with respect to narrow is
sues. J"* the citizenry's interest in copyright and copyrighted works 
was too varied and complex to be amenable to interest group cham
pionship. Moreover, the public's interests were not somehow ap
proximated by the push and shove among opposing industry 
representatives. To say that the affected industries represented di
verse and opposing interests is not to say that all relevant interests 
were represented.206 

The conference participants began as the members of the Library 
of Congress's panel of experts and were all established members of 

104See Copyright Law Retision: Hearings on H.R. 2223 Before the Subcomm. on 
Count. Chil Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House Judiciary Comm., 
94th Cong.. 1st Sess. 1844 (1975) (hereinafter 1975 House Hearings] (testimony of Bar
bara Ringer. Register of Copyrights). 

""See. e.g.. HOUSE COMH. ON THE JUDICIARY, 88TH CONG., 1ST SRSS.. COPY
RIGHT LAW REVISION PART 5 76-77 (Comm. Print 1965) (hereinafter CLR PART 5( 
(remarks of John Schulman, Chairman of American Bar Association Committee 304); 
id. at 64 (remarks of Charles F. Gosnell. American Library Ass'n); id. al 70 (remarks of 
Nicholas E. Allen. Music Operators of America); CLR PART 3. supra note 203, at 425-
27 (written comments of George Schiffer, on behalf of community television antenna 
systems). 

206 A participant in the process observed after reading a transcript of several of the 
meetings that the public interest had received only passing attention, little effort had 
been made to inform the public of the progress of the effort, and that the majority of 
conference participants were, unsurprisingly, copyright lawyers. See Goldberg, Copy
right Law /tension Part 2—A Reriew of the Record, 10 BULL. COPYRIGHT SOC'Y 214. 
216-17(1962). 
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the copyright bar. Other representatives joined the conferences as 
particular conflicts arose. Register Kaminstein invited representa
tives of current beneficiaries of the statute to participate in discus
sions of cutbacks in their statutory benefits.207 Lawyers on the 
panel solicited participation from their other clients.208 As with the 
conferences on earlier legislation, however, participants were almost 
exclusively those who already had a sizable economic investment in 
copyright matters under current law. Although these participants 
undoubtedly interacted with copyrighted works outside of their 
professional capacity, they failed to bring that perspective to bear 
on the conference negotiations. 

Perhaps the most patent example of the partisan perspective that 
dominated the negotiations is illustrated in the treatment of the is
sue of private use, an issue that has become increasingly vexing in 
the years since the 1976 Act took effect. Presumably, all industry 
representatives made private use of copyrighted works in their indi
vidual capacities. Yet, the issue of the appropriate scope of permis
sible private use of copyrighted works received little explicit 
attention during the revision process. Representatives were too 
busy wrangling over commercial and institutional uses to talk about 
the behavior of individuals in their homes.209 The aggregate agen
das developed in the conferences of private parties reflected system
atic, if unintentional, bias against absent interests.210 The fact that 

207 The Register was not always successful in causing such interests to attend. Ka
minstein speculated that his failure to turn up librarians or scientists to serve on the 
panel was partly due to the fact that few librarians or scientists were members of (he 
bar, and partly due to the fact that their representatives were too busy to attend. See 
CLR PART 5, supra note 203, at 81 (remarks of Abraham Kaminstein, Register of 
Copyrights). 

101 See, e.g.. CLR PART 3. supra note 203, at 184-83 (remarks of Harriet Pilpel). 
20* There were fleeting proposals during the conferences, for example, to extend the 

copyright owner's exclusive performance right to cover private as well as public per
formances, or give the copyright owner control of individual book borrowing, but they 
received little attention. 

2101 explore the systematic nature of that bias more fully below. An illustrative ex
ample is the treatment of charitable benefit performances. The revision bill that 
emerged from the conferences included a privilege for charitable benefit performances 
so long as performers, promoters and organizers received no compensation. See H.R. 
4347, 89th Cong.. 1st Sess. § 109(4) (1963). In 1967, sponsors of agricultural fairs got 
involved in copyright revision and managed to secure a privilege for performance of 
musical works during agricultural fairs, without regard to any fees paid performers or 
promoters. See S. 343, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. $ 110(6) (1969); see. e.g.. Copyright Law 
Revision: Hearings on 5. 597 Before the Subcomm. on Patents. Trademarks and Copy
rights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 90th Cong.. 1st Sets. 621-23 (1967) [here
inafter 1967 Senate Hearings) (testimony of Rep. Kenneth Gray); id. at 623-27 
(testimony of William Hartsfield, Southeastern Fair Ass'n). In ensuing sessions of Con-
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private use had no defenders and received no explicit treatment in 
the revision conferences, therefore, had substantive results on the 
legality of private use under the revision bill. 

The public, of course, does have a designated representative; act
ing as that representative is Congress' job description. A few Con
gressional committee staff members did attend some of the 
copyright conferences as observers, but stayed above the fray.2" 
The unspoken premise of the conference process was that Congress 
would enact any bill that everyone else could agree on. Ultimately, 
that is what Congress did.212 

Much legislation advances the agendas of private interest groups. 
Indeed, contemporary interest group theory holds that many, if not 
most, statutes are purchased by special interests from legislators in 
return for political support.211 Copyright legislation produced 
through industry conferences nonetheless has some unusual fea
tures. Under the typical model, interest groups submit self-serving 
proposals, and members of Congress evaluate whether the value of 
supporting the proposals outweighs the political costs, necessarily 
passing judgment on the substantive content of the proposed legisla
tion.214 The bargain between members of Congress and industry 
representatives in connection with copyright legislation was of a dif
ferent sort: Congress in effect agreed that if the industry representa
tives would invest the time and energy to develop a bill that all of 

gress, the privilege became narrower and more qualified. See S. 22.941 h Cong.. 2d Sess. 
§ 110(6) (1976). reprinted in H.R. 1476. 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1976); S. 22. 94th 
Cong., 1st Sess. § 110(6) (1975). Veterans' and fraternal organizations did not. for the 
most part, involve themselves in this dispute. But tee 1967 Senate Hearings, supra, at 
1361 (written comments from Troy Shrine Club Supporting agricultural fair exemp
tion). Shortly after the 1976 Act took effect, veterans' and fraternal organizations were 
dismayed to learn that the new Act made them liable for copyright infringement unless 
they negotiated licenses or ceased paying the bands that they hired to play at their 
charitable benefits. See generally To Amend The Copyright Act. S 2082: Hearings on S. 
2082 Be/ore the Subcomm. on Improvements in Judicial Machinery of the Senate Judici
ary Comm., 96th Cong.. 2d Sess. 6-43 (1981) (various witnesses). Veterans' and frater
nal organizations mounted a successful effort before Congress for the enactment of an 
exemption for charitable benefit performances by nonprofit veterans' or fraternal orga
nizations. See Pub. L. No. 97-366, 96 Stat. 1759 (codified at 17 US C. $ 110(10) (1982 
A Supp. IV 1986)). 

111 See, e.g., CLR PART 2. supra note 6, at 44 (remarks of Cyril F. Brickfield. House 
Judiciary Committee). 

111 See Litman. supra note I), at 876-79 and sources cited therein. 
'"&». eg.. Easterbrook. The Supreme Court I98S Term—Forward: Ihe Court and 

the Economic System, 98 HAKV. L. REV. 4. 15-18 (1984); Landcs ft Posncr. supra note 
8, at 877; Macey. supra note 8. at 227-33; Posncr, supra note 8, at 265-68. 

214 See. eg.. Macey, supra note 8, at 232-33. 
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them endorsed, Congress would refrain from exercising independ
ent judgment on the substance of the legislation.215 

The nature of this bargain introduces particular difficulties into 
the enterprise of statutory interpretation. As I have argued else
where, this type of drafting process makes it exceedingly difficult to 
speak of legislative intent if by legislative intent one means the sub
stantive intent of members of Congress.216 But, even if one avoids 
that dilemma by ascribing to Congress an intent to enact the sub
stance of the deals forged in conferences, one nonetheless may en
counter difRcuity in identifying any overall purpose pervading the 
text of the statute.217 The compromises that evolve through the 
conference process can be multilateral and interrelated, but may not 
incorporate any common vision or strategy.21* Courts must apply 
this legislation to parties, works, and situations that never arose 
during the conference process, and to industries that could not be 
present.219 

In the 1976 Act's first decade, for example, courts struggled with 
cases involving videocassette recorders,220 communications satel
lites,22' and on-line databases.222 The courts' efforts to apply the 

'"See Litman. supra note 15, al 870-80; Olson, supra note 2. at 120. 
l">See Litman. supra note IS, at 863-70. 
1,1 See, e.g.. Posner, Statutory Interpretation—In the Classroom and in the Court

room. SO U. CHI. L. REV. 800, 819-20(1983). 
218 |t would he exceedingly difficult. Tor example, to identify a coherent strategy ani

mating the assorted provisions of the 1909 Act, set supra notes 141-59 and accompany
ing text, or any of the versions of the Vestal bill reported out of committee, set supra 
notes 116-18 and accompanying text. It is easier to discern a scheme underlying the 
provisions of the 1976 Act, see infra notes 230-60 and accompanying text, but the 
scheme that emerges seems to me to be neither workable nor wise. See infra notes 313-
15, 449-58 and accompanying text. 

2 1 9 Courts have not, for the most part, attempted to detect an overarching strategy in 
(he provisions of the 1976 Act. Many courts have relied on the plain meaning of the 
statutory language of whatever provisions are in dispute. Set. e.g.. Mills Music v. Sny
der. 469 U.S. 153 (1985); Pacific & Southern Co. v. Satellite Broadcast Networks, 694 
F. Supp. 1565 (N.D. Ga. 1988). Courts' use of the plain meaning rule arguably in
creases the influence of linguistic fortuity on the results. See infra notes 373-96 and 
accompanying text. Other courts have relied heavily on case law interpreting the 1909 
Act. See cases cited in Litman, supra note 15, at 859-61, 896-901. Reversion to early 
case law has introduced additional randomness into courts' interpretations of the stat
ute. Set id. at 903. If courts were to interpret the statute with an eye to enforcing its 
underlying strategy, however, it seems likely that courts would hold many more activi
ties than they have to be infringing. See infra notes 406-18 and accompanying text. As a 
mult , the 1976 Act would age even more rapidly than it has thus far. 

" " Universal City Studios v. Sony Corp. of Am., 4KI) I". Supp. 429 (CO. Cal. 1979). 
ajfd in part, rerd in pan. 659 F.2d 963 (9th Cir. 1981), rerd, 464 U.S. 417 (1984); see 
infra notes 406-16 and accompanying text. 

" ' See Hubbard Broadcasting v. Southern Satellite Systems, 777 F.2d 393 (8th Cir. 
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statute in these cases have been widely criticized.1" The statutory 
language, however, gives courts little guidance. The fact-specific 
provisions of the statute do not contemplate such exotic crea
tures;224 the paucity of provisions articulating more general princi
ples has relegated courts to ad hoc decisionmaking.21' 

Moreover, the complexity and specificity of multiparty com
promises exacerbates the problem. If a compromise is negotiated 
between monolithic interests, between, for example, all artists and 
all art users, we can find roughly defined privies in the negotiating 
process for the interests that develop in the future. Applying a 
compromise negotiated among encyclopedia publishers, popular 
music composers, motion picture producers, novelists, and drama
tists, however, to a situation involving the importers of unicorn figu
rines226 can be substantially more troublesome. This reveals the 
difficulty of jettisoning any effort to find coherence in such a statute 
and attempting to interpret it as if it were a contract.227 If the in
dustry to which a court is trying to apply the statute was neither 
represented in negotiations nor in privity with someone who was 
there, it is difficult to assess how the metaphorical contract allocates 
the risks of ambiguity. 

As it happens, however, the conferences that led to the 1976 Act 
did finally settle on a common strategy and did allocate the risks of 

198$). ctn. denied. 479 U.S. 1003 (1986): Eastern Microwave v. Doubleday Sports, 691 
F 2d 125 (2d Cir. 1982). cert, denied. 459 U.S. 1226 (1983); infra notes 376-96 and 
accompanying text. 

111 See. e.g.. West Publishing v. Mead Data Cent.. 799 F.2d 1219 (8th Cir. 1986). 
cert, denied. 479 U.S. 1070 (1987). 

12i See, e.g.. Adelstein & Perez. 77»e Competition of Technologies in Markets for 
Ideas: Copyright and Fair Use in Evolutionary Perspective, 5 INT'L REV. OF L. & ECON. 
209 (1985); Kost. supra note 4, at 24-25; Oman, The 1976 Copyright Revision Revisited: 
"Lector, si monumentum reauiris. circumspice." 34 J. COPYRIGHT SOC'V 29, 32, 35 
(1986): Patterson. Free Speech. Copyright and Fair Use. 40 VAND. L. REV. I. 33-58 
(1987). 

'•' The fact that the statute Tails to make explicit provision for video cassette record
ers and communications satellites highlights how very shortsighted the negotiation pro
cess has tended to be. Both were foreseeable developments at the time or the drafting 
process, but had not yet posed concrete problems for affected industries, and conse
quently received no attention. 

215 Sre infra notes 341-416 and accompanying text. 
22tSee Comment. Commissioned Works as Works Made for Hire Under the 1976 

Copyright Act: Misinterpretation and Injustice, 135 U. PA. U REV. 1281 (1987) (dis
cussing AkJon Accessories v. Spiegel. Inc.. 738 F.2d 548 (2d Cir.). cert, denied, 469 U.S. 
982 (1984)). 

127 Some commentators have suggested that special interest legislation should be in
terpreted and enforced as if it were a contract between interest groups and the legisla
ture or among interest groups. See. e.g. Easterbrook. supra note 213, at 18. 
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ambiguity. Indeed, industry representatives explained the strategy 
to Congress in unusually explicit terms. The bills that became the 
1976 Act possessed a coherence that previous revision legislation 
lacked, although that coherence emerged as a byproduct of the ef
forts to achieve inter-industry consensus. Register Kaminstein sug
gested early on that the key to general revision would be to draft a 
copyright bill that benefited each of the competing interests.Z2S In 
that, the conferences succeeded. The bill that emerged from the 
conferences enlarged the copyright pie and divided its pieces among 
conference participants so that no leftovers remained.229 

C. Broad Rights and Narrow Exceptions 

In 1961, two months after Register Kaminstein filed the contro
versial Register's Report, he convened a meeting of an augmented 
panel to discuss copyright revision. Kaminstein invited the original 
twenty-nine panelists, chairmen of bar association committees, dele
gations from a dozen federal agencies and departments, and repre
sentatives of several interests that had until then been excluded.210 

Kaminstein announced that the purpose of the meeting was for the 
assembled government and industry representatives to use the rec
ommendations made in the Register's Report as the foundation for 
the development of inter-industry consensus.211 The meeting was 
the first of a series; the series of meetings spawned further series of 
meetings; with each meeting the number of interests represented on 
the panel increased.212 Between panel meetings, the panelists met 
with one another in search of compromises, and the Copyright Of
fice urged further meetings and negotiations among affected inter
ests.211 During the many meetings, the Copyright Office and 

221 See REGISTER'S 1961 REPORT, supra note 196. at 71. 
229 This interpretation of the bill is not explicitly reflected on the face of the statute, 

or in the House and Senate Committee Reports. The evolution of the language of the 
bill through the process of negotiations, however, reveals broadening rights, narrowing 
exceptions, and redrafting of statutory language to close perceived loopholes open to 
future exploitation. The negotiation process encouraged each subsequent draft to treat 
absent interests less generously than its predecessor. See infra notes 230-312 and ac
companying text. 

2 ) 0 See CLR PART 2, supra note 6, at I -4. Two congressional staffers also attended as 
observers. See id. 

211 Set id. at 4-3; see also id. at 4 (remarks of Rutherford D. Rogers, Chief Assistant 
Librarian of Congress) ("We are in the unenviable position of being the middle man 
here trying to reconcile the interests of special groups as well as the public interest."). 

212 Compare, e.g., id. at 55-56 with CLR PART 5, supra note 203, at 33-36. 
2 ) 1 See 1975 House Hearings, supra note 204, at 93-94 (testimony of Abraham Ka

minstein, Former Register of Copyrights); Copyright Law /tension: Hearings on H.R. 
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industry representatives hammered out the substance of a revision 
bill."4 

In the 1961 Register's Report, the Copyright Office suggested 
only modest changes in the law: the codification of courts' solutions 
to assorted copyright problems, the clarification and simplification 
of language, and the removal of some anomalies created by techno
logical change or historical accident.235 Meetings with representa
tives of affected interests, however, produced proposals to broaden 
rights23* and narrow exemptions and privileges.237 Suggestions for 
broad or general privileges evolved through negotiations to very 
specific ones.231 

4347 Before the Subcomm. on Courts. Ciril Liberties and the Administration of Justice of 
the House Comm. on the Judiciary. 89th Cong., lit Sess. 31-32 (1965) [hereinafter 1965 
House Hearings] (prepared testimony of George Cary, Deputy Register of Copyrights); 
id. at 994 (prepared testimony of Motion Picture Ass'n of America); 113 CONG. REC. 
8586 (1967) (remarks of Rep. Poll). 

2M See. e.g.. Copyright Law Revision: Hearings on S. 1006 Before the Subcomm. on 
Patents Trademarks and Copyrights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 89lh Cong., 
1st Sess. 64 (1963) (Hereinafter 1965 Senate Hearings] (testimony of Abraham Kamin-
stein, Register of Copyrights). 

235See CLR PART I, supra note 196; CLR PART 2. supra note 6, at 19 (remarks of 
George Cary. Deputy Register of Copyrights). See generally Ringer, First Thoughts on 
the Copyright Act of 1976. 22 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 477. 484-90 (1977). 

2J*S«. e.g.. CLR PART 5, supra note 205. at 61 (remarks of Irwin Karp. Authors' 
League of America); CLR PART 3, supra note 203. at 109-17. 184-86 (colloquy); CLR 
PART 2, supra note 6. at 247-62 (written comments of Authors' League of America. 
Inc.). 

2 , 7 See. e.g.. CLR PART 5, supra note 205. at 38-59 (remarks of Edward Sargoy. 
ABA); id. at 96 (remarks of Phillip Wallenberg, Music Publishers' Ass'n); id. at 105 
(remarks of Sidney M. Kaye, BMI); CLR PART 3. supra note 203. at 168-69 (remarks of 
Bella Linden). 

2 , 1 For example, a proposal for a broad exemption for educational institutions 
evolved into a request for a narrow photocopying privilege. Representatives of educa
tional institutions were included on the panel, but sat through early panel meetings with 
few comments. See CLR PART 2. supra note 6, at 42 (remarks of William Fidler, 
American Ass'n of University Professors). Others suggested a broad exemption for 
nonprofit use. See. eg., id. at 223 (written comments of Eugene Aleinikoff). When it 
appeared that the panel was unlikely to endorse a nonprofit exemption, representatives 
of educators proposed a broad educational exemption. See CLR PART 3, supra note 
203, at 150-31 (remarks of Harry N. Rosenfield). Confronted with intense opposition 
from publishers of textbooks, the panelists drafted a narrower, conditional educational 
exemption. See HOUSE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 88TH CONG.. 2D SESS.. COPY
RIGHT LAW REVISION PART 4: FURTHER DISCUSSIONS AND COMMENTS ON PRELIM
INARY DRAFT FOR REVISED U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW 217-25 (Comm. Print 1964) 
(hereinafter CLR PART 4] (remarks of Harry N. Rosenfield. Nat'l Education Ass'n); 
CLR PART 3. supra note 203. at 222-23 (written comments of Ad Hoc Committee of 
Educational Institutions and Organizations on Copyright Law Revision). By the time 
of the first congressional hearings on the revision bill, educators focused their request on 
a privilege for limited educational photocopying. See 1963 Senate Hearings, supra note 
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For example, the performance right developed through the con
ferences into something much broader than the Register had ini
tially proposed, with much narrower exceptions. The 1909 Act 
gave the owner of the copyright in a musical work the exclusive 
right to perform the work publicly for profit, subject to the jukebox 
exemption.239 A 1952 amendment extended the right of public per
formance for profit to lectures, sermons, and other nondramatic lit
erary works.240 Dramatic works had had a public performance 
right without a for-profit limitation since 1856, while motion pic
tures had no explicit performance right at all.241 The Register's 
1961 Report recommended that musical and nondramatic literary 
works continue to have a public performance for profit right and 
that motion pictures be given a public performance right with no 
for-profit qualification.242 Representatives of authors and compos
ers, however, insisted that the for-profit limitation be discarded;241 

composers and motion picture producers argued for a broader defi
nition of public performance.244 The Copyright Office drafted a 
provision granting copyright owners the exclusive right to perform 
the work publicly, subject to express exceptions for educational and 
religious performances, charitable benefits, and retransmissions of 
television and radio broadcasts.243 

The response from the panelists was guardedly positive; they 
shifted their emphasis to requesting that the exceptions be radically 
narrowed.246 Representatives of industries that performed copy
righted works were willing to go along so long as the exemptions 
and privileges set forth in the bill continued to address their con-

234, at 85 (testimony of Harold Wigren, Ad Hoc Committee of Educational Institutions 
and Organizations on Copyright Law Revision). 

li9 See supra note 62. 
240 See supra note 173. 
241 See generally CLR PART I, supra note 196, at 22-23, 27-32. 
242 See id. at 27-32. The Register also recommended the repeal of the jukebox ex

emption. Id. 
241 See. e.g.. CLR PART 2, supra note 6, at 286-88 (written comments of Herman 

Finklestein); CLR PART 3, supra note 203, at 135-36 (remarks of Barbara Ringer, As
sistant Register for Examining). 

244 See. e.g.. CLR PART 2, supra note 6, at 404-07 (written comments of John F. 
Whicher); CLR PART 3, supra note 203, at 148 (remarks of Herman Finklestein. AS-
CAP); see also id. at 155 (remarks of Douglas Anello. Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters). 

245 See CLR PART 3. supra note 203, at 4-14 (Preliminary Draft §J 5(c), 8, 13); «£ at 
135-40 (remarks of Barbara Ringer, Assistant Register for Examining). 

244 See, e.g, id. at 149 (remarks of Herman Finklestein. ASCAP); id. at 152-53 (re
marks of Irwin Karp, Authors' League of America); id. at 241 (remarks of James A. 
Stabile, Nat'l Broadcasting Co.). 
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cerns.147 Industry representatives got together in meetings spon
sored by the Copyright Office or subcommittees of the bar 
associations and tried to come to terms on the scope of exceptions 
to the performance right. 

In 1964, the Copyright Office circulated a draft bill with a more 
expansive definition of public performance and further restrictions 
and conditions on specifically worded exemptions and privileges.141 

Panelists insisted that the exemptions and privileges were still too 
broad, general, and ambiguous.249 Claimants of privileges and ex
emptions complained that the language of the bill was still un
clear.150 Another round of meetings produced an even more 
conditional and restrictively worded series of exemptions and privi
leges. By the time the 1965 bill was ready for Congressional hear
ings, the broadly defined public performance right had become 
encumbered with specifically worded conditional exceptions for 
classroom teaching, educational television transmissions within ed
ucational institutions, religious services, charitable benefits, cable 
retransmissions at no charge, transmission to private hotel rooms, 
and reception of broadcasts in public places.2" By the time Con
gress enacted a revision bill in 1976, these exceptions and privileges 
had grown still more numerous, more narrowly worded, and more 
detailed.1" 

That pattern of evolution pervaded the revision bill. Copyright 
owners wanted the broadest possible rights with the narrowest pos
sible exceptions."3 Many representatives of interests that used 

14' See, e.g.. id. at 145 (remarks of Eugene N. AleinikofT. National Educational Tele
vision and Radio Center); id. at 241-44 (remarks of George Schiffer, Schiffer & Cohen); 
id. at 433 (written comments of George Schifler). 

'<« See CLR PART J, supra note 205. at 4-9 (S. J008, §§ 5. 6. 8. 12. 13); id. at 94-96 
(remarks of Abe Goldman. Copyright Office General Counsel). 

149See. e.g.. id. at S9 (remarks of Edward A. Sargoy. ABA); id. at 96 (remarks of 
Phillip B. Wallenberg); id. at 105 (remarks of Sidney M. Kaye. BMI); id. at 224-25 
(written comments of American Book Publishers' Council and American Textbook 
Publisher's Institute). 

lmSee id. at 60. 75 (remarks of George SchifTer. National Community Television 
Ass'n); id. at 64-65 (remarks of Eugene N. AleinikofT. Nat'l Education Television and 
Radio Center). 

"I See H.R. 4347, 89ih Cong.. 1st Seas. J 109 (1965). 
>" Compare H.R. 4347. 89lh Cong.. 1st Sess. 6 109 (1965) with S. 22. 94th Cong.. 2d 

Sess. {{ 110. III. 116. 118(1976). 
"'See. e.g.. CLR PART 5. supra note 205. at 58-59 (remarks of Edward Sargoy. 

ABA); id. at 78-80 (colloquy); id. at 233 (written remarks of American Textbook Pub
lishers' Institute); CLR PART 4, supra note 238, at 316 (written comments of Authors' 
League of America): id. at 323 (written comments of Joshua Binion Cahn); CLR PART 
3, supra note 203. at 112 (remarks of Herman Finkiestein. ASCAPh id. at 112-14 (re-

66-469 - 93 - 11 
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copyrighted works were agreeable to such a strategy on the condi
tion that such exceptions explicitly cover their activities.234 In addi
tion, some insisted that the product of their use of pre-existing 
copyrighted works itself be copyrightable and entitled to the expan
sive rights.251 Thus, the field of copyrightable subject matter grew 
progressively more inclusive.256 The Copyright Office had commit
ted itself to seeking a consensus solution, and consensus jelled 
around a strategy of granting broad rights in an expansive field of 
copyrightable works and subjecting the rights to specific, narrowly 
tailored exceptions.257 

marks of Edward A. Sargoy, ABA); id. at 130-31 (remarks of Irwin Karp, Authors' 
League of America). 

154 See. e.g.. CLR PART 5. supra note 20S, at 60 (remarks of George Schiner. Nat'l 
Community Television Ass'n); id. at 77 (remarks of Douglas A. Anelk). Nat'l Ass'n of 
Broadcasters); CLR PART 4, supra note 238, at 34 (remarks of Raymond G. Larocca. 
Midwest Program on Airborne Television); CLR PART J, supra note 203. at 127, 145 
(remarks of Eugene N. Aleinikoff, Nat'l Television Educ. and Radio Center); id. at 158 
(remarks of Barbara Ringer. Assistant Register for Examining); id at 198-99 (remarks 
of Douglas Anello. Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters). 

'**See. e.g.. CLR PARI 5, supra note 205. at 78-80 (colloquy); CLR PARI 3. supra 
note 203, al 322-23 (remarks of Eugene N. Aleinikoff. Nat'l Educ. Television and Radio 
Center); CLR PART 2, supra note 6, at 13 (remarks of Thomas J. Robinson, Motion 
Picture Ass'n of America). 

256 The Register's 1961 Report recommended retaining the 1909 Act's approach lo 
copyrightable subject matter by specifying classes of copyrightable works. The Register 
suggested specifying all classes mentioned in the 1909 Act, plus any others Congress 
chose to add, but describing Ihem in somewhat broader language In permit the develop
ment of new forms of traditionally copyrightable works. See CLR PART I, supra note 
196, at II. Conference participants preferred a more general approach. See. e.g. CLR 
PART 3, supra note 203, at 46-59 (colloquy). The 1965 revision bill defined copyright
able subject mailer hroadly, declaring that copyright subsisted "in original works of 
authorship fixed in any tangible means of expression, now known or later developed, 
from which Ihey can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either di
rectly or with the aid of a machine or device." H.R. 4347, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. § 102 
(1965). Accompanying the declaration was a nonexclusive list of categories of works of 
authorship. The law enacted in 1976 retained the quoted language with a slightly aug
mented list of categories. See 17 U.S.C. } 102(a). The scope of copyrightable subject 
matter extends copyright protection to most creations fixed in tangible form, including 
television and radio programs, toys, sound recordings, computer software and video 
games. The Register of Copyrights anticipated that enactment of the new statute would 
increase copyrighl registrations significantly. See LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. REPORT ot-
THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 1976. re
printed in 3 N. HENRY, COPYRIGHT, CONGRESS AND TECHNOLOGY: THE PUBLIC 
RKCORII 316-17 (1978). 

2 " See. e.g.. 1965 House Hearings, supra note 233, at 1838-59 (testimony of Abraham 
Kaminstein, Register of Copyrights); CLR PART 5, supra note 203, at 36-58 (remarks of 
Abe Goldman, Copyright Office General Counsel). Some of my colleagues would quar
rel with my characterization of broad rights subject to narrow exceptions. Professor 
Jane Ginsburg, for example, argues that the fact that the performance and display rights 
granted by the statute are limited to public performance and display makes those rights 
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The bill introduced in Congress in 1963 followed this scheme. In 
the first of a long series of congressional hearings on copyright revi
sion, Deputy Register George Cary explained the bill's approach: 

The problem of balancing existing interests is delicate enough, 
but the bill must do something even more difficult. It must try 
and foresee and take account of changes in the forms of use and 
the relative importance of the competing interests in the years to 
come, and it must attempt to balance them fairly in a way that 
carries out the basic constitutional purpose of the copyright law. 

Obviously, no one can foresee accurately and in detail the 
evolving patterns in the ways authors' work will reach the public 
10, 20, or 50 years from now. Lacking that kind of foresight, the 
bill adopts a general approach of providing compensation to the 
author for future as well as present uses of his work that materi
ally affect the value of his copyright. As shown by the jukebox 
exemption in the present law, a particular use which may seem to 
have little or no economic impact on the author's rights today 
can assume tremendous importance in times to come. A real 
danger to be guarded against is that of confining the scope of fin 
author's rights on the basis of the present technology, so that as 
the years go by his copyright loses much of its value because of 
unforeseen technical advances. 

For these reasons the bill reflects our belief that authors' rights 
should be stated in the statute in broad terms and that the spe
cific limitations on them should not go any further than is shown 
to be necessary in the public interest.23* 

Thus, a strategy born by accident of accretion had acquired its ra
tionale. The revision bill spelled out five expansively defined exclu
sive rights: the right to reproduce or copy the work, the right to 
make derivative works or adapt the work, the right to distribute the 
work, the right to perform the work publicly, and the right to dis
play the work publicly.239 It then subjected the exclusive rights to a 

narrow indeed in an era of widespread private use. Ginsburg also suggests that the 
statute's incorporation of the first sale and fair use doctrines, sit infra notes 338-70 and 
accompanying text, represents very broad limitation of the copyright owner's bundle of 
rights. Stt also Brown, Eligibility for Copyright Prottction: A Starch for Principled 
Standards, 70 MINN. L. REV. J79, 593-94 (1983) (describing exemptions from perform
ance and display rights set forth in 17 U.S.C. } 110 as "the pork-barrel exemptions"). 
Professors Ginsburg and Brown would, I believe, nonetheless agree that the grant of 
rights in the 1976 Act is far broader, and that the statutory exceptions are more nar
rowly worded, than their counterparts in the 1909 Act and the early drafts of a revision 
bill. 

«» 196S House Hearings, supra note 23J. at 32-33 (prepared testimony of George 
Cary. Deputy Register of Copyrights). 

*»Set H.R. 4347. 89th Cong.. 1st Seas. { 106(1965). 
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variety of narrowly drawn exceptions.260 

D. Ongoing Negotiations and Narrower Solutions 

Not all of the disputes were resolved through the prelegislative 
process. When Congress held its first hearings on the revision bill in 
the tenth year of the revision program, several controversies re
mained,261 and more disputes arose as the rapid pace of technologi
cal change created new players and new problems.262 Significantly, 
however, none of the unresolved controversies concerned the over
all structure and approach of the bill.263 Almost all of the disputes 
involved specific details of particular privileges and exemptions.264 

Members of Congress declined, for the most part, to respond to the 
controversies by attempting to arrive at policy solutions of their 
own devising. Instead, Congress involved itself in the mediation 
process, urging opposing interests to meet, cajoling them to reach 
agreement, and sometimes sitting down with them and demanding 
that they compromise.263 During the eleven additional years that it 

260 See id. §5 107-114. Compare the greater variety of even more narrowly drawn 
exceptions in 17 U.S.C. %\ 107-118. 

261 See 1965 Senate Hearings, supra note 234, at 68-72 (testimony of Abraham Ka-
minstein. Register of Copyrights). 

261 The entry of computer programs and computer databases into the arena, for ex
ample, significantly complicated already difficult disputes. See, e.g., 1967Senate Hear 
ings, supra note 210, at 192-201 (testimony of Arthur Miller, Ad Hoc Commitlee of 
Educ. Insts. and Orgs, on Copyright Law Revision); 1965 House Hearings, supra note 
233, at 74-79 (testimony of Len Deighton, American Textbook Publishers Insl.). 

261 See 1965 House Hearings, supra note 233, at 1897-73 (testimony of Abraham Ka-
minstein. Register of Copyrights). 

264 According to Register Kaminstetn, the controversies that remained unresolved as 
of the 1965 Hearings were the fate of the jukebox exemption, the scope of privileges or 
exemptions to be provided for education and educational broadcasting, the scope of 
privileges or exemptions for cable television, the statutory rate for the compulsory li
cense for mechanical reproductions of music, and the retention of the manufacturing 
clause, which required some books to be printed from type set within the United States. 
See 1965 Senate Hearings, supra note 234, at 68-72. All but the last of these disputes 
involved the conditions under which uses of copyrighted material would be privileged 
or exempt. The parties ultimately settled the jukebox, public television, and cable tele
vision disputes by agreeing to establish new compulsory licenses. The rate dispute for 
the mechanical compulsory license settled when the parties agreed to let it be decided by 
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, an agency invented to administer the three new com
pulsory licenses. Interested parties resolved the manufacturing clause dispute with a 
complicated agreement to limit the scope and duration of the'domestic typesetting re
quirement and reduce the penalties for noncompliance. The Register of Copyrights 
disapproved of the substance of all of these agreements, but nonetheless recommended 
that Congress enact them. See Litman, supra note IS, at 869-78 and sources cited 
therein. 

2 t ' Littnan, supra note 15, at 871 -79; see also 1975 House Hearings, supra note 204. at 
237-38 (testimony of Townsend Hoopea, Ass'n of American Publishers); id. at 363 (re-
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took to produce a bill that every industry representative would be 
willing to support, the solutions to inter-industry disputes became 
progressively more complicated and detailed. 

/. Reproduction by Broadcasters and Libraries 

For example, the 196S bill included a provision permitting broad
casters licensed to perform a work to make a single ephemeral re
cording of the work.264 The privilege, included at broadcasters* 
insistence as a condition for supporting the expanded performance 
right,267 to which it had no direct relation, would have allowed a 
broadcaster to make a temporary tape of a copyrighted work for 
convenience in broadcasting the work. Thus, a radio station could 
have taped a program of copyrighted songs, broadcast the songs, 
and then destroyed the tape or retained it solely for archival pur
poses.268 After testimony revealing that the privilege was contro
versial, the House Judiciary Committee reported out a version of 
the privilege that excluded motion pictures, imposed further limita
tions and conditions on the use of the recording, and prohibited the 
copyrighting of the recording without the consent of the owner of 
the copyright in the underlying work.269 In 1969, the Senate ex
panded the privilege for educational broadcasters, but not other 
broadcasters, in order to permit up to twelve ephemeral recordings 
and delay their destruction for up to live years.270 Later, Congress 
expanded the twelve recordings to thirty, lengthened the five years 

marks of Rep. Drinan); id at 890-91 (testimony of Eric Smith, Public Broadcasting 
Sys.h id. at 971 (testimony of Edward Cramer. BMI>. id. at 1840. 1847 (testimony of 
Barbara Ringer. Register of Copyrights); 1965 House Hearings, supra note 233, at 591 
(remarks of Rep. Poffh LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CON
GRESS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 1969, reprinted in 2 N. HENRY, jupra 
note 236. at 154; LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS 
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDINO JUNE 30, 1968. reprinted in 2 N. HENRY, supra note 
256. at 3-4; 122 CONG. REC. 3824 (1976) (remarks of Sen. Hollings)-, id at 31.980-81 
(remarks of Rep. Kastenmeier>. id. at 31.985 (remarks of Rep. Drinan); 113 CONG. 
REC. 8585. 8592 (1967) (remarks of Rep. Celkr). 

" * S r r H.R. 4347. 89th Cong., 1st Sets. $ 110 (I96S). 
267 See. e.%.. CLR PART 3. supra note 203. at 127 (remark* of Eugene N. Aldnikoff, 

Natl Edoc Television and Radio Center); id at 198-99 (remarks of Douglas AneUo, 
Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters). 

26*&r HOUSE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 89TH CONO., 1ST SESS.. COPYRIGHT 
LAW REVISION PART 6: SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF THE REGISTER OF COPY
RIGHTS ON THE GENERAL REVISION OF THE U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW: 1965 REVISION 
BILL 44-47 (Comm. Print 1963) [hereinafter CLR PART 6). 

™See H.R. 4347. 89th Cong.. 2d Sets. 5 112 (1966); H.R. Rep. No. 2237. 89th 
Cong.. 2d Sets. 36 (1966). 

i*>See S. 343. 91st Cong.. 1st Sets. (1969). 
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to seven years, added a separate privilege with its own conditions 
for distribution of an ephemeral recording of religious music, and 
finally, incorporated a distinct ephemeral recording privilege (lim
ited to ten copies with no firm destruction date) for nonprofit educa
tional broadcasts of nondramatic literary works to blind or deaf 
audiences.271 

Also unsettled at the time of the initial congressional hearings 
was the issue of library photocopying. The 1961 Register's Report 
proposed that the statute permit nonprofit libraries to supply their 
patrons with single photocopies of articles or out-of-print books.272 

It proved impossible to reconcile the positions of authors, publish
ers, and librarians during the conferences. The Copyright Office 
drafted an elaborate provision setting forth the conditions under 
which libraries could make photocopies; authors, publishers, and 
library groups demanded its deletion.273 Thus, the bill introduced 
in Congress contained no provision addressing library copying. At 
the request of historians and archivists, the House subcommittee 
added a provision in 1967 permitting nonprofit institutions to make 
archival copies of unpublished works. During the next round of 
hearings, library associations pressed for their own express exemp
tion.274 The Senate subcommittee expanded the archival privilege 
into a complicated provision permitting libraries to reproduce 
works or portions of works under specific conditions and restric
tions.27' In 1974, the Senate added additional conditions and re
strictions. The 1974 provision specified the kinds of libraries 
entitled to the privilege, the nature of the works that could be repro
duced, the amount of the works that could be copied, the number of 
copies that could be made, and the extent of the investigation the 
library must undertake before making any reproductions in an as-

271 See H.R. REP. NO. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 101-05, reprinted in 1976 U.S. 
CODE CONG, AND ADMIN. NEWS 56S9, 5715-20. 

2 7 2 S « CLR PART I, supra note 196, at 25-26. 
27< See CLR PART 6. supra note 268, at 26. Authors and publishers argued that the 

provision would legalize copying prohibited under current law and, thus, open the door 
to wholesale abuse. Librarians argued that the provision would prohibit copying legal 
under current law and, thus, curtail established services and impede legitimate scholar
ship. See id. 

2 7 4 See U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, (DRAFT) SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF 
THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS ON THE GENERAL REVISION OF THE U.S. COPYRIGHT 
LAW: 1973 REVISION BILL 57-103 (1973) [hereinafter REGISTER'S SECOND SUPPLE
MENTARY REPORT]. 

275 See S. 543. 91st Cong.. 1st Sess. § 108 (1969). 
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sortment of situations.276 

While authors, publishers, and libraries sought to reach an agree
ment,"7 the House added some refinements of its own, including 
provisions to treat inlerlibrary loans more explicitly and to require 
the Register of Copyrights to prepare periodic reports to Congress 
on the section's practical success."8 Efforts to mediate the continu
ing dispute finally bore fruit on the day the House passed the 1976 
bill and referred it to the conference committee. Organizations rep
resenting authors, publishers, and libraries agreed to accept the pro
vision passed by the House, as interpreted by a series of complicated 
guidelines on which they had concurred. The guidelines specified 
further conditions and restrictions, adopted definitions of disputed 
statutory language, and imposed record keeping requirements. The 
conference committee approvingly incorporated the guidelines in 
the Conference Report.279 

2. Cable Television 

Another, even more complex example is the way the bill accom
modated cable television. When the cable television issue first sur
faced in the conferences,2*0 the cable television industry had just 
begun commercial development. In the 1950s and early 1960s, 
cable operators erected community antenna systems that amplified 
and transmitted broadcast signals to private homes in communities 
unable to receive satisfactory television signals by conventional 

»*Sr* S. 1361. 93d Cong.. 2d Sess. § 108 (1974). Register Ringer's report to the 
House subcommittee in 1975 described the amended Senate provision this way: 

Note that the conditions set out in subsection (a) are only a general starting 
point. For a library activity to be exempt, it must also qualify under one of the 
conditions laid out in subsections (b) through (f) and must not run afoul of 
subsection (g) and must involve copying of a work that a not mentioned in 
subsection (h). 

REGISTER'S SECONO Surrt.EMENTARY RETORT, supra note 274. at 74. 
2 , 7 See I97S House Hearings, supra note 204, at 193 (testimony of Edition Low. Rep

resentative of sis Library Associations); id. at 219 (testimony of Irwin Karp, Authors' 
League of America); id. at 223 (testimony of Charles Licb, Ass'n of American Publish
ers); Copyright Law /tension: Hearings on S. IS6I Before the Subcomm. on Patents. 
Trademarks and Copyrights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 
103 (1973) (hereinafter 1973 Senate Hearings] (testimony of Edition Low. American 
Library Ass'n). 

*nSee H.R. REP. NO. 1476. supra note 271. at 74-79. reprinted in 1976 US Cooe 
CONG. A AOMIN. NEWS at 3688-92. 

"» H.R. COHI. RE*. No. 1733. 94th Cong,. 2d Seas. 70-74 (1976). reprinted in 1976 
U.S. COOE CONG. & ADMIN NEWS 3810. 3811-13. 

imSee CLR PART 3. supra note 203. at 238-41 (remarks of Barbara Ringer, Assis
tant Register for Examining). 
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means. Under the 1909 Act, whether cable retransmissions trig
gered copyright liability depended upon whether the retransmis
sions would be deemed a "public performance," at that juncture an 
unsettled question.2" As the conferences struggled to redefine the 
exclusive performance right, panelists had to confront the issue of 
cable television's liability. Cable television companies argued that 
the copyright law should exempt their community antenna systems 
from its coverage. Broadcasters and copyright owners2*2 insisted 
that community antenna operators were collecting fees for cable 
service, and should not be able to use copyrighted material free of 
charge. In addition, they argued, the proliferation of community 
antenna systems discouraged the development of UHF stations 
within the community antenna systems' service areas. The Copy
right Office devoted much energy to trying to promote agree
ment.211 Compromise proved elusive, however, because the ground 
kept shifting in response to technological and regulatory develop
ments and judicial decisions. 

In the 1965 bill, the Copyright Office included a provision that 
exempted cable retransmissions if made without charge and without 
any alteration of the broadcast signal content or transmission of 
original programming.2*4 Any other retransmission exposed the 
cable operator to copyright liability. Meanwhile, however, micro
wave transmission technology had developed, enabling cable sys
tems to import television signals from distant cities to augment 
available programming. Broadcasters began to perceive cable as a 

2 . 1 The Supreme Court ultimately determined thai cable retransmission was public, 
but was not a performance. See Teleprompter Corp. v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 
413 U.S. 394 (1974); Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists Television. 392 U.S. 390 
(1968). 

2 . 2 Broadcasters did not then and do not now, as a rule, own the copyright in the 
programs that they broadcast. Independent producers create the programs and secure 
licenses from underlying copyright owners. The producers then lease the programs to 
network or non-network broadcasting companies Tor a fee that, typically, does not cover 
the expenses of producing the program. After broadcasting the programs under the 
terms of the lease, the network has no further rights in the programs, and the producers 
can then try to make up the rest of their costs and perhaps make a profit by reselling the 
programs to others. In addition to the fee paid to the program's producers, broadcast
ers pay a-separate royally entitling them to perform any copyrighted music incorpo
rated in the program. Thus, the most significant copyright owners in television 
programs are the producers of the programs and the composers of the music in the 
programs. However, broadcasters do own the copyright in programs, such as news pro
grams, that they produce in-house. 

"'Set CLR I'ART 6, supra note 268, at 40-43. 
"« H.R. 4347, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. § 109(5) (1966); see CLR TAUT 6, supra note 268. 

at 40-43. 
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serious threat. Also, during this time, a motion picture studio 
brought the first copyright infringement suit against a cable televi
sion system for unauthorized retransmissions of the studio's movies. 
On both sides of the controversy, parties' positions hardened. In 
the House and Senate hearings, broadcasters and copyright owners 
argued that all cable television was copyright infringement; cable 
companies insisted that they were entitled to a complete exemption 
from copyright liability for retransmissions.2*5 

While the congressional committees struggled with the problem, 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) had already en
tered the dispute in order to protect broadcasters from the competi
tion it perceived that cable television threatened. The FCC 
promulgated regulations requiring cable systems to carry signals of 
all local television stations and greatly restricting the importation of 
distant signals.2*6 Two months later, a district court in the South
ern District of New York held a cable system liable for copyright 
infringement on the ground that its retransmission of local televi
sion signals was a public performance for profit.2*7 The Copyright 
Office continued to urge the parties to negotiate an agreement, and 
the FCC added its voice of encouragement. Representative Kas-
tenmeier, chairman of the House subcommittee, proposed a com
promise provision, while the Senate subcommittee scheduled special 
hearings to consider the cable television issue. Under the Kas-
tenmeier provision, transmission of local signals with no alteration 
would be exempt from copyright liability.2'* Transmission of im
ported distant signals would expose the cable operator either to full 
liability or to limited liability, depending on variables such as the 
reception of broadcast signals in the community and the presence 
within the local service area of a broadcast station licensed to carry 
the programs in the imported signal.2*9 

The Kastenmeier proposal received more opposition than sup
port.290 Representatives of cable television companies presented 

» ' See, e.g.. 1963 House Hearings, supra note 233, at 1243-33 (testimony of Frederick 
Ford. Nal'l Community Television Ass'nh id at 1288-90 (testimony of Thomas J. 
Whyte. West Virginia and Middle Atlantic Community Television Asj'nh id at 1332-
33 (testimony of Arthur Krim. United Artists Corp.); Id. at 1722-24 (testimony of 
Douglas Andlo, Nat'l Ass'n of Broadcasters). 

"*&* United States v. Southwestern Cable, 392 U.S. 137, 163-67 (1968). 
" ' United Artists Television v. Fortnightly Corp.. 253 F. Supp. 177 (S.D.N.Y. 1966). 

afd. 377 F.2d 872 (2d Cir. 1967). md, 392 U.S. 390 (1968). 
"*Srr H.R. Rer. No. 2237. 89th Cong.. 2d Sen. 77-88 (1966). 
m See id. at 83-87. 
2 , 0 See REGISTER'S SECOND SurrLEMENTARV RETORT, supra note 274, at 121-22; 
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their own compromise proposals, which exempted local signals, 
provided a compulsory license entitling cable operators to import 
any distant signal for a statutory fee, and released cable operators 
from the obligation to pay any royalties for the performance of 
copyrighted music.2" The House Judiciary Committee adopted the 
Kastenmeier proposal rather than the cable industry's request for a 
compulsory license and reported the copyright revision bill incorpo
rating the provision to the full House.292 Acrimonious debate en
sued over the cable provision. After intense, last minute 
negotiation, the House adopted an amendment deleting the cable 
provision entirely before passing the bill and referring it to the Sen
ate.293 Parties resumed their negotiations, but the ground soon 
shifted again. 

In 1967, the Supreme Court agreed to review lower court deci
sions subjecting cable television operators to copyright liability, and 
efforts to reach agreement stalled in the expectation of judicial reso
lution. The following year, the Court issued a decision reversing 
the lower courts' determination that cable retransmissions of local 
signals was copyright infringement; the Court held that cable re
transmissions did not "perform" the copyrighted work within the 
meaning of the 1909 copyright statute.294 In another decision, the 
Court upheld the FCC's jurisdiction to regulate cable television;"5 

the FCC responded by imposing more stringent regulations prohib
iting the importation of distant signals into major television markets 
without prior permission from the originating stations.2"" Under 
these conditions, representatives of broadcasters and cable televi
sion companies finally negotiated an agreement in 1969,297 but the 
National Association of Broadcasters proved unable to persuade its 
membership to ratify it.29* The Senate, nonetheless, used some of 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR THE FISCAL 
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1967, reprinted in 2 N. HENRY, supra note 236. at 1-2. 

191 See Copyright Law Revision—CATV: Hearings on S. 1006 Before the Subcomm. 
on Patents. Trademarks and Copyrights of the Sen. Comm. on the Judiciary, 89th Cong., 
2d Sesj. 86-89 (1966) [hereinafter 1966 Senate Hearings) (testimony of Frederick Ford, 
Natl Cable Television Ass'n); id. at 248-32 (written comments of Westinghouse Broad
casting Co.) 

» " S « H.R. REP. NO. 83. 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967). 
"'See 113 CONO. RF.C. 8990-9022 (1967); REGISTER'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY 

REPORT, supra note 274, at 122. 
J»4 Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists Television, 392 U.S. 390 (1968). 
»»> United States v. Southwestern Cable. 392 U.S. 137 (1968). 
1 9 6 See REGISTER'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT, supra note 274, at 124-26. 
"''See id. at 127. 
w See id. at 128. 
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the provisions in the aborted 1969 agreement as the basis Tor its own 
compromise provision, establishing a compulsory license Tor cable 
retransmissions of local and distant signals under conditions estab
lished in the private agreement.29" 

The FCC, however, had in the interim been formulating its own 
new approach.300 The FCC announced a plan of its own, which 
interested parties found completely unacceptable.301 At this point, 
the FCC and the Senate Committee invited Clay Whitehead, direc
tor of the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy, to be
come involved in the effort to move private negotiations forward.302 

Whitehead's initial efforts at mediation were unsuccessful. Eventu
ally, however, he came up with a proposal and presented it to the 
interested parties on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. Whitehead's plan 
contemplated a compulsory license for such cable television retrans
missions as the FCC's regulations permitted, but envisioned the 
FCC's using the regulations to protect programmers' exclusivity 
from competition by imported signals. In essence, the copyright 
owners would agree to cede control of their programs' retransmis
sions in return for a statutory compensation for cable use and on the 
condition that the FCC's regulations protect copyright owners and 
broadcasters from cable importation of signals that duplicated their 
programs. The parties grudgingly accepted the "consensus agree
ment," as it came to be called, and the FCC then promulgated regu
lations permitting cable systems to import distant signals under the 
agreement's terms.303 

Before the Senate could act on the consensus agreement, how
ever, the Supreme Court issued its decision in Teleprompter Corp. v. 

™See S. 543. 91st Cong.. 1st Sess. 5 III (1969). 
""See LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. REPORT OF THF. LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR THE 

FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1970. reprinted in 2 N. HENRY, supra note 256, at 156-
57. 

301 The FCC proposed a plan permitting importation of a limited number of in
dependent (non-nctwork-affiliated) commercial signah, and an unlimited number of 
Public Broadcasting System signals, in return for a healthy Tee to be used as a subsidy 
for PBS. Cable operators located in areas that did not receive all three network signals 
would also have been permitted to import a distant signal affiliated with the absent 
network. A particularly bizzare feature of the proposal required cable systems to delete 
advertisements from commercial distant signals and substitute advertisements provided 
by local broadcast stations. Nobody liked this proposal except the Public Broadcasting 
Corporation, and the FCC never implemented it. 

5 0 1 See REGISTER'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT, supra note 274, at 134; I97J 
Senate Hearings, supra note 277, al 278-80 (prepared statement of Jack Valenti, Motion 
Picture Ass'n of America). 

mSee REGISTER'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT, supra note 274, at 131-40. 
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Columbia Broadcasting Syslem,io* holding the importation of dis
tant signals to be completely exempt from copyright liability under 
the 1909 Act. Cable operators began to disavow the portion of the 
consensus agreement that outlined mutually agreeable principles of 
copyright revision.'05 The Senate Committee nonetheless modified 
its copyright bill to incorporate many of the copyright principles 
contained in the consensus agreement.306 The new provision estab
lished a compulsory license for retransmission of local signals and 
of distant signals that the FCC's regulations permitted cable sys
tems to import, set statutory fees on the basis of cable systems' gross 
receipts, and provided for a Copyright Royalty Tribunal to resolve 
controversies among claimants to the royalty payments and to re
vise the statutory royalty rates in response to changes in conditions 
or in applicable FCC regulations. Broadcasters, copyright owners, 
and cable operators remained dissatisfied with the provision and 
continued their private negotiations. Ultimately, cable operators 
and copyright owners reached a different agreement, and the House 
incorporated that agreement into the copyright bill that Congress 
finally enacted in 1976."" 

Broadcasters were not party to the agreement reflected in the 
House bill.308 As might be expected, that agreement disadvantaged 
them in comparison with the provisions of the consensus agreement 
incorporated in the Senate bill. Where the Senate bill had estab
lished a compulsory license for the broadcast of local signals and 
distant network signals, the House bill provided a copyright exemp
tion for local and distant network signal retransmission and re
tained the compulsory license only for distant non-network signal 
retransmission.309 Where the Senate bill presumptively entitled net-

J°«4I5U.S. 394(1974). 
•"o* See 1975 House Hearings, supra note 204. al 485 (testimony of Rex Bradley, Nafl 

Cable Television); id. at 598-613 (testimony of David Wicks. Community Antenna Tele
vision Ass'n); id. at 656-66 (testimony of George Barco, Pennsylvania Community An
tenna Ass'n); see also 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 277, at 397-411 (testimony of 
David Foster, Nat'l Cable Television Ass'n); id. at 5I2-5S (testimony of Amos Hostel
ler, Nat'l Television Ass'n). 

*» See S. 1361. 93d Cong.. 2d Sess. { I l l (1974). The consensus agreement began to 
break down almost immediately, and witnesses before both subcommittees disputed 
whether the Senate provision accurately incorporated its key provisions. 

307See H.R. REP. 1476. supra note 271, at 88-101. reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE 
CONG & ADMIN. NEWS at 5702-16. 

x^Seeid. at 90. 1976 U.S. CODE CONC. & ADMIN NEWS at S705; 122 CONG. REC. 
31.979 (1976) (remarks of Rep. Kastenmeier); id. at 31,984 (remarks of Rep. Railsback). 

J""See H.R. REP. 1476. supra note 271. at 90. 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. A ADMIN. 
NEWS at 5704. 
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work and local broadcasters to recover royalties from the compul
sory license royalty fund, the House bill excluded them from the 
pool of royalty claimants.310 Where the Senate bill calculated the 
statutory royalty as a percentage of gross receipts, the House bill 
calculated the royalty on the basis of the number of distant signals 
imported by the cable system.1" 

It took eleven years and the combined efforts of the Copyright 
Office, the bar associations, the House and Senate Subcommittees, 
the FCC, and the White House Office of Telecommunications Pol
icy to force interested parties to reach an agreement on the revision 
bill's treatment of cable television. The ultimate provision enacted 
contained pieces of the Copyright Office's 1965 revision bill, pieces 
of the unratified 1969 agreement between the National Association 
of Broadcasters and the National Cable Television Association, 
pieces of the 1971 consensus agreement, and pieces of the last min
ute accord between the National Cable Television Association and 
the Motion Picture Association of America. It is the copyright stat
ute's longest provision, and its least comprehensible piece of prose. 
It became obsolete before its effective date.311 

Negotiations over the rest of the bill's provisions reflect much the 
same story. From the inclusive group conferences, negotiations 
evolved into interlocking bilateral and trilateral deals. The deals 
themselves worked to the advantage of the interests party to them 
and to the comparative disadvantage of others. The longer the ne
gotiations on a particular dispute continued, the narrower and more 
specific was the resulting solution. 

£L Flexible Limitations 

In 1976 Congress finally enacted the modern copyright statute it 
had labored over so long, and the Senate optimistically dissolved its 
Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights."3 For 

"o&e id. tl 97, 1976 US. CODE CONC. & AOMIN. NEWS at 5712. 
>" Compart S. RET. 473. 94th Cong,. 1st Sen. 8042 (1973) with H.R. REP. 1476. 

supra note 271. at 97-98. 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. A ADMIN. NEWS at 5710-11. 
1,1 Set infra notet 373-96 and accompanying text; set also Copyright louts: Cable 

Television and Performance Rights: Hearings before Iht Subcomm. on Courts. Civil Lib-
ertits and iht Administration of Justice of tht Hotat Comm. on iht Judiciary, 96th 
Cong., 1st Sen. 2 (1980) (hereinafter 7979 House Hearings) (remarks of Rep. Kas-
tenmcier): id. at 2-14 (testimony of Henry Gcller. VS. Dep't of Commerce). 

1 •' Stt Oversight of tht Copyright Office and tht Copyright Royally Tribunal: Hearing 
Before Iht Subcomm. on Patents. Copyrights and Trademarks of tht Sen. Comm. on tht 
Judiciary, 98th Cong,, 1st Sen. 1-2 (1983) (hereinafter MS Senate Hearings) (state
ment of Sen. Matmas). 
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those familiar with the struggles to apply the 1909 Act to develop
ing technology, however, the 1976 Act should have seemed 
designed to fail the future in predictable ways. Broadly phrased 
general provisions have inherent flexibility. Narrow, specific provi
sions do not. In order to answer the questions that the future will 
present, a statute needs flexible language embodying general 
principles. 

General, flexible statutory language need not confer uncabined 
discretion on the courts, nor consign affected industries to case-by-
case determinations of liability. Flexible provisions that invoke 
principles rather than fact-specific conditions will give courts and 
industry actors more guidance, rather than less, as to the statute's 
application to situations that arise after the law's enactment. In
deed, it is the language tailored to reflect specific factual conditions 
that gives the courts nothing to work with once the predicate facts 
have grown outdated.-114 

New players that technological change will introduce into the 
game have a particularly compelling need for flexible statutory pro
visions. The representatives of yet-to-develop technology cannot be 
present in a bargaining room filled with current stakeholders. They 
must, therefore, rely on such general and flexible provisions as the 
statutory scheme includes. The narrower and more specific the 
prose is, the less likely it is that a statutory provision will be suffi
ciently flexible to be responsive to technological change, and the 
more quickly the provision will be outdated. 

A process that relies upon negotiated bargains among industry 
representatives, however, is ill-suited to arrive at general, flexible 
limitations. The dynamics of inter-industry negotiations tend to en
courage fact-specific solutions to inter-industry disputes.m The 
participants' frustration with the rapid aging of narrowly defined 
rights has inspired them to collaborate in drafting rights more 
broadly. No comparable tendency has emerged to inject breadth or 
flexibility into the provisions limiting those rights. The only general 
limitations reflected in the current copyright statute were devised by 
courts in the nineteenth century, before Congress turned to a revi
sion strategy resting upon meetings among affected interests. 

n* See supra notes I52-J9 and accompanying text (application o( 1909 Act to motion 
pictures and radio broadcasts); infra notes 373-93 and accompanying text (application 
of 1976 Act to satellite technology); accord Copyright and Technological Change, supra 
note 2. at 23-29 (testimony of Benjamin Compaign. Harvard University). 

J"S*e supra notes 131-32 and accompanying text. 
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Although these provisions have survived the press of technological 
change better than the narrow and specific limitations that pervade 
the 1976 Act, they have not been equal to the task of providing the 
flexibility necessary to respond to the developments that have ar
rived with the future. 

The courts developed several general limitations on the copyright 
owners' bundle of rights in interpreting the 1909 Act and the copy
right statutes that preceded it. Four of these court-crafted doctrines 
found their way into the revision bill, typically in response to partic
ular disputes.316 It is these more general limitations that have born 
the brunt of supplying the flexibility that the statute requires to ad
just to technological change. The narrow disputes that engendered 
these doctrines' inclusion in statutory text, however, have distorted 
their application and limited their usefulness. Before discussing the 
role of these limitations in adapting to the future, I would like to 
describe each doctrine briefly, and explain how it came to be in
cluded in the 1976 Act. 

1. Idea/Expression Distinction 

The most fundamental of these court-made limitations is the 
idea/expression distinction. The doctrine dates back at least to the 
1879 case of Baker v. Selden,"7 in which the Supreme Court held 
that a copyright on a book describing a bookkeeping system con
ferred no exclusive rights in the system itself. Copyright protects 
only expression and not the ideas expressed.3" Where idea and ex
pression are inseparable, copyright law permits others to use as 
much of the expression as is necessary to convey the unprotected 
idea.319 Similarly, copyright does not protect facts, systems, or 
methods, but only the form in which they are described.320 The 

316 Other limitations survived because the statute Tailed to overrule them expressly. 
See. e.g.. Cohen. Masking Copyright Decisionmaking: The Meaninglessntss of Substan
tial Similarity, 20 U.C. DAVIS L. RF.V. 719 (1987). That the statute's fern general limit
ing principles derive from judge-made law is no accident. The legislative process that I 
have described is an unlikely source of broad, general limitations. If these doctrines had 
been bom in the revision process rather than in judicial decisions, they wouM not have 
been general. 

J I 7I0I US. 99(1879). 
"*£* . . Peter Pan Fabrics v. Martin Wciner Corp.. 274 F.2d 487.489 (2d Cir. I960); 

Nichols v. Universal Pictures. 43 F.2d 119. 121 (2d Or. 1930). cert denied, 282 U.S. 
902 (1931); see OTA RErORT. supra note 3. at 6243. 

" ' £ » . Herbert Rosenthal Jewelry v. Kalpakian. 446 F.2d 738 (9th Cir. 1971); 
Continental Casualty v. Bcardsley, 2S3 F 2d 702 (2d Or.), cert denied. 338 U.S. 816 
(1938). 

" ° £ j . , Rosemont Enterprises, v. Random House. 366 F.2d 303. 309 (2d Cir. 1966), 
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1961 Register's Report began with a description or the 
idea/expression distinction: 

Copyright does not preclude others from using the ideas or 
information revealed by the author's work. It pertains to the lit
erary, musical, graphic or artistic form in which the author ex
presses intellectual concepts. It enables him to prevent others 
from reproducing his individual expression without his consent. 
But anyone is free to create his own expression of the same con
cepts, or to make practical use of them, as long as he doesn't 
copy the author's form of expression.121 

The revision bill that emerged from the conferences made no 
mention of the idea/expression distinction. In the 1967 Senate Sub
committee hearings, however, representatives of educational organi
zations voiced strong opposition to the broad language of the 
subject matter and exclusive rights provisions of the bill, on the 
ground that the language could be interpreted to extend protection 
to the functional processes embodied in computer software.3" Ed
ucational organizations proposed a broad restatement of the 
idea/expression distinction;121 publishers and authors registered 
their opposition.124 The Senate Subcommittee drafted a more nar
rowly worded provision and inserted it into the section on copy
rightable subject matter.125 The Subcommittee added language to 

cert, denied. 385 U.S. 1009 (1967). See Denicola, Copyright in Collections of Facts: A 
Theory for the Protection of Nonfiction Literary Works, 81 COLUM. L. REV. 516(1981). 
Ginsbtirg. Sabotaging and Reconstructing History: A Comment on the Scope of Copy
right Protection in Works of History After lloehling v. Universal City Studios. 29 J. 
COPYRIGHT SOC'V U.S.A. 647 (1982); Gorman. Fact or Fancy! The Implications for 
Copyright, 29 J. COPYRIGHT Soc'v 560 (1982). 

" ' CLR PART I, supra note 196, at 3. 
, JJ See 1967Senate Hearings, supra note 210, at 196-200 (testimony of Arthur Miller. 

Ad Hoc Committee of Educ. Insts. and Orgs, on Copyright Law Revision); id. al 550 
(testimony of Edison Montgomery, Interuniversity Communications Council); id. at 
1058-59 (testimony of W. Drown Morton, Interuniversity Communications Council). 

,2> See id. at 1058 (testimony of W. Morton Brown, Interuniversity Communications 
Council). Professors Arthur Miller and Benjamin Kaplan drafted a proposed amend
ment to section 106: 

Provided, however, That nothing in this title shall be construed to give the 
owner of copyright the exclusive right to any idea, process, plan or scheme 
embodied or described in the copyrighted work or the right lo prevent the 
preparation of any copy or derivative work that is necessary to the use of any 
idea, process, plan, or scheme embodied or described in the copyrighted work 
as an incident of such use. 

Id 
H* See id. at 1109 (written comments of American Book Publishers' Council); id. al 

1155-56 (written comments of Authors' League of America). 
"'SeeS. 543. 91st Cong.. 1st Sess. 5 102(b) (1969): 

In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend 

•>;. \ J 
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the Committee Report, explaining that the purpose of the subsec
tion was to clarify the debate over computer programs and "make 
clear that the expression adopted by the programmer is the copy
rightable element in a computer program, and that the actual 
processes or methods embodied in the program are not within the 
scope of the copyright law."126 

2. Useful Articles Doctrine 

A second longstanding doctrine, prohibiting copyright protection 
of utilitarian articles, also derives from Baker v. Selden.m The 
Copyright Office refused to accept utilitarian articles for registra
tion, and courts upheld the determination that utilitarian articles 
were ineligible for protection.32* In a 19S4 decision, Mazer v. 
Stein,™ the Supreme Court took some of the teeth from the limita
tion by holding that an otherwise copyrightable work incorporated 
into a utilitarian design remained copyrightable.110 As interpreted 
by the Copyright Office in succeeding years, the decision permitted 
the copyrighting of the nonutilitarian features of utilitarian arti
cles.11' The Copyright Office was flooded with applications for re
gistration of objects of industrial design with ornamental features, 
such as jewelry, textiles, toys, and dinnerware.112 Meanwhile, the 
Register urged Congress to enact a bill giving industrial designs sui 
generis protection.113 

Extended discussions with industry representatives during the pe
riod preceding the copyright revision effort produced a compromise 
in 1957, which dictated the substance of both an ultimately unsuc-

lo any idea, plan, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, 
principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, ex
plained, illustrated, or embodied in such work. 

The provision enacted by Congress omitted the word "plan." Set 17 U.S.C. { 102(b). 
"» S. RF.P. NO. 983. 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 107 (1974). See REGISTER'S SECOND Sur-

H.F.MF.NTARY REPORT, supra note 274. at 10. 
'"See. e.g., Taylor Instrument v. Fawley-Brost Co.. 139 F.2d 98. 100-01 (7th Cir. 

1943). cert, denied, 321 U.S. 785 (1944); Amberg File * Index v. Shea Smith A Co.. 82 
F. 314, 315 (7th Cir. 1897). 

'» See. e.g., Amberg File A Index. 82 F. at 314; Kemp * Bealley. Inc. v. Hirach, 34 
F.2d 291 (E.D.N.Y. 1929). 

"«347U.S. 201 (I9S4). 
>WW. at 214-13. See Denicola. supra note 18a at 711-17. 
1 , 1 See CLR PART I. supra note 196, at 12-16; Brown. Design Protection: An Over

view, 34 U C L A . L. RF.V. 1341. 1352-53 (1987); Samuetaon. Contu Revisited: The Case 
Against Copyright Protection for Computer Programs in Machine-Readable Form, 1984 
DUKE L.J. 663. 728-36. 

i»See CLR PART I, supra note 196. at 12. 
»>Steid at 13. 
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cessful sui generis design bill and the copyright revision bill's ap
proach to protection of industrial designs.*34 The compromise 
called for continuing the current level of industrial design-protec
tion under the copyright law; the Register obligingly incorporated 
the substance of his extant regulations on utilitarian articles into the 
revision bill. When the conferences produced provisions greatly 
broadening the scope of copyrightable subject matter and expanding 
the extent of exclusive rights, the Register added a provision pur
porting to freeze current law relative to the protection of useful arti
cles."' These provisions were placed in portions of the statute 
applicable solely to copyright in pictorial, graphic, and sculptural 
works.316 Although other limitations in the statute were drafted to 
have general application to particular exclusive rights rather than to 
particular classes of works,117 the limitations on copyright in useful 
articles remained, by accident of placement, relevant only to picto
rial, graphic, and sculptural works.118 

Both the idea/expression distinction and the useful articles doc
trine are subject matter limitations on what aspects of a copyrighted 
work may be protected.119 By excluding ideas, facts, or utilitarian 
features from the realm of copyrightable subject matter, the statute 
puts them into the public domain, where they may be copied with 
impunity. The copyright in a work that is largely factual, for exam
ple, may be described as thinner than the copyright in a work that is 
entirely fictional. Similarly, the copyright in a functional work is 
thinner than the copyright in an entirely ornamental work.140 Two 
additional general limiting principles made their way into the stat
ute. In contrast to the subject matter limitations, these principles 
restrict the extent of the copyright owner's rights rather than the 
scope of copyrightable subject matter. 

JMSe* REGISTER'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT, supra note 274, at 194-96; 
CLR PART 2. supra note 6. at 189-94 (various witnesses). 

335 See CLR PART 3, supra note 203, at 67 (remarks of Abraham Kaminstein. Regis
ter of Copyrights). 

"*S*r 17 U.S.C. }$ 101. 113. 
1 , 7 See, e.g. .id. § \ 10. Bui see id. { 114(b) (limitations on exclusive rights in sound 

recordings). 
a* See. e.g.. E.F. Johnson Co. v. Uniden Corp. of Am.. 623 F. Supp. 1483. 1498 (O. 

Minn. 1985) ("The Court cannot accept defendant's characterization of plaintiff's pro
grams as 'a useful work.' Congress has clearly defined computer programs as 'literary 
works.'... Accordingly, the limitations placed on the copyrightability of useful articles 
by section 101 of the Act are simply not applicable here." (citations omitted)). 

33*Srr Brown, supra note 257. at 581. 
**° See. eg.. Goldstein. Infringement of Copyright in Computer Programs. 47 U. Ptrr. 

L. REV. 1119. 1120-21 (1986). 
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3. First Sale Doctrine 

The third doctrine developed by the courts is the first sale doc
trine. 14t Under the first sale doctrine, the copyright owner's exclu
sive control over the public distribution of copies of a work is 
exhausted, as to a particular copy of a work, upon the first author
ized sale of that copy.141 It is the first sale doctrine that permits the 
operation of lending libraries and second hand book stores notwith
standing the copyright owner's exclusive right of distribution. 
Cases made clear that the first sale doctrine terminated the copy
right owner's distribution right with respect to a particular copy;141 

the 1909 Act incorporated that principle in terms.144 It was less 
clear whether the first sale doctrine had any effect on the rest of the 
rights in the copyright bundle.545 The majority view appeared to be 
that the copyright owner lost any right to display a particular copy 
in public along with the distribution right, but retained the rights of 
reproduction, adaptation, and public performance for profit.146 

Two controversies led to the inclusion of a modified first sale doc
trine in the copyright revision bill. First, representatives of authors 
requested an explicit rental and lending right, which would in es
sence have repealed the first sale doctrine entirely.147 Second, when 
the Register responded to requests to redraft a proposal that em
bodied broader rights with specific exceptions,14* the Copyright Of
fice draft included an express right of public display for pictorial, 
graphic, and sculptural works only. No display right appeared in 

341 See. e.g.. Samuelson, Modifying Copyrighted Software: Adjusting Copyright Doc
trine to Accommodate a Technology. 28 JUKIMETKICS J. 179, 195-97 (1988). 

"l See. e.g.. Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus. 210 U.S. 339 (1908); Harrison v. Maynard, 
Merrill & Co.. 61 F. 689. 690-91 (2d Cir. 1894); Fawcett Publications v. Elliot Publish-
ing. 46 F. Supp. 717 (S.D.N.Y. 1942). 

•M}5«*. e.g., Fawcett Publications. 46 F. Supp. at 717. 
***See 1909 Act, supra note 10. 5 27. 
i*iSee Samuelson. supra note 341, at 196-98 & n.84. 
344 See. e.g., National Ocographic Soc'y v. Classified Geographic, 27 F. Supp 635 (D. 

Mass. 1939). One factor complicating, the inquiry was the fact that during the early 
part of the century, music publishers licensed the right to ueifoiin music as part and 
parcel of the sale of copies. The purchaser of sheet musk thus bought the right to 
perform the music publicly for profit. See Arguments on H.R. 11943 Be/ore the House 
Comm. on Patents, 39th Cong., 1st Sets. 11-16 (1906). reprinted in 4 E.F. BRYLAWSKI 
AND A. GOLDMAN, supra note 6. at pt. F (colloquy). Another complication was the 
widely held, but never tested in the courts, view that fair use permitted the owner of a 
copy to reproduce it. See 1963 House Hearings, supra note 233, at 1497-1310 (testi
mony of Ralph Dwan. Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.). 

547 See CLR PART 2. supra note 6, at 20-21 (colloquy); id. at 255-57 (written com
ments of Authors" League of America); "t at 313-14 (written comments of Irwin Karp). 

*** See supra notes 236-48 and accompanying texL 
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the 1909 Act, and the 1961 Register's report made no mention of 
one.149 The Copyright Office's proposal called for a display right 
severely limited by the first sale doctrine: the right to display a 
copy, which included both display in a public place and television 
broadcast or motion picture exhibition, would terminate completely 
upon that copy's sale.-190 Artists' representatives responded with 
dismay.3" Book publishers echoed the objections.3'2 

The Copyright Office held meetings with artists' and publishers' 
representatives and interested ABA members and then drafted a 
broad display right subject to a more limited first sale doctrine.191 

Under the new first sale provision, sale of a copy of a work entitled 
the purchaser to resell or lend it and to display it to people located 
in the same room. The copyright owner retained the right to televi
sion or other remote display.354 Moreover, while the privilege codi
fied in the 1909 Act could be exercised by anyone in lawful 
possession of a copy,35* the revision bill's narrower first sale provi
sion applied only to owners of copies and persons acting with the 
owners' authority.35* This mollified artists' and publishers' repre
sentatives. Authors' representatives initially continued to press for 
a public lending right357 but abandoned their request in view of 
other concessions. The display right and the first sale doctrine re
ceived some further tinkering in Congress. The display right was 
expanded to vest in literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic 
works, pantomimes, and the individual images of motion pictures or 
other audio-visual works, as well as pictorial, graphic, and sculp-

i*9See CLR PART 3, supra note 203, at 157 (remarks of Barbara Ringer). 
J*>&* id. at 6. 
»< Set id. at 184-85 (remarks of Harriet Pilpel); CLR PART 4, supra note 238. at 323 

(written comments of Joshua Binion Cahn) ("If the proposed provision with respect to 
the right to exhibit means what I think it does, I find it repugnant and shocking."). 

>« See CLR PART 3. supra note 203, at 183-87 (colloquy). 
"'See CLR PART 3. supra note 203, at 36-59, 66 (remarks of Abe Goldman and 

Barbara Ringer, Copyright Office). 
, M See id. at 66 (remarks of Barbara Ringer. Copyright Office). 
yiiSee 1909 Act, supra note 10, § 27 ("(N)othing in this title shall be deemed to 

forbid, prevent, or restrict the transfer of any copy of the copyrighted work the posses
sion of which has been lawfully obtained . . . ."). 

] M The 1964 draft of the revision bill restricted the privileges of transfer and display 
under the first sale doctrine to owners of lawfully made copies, expressly excluding 
renters and borrowers. See CLR PART 5, supra note 205, at 5. The Copyright Office's 
draft of the 1965 Revision bill extended the privileges to persons authorized by the 
purchaser or the copy. See H.R. 4347, 89th Cong.. 1st Sess. § 108 (1965). 

MT See CLR PART 5, supra note 205, at 61 (remarks of Irwin Karp, Authors' League 
of America). 
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tural works."8 Congress revised the first sale doctrine to limit the 
display privilege to displays involving the actual copy or the projec
tion of no more than one image at a time.3" 

4. Fair Use 

The fourth general limitation was the controversial doctrine of 
fair use. Fair use originated as a judicially created, implied limita
tion on copyright owners' rights. One of its earliest American ex
pressions came in the 1841 case of Folsom v. Marsh.ito Fair use 
evolved in the case law into a privilege to use a reasonable portion 
of a copyrighted work for a reasonable purpose, but the privilege 
eluded precise definition.361 Defendants commonly invoked the 
privilege in cases involving parody, biography, or scholarly re
search.362 The Copyright Office's study on fair use concluded that 
the courts assessed a variety of factors in determining whether an 
allegedly infringing use was fair.363 

The 1961 Register's Report suggested that the revision bill give 
explicit recognition to the fair use doctrine.364 The proposal proved 
controversial; conference participants disagreed on the scope of fair 
use under extant law and also disagreed on the wisdom of reducing 
their understanding to statutory text.365 The Copyright Office's ef
forts to negotiate a compromise before presenting a bill to Congress 
failed when the issue of fair use became tangled with the issue of 
educational use.166 

"*S<« 17 U.S.C. § 106(5): S. 343. 91st Cong.. 1st Seas. 6 106(5) (1969). 
"'Srr 17 U.S.C. § 109; MR. 2512. 90th Cong.. 1st Seas. } 109 (1967). 
J*°9 F. Cas. 342 (C.C.D. Mass. 1841) (No. 4901). Set generally W.F. PATRV. THE 

FAIR USE PRIVILEGE IN COPYRIGHT LAW 3-64 (1983). Folsom r. Marsh involved a 
suit by a biographer of George Washington against a second biographer who had incor
porated material front the plaintifTs work in a later biography of Washington. 

J i l See generally Latman. Fair Use of Copyrighted Works, reprinted in SUBCOMM. ON 
PATENTS. TRADEMARKS AND PATENTS OF THE SENATE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 
86TH CONG.. 1ST SESS., COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION (Comm. Print I960). 

M ] See. e.g., Rosemont Enters, v. Random House 366 F.2d 303 (2d Or. 1966), cert, 
denied, 385 U.S. 1009 (1967); Columbia Pictures v. National Broadcasting Co.. 137 F. 
Supp. 348 (S.D. Cal. 1955). 

ib> See Latman, supra note 361. at 14-18. 
J*4 See CLR PART I. supra note 196, at 23. 
*** See 196} House Hearings, supra note 233, at 37-40 (prepared statement of Oeorge 

Cary. Deputy Register of Copyrights); id. at 74-79 (testimony of Lee Deighton, Ameri
can Textbook Publisher's Inst.); id. at 313-18 (testimony of Harold Wigrcn. Ad Hoc 
Comm. of Educ. Insts. and Orgs, on Copyright Law Revision); Id. at 342-44 (prepared 
statement of Harry Rosenfldd. Ad Hoc Comm. of Educ. Insts. and Orgs, on Copyright 
Law Revision); id. at 364-63 (colloquy); id. at 1431-33 (colloquy). 

"»&< Litman. supra note 15. at 873-77, 886-88. 
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Representatives of educational institutions requested a statutory 
exemption for educational use.167 Authors and publishers refused; 
they insisted that educators were already abusing the copyright law 
and should receive no further privileges beyond those the fair use 
doctrine already permitted.368 Educators responded that fair use 
was too unpredictable a doctrine for them to rely on;369 moreover, 
because most fair use cases arose in commercial contexts, they gave 
little guidance to the doctrine's application in a nonprofit educa
tional setting.'70 The Register and the House Subcommittee's gen
eral counsel convened several series of meetings; members of 
Congress urged further negotiations. Ultimately a compromise 
emerged, encompassing both the language of a statutory fair use 
section and the language of the House and Senate Reports to ac
company it.371 The resulting statutory provision combined lan
guage from the Register's initial proposal with examples of 
educational use. The accompanying passages in the House and Sen
ate Reports grew by accretion to include the authors' and publish
ers' early demand that the goal of the statutory provision was "to 
restate the present judicial doctrine of fair use, not to change, nar
row or enlarge it in any way"; the educators' demand for an exten
sive discussion of photocopying for classroom use; and the text of 
letters from representatives of affected interests together with ex
ceedingly detailed guidelines on classroom reproduction that the 
representatives had negotiated among themselves.372 

Each of these general limitations originated in judicial opinions of 
the nineteenth century. Each appeared in the 1976 Act in response 
to particular concerns. The codification process introduced its own 
distortions. The useful articles doctrine, for example, ceased to be a 
general limitation and became instead a peculiarity of copyright in 
pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works. The fair use doctrine be-

167 See CLR PART S. supra note 203. at 116 (remarks of Harry Rosenfield. Ad Hoc 
Comm. or Educ. Insts. and Orgs, on Copyright Law Revision); id. at 123 (remarks of 
Robert Sharer, Nat't Council of Teachers of English); CLR PART 3. supra note 203. at 
130-31 (remarks of Harry Rosenfield). 

J** See CLR PART 5, supra note 205. at 96 (remarks of Phillip Wallenberg. Music 
Publishers Ass'n); id. at 103 (remarks of Irwin Karp, Authors' League of America). 

149 See 1965 House Hearings, supra note 233, at 351-53 (testimony of Harry Rosen-
field. Ad Hoc Comm. on Copyright Law Revision); id. at 364-65 (colloquy); CI.R PAR r 
5, supra note 205, at 98-100 (Statement of Ad Hoc Comm. on Copyright Law Revision). 

370See. e.g., 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 277, at 193 (testimony of Richard J. 
Schneck. Modern language Ass'n). 

•'7I See Litman. supra note 15. at 876-77. 
"* See H.R. REP. NO. 1476. supra note 271. at 65-74. reprinted in 1976 U.S. Com-

CONG. A ADMIN. NEWS ut 3678-88; S. REP. 473, 94ih Cong., 1st Sets. 61-67 (1975). 
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came encumbered with the idiosyncratic needs of educational users. 
These doctrines are, however, the most flexible limitations the stat
ute offers in order to balance its expansive rights and broad subject 
matter. 

V 

THE FUTURE OF THE 1976 ACT 

The 1976 Act's strategy has caused it difficulties in adjusting to 
technological development. The specificity of the statute's prose 
renders its detailed provisions increasingly irrelevant, while its few 
more general provisions are not elastic enough to compensate for 
the specific provisions' weaknesses. Although the statute is a rela
tively young one, its inability to adjust to the changes in the world it 
was designed to order has already become manifest. I will review 
two of the 1976 Act's most troublesome failures. First, I will illus
trate the pitfalls of reliance on too-specific language by examining 
the fate of the statute's cable television provision. I will then ex
plore the inadequacy of the law's few general provisions in a discus
sion of the problems posed by private use. 

A. Cable Television and its Competitors 

Under the 1976 Act's broad definition of public performance,,7J 

any transmission of a radio or television signal is a public perform
ance and can trigger copyright liability unless it comes within a 
privilege or license spelled out in the statute. For example, one sub
section of the statute privileges the behavior of individuals who 
merely turn on a radio or television in a public place;374 without 
that exemption, a clerical worker's use of a transistor radio at the 

"'See 17 use . 5 101: 
To perform nr display a work "publicly" means— 
(1) To perform or display it at a place open to the public or at any place 
where a substantial number of persons outside of a normal circle of a family 
and its social acquaintances is gathered; or 
(2) To transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or display of the 
work to a place specified by clause (I) or to the public, by means of any device 
or process, whether the members of the public capable of receiving the per
formance or display receive it in the same place or in separate places and at 
the same time or at different times. 

J" See id. i \ 10(5). Subsection 110(5) establishes a conditional privilege for the 
"public reception of the transmission on a single receiving apparatus of a kind com
monly used in private homes," but prohibits charging anyone to see or hear the trans
mission or any further transmission of the signal. The statute defines transmission as 
communication "by any device or process whereby images are received beyond the 
place from which they are sent." Id. j 101. 
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office would infringe the copyright owner's exclusive right "to per
form the copyrighted work publicly."375 

The cable television section includes an exemption for passive 
common carriers with "no direct or indirect control over the con
tent or selection of the primary transmission or over recipients of 
the secondary transmission, and whose activities with respect to the 
secondary transmission consist solely of providing wires, cables, or 
other communications channels for the use of others."376 It in
cludes a complicated group of privileges and compulsory licenses 
for some, but by no means all, cable television transmissions.177 

The complex provisions of the cable section were drawn to accom
modate industry practices in the mid-1970s and to incorporate the 
substantive regulatory structure that the FCC had put in place, 
much of which was integral to the deal. Neither the industry prac
tices of the mid-1970s nor the FCC's regulations, however, survived 
very long. 

The development of satellite technology soon made satellite 
transmission preferable to microwave transmission for delivery of 
cable signals. The copyright status of satellites and satellite trans
missions, however, was murky. Could a communications satellite 
come within the statutory exemption for passive common carriers? 
Nobody was sure.37* The use of satellite technology spurred the 
growth of original cable programming, which offered an attractive 
alternative to the importation of distant signals. Pay cable pro
gramming companies, such as Home Box Office, began to offer pro
grams directly to cable systems. The FCC imposed stringent 
restrictions on pay cable programming, but, in 1977, the Court of 
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit struck those regulations down.379 

Shortly thereafter, the FCC decided to re-examine the rest of its 
cable television regulations,3*0 and ultimately dismantled much of 

"»M. § 106. 
"*/</. $ l 11(a)(3). 
J " Id. i I I 1(c). 
i7*See 1979 House Hearings, supra note 312, at 23 (prepared statement of Barbara 

Ringer, Register of Copyrights). Ultimately, the courts concluded that communications 
satellites operating as common carriers were entitled to the passive carrier exemption in 
S 111(a)(3). See Hubbard Broadcasting v. Southern Satellite Systems. 777 F 2d 343 
(8th Cir. 1983). cert denied. 479 U.S. 1003 (1986); Eastern'Microwave v. Doubleday 
Sports. 691 F.2d 123 (2d Cir. 1982), cert denied, 439 U.S. 1226 (1983). 

inSee Home Boa Office v. FCC 567 F.2d 9 (D.C. Cir.), cert denied. 434 U.S. 829 
(1977). 

J*° See 1979 House Hearings, supra note 312, at 3 (prepared statement of Henry Gel-
ler, U.S. Dept of Commerce). 
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the regulatory structure on which the copyright statute's language 
had been based.1*1 Some of the remaining regulations were later 
held unconstitutional by the courts.1*1 The newly established 
Copyright Royalty Tribunal attempted to compensate for the 
FCC's deregulation with a radical recalibration of compulsory li
cense royalty fees;3" copyright owners, broadcasters, and cable op
erators came running to Congress demanding that it revise the 
balance.3M Members of Congress again applied pressure to en
courage a privately negotiated solution.1*1 Tentative deals emerged 
from private negotiations but dissolved before final agreements 
could be reached.316 

At the same time, the playing field grew more crowded. Alterna
tives to cable television systems sprung up. Apartment complexes 
installed Satellite Master Antenna Systems, which combined satel
lite dishes and conventional antennas to provide a range of pro
gramming to residents. The Register of Copyrights concluded that 
the application of the compulsory license provision to Satellite 
Master Antenna systems was unclear.3*7 Further complications 
arose in 1982 when the FCC authorized low-power television sta
tions.3** Was a low-power television station located in the same 
community as a cable system a "local" station within the meaning 
of the statute and thus "entitled to insist upon its signal being re
transmitted by a cable system pursuant to the rules, regulations, 
and authorizations of the Federal Communications Commission in 
effect on April 15, 1976"?1" Alternatively, was the station to be 
deemed a "distant^one, and entitled to royalties if the cable system 

'»' See 1983 Senate Hearings, supra note 313. at 3 (testimony of David Ladd, Regis
ter of Copyrights). 

**i See Quincy Cable TV v. FCC, 768 F.2d 1434 (D.C Cir. 1985), cert denied. 476 
U.S. 1169(1986). 

"iSee National Cable Television Ass'n v. Copyright Royalty Tribunal, 724 F.2d 176 
(D.C. Cir. 1983). 

'"See Copyright/Coble Television: Hearings on H.R. 1805. H.R. 2007. H.R. 2108. 
H.R. 3528. H.R. 3550. H.R. 356a H.R. 394a H.R. 5870 and H.R. 5949 Before the 
Subeomm. on Courts. Cml Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House 
Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. 2 (1982) (remarks of Rep. 
Kastenmeier). 

'•'Srr. e.g.. id. at 1266-67 (testimony of Thomas Wheeler, Nat'l Cable Television 
Ass'n); id. at 1333 (testimony of Jack Valenti, Motion Picture Ass'n of America). 

'•*S<r. e.g. id. at 1337 (testimony of Vincent T. Wasikwski. Nat'l Ass'n of 
Broadcasters). 

3 , 7 See Copyright and New Technologies, supra note 2. at 33-34 (prepared statement 
of Ralph Oman, Register of Copyrights). 

iuSee 47 Fed. Reg. 21.468 (1982). on neon., 48 Fed. Reg. 21.478 (1983). 
JW|7 U.S.C. i 111(f). 
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chose to carry it? Low-power television stations asked the Copy
right Office for a ruling on their status; the Copyright Office held a 
public hearing on the issue and concluded that the statute was 
ambiguous."0 

As with the 1909 Act, linguistic fortuity appeared to control the 
legal status of developing technology. The increasing use of satel
lites led to the marketing of the home satellite dish, which enabled 
viewers to intercept satellite transmissions without paying a cable 
system to deliver them. Was the use of a satellite dish an infringe
ment of copyright? The answer depended in part on whether the 
satellite dish could appropriately be characterized as a "single re
ceiving apparatus of a kind commonly used in private homes.""1 

In response to home satellite dish purchases, cable programmers be
gan scrambling their signals. Cable services sought to scramble the 
broadcast signals they obtained via satellite, but the copyright stat
ute posed a problem. Both the exemptions and the compulsory 
licenses in the statute prohibited signal alteration. If the satellite 
systems performed either the scrambling or unscrambling them
selves, they could no longer clajm that they had no control over the 
signal's content but merely provided "wires, cables, or other com
munications channels for the use of others."392 If a cable system 
scrambled or unscrambled the signal itself, it would run afoul of the 
statutory provision that prohibited willful alteration of the signal 
"through changes, deletions, or additions."391 

The essence of the problem for all of the newly developed en
tertainment technologies was that the 1976 Copyright Act gave 
copyright owners a very broad public performance right subject 
only to enumerated exceptions. The definition of performance was 
designed to encompass future technological developments; the priv
ileges and limitations were not. The legality of a new entertainment 
service, therefore, depended entirely upon whether its activities fit 
within specifically worded exceptions negotiated without it in 
mind.394 This severely disadvantaged newcomers to the market-

1 , 0 &r Copyright and Sew Technologies, supra note 2, at 7-10 (prepared statement of 
Ralph Oman, Register of Copyrights). In 1986, Congress enacted a narrow amendment 
to $ t i l , clarifying low-power television's status for the purpose of the cable compul
sory license. See Pub. L. No. 99-397 (1986). 

v" 17 U.S.C. $ 110(5). See Entertainment and Sports Programming Network v. 
Edinburg Community Hotel. 623 F. Supp. 647 (S.D. Tex. 1985); Copyright and New 
Technologies, supra note 2. at 122 (colloquy). 

»» I7U.S.C. $ 111(a)(3). 
»«/</. { 111(c)(3). 
,9*See Copyright and New Technologies, supra note 2, at 4 (testimony of Ralph 
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place, since, at best, their legal status remained uncertain until Con
gress or the courts could speak. A new medium's only secure 
course was to pursue negotiated licenses with the innumerable 
copyright owners whose works appeared in the signals, at prohibi
tive transaction costs. 

I pick on the cable compulsory license provision because it is a 
particularly easy target, and because the unsuccessful effort to clar
ify its ambiguities has occupied Congress throughout the past dec
ade.195 The problems with the cable television provisions, however, 
are symptomatic of problems that pervade the 1976 Act. Defining 
very broad rights subject to very specific exceptions creates a sys
temic bias: the exceptions will quickly grow obsolete, while the in
creasingly less qualified rights will endure. The lesson that emerges 
from the rapid obsolescence of the cable provisions is that a statute 
needs more than a discernible strategy to adjust to technological 
change; it must also incorporate some flexibility.'*6 

B. Private Use 

Technological progress has gradually upset the overall balance 
that the statute struck when it was enacted by making the law's 
specific limitations trivial. The few more elastic limitations have 
been insufficiently powerful to restore the law's balance. In the 

Oman, Register of Copyrights). In Pacific A Southern Co. r. Saltllilt Broadcast Net
works, for example, the operator of a direct broadcast satellite, which made secondary 
transmissions of broadcast programming directly to borne satellite dishes, argued that it 
was entitled to a cable compulsory license. The court held that defendant could not use 
a cable compulsory license because it was not a cable system within the meaning of the 
statutory language. "(T|he definition of a cable system . . . requires the cable system to 
be facility, located in any state, which makes secondary transmissions of signals. SBN's 
satellite which orbits the earth is not a facility located in any state." Pacific & Southern 
Co. v. Satellite Broadcast Networks. 694 F. Supp. 1563. 1370 (N.D. Oa. 1988). 

"* Extensive inter-industry negotiations have yielded only partial, piecemeal solu
tions. In 1988, Congress clarified the rules for a subgroup of satellite systems operators 
by adding a complicated new compulsory license to the statute. See Saltllilt Home 
Viewer Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-667. 102 Stat. 3935 (1988) (codified at 17 U.S.C. 
( I I9h Olson, supra note 2. at 121-22; supra note 16. 

*** In theory, courts could supply the flexibility that the statute lacks. Courts could 
attempt to interpret the 1976 Act in a manner that would give greater flexibility to its 
limitations. They could go further and use the statute's specific privileges as bases for 
generalization. The ephemeral recording privileges in 17 U.S.C. { 112. for example, 
might suggest a more general privilege to make temporary copies (or indeed other inci
dental use) of a copyrighted work in connection with a use that has already been li
censed. Most contemporary courts, however, would view such an undertaking as 
within Congress's exclusive preserve. 
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years since the statute's enactment, these general doctrines have 
themselves come under attack. 

In the decade since the 1976 Act took effect, the most vexing 
problems posed by new technology have involved new communica
tions media, computer databases and software, and private use. 
Other, potentially more serious problems appear on the horizon, 
but have yet to manifest themselves in concrete disputes.397 I have 
already discussed some of the problems posed by new communica
tions media.39* Computer software problems199 have generated an i 
extensive literature of their own.400 I will not take time here to go 
back over that ground, except to note in passing that courts strug-J 
gling with computer database and software cases have given the 
idea/expression distinction short shrift.401 I would, however, like 
to devote some attention at this point to private use. 

1 , 7 See generally OTA RnroRT, supra note 3, at 102-16. 138-54; see also Fleisch-
nmnn. supra note 3 (problems threatened by digital technology); Kosl. supra note 3 
(problems threatened by integrated digital network systems); Note. Digital Sound Sam
pling. Copyright and Publicity: Protecting Against the Electronic Approphaiion of 
Sounds. 87 COLUM L. Rev. 1723 (1987). 

•"* See supra notes 373-95 and accompanying text. 
J" In 1980. Congress amended the copyright statute to add provisions to clarify the 

scope of copyright in computer programs. Pub. L. No. 96-517, 94 Stat. 3028 (1980) 
(codified at 17 U.S.C. J§ 101, 117). These provisions were drafted, not by agreement of 
industry representatives, but by a blue ribbon commission appointed by Congress to 
formulate solutions to copyright problems posed by technology. See NATIONAL COM
MISSION ON NEW TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS. FINAL RLPIIHT 
(1979). The resulting amendments are widely, if not universally, acknowledged to have 
been disastrous. They have failed to meet the legitimate needs of either software propri
etors or software users. See. e.g., OTA REPORT, supra note 3, at S9-HS; Derwm A 
Siegel. Microcode Copyright Infringement, 4 COMPUTER LAW., April, 1987, at I; 
Haynes ft Durant, Patents and Copyrights in Computer Software Based Technology: 
Why Bother With Patents?, 4 COMPUTER LAW., Feb., 1987, at I; Samuelson, supra note 
331; sources cited infra note 400. Their most obvious flaw appears to be that the Com
mission had only superficial understanding of computers and less understanding about 
processes of software design and use. 

4 0 0 See. e.g., Karjala. Copyright. Computer Software and the New Protectionism. 28 
JURIMETRICS J. 33 (1987); Meneil, Tailoring Legal Protection for Computer Software. 39 
Si AN. L. REV. 1329(1987); Nimmcrft Krauthaus, Copyright and Software Technology 
Infringement: Defining Third Party Development Rights, 62 INU. L.J. 13 (1986); Oman, 
supra note 7; Samuelson, supra note 331; Samuelson, supra note 341; Staines, Idee or 
Idee fixef. X Moo. L. REV. 368(1987); The Future of Software Protection, 47 U. PITT. 
L. REV. 903 (1986); Comment, A Rose by any Other Name: Computer Programs and 
the Idea-Expression Distinction, 34 EMORY L.J. 741 (1985). 

« " 3 * . e.g. Whelan Assoc, v. Jaslow Dental Laboratory. 797 F.2d 1222 (3d Cir. 
1986), cert, denied, 479 U.S. 1031 (1987); National Business Lisa v. Dun ft Bradstreet. 

" 552 F. Supp. 89 (N.D. 111. 1982); Karjala, supra note 400; Reback ft Hayes. Copyright 
Gone Astray: The Misappropriation Alternative, 3 COMPUTER LAW., April, 1986. at I; 
Staines, supra note 400. The courts have also rejected arguments based on the useful 
articles doctrine. See. e.g., Apple Computer v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 
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Private use is the unauthorized use of copyrighted works by indi
viduals in private, at home or otherwise.**2 The 1976 Act accords 
no exclusive rights in private performances or displays. Singing in 
the shower is not yet copyright infringement. The statute does, 
however, give exclusive reproduction and adaptation rights and ex
clusive distribution rights qualified by the first sale doctrine.403 The 
Act includes no broad private use exception; unauthorized private 
copying and adaptation, and private distribution of unauthorized 
copies of a work, infringe the work's copyright except to the extent 
that they come within a statutory exception, express or implied. 
The copyright owners' exclusive rights with respect to private use, 
however, have been essentially unenforceable. 

As recently as 1963, when the revision bill emerged from the con
ferences, the unenforceability of rights against private use may not 
have been the source of much concern. The economic impact of 
private use seemed insignificant. Institutional photocopying ap
peared to dwarf aggregate individual copying; photocopy machines 
were, after all, not cheap. Record pirates selling bootlegged records 
seemed a greater threat than the throng of teenagers taping music 
from the radio. Videocassette recorders had yet to be marketed as a 
consumer product; home computers had not been invented. 

Times change. Markets developed that made all sorts of copy
righted works available to consumers in their homes.404 Technol
ogy made copying cheap and convenient.40' Instead of going to the 
movies, a family might subscribe to a movie channel on cable televi
sion. Instead of watching the transmission, it could program its 
videocassette recorder to record the film; when it finished watching 
it, the family could trade the videotape to friends for another. In
stead of purchasing software, a computer user could use a modem 
to download programs from computer bulletin boards through the 

1240. 1249 (3d Cir. 1983). cert dismissed. 464 U.S. 1033 (1984). Set generally Samuel-
son, supra note 331. at 741-49. 

402 The OTA Report defines private use as "the unauthorized, uncompensated, non
commercial and noncompetitive use of a copyrighted work by an individual who is a 
purchaser or user of that work." OTA REPORT, supra note 3. at 194. I have not 
adopted the OTA definition because it evades controversial questions about the com
mercial or competitive nature of private use by excluding commercial or competitive use 
from the term it defines. 

«» 17 U.S.C. S§ 106. 109. 
404See OTA RF.POUT, supra note 3. at 105-11. 194-95; Copyright and Technological 

Change, supra note 2, at 79-84 (testimony of Frederick Weingarten, Office of Technol
ogy Assessment). 

405 Sir* OTA RETORT, supra note 3. at 99-103. 
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telephone lines. Computer hackers could make cheap, easy copies 
of their programs on diskettes and trade them with their colleagues. 
By the time Congress enacted the 1976 Act, the contours of the 
economic threat posed by private use had begun to emerge. Copy
right owners began to worry about enforcing the hitherto unen
forceable rights over private use that the 1976 Act appeared to give 
them. 

Less than a month after Congress passed the 1976 Act, two mo
tion picture studios filed an infringement action against the manu
facturer, distributors, retailers, and a user of the Sony Betamax 
videocassette recorder.406 The suit posed the following problem for 
the courts: the language of the 1976 Act discouraged the courts 
from discovering implied privileges, by couching its multiplicity of 
express privileges in such specificity and detail. A conclusion that 
the 1976 Act ruled out implied exemptions and privileges, however, 
compelled the conclusion that the statute also prohibited any unau
thorized copying or adaptation unless it fit within an express ex
emption. Or unless an express exemption could be stretched to 
encompass it. 

In Sony, the Supreme Court responded to the problem by stretch
ing fair use. Influenced, perhaps, by the copious references to non
profit education in the legislative history, the Court established a 
presumption that all unauthorized noncommercial use was fair. 
Conversely, all unauthorized commercial use would be presump
tively infringing.407 This reformulation permitted the Court to hold 
that the sale and use of videocassette recorders did not infringe the 
rights of copyright owners. It also introduced distortions and rigid
ity into the fair use doctrine.40* The most troubling aspect of the 
reformulation for copyright owners is that it makes most private use 
of copyrighted works presumptively fair.409 The reformulation's 
most troubling aspect for users of developing technology is that it 
makes fair use, a doctrine developed in the context of unauthorized 
commercial use of copyrighted works, presumptively unavailable 
for any commercial endeavor.410 

*°» Universal City Studios v. Sony Corp. of Am., 480 F. Supp. 429 (CD. Cal. 1979), 
ajfdinpart. ret'd in part, 6J9 F.2d 963 (9th Cir. 1981), rer'd, 464 U.S. 417 (1984). See 
Lardner, Annals of Law: The Betamax Case—I, NEW YORKER, Apr. 6, 1987, at 43, 30. 

*v> See Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417. 431 (1984). 
«*See Litman, supra note 15, at 897-99. 
*m See. e.g., Adelstein A Perez, supra note 223 (arguing for restriction of fair use 

privilege); Fleischmann, supra note 7 (arguing for repeal of fair use). 
*i°See. e.g.. Harper & Row Publishers v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 339, 562 (1983); 
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The Court's twin presumptions have drawn widespread criti
cism.4" Participants in the revision effort agree that the Court's 
interpretation turned fair use on its head. The statute's structure, 
however, presented the Court with an intolerable dilemma. Con
sumer videocassette recorders did not yet exist at the time the statu
tory language was drafted. The consumers who owned and used 
videocassette recorders could hardly have participated in the draft
ing process. The legislative record indicated that the generic prob
lem of private copying, as distinguished from copying by libraries 
and schools, had received little attention during the drafting pro
cess. But the negotiated deals embodied in the statutory language 
called for imposing liability on millions of users of videocassette re
corders. Such a result seemed intolerable; indeed, even the plain
tiffs in the lawsuit declined to seek it.412 Instead, the plaintiffs 
sought to enjoin the sale of a machine that permitted individual 
users to record copyrighted works, something that the legislative 
record indicated had never even been mentioned during the revision 
effort. The only palatable result seemed to require privileging the 
use, but the statute offered no reasonable route to that destination. 
Faced with a single flexible limitation that could conceivably apply, 
the Court used it. 

The result of the dilemma was to stretch fair use until it lost its 
flexibility. Commercial actors—authors, news reporters, legal 
database publishers, and parodists—now face a copyright statute 
whose fair use privilege is, absent disingenuous inventions by the 
lower courts,4" presumptively unavailable.414 Copyright owners, 
who find that their works are increasingly being delivered to and 

West Publishing Co. v. Mead Data Cent.. 799 F.2d 1219 (8th Cir. 1986). ten. denied. 
479 U.S. 1070 (1987); Bourne Co. v. Specks. 670 F. Supp. 777 (ED. Tenn. 1987). 

411 See. e.g.. Adelstein & Perez, supra note 223: Oman, supra note 223. at 32; The 
Supreme Court. 19S4 Term: Leading Cases. 99 HARV. L. RF.V. 120. 299 (I9R5); Note. 
When "Fair is Foul": A Narrow Reading of the Fair Use Doctrine in Harper A Row 
Publishers. Inc. r. Notion Enterprises, 72 CORNELL L. REV. 218 (1986). 

412 See Lardner. supra note 406. at 48-30. 
*,}See Litman. supra note IS. at 899; infra note 438 and accompanying lest. 
,'*See. e.g.. United Tel. Co. of Mo. v. Johnson Publishing. 8J5 F.2d 604 (8th Cir. 

1988); Original Appalachian Artworks v. Topps Chewing Gum. 642 F. Supp. 1031 
(NO. Ga. 1986): Lakedale Tel. Co. v. Fronteer Directory Co. of Minn.. 230 U.S.P.Q. 
694 (D. Minn. 1986). Both presumptions may be rebutted with evidence as to a particu
lar use's actual and potential effect on the market for the copyrighted work. The burden 
of proof on rebuttal has proved heavy as a practical matler. and conclusions about 
market effect are invariably circular. See. e.g., Oemmons, Author t. Parodist: Striking 
a Compromise, 46 OHIO ST. L.J. 3. 8 (1983). 
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used by individuals in their homes,413 face a copyright statute that 
presumptively privileges many unauthorized uses. Unauthorized 
reception of satellite signals for home television viewing, unauthor
ized home taping of copyrighted music and films, and unauthorized 
adaptation or copying of computer programs on floppy disks seem 
potentially within the new fair use privilege.416 In the aggregate, 
the economic impact of these uses is substantial, and copyright pro
prietors would prefer that they be viewed as consumer theft. But 
much of the pain that friends of copyright insist they feel over Sony 
is self-inflicted. Representatives of copyright owners resisted the in
corporation of broad privileges into the revision bill throughout the 
revision process. The courts turned to fair use because the statute 
left them no alternative; a statute that incorporated more general, 
flexible limitations might have weathered Sony with significantly 
less damage.417 The application of a statute granting broad rights 
with narrow exceptions to new technology forces courts to reach 
peculiar results. 

Although copyright owners lost a significant battle in court, they 
did not abandon the fight to assert the rights they believed they had 
bargained for in the 1976 Act. They have continued to insist that 
the 1976 Act gives them the right, albeit unenforceable, to prohibit 
private use and have campaigned to close the statutory loopholes 
that permit the widespread unauthorized use of their works by indi
viduals in private. Even while Sony was pending, representatives of 
copyright owners peppered Congress with legislative proposals. Ef
forts to prohibit private use by millions of consumers directly, they 
recognized, would be politically unpopular and impossible to enact. 
Instead, copyright owners proposed indirect methods, beginning 
with an assault on the first sale doctrine.418 

The immediate targets of the audio and video first sale bills were 

4"5>e OTA REPORT, supra note J, at 193-9J. 
«'*5«. e.g.. Brown, supra note 257, at 59$. 
417 A statutory privilege to make temporary incidental copies similar to the privilege 

described supra note 393, for example, would have permitted timeshifting of television 
programs but would not have privileged many of the multiplicity of private uses that 
seem to come within the Sony formulation. 

*>*See Audio and Video First Sale Doctrine: Hearings on H.R. 1027. H.R. 1029. and 
S. 32 before the Subcomm. on Courts, Ciril Liberties and the Administration of Justice. 
98th Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. (1985). The effort began as a proposal by industry represent
atives lo amend the definition of public performance to encompass rental of copyrighted 
works. The Copyright Office responded to a request lo draft such a bill by suggesting 
that a more appropriate tactic would be to revise the first sale doctrine. See id at 378 
(testimony of Dorothy Schrader. General Counsel, U.S. Copyright Office). 
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businesses that rented videocassette tapes or phonograph records 
for profit. The proposed legislation modified the first sale doctrine 
by prohibiting owners of copies of audiovisual works419 or pho-
norecords420 from renting, leasing, or lending them for commercial 
advantage. After negotiations between representatives of copyright 
owners and representatives of educational institutions yielded lan
guage removing educators' objections by exempting nonprofit li
braries and educational institutions completely,421 Congress enacted 
the Record Rental Amendment, prohibiting the commercial rental 
of phonorecords.422 The video first sale bill stalled, as did a com
puter software first sale bill421 drafted in similar language.424 

Another phase of the effort attacked the home copying problem 
through the manufacturers of copying equipment. One sort of pro
posal would have required manufacturers to install devices in retail 

"'See H.R. 1029. 98th Cong., 1st Sess. (1984). 
4»Sre H.R. 1027. 98th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1984). 
4 ] l See Audio and Vidro Finl Salt Doctrine, supra note 418, at 338-41 (testimony of 

August Steinhilher, Chairman of Educators' Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright IJIW) 
4»Pub. L. No. 98-450. 98 Stat. 1727 (1984) (codified at 17 U.S.C. §§ 109(h), 

115(c)(3)). The law, as amended in 19X8. has a 1.1 year sunset provision. See Pun. I.. 
No. 100-617. 102 Stat. 3194 (1988). Evidence of the commercial rental of phonorecnrds 
to facilitate unauthorized private copying assisted copyright owners in securing the Rec
ord Rental Amendment. Sre Home Audio Recording Act, supra note 2, at 28 (testimony 
of Ralph Oman. Register of Copyrights). Although copyright owners have offered simi
lar evidence about the rental of videocassettes, see. e.g.. Home Video Recording, supra 
mile 2. at 2-32 (testimony of Jack Valenli. Motion Picture Ass'n of Am.), they have not 
been successful in securing an amendment to prohibit videocassette rental. 

4 »Sff S. 3074. 98th Cong.. 2d Sess. (1984). The software first sale bill has been 
reintroduced in successive sessions of Congress. See S. 198. 101st Cong., 1st Sess. 
(1989); S. 2727. 100th Cong., 2d Sess. (1988); H.R. 1743, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. (1987). 

424 In another ring of the circus, proprietors of copyright in computer software 
mounted another assault on the first sale doctrine. In 1980, Congress amended the 
statute to clarify the scope of copyright in computer software and included a sui generis 
first sale doctrine for computer programs. The provision gave owners of copies of com
puter programs the privilege to make backup copies and limited adaptations of the pro
grams, on the condition that when the owner sold, leased, or otherwise transferred her 
copy of the program, she destroy any adapted copy and either destroy any backup cop
ies or transfer them along with the original copy. 17 U.S.C. {117. In order to defeat 
the privilege, which was limited in terms to "owners" of copies of programs, software 
manufacturers purported to stop selling computer software. They devised a "shrink-
wrap license" that advised purchasers of off-the-shelf software that the transaction 
whereby they paid money in return for a copy of a computer program was not a "sale" 
at all, but rather a "license." The terms of the license, which the would-be purchaser 
was deemed to accept upon opening the cellophane shrink-wrap, provided thai the 
software manufacturer retained ownership of the copy of the software, and, typically, 
restricted Ihe licensee's use. copying, adaptation, and transfer of the copy much more 
narrowly than the statute restricted owners. Sre generally Samuelson. supra note 341. 
Sre also Vault Corp. v. Ouaid Software. 847 F.2d 233 (5th Cir. 1988) (holding shrink-
wrap license unenforceable). 

66-469 - 93 - 12 
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audiotape and videocassette recorders that prevented unauthorized 
copying.429 A second variety of bill would have imposed a 
surcharge on recording equipment and blank tape, to be distributed 
as a royalty fund for home taping.426 Neither approach has ac
quired the consensus required for enactment. 

Copyright owners have gradually realized that the unenforceabil
ity of the rights they claim in private uses is itself a threat, because 
it breeds disrespect for copyright among potential infringers and 
clouds the marketplace with confusion.427 They have not, however, 
been able either to resolve their differences with opponents of pri
vate use legislation or to abandon the fight.428 

Hearings on these proposals have consumed a lot of congres
sional time, as have hearings on other private use issues. The Copy
right Office has for several years suggested that Congress must 
make a policy determination on the treatment of private use.429 

Legal academics and the Office of Technology Assessment have en
dorsed the recommendation.410 Representatives of affected interests 
insist that Congress made that policy determination when it enacted 
the 1976 Act, although the witnesses disagree about what Congress 
determined. Those who represent motion picture producers and 
record companies, for example, insist that the 1976 Act gives them 
the exclusive right of reproduction, including private reproduction 
in the home.411 Those who represent manufacturers and retailers of 

4 2 1 See Copyright Issues Presented by Digital Audio Tape, supra note 2; Home Video 
Recording, supra note 2, at 2-50 (various witnesses). 

4itSee Home Audio Recording Act, supra note 2; Video and Audio Home Taping: 
Hearing on S 31 and S ITS Before the Subcomm. on Patents, Copyrights and Trade
marks of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 98th Cong., 1st Sets. (1984). 

4 2 7 St*, e.g., Copyright and Technological Change, supra note 2, at 267-80 (materials 
from Feb., 1984 Congressional Copyright and Technology Symposium in Fort Lauder
dale. FL). 

4 2 t See. e.g., Home Video Recording, supra note 2, at 77 (remarks of Sen. Thurmond). 
419 See. e.g., Copyright and New Technologies, supra note 2, at 11-13 (prepared state

ment of Ralph Oman, Register of Copyrights); Copyright Issues Presented by Digital 
Audio Tape, supra note 2, at 14244 (testimony of Ralph Oman, Register of Copy
rights); Home Audio Recording Act, supra note 2, at 85 (testimony of Ralph Oman, 
Register of Copyrights); Audio and Video First Sale Doctrine, supra note 418, at 379-80 
(testimony of Dorothy Scbrader, General Counsel, Copyright Office); Video and Audio 
Home Taping, supra note 426. at 51 (testimony of David Ladd. Register of Copyrights). 

430See OTA RETORT, supra note 3, at 288-90; see, eg.. Home Audio Recording Act. 
supra note 2, at 952-55 (written comments of Prof. Paul Goldstein, Stanford Law 
School); Copyright Infringements (Audio and Video Recorders): Hearings on S 1758 
Before the Senate Comm on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 1st * 2d Seat. 20-25 (1982) 
(testimony of Prof. Leon Friedman, Hobtra Law School). 

4 , 1 See. e.g. Home Video Recording, supra note 2, at 3 (testimony of Jack Vaknti. 
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audio and video tape recorders, in contrast, claim that the 1976 Act 
establishes the public's right to make home recordings.431 Repre
sentatives of both interests, however, agree that Congress settled the 
issue in 1976. Perhaps members of Congress have found this testi
mony of industry representatives persuasive. They have, in any 
event, demonstrated little eagerness for grappling with the general 
problems that private use poses. If the history of copyright revision 
is a guide, we should not expect answers to be forthcoming any time 
soon: the problems of private use do not seem amenable to negoti
ated solution. 

VI 

NEGOTIATED STATUTES AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
POLICY 

Not all of the suggested amendments to the 1976 Copyright Act 
have been of the close-the-loophole variety. Many others have been 
more in the nature of widen-the-loophole bills.4" Bills of both 
types have mired Congress in more minutia than did the twenty-one 
year revision effort that culminated in the 1976 Act. Meanwhile, 
the 1976 Act's few general limitations have suffered serious erosion. 

Ten years after the effective date of the Act, the idea/expression 
distinction has received progressively more narrow construction 
from the courts.4'* Fewer aspects of copyrighted works are held 
unprotected facts and ideas. More courts are conferring broad 
copyright protection on works that are primarily factual;4" more 

Motion Picture Ass'n of America); Audio and Vidro First Sale Doctrine, supra note 418. 
at 4 (testimony of Stanley Gortikov, Recording Industry Ass'n or America). 

4 ) 1 See. e.g., Home Video Recording, supra note 2, at 84-94 (prepared statement of 
Charlie Ferris, Home Recording Rights Coalition). 

*"See. e.g.. Pub. L. No. 97-366. J 3. 96 Slat. 1759 (1982) (codified at 17 U.S.C. 
S 110(10)) (establishing exemption for performances by veterans and fraternal organiza
tions); S. 2881. 100th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1988) (bill to create exemption for public per
formance of videotapes in hospitals and nursing homes); S. 1980, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 
(1983) (bill lo restrict right of public performance in musical works used in syndicated 
television programs); S. 1734. 98th Cong., 1st Sess. (1983) (bill to remove various re
strictions and annual royalty payments from jukebox compulsory license); S. 173. 98th 
Cong., Isl Sess (1983) (bill lo create exemption for noncommercial videotaping of any 
copyrighted work); H.R. 8098, 95th Cong.. Isl Sess. (1978) (bill lo expand exemption 
for transmissions of performances of literary works to blind and handicapped 
audiences). 

4 , 4 See. eg., Karjala. supra note 400. 
4 ) 9 See. e.g.. National Business Lists v. Dun * Bradstrcet. 332 F. Supp. 89 (N.D. III. 

1982). 
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courts are protecting systems and methods of operation.416 The 
useful articles doctrine remains limited to buildings, bicycle racks, 
clothing, clothing mannequins, and articles of the same sort.417 

Fair use remains presumptively unavailable to commercial endeav
ors, although courts have found the twin presumptions so unwork
able that they have begun crafting ways to sidestep them.41* The 
modified first sale doctrine has become increasingly irrelevant as 
greater proportions of copyrighted works are disseminated to the 
public by methods that involve no purchase of tangible copies.419 

Interests that were involved in the drafting process have been insu
lated from this erosion, because they received the benefit of specifi
cally tailored privileges. The narrowness of those privileges, 
however, has caused them to age rapidly. Although the interests 
that participated in the legislative process have fared better under 
the statute than some of their upstart competitors who did not, the 
aging of the narrow privileges may have brought home to some of 
them that drafting a statute with too few exceptions to balance the 
breadth of the rights it confers may not have been in their long term 
best interests. Or perhaps not. If such a realization is indeed dawn
ing, industry representatives have yet to translate it into action. 

Representatives of affected industries have inundated Congress 
with narrow legislative proposals to respond to technological 
change. Some members of Congress have recently expressed almost 
unprecedented440 interest in considering such bills within the con
text of the larger picture. Representative Kastenmeier, who has 
chaired the House Subcommittee responsible for copyright legisla
tion since 1966, has called hearings on the general issue of copyright 
and technological change, and held a symposium for the general 

**See. e.g., Whelan Assoc, v. Jaslow Dental Laboratory. 797 F.2d 1222 (3d Or. 
1986), Ctrl, denied. 429 U.S. 1031 (1987). 

*»See. e.g.. E.F. Johnson Co. v. Uniden Corp. of Am., 623 F. Supp. 1483, 1498 (D. 
Minn. 198}). See generally Brown, supra note 2S7. at 600-06. 

*>*See. e.g.. Hustler Magazine v. Moral Majority. 796 F.2d 1148 (9th Cir. 1986); 
Fisher v. Dees. 794 F.2d 432 (9th Gr. 1986); New Era Publications Int'L ApS v. Henry 
Holt and Co.. 695 F. Supp. 1493 (S.D.N.Y. 1988). affd on other grounds. 873 F.2d 376 
(2d Cir. 1989); Salinger v. Random House. 630 F. Supp. 4I>(S.D.N.Y. 1986), ret don 
other grounds. 811 F 2d 90 (2d Cir), cert, denied. 108 S. CL 213 (1987). 

**9See OTA REPORT, supra note 3. at 20648. 
440 Most copyright hearings during the past century have focused on particular 

problems or on pending legislation. In 1932. however. Rep. Sirovich scheduled general 
hearings on copyright matters with a view to educating fellow committee members on 
copyright issues as a prelude to the introduction of any legislation. See supra note 120 
and accompanying text. 
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education of subcommittee members.441 The House and Senate Ju
diciary Committees commissioned a report from the Office of Tech
nology Assessment to examine the pressures of technological 
development on copyright law.442 The House Subcommittee has 
listened to far ranging and even radical proposals,441 proposals that 
have gone largely unnoticed in academic legal scholarship. Both 
House and Senate Subcommittees, however, have retained their 
commitment to negotiated solutions. The course of recent negotia
tions among affected interests reveals little possibility of a consensus 
on any major proposal. 

Suggestions for radical re-examination of Congress's approach to 
copyright law have inspired little enthusiasm among industry repre
sentatives. The Office of Technology Assessment floated a proposal 
for complete restructuring of the copyright law.444 Industry repre
sentatives responded to the proposal with distrust.449 One witness 
recommended replacing the current copyright statute with an ad
ministrative agency charged with responding to technological devel
opment with substantive regulations;446 the proposal received no 

441 See Copyright and Technological Chang*, supra note 2. 
*•' OTA Rf.ronT. supra note J. Set generally OTA Report on Intellectual Property 

Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information, supra note 2. 
441 See. e.g.. Copyright and Technological Change, supra note 2. »t 29-33 (testimony 

of Joseph Crates, J.F. Coales, Inc.) (suggesting, inter alia, removing copyright jurisdic
tion from courts); id. at 129-38 (prepared statement of Richard Stern. Washington, 
D.C.) (suggesting variety of intellectual property systems tailored to particular technol
ogies); CRT Reform and Compulsory Licenses: Hearings on H.R. 2752 and H.R. 2784 
Before the Subcomm. on Courts. CMI Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the 
House Comm. on the Judiciary, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 206-44 (1986) (testimony of Daniel 
W. Toohey, Dow, Lohnes & Albertson) (suggesting federal copyright regulatory 
agency). 

444 The OTA Report is a brilliant critique of current law and policy and has been 
controversial among those who have reviewed it. The Report's major thrust is that 
recent technological developments are having a profound effect on intellectual property 
law, and have rendered many of the assumptions on which the law is based obsolete. Set 
OTA Rf.roaT, supra note 3, at 3-13, 31. The Report suggests several possible ap
proaches to reform. One of the Report's most provocative proposals calls for a whole
sale revision of the copyright law that would set forth different rules for protection of 
works of art. works of fact and works of function. 

445 See Oarcia, The OTA Report on Intellectual Property Rights, Network Planning 
Paper No. 16, supra note 3, at 9, 11-12; tee. e.g. Baumgarten A Meyer, supra note 4. 

444 See CRT Reform and Compulsory Uctmses, supra note 443. at 20*44 (testimony 
of Darnel Toohey. Dow, Lohnes A Albertson): see abo OTA REKMT, supra note 3, at 
282 (suggesting federal intellectual property agency). The few witnesses and the occa
sional commentator, arc, e.g. Stern. The Bundle of Rights Suited to Htm Technology. 47 
U. Prrr. L Rev. 1229. 1262-67 (1986). who support the idea of a federal copyright 
agency cite the speed with which h could respond to problems posed by technological 
change as its most attractive feature. Mr. Toohey, the attorney who totined in savor of 
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support.447 Every proposal to change the status quo has received 
opposition from some camp on the ground that it would remove a 
perceived advantage enjoyed under current law.44* 

Members of Congress have continued to encourage negotiated so
lutions.449 Interested parties meet with each other but cling to pro
vincial negotiating postures. Current stakeholders are unwilling to 
part with short term statutory benefits in the service of long term 
legal stability.430 Those disfranchised by current law lack the bar
gaining chips to trade for concessions. Thus, the process is unlikely 
to produce any legislative proposals that would reduce the imbal
ance in the current act. 

Furthermore, the process is securely entrenched. The inquiry rel
evant to copyright legislation long ago ceased to be "is this a good 
bill?" Rather, the inquiry has been, and continues to be "is this a 
bill that current stakeholders agree on?" The two questions are not 
the same. 

Negotiations among current stakeholders tend to produce laws 
that resolve existing inter-industry disputes with detailed and spe
cific statutory language, which rapidly grows obsolete. Such laws 
consign the disputes of the future to resolution under models biased 
in favor of the status quo.4" A copyright law cannot make sensible 

such an approach, seems especially impressed with an agency's ability to craft narrow 
solutions to narrow problems. Set Toohey, supra note 7, at 568. Oiving responsibility 
for formulating substantive copyright law to a federal administrative agency would re
quire abandoning a longstanding tradition, animated largely by first amendment con
cerns, of distrust for such a solution. The Copyright Office, for example, is not viewed 
as administrative agency and has no adjudicatory and only very limited rulemaking 
authority. The Copyright Royalty Tribunal, in contrast, is an agency but its jurisdiction 
is limited to the setting of rates and division of fees for compulsory licenses. Concerns 
about issues such as capture loom large when one is considering entrusting to the gov
ernment the authority for regulating a wide variety of expression protected by the first 
amendment. The FCCs performance in this regard has not been reassuring. 

**' See. e.g.. CRT Reform and Compulsory Licenses, supra note 44), at 74 (testimony 
of Irwin Karp, Authors' League of America): til at I S3 (testimony of Prof. Paul Gold
stein, Stanford Law School). 

***See, e.g., id. at 491-93 (testimony of Stephen R. Effros, President, Community 
Antenna Television Ass'n, Inc.). 

*** See. e.g., id. at 239-61 (colloquy); Copyright and Technological Change, supra note 
2, at 27 (remarks of Rep. Sawyer); Home Video Recording, supra note 2. at 77 (remarks 
of Sen. Thurmond). 

450See. e.g. US Adherence to the Berne Contention, supra note 16, at 212 (prepared 
statement of Carol Risher, Ass'n of American Publishers); id at 388 (testimony of 
Elroy Wolff. Amusement A Musk Operators Ass'n). 

4 , 1 Fledgling technologies faced with uncertainty about their status under copyright 
law encounter barriers to doing business and cUfifculty securing funding. See.eg.Oter-
sight ojthe Copyright Act of1976 (Cabie Tehmskm): Hearings Before the Senate Comm. 

http://See.eg.Oter
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provision for the growth of technology unless it incorporates both 
the flexibility to make adjustments and the general principles to 
guide courts in the directions those adjustments should take. The 
negotiation process that has dominated copyright revision through
out this century, however, is ill-adapted to generate that flexibility. 
It cannot, therefore, be expected to produce statutes that improve 
with age. 

CONCLUSION 

I have thus far criticized the pitfalls of a legislative process that 
relies heavily on negotiations among affected interests without ac
knowledging its strengths. Although I believe that the process's ad
vantages are outweighed by its disadvantages, those strengths are 
not trivial. Indeed, this legislative process continues to outlive the 
legislation that it has produced because its advantages are 
significant. 

The process brings together the real copyright experts, and allows 
Congress to exploit their accumulated expertise. The participants 
are the people who will have to order their daw-to-day business rela
tions with one another around the provisions of the legislation. 
They can bring their perspective on the real world in which they 
interact to bear on the law with which they will have to live. 

The process permits a give and take among a wide field of players 
whose competing interests are exceedingly complex. The universe 
of current stakeholders does not divide easily into monolithic 
camps.4" There may be no simple, overarching principles that can 

on the Judiciary. 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 29-33 (1981) (testimony of Barbara Ringer, for
mer Register of Copyrights). Users of new technology confront formidable obstacles to 
their efforts to exploit the new products or services within the confines of a cloudy 
copyright law. See. e.g., Kost, supra note 3, at 23-24. A law whose application to new 
technology depends on linguistic fortuity will, at best, distort technological policy in a 
haphazard fashion. At worst, it will skew technological policy in favor of current stake
holders and away from technological development. 

4 , 1 It may once have been possible to talk about interests alfectcd by copyright as if 
some were creators of copyrighted works and others were users of copyrighted works. 
By the turn of the twentieth century, that dichotomy was too simple to describe the 
array of players in the game. It is now a nearly meaningless distinction. Composers 
compose musk, but the music uses sounds that they have heard in other music. Direc
tors make movies, but much of what they do comes down to choosing what aspects of 
other people's work to incorporate into their films. Television networks assemble a 
combination of independently-produced and in-house programs to create a broadcast 
day. Network affiliates choose from items available on the network feed and program
ming syndicated by other sources to create their own compilations of programs. Cable 
systems select among available broadcast and non-broadcast programming to assemble 
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easily define how all of these actors should order their interactions 
with one another. Putting all of them into a room and asking them 
not to come out until they have agreed to be bound by the same 
rules may be the most efficient approach to formulating law that 
will work well enough for each of them. 

The process also makes copyright revision politically feasible. If 
one could overcome the difficulties in educating members of Con
gress in a technical legal field with little publicity value, and find 
ways to impart enough knowledge about the complex inner work
ings of the myriad affected industries, one would still face daunting 
obstacles to coming up with enactable legislation. Every adjust
ment to the copyright statute will disadvantage some current stake
holder, who will be someone's constituent. Perhaps a statute might 
be enacted over that stakeholder's pitched opposition; but efforts to 
accomplish that in the past have not succeeded. If the stakeholder 
will instead agree to accept the disadvantage in return for an advan
tage conceded by another stakeholder, there will be no pitched op
position and the bill will be much more likely to go through. 

The need to balance concessions in order to achieve such agree
ment, of course, imposes constraints on the sort of legislation that is 
likely to emerge from the process. Unless the participants become 
convinced that the new legislation gives them no fewer benefits than 
they currently enjoy, they are likely to press for additional conces
sions. It must, therefore, be expected that any successful copyright 
legislation will confer advantages on many of the interests involved 
in hammering it out, and that those advantages will probably come 
at some absent party's expense. But nobody need take the responsi
bility for making difficult political choices associated with selecting 
the interests that the legislation will disadvantage. Indeed, the pro
cess is almost tailor-made to select those interests thoughtlessly and 
automatically, as a byproduct of ongoing negotiations. 

It is the seeming inevitability of bias against absent interests, and 
of narrow compromises with no durability, that makes such a pro
cess so costly. Each time we rely on current stakeholders to agree 
on a statutory scheme, they produce a scheme designed to protect 
themselves against the rest of us. Its rigidity leads to its breakdown; 
the statute's drafters have incorporated too few general principles to 
guide courts in effecting repairs. 

Reliance on the real copyright experts has led to Congress's en-

an anthology of signals for subscribers. The copyright law defines authorship broadly 
enough to include all of these activities within its purview. 
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actment of laws that few of its members understand.4" Nobody 
would quarrel with the statement that political expediency some
times causes Congress to enact legislation its members have not 
thought through. The entrenched nature of the process for develop
ing copyright legislation, however, works to foreclose any possibil
ity that Congress will enact copyright laws that its members have 
framed, or at least comprehend. 

It would seem naive to suggest that Congress simply reclaim its 
legislative responsibilities and write a revised copyright statute em
bodying general principles instead of negotiated deals. Current 
stakeholders have controlled the playing board for more than eight 
decades, and would doubtless prefer to keep it that way. Although 
they squabble with one another over specifics, they have managed to 
unite in fierce opposition to copyright revision bills drafted without 
their participation.454 They are unlikely to support a movement to 
divest them of responsibility for drafting copyright legislation.4'5 

But perhaps the current stakeholders would be receptive to a cau
tionary note. Those involved in the process of copyright legislation 
complain about widespread disregard of the copyright law enacted 
in I976.45* Copyright owners bemoan unenforceable statutory 
rights.457 Participants and commentators complain that courts mis
interpret the bargains embodied in the statute.451 It is hardly sur
prising, however, that a statute too long, complex, and technical for 

4*-' Sir. e.g.. 1975 House Hearings, supra note 204, at 1285-95 (various witnesses); id. 
at 1358-60 (colloquy); id. at 1578 (remarks of Rep. Pattison); id. at 171]-14 (colloquy); 
id. at 1748-49 (colloquy); id. at 1753 (colloquy); 122 CONG RF.C. 31.985-86 (1976) (re
marks of Rep. Drinan); 43 CONG. REC. 3853-54 (1909). See generally Lilman. supra 
note 15. at 865-82. 

454 See supra notes 119-30. 197-200 and accompanying text. 
4 " In any event, such a movement is unlikely to arise. The public has become in

creasingly cynical about the legislative process. Highly publicized criticisms in recent 
years have inured most constituents to the Tact that the way Congress actually goes 
about its job diverges sharply from the model presented in high school civics courses. 

4,6 See. e.g.. Home Video Recording, supra note 2. at 3-52 (testimony of Jack Valenti. 
Motion Picture Ass'n of America). 

457 See. e.g.. Copyright and Technological Change, supra note 2. at 271. 280 (Congres
sional Copyright And Technology Symposium. Panel on the Administration of Rights 
in Copyrighted Works in the New Technologies). 

4J* See. e.g.. Civil and Criminal Enforcement of the Copyright Laws: Hearings on the 
Authority and Responsibility of the Federal Government to Protect Intellectual Property 
Before the Subcomm. on Patents. Copyrights and Trademarks of the Senate Comm. on 
Ihe Judiciary. 99th Cong.. 1st Sess. 89-95 (testimony of Barbara Ringer, former Register 
of Copyrights); Abrams. Who's Sorry Now? Termination Rights and the Derivative 
Works Exception. 62 U. DET. L. REV. 181 (1985); Adelstetn & Perez, supra note 223. at 
228-33; Karp. Reflections on the Copyright Revision Act, 34 J. COPYRIGHT SOC'V U.S.A. 
S3. 61-68 (1986); Litman. supra note 15. at 896-903; Oman, supra note 223. at 32. 35-37. 
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members of the Congress that enacted it to understand confounds 
the courts. It is even less surprising that members of the public will 
behave in accord with their sense of what the rules ought to be in 
preference to deciphering an entire volume of the United States 
Code. If the private parties who negotiate copyright legislation 
among themselves cannot come up with bills that look as if they 
were drafted by members of Congress to embody general principles 
rather than like a web of interdependent bilateral and trilateral 
deals, the bills they do come up with are unlikely to work very well 
in practice. Technology will develop, and statutory provisions will 
grow obsolete with breathtaking speed. 

Current stakeholders may prefer today's world or, indeed yester
day's world, to tomorrow's. They may, understandably, prefer a 
copyright law that forces tomorrow's players to order their business 
by today's rules. They may even be the beneficiaries of a legislative 
process that allows them to create a copyright law that meets that 
specification. They cannot, however, force time to stop. Represent
atives of afTected interests insist that they want a workable copy
right law. They could use the familiar process to produce one. 
They need only do what Congress seems to be unable to do for 
them: draft a law that balances elastic rights with comparably elas
tic, flexible limitations. 
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APPENDS 4.—TECHNICAL REFERENCE DOCUMENT FOR THE AUDIO HOME 
RECORDING ACT OF 1991 

Introduction 

This Technical Reference Document is provided to facilitate 

the iBplementatlon of legislation relating to digital audio 

recording ("DAR") devices, known as the "Audio Home Recording Act 

of 1991" ("the Act"). 

This Technical Reference Document establishes the standards 

and specifications that are necessary to implement the Serial Copy 

Management System ("SCMS") under the Act. It draws in part fron 

specifications proposed to the International Electrotechnical 

Commission ("IEC") in "IEC 958: Digital.Audio Interface" (Pirst 

edition 1989-03) and "Amendment No. 1 to IEC 958 (1989): Digital 

Audio Interface, Serial Copy Management System" (Reference 

84(CO)126 submitted on June 21, 1991) (collectively, "IEC 958"), 

and "IEC 60A(CO)136 Part 6i Serial copy management system for 

consumer audio use DAT recorders". The standards and 

specifications sat forth herein relate only to the implementation 

of SCMS via digital audio interface signals, DAR devices and 

digital audio interface devices. The standards and specifications 

set forth herein, as they may be amended pursuant to an order of 

the Secretary of Commerce under Section 1022(b) of Subchapter C of 

the Act, shall be considered determinative under the Act, 

regardless of any future action by the IEC or by a manufacturer or 

by an owner of a proprietary technology. 

SCMS is intended to prohibit DAR devices from recording 

"second-generation" digital copies from "first-generation" digital 

copies containing audio material over which copyright has been 
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asserted via SCHS. It does not generally restrict the ability of 

such devices to make "first-generation" digital copies fron 

"original" digital sources such as prerecorded commercially 

available compact discs, digital transmissions or digital tapes. 

Currently, the predominant type of OAR device offered for sale 

in the United States is the DAT recorder, which records and sends 

digital signals in accordance with the IEC 958 nonprofessional 

digital audio interface format. Additional types of DAR devices 

and interface formats are being or may be developed. The standards 

and specifications in this Technical Reference Document are not 

intended to hinder the development of such new technologies but 

require, in accordance with Section 1021(a) (1) (A) -(C) of Subchapter 

C of the Act, that they incorporate the functional characteristics 

of SCMS protection. In order for a DAR device to be "compatible 

with the prevailing method of implementing SCMS", to the extent DAR 

devices are capable of recording signals sent in a particular 

digital audio interface signal format, the SCMS information must be 

accurately received and acted upon by the DAR device so as to 

correctly implement the same level of SCMS protection provided by 

that format. "Compatibility" does not require direct bit-for-blt 

correspondence across every interface signal format; indeed, 

particular interface signal formats may be recordable by some, but 

not all, DAR devices. To the extent .that any digital audio 

interface device translates and sends signals in a form that can be 

recorded by a particular DAR device, however, "compatibility* 

requires that the SCMS information also be accurately translated 
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and sant by the Interface dev ice , and accurately read and acted 

upon by the OAR device . 

Thia document la in three p a r t s . Part Z Section A ea t s forth 

standards and epec i f i ca t ions eonatitutlna the functional 

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c * for implementing SCMS in d i g i t a l audio intarfaca 

s i g n a l s . Sect ions B and C then apply these standards and 

s p e c i f i c a t i o n s in a s p e c i f i c reference for implementing SCMS in the 

XBC 958 nonprofessional d i g i t a l audio Interface format. Part IZ 

Sect ion A s imi lar ly f i r s t s e t s forth standards and spec i f icat ions 

c o n s t i t u t i n g the functional c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s for implementing SCMS 

in DAP. dev ices . Sections B and C then apply these standards and 

s p e c i f i c a t i o n s in a s p e c i f i c reference for implementing SCMS with 

respect t o the recording and play-back functions of non

profess ional model DAT recorders. Part ZZZ contains a ser ies of 

charts that apply and corre la te those codes that are mandated for 

Implementation in DAT recorders by Parts I-C and ZZ-C of th i s 

document. 

The terms "digi ta l audio Interface device," "digital audio 

recording device," "digi ta l audio recording medium," "distr ibute ,• 

"professional model," and "transmission" as used in t h i s documsnt 

have the same meanings as i n the Act. "Generation status" means 

whether the signal emanates from a source that has been produced or 

published by or with the authority of the owner of the material, 

such as commercially released pre-recorded compact d i scs or d ig i ta l 

tapes or a d i g i t a l transmission (referred to herein as "original"); 

s 
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or whether the signal emanates from a recording made froa such 

"original" material. 

PART X. HtPtEMEHTATIOM OF BCMfl IW DIOITH. AOPIO mTOKTACB rOBMATfl 

Various consumer devices are capable of producing digital 

audio signals. Currently, for example, compact disc players, DAT 

recorders and analog-to-digital converters can send digital audio 

signals; future devices may include digital microphones or 

recordable compact disk devices. To enable communication between 

these different types of devices and a DAR device, it is necessary 

and desirable to establish common protocols or "interfaces" that 

mandate specific information in the digital audio output signal of 

each device. Digital signal interfaces may enable communication of 

different types of data. A "digital audio interface signal" 

communicates audio and related interface data as distinguished 

from, for example, computer or video data. Digital audio interface 

signal formats may be established for particular types of devices 

or uses. For example, Interface protocols may exist for broadcast 

use, or for users of professional model products ("professional 

interface") or for nonprofessional model products ("nonprofessional 

interface"). One such set of protocols already has been 

established in the document ZEC 998. Sections B and C of Part I 

summarize and mandate the implementation of SCHS in the ZKC 958 

nonprofessional interface. 

Section A sets forth the standards and specifications for 

implementing SCHS in digital audio interface signals and devices. 
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A. nloltal Xudia Interface at.nd.rd 

To implement the functional character 1st ics of SCMS in 

nonprofessional digital audio interface signal formats, whether 

presently known or developed in the future, the following 

conditions must be observed: 

1. The digital audio interface format shall provide a means 

to indicates 

(a) Whether or not copyright protection is being 

asserted via SCMS over the material being sent via the interface; 

and, 

(b) Whether or not the generation status of the material 

being sent via the interface is original. • 

2. If the digital audio interface format has discrete 

professional and nonprofessional modes, the interface format and 

digital audio interface devices shall indicate accurately the 

professional or nonprofessional status of the interface signal. 

Such indication is referred-to generically as a 'channel status 

block flag". 

3. If the interface format has a discrete mode for sending 

data other than audio material, the interface format shall indicate 

accurately whether or not the interface signal contains audio 

material. 

4. If a digital audio interface device is capable of 

combining more than one digital audio input signal into a single 

digital audio output signal, and if copyright is asserted via SCMS 

over the material being sent in at least one of the input signals, 

c 

http://at.nd.rd
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then the device shall indicate in the output signal that copyright 

is asserted over the entire output signal. If copyright protection 

is asserted via SCMS over any or the input signals, and the 

generation status of that copyright-asserted signal is not 

original, then the entire output signal shall indicate that 

copyright is asserted and that the generation status is not 

original. 

5. Devices that are capable of reading original recordings 

and/or DAR media, and that are capable of sending digital audio 

.signals that can be recorded by a DAR device, shall accurately read 

the copyright and generation status information from the media and 

accurately send that information. 

6. - Devices having a nonprofessional digital audio interface 

shall receive and accurately, send the copyright and generation 

status information. 

7. Professional devices that are capable of sending audio 

information in a nonprofessional digital audio interface format 

shall send SCMS information as implemented for that format. 

However, nothing shall prevent professional devices and/or 

recording professionals engaged in a lawful business from setting 

SCMS information according to the needs of recording professionals. 

8. If the audio signal is capable of being recorded by a DAR 

device and the interface format requires an indication of the type 

of device sending the signal via the Interface, then the device 

shall send the most accurate and specific designation applicable to 

« 
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that dsvlcsi for example, "Category Codes" as set forth In Part Z 

with reference to the IKC 958 nonprofessional interface. 

9. Devices that receive digital audio transmissions sent 

without copyright and generation status information shall indicate 

that copyright is asserted over the transmitted audio material and 

that the generation status is original. Zf ths transmitting entity 

wishes to transmit copyright status information it shall do so 

accurately, and the information shall accurately be received and 

sent unaltered by the receiving device. Zn the case of Electronic 

Audio Software Delivery signal transmissions, the receiver shall 

accurately receive generation status information as sent by the 

transmitting entity so as to permit or restrict recording of the 

transmitted signals. "Electronic Audio Software Delivery" refers 

to a type of transmission whereby the consumer Interactively 

determines what specifla work(s) and/or event(s) are received. 

This Includes, for example, "audio on demand* (electronic selection 

and delivery of sound. recordings for copying) or "pay-per-listen" 

reception, as distinguished from regular broadcast or comparable 

cable radio programming services. -

10. (a) Zf the digital audio portion of an Interface signal 

format is recordable by. a "pre-existing" type of DAR device, l.a.r 

one that was distributed prior to the distribution of the interface 

eignal format, then the signal format shall Implement the rules of 

SCHS so that the pre-existing DAB device will act upon the rules of 

SCMS applicable -to that DAS device. 

7 
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(b) If a type of OAR device is capable of recording the 

digital audio portion of signals sent by a pre-existing digital 

audio interface device, then tha DAR device shall implement the 

rules of SCMS so that the DAR device will act upon tha rules of 

SCMS applicable to that pre-existing digital audio interface 

device's format. 

(c) If a digital audio interface device is capable of 

translating a signal from one interface format to another, then the 

device also shall accurately translate and send the SCMS 

information. 

B. Summary of SCK8 Implementation in the IBC 938 Digital Audio 
interface 

Under IEC 958, SCMS is implemented via inaudible information, 

known as "channel status data", that accompanies a digital audio 

signal being sent to or by a DAR device via a nonprofessional 

digital audio interface. Like all digital data, channel status 

data consist of numerical information encoded as a series of zeros 

and-ones. Each zero or one constitutes a "bit" of data in which 

both zero and one may impart information concerning the composition 

of the audio signal being sent to or by a DAR device. Bits 

represent-d in this Technical Reference Document as "X", rather 

than as zero or one, indicate that those bits may be either zero or 

one without affecting the specifications set forth herein. 

Channel status data bits are organized into units of 

information, known as "blocks," relating to both the left and right 

stereo audio channels. Each block contains 192 bits of 

information, numbered consecutively from 0 to 191. Those channel 
a 
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atatua b i t a that ara s i g n i f i c a n t to tha implementation of SCMS via 

tha IEC 998 intarfaca ara inoludad within channal atatua bita 0 

through 15. Carta in of thaaa 16 bi ta ident i fy profaaalonal or 

nonprofeaaional interface*> aoma apacify copyright assartIon; and 

aoma Identify tha generation number of a recording. Tha remaining 

b i t a ara "Category Codea" that describe the type of device sending 

tha d i g i t a l audio a i g n a l . Mora complete descriptiona of these 

channal atatua b i t a ara aat forth in the remaining sect ions of t h i s 

Part X. 

IEC* 958 definea profeaalonal and nonprofeaaional Interface 

formate for d i g i t a l audio algnala. An IEC 958 professional 

intarfaca containa par t i cu lar types of channel atatua data for such 

d i g i t a l audio recording devlcoa aa would be used in professional 

modal producta. An IEC 958 nonprofeaaional Intarfaca containa 

d i f f e r e n t typea of channal atatua data. Tha channel atatua data 

aent in a nonprofeaaional interface are Incompatible with the 

channel atatua data in a profeaalonal interface* a OAR device 

cannot correct ly read tha channel atatua data aent in a 

profeaalonal Intarfaca. 

Tha spec i f i ca t ions aummarized herein and mandated in Section 

C apply only t o device* that send or read an IEC 958 

nonprofeaaional intarfaca aignal . To tha extant that a 

profeaalonal device a leo may have a IEC 958 nonprofeaaional 

in ter face , such a profaaalonal device must be capable of sending 

channel atatua data v i a i t a nonprofeaaional intarfaca in accordance 

with the. atandarda aat forth herein. However, nothing in t h i s 

9 
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Technical Reference Document shall be interpreted to prevent a 

professional device having an IEC 958 nonprofessional interface 

and/or recording professionals engaged in a lawful business froa 

permitting such channel status data bits to be set in accordance 

with the needs of recording professionals. 

. All devices having a digital audio output capable of supplying 

a digital audio signal to a OAR device through an IEC 958 

nonprofessional interface must implement five types of codes 

located between Channel Status Bits 0 and 15. For the IEC 958 

interface format, Channel Status Bits 0 through 15 are supplied in 

a digital audio output signal to a DAR device as follows: 

1.' Bit 0. • Bit 0 (the "Channel Status Block Flag"), one of 

the "Control" bits, shall identify whether the channel status bits 

are for a professional or nonprofessional interface. Where Bit 0 

is set as "1", the signal contains the channel status data required 

for a professional interface. Where Bit 0 is set as "0", the 

channel status data is suitable for a nonprofessional interface. 

The remaining bit assignments are mandated only with respect to a 

nonprofessional interface, JLLA*., where Bit. 0 is set as "0". 

2. Bit 1. Bit 1, another of the "Control" bits, shall 

identify whether the signal being sent to or by the DAR device is 

a digital audio or a digital data signal. Where Bit 1 is set as 

"0", the signal is a digital audio signal. Where Bit 1 is set as 

"1", the signal is a digital data signal. 

3. fliL_l. Bit 2 (the "C" Bit), another of the "Control" 

bits, shall identify whether copyright: protection is asserted for 

10 
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tha audio material balng sant via tha digital audio signal. Nhera 

tha c Bit is sat as "0", copyright protection has baan assarted 

ovar tha matarial being sant to tha digital audio input of tha OAR 

device. Where the C Bit is set as "1", either that material Is not 

protected by copyright or no copyright protection has been asserted 

by the owner of that material. 

There are specific applications of the C Bit for three 

types of devices, aa followsi 

Compact disc players compatible with tha standards 

set forth in IBC 908 (compact disc standard. Category Code 

10000000) in effect as of tha data of enactment of the Act 

indicate in the C Bit both the copyright and generation status of 

the signal. (Sea description of "Bit 15", Infra.) Where the 

signal Is original and copyright protection has been asserted, the 

C Bit - "0". Where no copyright protection has been asserted, the 

C Bit - "1". Where the signal la first-generation and copyright 

protection has baan assarted, the C Bit will fluctuate between "0" 

and "1" at a rata of between 4-10 Rs. 

Digital Receivers (Category Codes 001XXXXL and 

0111XXXL) shall sat the C Bit as "0", except that these devices 

shall send the C. Bit as "1" only where the cable operator, 

broadcaatar or other entity specifically transmits Information 

indicating that no copyright protection has been assarted over the 

material. 

~ Devices that combine • digital audio input signals' 

into one digital audio output signal ffl.q.. digital signal mixing 
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devices) shall reflect whether copyright protection has been 

asserted in the C Bit for at least one of the input signals by 

setting the C bit as "0" in the resulting digital audio output 

signal. 

Devices in the Category Codes for General ("00000000") 

and Present A/0 Converters ("01100XXX") are not capable of sending 

copyright status information in the C Bit. The C Bit in the 

channel status data sent by these devices has no meaning. 

There is no existing legal requirement that a copyright 

• owner must assert protection over its material (and, therefore, set 

the C Bit as "0"). However, except as provided herein with respect 

to implementation in Digital Receivers (category 'codes 001XXXXL and 

0111XXXL), a copyright owner may not set the C Bit as "0" for 

material that is not copyrighted or is in the public domain. 

4. Bits 3-7. These bits are sent to and read by a DAR 

device, but specific bit settings for Bits 3-7 are not necessary 

for the implementation of SCMS. (Bits (-7 are Music Production 

Program Block ("MPPB") flag bits.) 

5. Bits a-14. Bits 8-14 shall specify a "Category Code" 

that identifies the type of device that produces the digital audio 

signal.sent to or by a DAR device. Using various combinations of 

zeros and ones, Bits 8-14 can define Category Codes for as many as 

128 different devices that can provide digital audio signals to a 

DAR device. According to IEC 958, the first three to five Category 

Code bits (numbered Bits 8-10 through 8-12) describe general 

product groups, and the remaining Category Code bits specify 

is 
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particular devices within each product group. IEC 958 has assigned 

particular Category Codes to existing and anticipated product 

groups and devices, and has reserved additional Category Codes for 

future devices. 

The Category Code issued by each particular device oust 

reflect the most specific code applicable to that device, with the 

following exceptionsi 

— Digital signal processing and sixing products receive 

digital audio signals from one or sore sources and either process 

or combine then with other incoming digital audio signals. If all 

input signals coae froa analog-to-digital converters having a 

Category Code "01100XXX", these devices should issue the Category 

Code of an analog-to-digital converter rather than of the digital 

signal processing or sixing device. 

Sampling rate converters and digital sound samplers 

come under the Category Codes for dlgital-to-digital converters. 

If an input signal to a sampling rate converter or digital sound 

sampler comes froa an analog-to-digital converter having a Category 

Code "01100XXX", the sampling rets converter or digital sound 

sampler should issue the Category Code, of the analog-to-digital 

converter. 

These exception cases will permit two generations of digital 

copies froa analog recordings, which currently is permitted under 

SCNS. 

The relevance of these Category Codes to SCKS as implemented 

for devices having the ZEC 958 nonprofessional Interface is 

is 
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described in Section C and, specifically as to OAT recorders, in 

Part IX Sections B and C. 

6. ait_ia- Bit 13 (the "L" Bit) shall indicate the 

"generation status" of the digital audio signals being sent to or 

by a DAS- device. "Generation status" means whether the signal 

emanates from a source that has been produced or published by or 

with the authority of the owner of the material, such as 

commercially released pre-recorded compact discs or digital tapes 

or a digital transmission (referred to herein as "original"); or 

whether the signal emanates from a recording made from such 

"original" material. In the latter case, a recording made directly 

from an "original" source is known as a "first-generation" copy; a 

recording made from a first-generation copy is a "second-

generation" copy; and so forth. Because there is no restriction on 

the number of copies that can be made from material over which no 

copyright protection has been asserted, generation status is 

relevant only where copyright protection has been asserted over the 

signal. 

For most products, if the L Bit is set as "0", the source 

is a recording that Is first-generation or higher. If the L Bit is 

set as "1", the source Is "original." There are four specific 

categories of products which Indicate generation status 

differently, as follows* 

Compact disc players compatible with the 

specifications in IEC 903 (Category Code 10000000) are incapable of 

14 
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controlling the L Bit. These products signal generation status 

solely by means of the C Bit (Bit 2). 

— Digital audio output signals from all other laser-

optical products (Category Code lOOXXXXL) shall send the L Bit as 

•0" for "original" material and the L Bit as "1" for first-

generation or higher recordings. 

Digital Receivers (Category Codes 001XXXXL and 

OlllXXXL) shall set the L Bit as "0"; except in the case of 

receivers for Electronic Audio Software Delivery, which receivers 

shall send the L Bit as "1" only where the entity specifically 

transmits information indicating that the material should be 

treated as if it were first-generation or higher. 

— Devices that combine more than one digital audio 

input signal into one digital audio output signal, such as digital 

signal processors or mixers, shall reflect in the L Bit of the 

output signal the highest generation status of any input containing 

material over which copyright protection has been asserted. Thus, 

where one or more of the constituent input signals contains 

material that is not original (1***., a first-generation copy) and 

over which copyright protection is asserted, then the device must 

reflect in the L Bit of the digital audio output signal a non-

original generation status. Zn all other cases, the device ehall 

reflect In the L Bit that the output signal is original. 

C. Mandatory Spoolfieatlons for Implementing SOU la the IBC 95» 
Digital xndla Interface 

The following bit assignments for channel status data, aa 

referenced in the provisions of XEC 958 1 4.a.a "Channel statue 

19 
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data format for digital equipment for consumer use", shall be 

mandatory for devices implementing the IEC 958 interfacet 

i. Bite o-a of the "comraoi." Bitst . 

a. Bit 0 (the "Channel atatna Bleak FlaaUM 

Bit 0 - "0" Nonprofessional interface 

Bit 0 - "1" Professional interface 

b. ait_i 

Bit 1 - "0" Digital audio signals 

Bit 1 - "1" Non-audio (data) signals 

a. Bit a (the "C" Bltl 

I. Case 1 

Bit 2 - "0" Copyright protect ion asserted 

Bit 2 - "1" No copyright protec t ion 
asserted or not under copyright 

I I . case a — Compact Dlao Mavers 

Tor compact disc players compatible with IEC 908 

(Category Code 10000000), the C Bit shall indicate: 

Bit 2 - "0" Copyright protection asserted 
and generation status is 
"original" 

Bit 2 - "1" No copyright protection 
asserted. 

Where the Bit 2 fluctuates between "0" and "1" at a 

rat* between 4-10 Kt, copyright protection has been asserted and 

the signal is first-generation or higher. 
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ill. e«t« 1 — Digital Bacalvare 

Por Digital Racaivara (Catagory Codaa 001XXXXL and 

OlllXXXL), tha C Bit ahall indicate, whara copyright information la 

transmitted to tha digital racaivari 

Bit 2 - "0" Copyright protaction aaaartad 

Bit 2 - "1" Ho copyright protaction 
aaaartad 

Whara no copyright information ia tranaaittad to tha 

receiver, tha digital racalvar ahall aat tha C Bit aa "0". 

IT. c««e 4 — Digital alonal Ml»«ra 

Whara a aingla digital audio output signal rasulta 

from tha combination of mora than ona digital audio input aignal: 

Bit 2 - "0" Copyright protaction aaaartad 
ovar at laaat ona of tha 
conatituant digital audio input 
aignala 

Bit 2 - "1" Por all of tha conatituant 
digital audio input aignala, no 
copyright protaction aaaartad 
or not undar copyright 

r. —gentian Caaa 

Tha C Bit haa no aoaning for h/0 convartara for 

analog aignala that do not includa atatua information concerning 

tha C Bit and tba L Bit (1*A*.> V D convartara in Catagory Coda 

01100XXX). 

2. Blta a-Tt 

Spacifio bit settings for Blta 3-7 are not necessary for 

tha implementation of SOB. 

17 
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3. ffvreconv CODB Bits » - 15i 

a. Bltt 8-11 

The Category codes that follow are established for particular 

product groups. Whore Bit IS is represented by "L" rather than a 

zero or one. Bit IS (the "L" Bit) can be either a sero or one 

without affecting the Category Code. Where Bit IS is represented 

by "X" rather than a eero or one, the device is not capable of 

issuing status information concerning the L Bit. 

00000000 General. This category applies to products that 
are capable of sending channel status data but are 
not programmed to send such data in accordance with 
the specifications set forth in this Technical 
Reference Document because the products were 
manufactured before the effective date of the Act. 
This General Category Code shall not be used for 
products manufactured after the effective date of 
the Act. 

0000001L Experimental products not for commercial sale 

100XXXXL Laser-optical products, such as compact disc 
players (including recordable and erasable compact 
disk players) and videodisc players with digital 
audio outputs 

010XXXXL Digital-to-digital ("D/D") converters and signal 
processing products 

110XXXXL Magnetic tape or disk based products, such as DAT 
players and recorders 

001XXXXL Receivers of digitally-encoded audio transmissions 
and with or without video signals 

0111XXXL 

101XXXXL Musical instruments, microphones and other sources 
that create original digital audio signals 

Oliooxxx Analog-to-digital ("A/0") converters for analog 
signals without status information concerning the c 
Bit and the L Bit ("Present A/D converters") 

IS 
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01101XXL A/D converters for analog signals which include 
status information concerning tha C Bit and the L 
Bit ("Future A/D converters") 

0001XXXL Solid state memory baaed media products 

Particular devices within each product group defined above 

shall ba assigned spacific Catagory Codes in accordanca with IEC 

958. Manufacturers of any device that is capable of supplying a 

digital audio input to a DAR device must use the most specific 

Category Code applicable to that particular device. However, 

digital signal processing or digital signal mixing products in 

Category Code product group "010XXXXL" shall issue tha Category 

Code for Present A/D converters where all tha input signals have 

the Catagory Coda for a Present A/D converter. Similarly, sampling 

rate converters in Category Code "0101100L" and digital sound 

samplers in Catagory Code "0100010L" shall issue the Category Code 

for Present A/0 converters where the input signal comas from a 

Present A/0 converter. 

b . B t t 11 l « i . »L» B i t ! I 

Tha L Bit shall ba used to identify the generation status 

of tha digital audio input signal as emanating from an "original" 

source or from a non-original (JtdU* first-generation or higher) 

recording. 

1. Case 1 — general Case 

For a l l Category Codes (except as explicitly set 

forth below), the L Bit shall indicate! 

Bit IS - "0" P irs t -ganerat ion or 
higher recording 

19 
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Bit 15 - "1" "Original" source, such 
a s a c o m m e r c i a l l y 
r e l e a s e d pre-recorded 
d i g i t a l phonorecord 

2. Case a — Laser opt ica l Products/ 

The reverse s i tuat ion i s va l id for laser opt ica l 

products (Category Coda lOOXXXXL), other than compact d i sc players 

compatible with IEC 908 (Category Code 10000000). For l a s e r 

o p t i c a l products in Category Code lOOXXXXL, the L Bit sha l l 

ind icate : 

Bit 15 - "l" First-generation or 
higher recording 

Bit 15 • "0" "Original" recording, 
such as a commercially 

. released pre-recorded 
compact disc 

3. Case 1 — Digital Receivers 

For Digital Receivers (Category Codes 001XXXXL and 

0111XXXL), Bit 15 always shall be set as "0"; except for receivers 

for Electronic Audio Software Delivery, for which the L Bit shall 

indicate: 

Bit IS - "0" ..Generation status information 
transmitted as "original" 
material 

Bit IS « "1" Generation status information 
transmitted as for non-original 
material, or no generation 
status information transmitted 

4. esse 4 — Digital Signal Miners 

Where a single digital audio output signal results 

from the combination of more than one digital audio input signal: 

Bit IS - a0" Ona or mora of those 
constituent digital audio input 

m 
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signals over which copyright 
protection has been asserted is 

- first-generation or higher 

Bit IS - "la All other cases. 

9. Braentlaa Case 

The L Bit has no seaning for A/D converters for 

analog signals that do not include status information concerning 

the C Bit and the L Bit (ixA*., A/D converters in Category Coda 

OllOOXXX) and coxpact disc players in Category Cod* 10000000. 

IX 
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ZZ. SERIAL COPY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOB OAR DEVICES AMD 
HOM-FBOrEBglOMAt MODEL DAT RECORDERS 

The intention of SCMS is generally to prevent DAR devices from 

making second-generation or higher "serial" digital recordings of 

"original" digital audio material over which copyright protection 

has been asserted through SCMS. SCMS does not prevent the making 

of a first-generation recording of such "original" digital audio 

material. As future technologies permit, SCMS may limit the 

digital recording by a DAR device of analog audio material over 

which copyright protection has been asserted to the making of only 

first-generation digital copies. However, because present 

technology does not identify whether analog audio material is 

protected by copyright, SCMS will not prevent the making of first 

and second-generation digital copies of such material. SCMS will 

not restrict digital recording of material carrying an indication 

through SCMS that copyright protection has not been asserted. SCMS 

does not apply to professional model products as defined under the 

Act. 

A. General Principles for 8CM8 Implementation In DAR Devices 

To implement the functional characteristics of SCMS in DAR 

devices, whether presently known or developed in the future, the 

following conditions must be observed: 

1. A digital audio recording medium shall be capable of 

storing an indication of: 

(a) Whether or not copyright protection is beinc 

asserted over the audio material being sent via the interface and 

stored on the DAR medium; and, 

23 
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(b) Whether or not tha generation atatus of the audio 

aaterial being aent via tha interface and atorad on tha OAR medium 

la original. 

2. If the digital audio interface format being aent to and 

read by a DAR device haa discrete modes for professional aa veil aa 

nonprofessional purposes, tha DAR device shall distinguish 

accurately the professional or nonprofessional atatus of tha 

Interface aignal. 

3. If tha interface format haa a discrete node for sending 

data other than audio material, the DAR device shall distinguish 

accurately whether or not the interface signal containa audio 

material. 

4. A OAR device capable of receiving and recording digital 

audio signals shall observe the following rulesi 

(a) Audio material over which copyright is assarted via 

SCMS and whose generation status is original is permitted to be 

recorded. An indication that copyright is asserted over the audio 

material contained in the aignal and that tha generation status of 

the recording is first generation shall be recorded on the media. 

(b) Audio material over which copyright is not assarted 

via SCMS may be recorded, without regard to generation atatus. An 

indication that copyright is not asserted shall be recorded on tha 

media. 

(c) Audio material over which copyright is asserted via 

SCMS and whose generation atatus is not original shall not be 

recorded. 

*3 
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5. DAR media s h a l l s tore the copyright and generation status 

information as described herein during recording in a manner that 

the information can be accurate ly read. 

6. Devices that are capable of reading or ig ina l recordings 

and/or DAR media, and that are capable of sending d i g i t a l audio 

s i g n a l s that can be recorded by a DAR device, s h a l l accurately read 

the copyright and generation s ta tus information from the media and 

accurate ly send the information. 

7 . DAR devices sha l l not be capable of recording digital 

audio s i g n a l s transmitted in a professional d i g i t a l audio interface 

format. 

8 . DAR devices having a nonprofessional d i g i t a l audio 

i n t e r f a c e s h a l l rece ive and accurately send the copyright and 

generat ion s ta tus information. 

9 . Profess ional devices that are capable of sending audio 

information in a nonprofessional d i g i t a l audio interface format 

s h a l l send SCKS information as implemented for that format. 

However, nothing s h a l l prevent professional devices and/or 

recording profess iona l s engaged in a lawful business from setting 

SCKS information according t o the needs of recording professionals. 

10. D ig i ta l audio s ignals that are capable of being recorded 

by a DAR device but that have no information concerning copyright 

and/or generation s tatus sha l l be recorded by the DAR device so 

t h a t the d i g i t a l copy i s copyright asserted and original generation 

s t a t u s . 

24 
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11. If tha algnal i s capabla of being racordad by a OAR 

davlca and tha intarfaca format requires an indication of tha typa 

of davlca sanding tha signal via tha intarfaca, than tha davica 

shall sand tha most accrurata and specific daslgnation applicabla to 

that davicai for example, "Category Codes" aa aat forth in Part Z 

with reference to the IEC 9S8 nonprofessional interface. 

12. Except as may be provided pursuant to Section 1022(b) (4) 

of Subchapter C of the Act, a DAR device that i s capable of 

converting analog input signals to be recorded in digital format 

shall indicate that tha digital copy i s copyright assarted and 

original generation status. 

13. (a) If tha digital audio portion of an interface signal 

format i s recordable by a "pre-existing" type of DAR device, i . e . . 

one that was distributed prior to the distribution of the Interface 

signal format, then the signal format shall Implement the rules of 

SCMS so that the pre-existing DAR device will act upon the rulea of 

SCMS applicable to that DAR device. 

(b) If a type of DAR device i s capabla of recording the 

digital audio portion of signals sent by a pre-existing digital 

audio interface device, then the DAR device shall implement the 

rules of SCMS so that the DAR device will act upon the rulea of 

SCKS applicable to the format of that pre-existing digital audio 

interface device. 

(o) If a digital audio interface device is capabla of 

translating a signal from one interface format to another, then tht 

as 
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device a l so sha l l accurately translate and send the SCMS 

Information. 

B. ffWIffirr if Mandatory flCMS Specifications for DAT Recorder 

SCMS, to be implemented for DAT machines, requires that a DAT 

machine must play-back and/or record specif ic Inaudible data in a 

par t i cu lar locat ion on a DAT tape . According to IEC documents "IEC 

60A(CO)130 Part l : Digi ta l Audio Tape Cassette System (DAT) 

Dimensions and Characteristics" and "IEC 60A(CO)136 Part 6: Serial 

copy management system for consumer audio use DAT recorders' , that 

part i cu lar locat ion on the d i g i t a l audio tape cons i s t s of tvo b i t s 

known as "subcode ID6 in the main ID in the main data area" 

("ID6"). 

- 1 . 8CMS Operation OTien Having a DAT Tana 

With respect to the play-back function, a DAT machine that i s 

connected to a DAT recorder can provide d ig i ta l audio output 

s i g n a l s v ia a nonprofessional interface. In that circumstance, the 

DAT play-back machine functions as a dig i ta l audio interface device 

t h a t must provide channel s ta tus data conforming t o the general 

p r i n c i p l e s and spec i f i cat ions s e t forth in Part I . SCMS as 

implemented for the IEC 958 nonprofessional interface format 

requires that when a DAT tape i s played back, the DAT play-back 

machine reads the information from ID6 on the tape and then sends 

the corresponding channel s ta tus data (concerning Bit 3 "the C Bit" 

and Bit IS "the L Bit"), along with the Category Code for a DAT 

machine, in i t s d ig i ta l audio output signal. The channel status 

24 
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data to be sent in response to the various settings of ID6 are as 

follow*! 

1. Where IDS is set as "00", copyright protection has 

not been asserted over the material under SCMS. In response to 

ID6, the digital audio signal output of the OAT will provide the C 

Bit set as "1" and tha L Bit set as "0". 

2. Where ZD6 is set as "10", copyright protection has 

been asserted over the material under SCHS and the recording is not 

"original". In response to 106, the digital audio output signal of 

the DAT will provide the C Bit set as "0" and the L Bit set as "0". 

3. Where ID6 is set as "11", copyright protection has 

been asserted over the material under SCMS and the recording is 

"original". In response to 106, the digital audio output signal of 

the OAT will provida tha C Bit set as "0" and tha L Bit set as "l". 

3. BCMs Operation When Recording en DAT Taae 

With respect to the recording function, SCMS governs the 

circumstances and manner in which a OAT recorder may record a 

digital audio input signal. A OAT recorder Implementing SCMS 

information being sent in the IEC 9SS nonprofessional interface 

format must be capable of acknowledging the presence or absence of 

specific channel status information being sent to the DAT recorder 

via its digital audio input. The DAT recorder then responds to 

that channel status information by either preventing or permitting 

the recording of that digital audio input signal. Xfr-c«sprdlng is 

permitted, the DAT machine records speciflo codes In IDS on the 

tape, so that when the tape is played back, the DAT machine will 
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Issue the correct channel status data In Its digital audio output 

signal. The settings of ID6 to be recorded in response to 

particular IEC 998 channel status bit information are as follows: 

1. Where the C Bit of the digital audio input signal is 

set as "0" (copyright protection asserted), the DAT recorder shall 

not record the input, except in three circumstances: (a) where the 

input is original material and the digital audio input signal comes 

from one of the products on the "Category Code White List" (section 

D below); (b) where the digital audio input signal contains an 

undefined Category Code (in which case only one generation of 

recording is permitted); or, (c) where the digital audio input 

signal comes from a product with a defined Category Code but the 

product currently is not capable of transmitting information 

regarding copyright protection (in which case, two generations of 

copying are possible). In circumstances (a) and (b) above, the DAT 

recorder will record "10" in ID6 to prevent further copying. In 

circumstance (c) above, the DAT recorder will record "11" in ID6 

for the first-generation copy. 

2. Where the C Bit of the digital audio input signal is 

set as "1" (no copyright protection asserted or not copyrighted), 

the DAT recorder will record "00" in 106, and unlimited generations 

of copying will be permitted. 

3. Where the C Bit of the digital audio input signal 

fluctuates between "0" and "X" at a rate of between 4-10 Ht, the 

signal Is coming from a compact disc player compatible with IEC 908 

(Category Code 10000000) which plays back a compact disc that is 
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not an "original" and that contains material ovor which copyright 

protection has boon assorted. Ths DAT recorder shall not rscord in 

this circumstance. 

4. Ths condition "01" in ID« has boon assigned no 

aaaning within SCMS. Therefore, to provont circumvention of SCHS, 

ths DAT recorder shall not record "01" in ZDe on the tape. 

C. Mandator* aaaclfloations—£or. nroHMatlM BCMS 1B P» T 

"°«rt"' '• t"o " « •»• >oraat 

X. Mandator* Standards for Digital Audio Output Signal. 

a. category Code Bit IS (the »v Blt> 

All non-professional model DAT recorders having a XEC 998 

interface shall provide the Category Code "1100000L" in the channel 

statua bits of ths XBC 9S8 digital audio output signal. Ths status 

of the L Bit of the Category Code shall be provided in the digital 

audio output signal of the DAT recorder as follows, in accordance 

with the status of XD«i 

— When XD6 is "00", the digital audio output signal shall 
indicate in the L Bit of the Category Code that the 
output source is either a first-generation or higher DAT 
tape recorded from an "original" source, or an "original" 
commercially released prerecorded DAT tape of material 
over which copyright protection is not bsing asserted 
under SCMS. Xn either of these cases, the L Bit shall be 
set as "0", and the complete Category Code would be 
"11000000". 

— When IDC is "10", the digital audio output signal shall 
indicate in the L Bit of the Category Code that the 
output source is a first-generation or higher DAT tape 
recorded from an "original" source fl.a.. L Bit - "0"). 
The complete Category Code in this case would be 
"11000000". 

When IDs is "11", the digital audio output signal shall 
indicate la the L Bit of the Category Code that ths 
output source is an "original" source, such as a 
commercially released prerecorded DAT tape fl.a.. L Bit 
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- "1"). The complete Category Code in this case would be 
"11000001". 

b. Bit a (the "C" Bit) 

All non-professional model DAT recorders having an IEC 

958 nonprofessional interface shall provide an output code in the 

C Bit in the channel status bits of the IEC 958 digital audio 

output signal. The C Bit shall be applied in the digital audio 

output signal as follows, in accordance with the status of ID6: 

When ID6 is "00", the C Bit shall be set as "l". 

When ID6 is "10" or "11", the C Bit shall be set as "0". 

2. Mandatory Speolflcatlons for Recording Function* 

SCMS with respect to recording functions performed by a 

nonprofessional model DAT recorder receiving digital audio input 

signals in the IEC 958 nonprofessional interface format shall be 

implemented as follows: 

1. Digital audio input signals in which the C Bit is set as 

"0" shall not be recorded, except for the cases specified below in 

paragraphs 2, 4 and 5. 

2. A DAT recorder may record a digital audio input signal in 

which the C Bit is set as "0", where the Category Code of the 

signal is listed in .the "Category Code White List." The DAT 

recorder shall record "10" in ID6 on the tape in this case. 

3. For digital audio input signals in which the C Bit is set 

as "1", the DAT recorder shall record "00" in ID6 on the tape 

except for those cases specified below in paragraphs 4 and 5. 
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4. For digital audio input signals that contain Category Code 

information that is not defined in this document, the OAT recorder 

shall record "10" in 106, regardless of the status of the C Bit or 

the L Bit. 

5. For digital audio input signals originating froa a source 

Identified as an A/0 converter with the Category Code "01100XXL", 

or froa other sources such as froa A/0 converters with the Category 

Code for "General" ("00000000") , the DAT recorder shall record "11" 

in 106, regardless of the status of the C Bit or the L Bit. This 

requirement shall be applied to digital input signals that do not 

contain source Information of the original signal before 

digitization, JU3J.# an A/0 converter that does not deliver source 

information. 

6. For digital Input signals originating froa an A/0 

converter with the Category Code "0110UOCL", which can deliver 

original source Information concerning the C Bit and L Bit even if 

the source is in analog format, the requirement stated above in 

paragraph 5 shall not be applied. The "Category Code White List" 

includes this Category Code. 

7. A DAT tape of "original" generation status over which 

copyright protection has been asserted shall contain "11" in IDS. 

A DAT tape of "original" generation status over which no copyright 

protection has been asserted shall contain "00" in ID6. 

8. A DAT recorder shall not record digital audio input 

signals where the C Bit alternates between "0" and "1" at a 

frequency of between 4 and 10 Hx and the Category Code is for a 
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Compact disc digital audio signal ("10000000"), as in the case of 

digital audio input signals froa recordable or erasable compact 

discs that are not "original" and that contain material over which 

copyright protection has been asserted. 

9. A non-professional model DAT recorder shall not record 

digital audio input signals sent froa a professional interface, 

I.e.. where channel status Bit 0 is set as "1". 

10. The condition "01" in ID6 is not to be used. 

11. Category codes and the. C Bit included in the channel 

status information of digital audio input signals being sent to or 

by a DAT recorder shall not be deleted or modified and shall be 

monitored continuously and acted upon accordingly. 

D. "CATEOORY COPR WHIM hTB1» 

100XXXX0 Laser optical product 

010XXXX1 Digital-to-digital converter and signal processing 
devices 

110XXXX1 Magnetic tape and disk based product 

001XXXX0 Receivers of digitally encoded audio transaissions 
and with or without video signals 

0111XXX0 

101XXXX1 Musical instruments 

01101XX1 Future A/0 converter (with status information 
concerning the C Bit and L Bit) 

0001XXX1 Solid state memory based media products 

00000011 Experimental products not for commercial sale 

sa 
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PAST ZZZ. APPLICATION OF BCM8 III DAT RECORDERS IMPLEMEHTIHO 
THE IEC *8« IHTBRJTACE 

The following-charts apply and correlate those codes that are 

mandated under the Act to implement SCHS in non-professional model 

DAT recorders having an IEC 9S8 nonprofessional Interface, in those 

situations contenplated by these standards. The columns in each of 

these charts identify the following informations 

The "Signal Source" column describes the type of product 

sending the digital audio signal to a DAT recorder. 

The three columns under the heading "Digital Audio Input 

Signal," l̂ flj., the signal sent to the DAT recorder, Identify the 

correct channel status information.in the C Bit, Category Code Bits 

8-14 and the L Bit, respectively, which correspond to each product. 

(In each case, Bit 0 will be "0" to indicate that the signal is 

being sent in the IEC 938 nonprofessional interface format, and Bit 

1 will be "0" to indicate that the signal consists of audio data.) 

The next three columns under the heading "DAT Recorder 

Response" identify the response of the DAT recorder to the 

corresponding digital audio input signal. The column "ID6"' 

specifies the code that the DAT recorder will record on the tape in 

ID6 in response to the digital audio input signal. The last two 

columns set forth the correct channel status Information in the C 

Bit and L Bit that are sent in the digital audio output signal of 

a DAT recorder in response to the setting of ID6. 

Each of the appropriate codes is set forth in the cases 

described below: 
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Caae l i Where copyright protection haa been aaaarted over the digital 
audio input, and tha sourca of the input i s "original' material 
(Only first-generation recording permitted)t 

Signal Sourca 

Lasar optical 
D/D converter 
Magnetic prod. 
Musical Inatrua. 
Futura A/D conv. 
Digital Receiver 
Digital Receiver 
Experimental 
Solid atata dav. 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Category coda 
(Bits 8-14) 

lOOXXXX 
OlOXXXX 
llOXXXX 
101XXXX 
OllOlXX 
OOIXXXX 
OlllXXX 
0000001 
OOOIXXX 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 

DAT Recorder Response 

ID6 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

I bit 
(Bit IS) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

case It Where copyright protection haa not been assarted ovar tha 
digi tal audio input, and tha source of tha input i s "original* 
material (rlrst-generation and above recording permitted) i 

Signal Source 

Lasar Optical 
D/D convartar 
Magnetic prod. 
Musical Inatrua. 
Future A/D conv. 
Digital Receiver 
Digital Receiver 
Experimental 
Solid state dav. 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 3) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Category code 
(Blta 8-14) 

lOOXXXX 
OlOXXXX 
llOXXXX 
101XXXX 
OllOlXX 
OOIXXXX 
OlllXXX 
0000001 
OOOIXXX 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 

DAT Recorder Response 

IDS 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

C Bit 
(Bit 3) 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

84 
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Caaa It Hhara copyright protaction haa baan aaaartad ovar tha digital 
audio Input, and tha aourca or tha Input to tha OAT racordar la 
not 'original* material (Ho recording permitted)i 

Signal Sourca 

Lasar Optical 
0/D convartar 
Magnatlc prod. 
Kualcal Inatrua. 
Putura A/0 conv. 
Cxperlmantal 
Solid atata dav. 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Category coda 
(Bits 8-14) 

lOOXXXX 
OlOXXXX 
llOXXXX 
101XXXX 
OllOlXX 
0000001 
OOOIXXX 

L bit 
(Bit 19) 

1 • 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

DAT Recorder Response 

106 

— 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

-

L bit 
(Bit 19) 

-

Case 41 Hhara copyright protaction has not been asserted over tha 
digital audio input, and tha aourca of tha input to the OAT 
recorder is not "original" material (Second-generation and abov. 
recording permitted)t 

Signal Source 

Lasar Optical 
D/D converter 
Magnetic prod. 
Musical Inatrua. 
Future A/0 conv. 
Experimental 
Solid atata dav. 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Category coda 
(Blta 8-14) 

lOOXXXX 
OlOXXXX 
llOXXXX 
101XXXX 
OllOlXX 
0000001 
OOOIXXX 

L bit 
(Bit 19) 

1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

DAT Recorder Response 

IDS 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

L bit 
(Bit 19) 

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
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case Si Where th* digital audio input signal Includes Category Cod* 
information, but cannot provid* information concaming copyright 
protection of th* source (First- and second-generation recordlr*. 
permitted)i 

Signal Source 

General 
Present A/0 Con. 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

X 
X 

Category cod* 
(Bits 8-14) 

0000000 
OUOOXX 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

0 
X 

DAT Recorder Response 

XM 

11 
11 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

0 
0 

L bit 
(Bit 15) 

1 
1 

Case (i. Where the digital Input signal does not include a defined 
Category Code (First-generation recording permitted) i 

Signal Source 

Undefined 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

X 

Category cod* 
(Bits 8-14) 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

X 

DAT Recorder Response 

IDs 

10 

C Bit 
(Bit 3) 

0 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

0 

Cass 7i Where copyright protection has been asserted over th* digital 
audio input fro* a compact disc that is not an "original" by 
fluctuating the C Bit at a rate between 4-10 Hs (He recording, 
permitted)i 

Signal Source 

CD Player 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 3) 

0/1 

category code 
(Bits 8-14) 

1000000 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

X 

DAT Recorder Response 

ID* 

— 

C Bit 
(Bit 3) 

-

1 bit 
(Bit IS) 

-

}« 
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Caaa •• VRiara tha digital 'aignal tranaaittad to a Digital Raeaivar does 
not includa intonation concerning copyright protaction (Only 
flrat-ganaration recording peraitted)i 

Signal Source 

Digital Receiver 
Digital Receiver 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

0 
0 

Category code 
(Bit* 8-14) 

001XXXX 
0111XXX 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

0 
0 

DAT Recorder Response 

IDS 

10 
10 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

0 
0 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

0 
0 

Case *i Where the digital algnal transaitted to a receiver for 
Electronic Audio Software Delivery provldea generation atatua 
information aa if tha atatua were firat-generatlon or higher (N* 
recording peraitted)I 

Signal Source 

Digital Receiver 
Digital Receiver 

Digital Audio Input Signal 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

0 
0 

Category code 
(Bits 8-14) 

001XXXX 
0111XXX 

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

1 
1 

DAT Recorder Reaponsa 

IDS 

— 

C Bit 
(Bit 2) 

-

L bit 
(Bit IS) 

-

37 
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APPENDIX 5 . - 0 W E N C£ . HUGHES, "DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING: A LOOK 
AT PROPOSED LEGISLATION," NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL, OCTOBER 1,1991 

OUTSIDE COUNSEL 

By Owen C.B. Hughes 

Digital Audio Recording: 
A Look at Proposed Legislation 

CONGRESS is con
sidering a 
ground-breaking 
amendment to 

the Copyright Act1 that 
' will open the consumer 
marketplace to digital au
dio recording technology 
(DART). Because DART 
systems allow users to 
make virtually perfect 
copies of source music, it 
is billion-dollar news for the stagnant 
consumer electronics business. It has 
already attracted considerable atten
tion. At least three DART formats 
nave emerged — Sony is pushing 
both a tape-based system (Rotary 
Head Digital Audio Tape or R-DAT) 
and a newer one based on compact 
disks (the Mini-Disk), while Philips 
has countered with a tape-based sys
tem (Digital Compact Cassette or 
DCC). 

The pending legislation reflects the 
teal news about DART — that it has 
finally won the blessing of the music 
publishing industry after years of op
position. Fearing DART as a formida
ble tool for piracy, most music 
publishers had refused to release ti
tles in the new format. And Sony was 
sued for contributory infringement' 

when, last year, it began 
the XJJS. distribution of its 
R-DAT system, although 
the machines included an 
anti-piracy circuit (the Se-i 
rial Copy Management 
System or SCMS) that al
lows the user to make 

B B T » only first-generation 
Pj5;^iW copies of copyrighted 
JX^^m source material. 

^ ^ ^ The music industry's 
sudden change of heart occurred this 
Jury, in a compromise announced by 
leading groups in the music and con
sumer electronics industries.* The 
DART system vendors agreed to pay 
royalties to music copyright owners 
on sales of DART equipment and 
blank media, and to include the SCMS 
circuit in consumer DART equipment 
In return, all home audio recording 
will be exempt from copyright in
fringement challenge. 

The sponsors of DART quickly 
translated this compromise into com
panion bills S.1623' and H.R. 3204.* 
The bills' prompt appearance, their 
strong bipartisan sponsorship and 
their scope and detail, all reflect the 
importance of Congressional action. It 
is the last, pivotal step in opening uo 
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tinue to cover media uaed only (or 
software, it does not protect dual-use 
media whose "primary" marketing 
emphasis and "most common" actual 
use is to record and play music Thus, 
a royalty will be owed on OAT media 
used (or tape backup ot computer disk 
memory. Perhaps this Is a necessary 
evil, but it seems Ironic that analog 
audio recording tapes — whose only 
real use Is copying music — will es
cape the royalty, while Innocent uses 
of digital audio recording media will 
not 

Interface Device 
Of the three, this definition has per

haps the most distressing Implica
tions. It means "any machine or 
device . . . that supplies a digital au
dio signal through a nonprofessional 
interface."'* This is so broad that, un
less it is somehow restricted by the 
constituent phrases "digital audio sig
nal" and "nonprofessional interface," 
it would extend not only to every 
computer, but to every motherboard. 
every bus and every cable that can 
carry a digital signal about audio-
spectrum information. Surely Con
gress does not intend to regulate 
every piece of wire as a "digital audio 
interface device"? 

But a search for the needed restric
tions is discouraging. The legislation 
does not define "digital audio signal," 
but on any reasonable reading it is not 
sufficiently restrictive. Defining it as, 
say. "a signal that contains informa
tion encoded in digital lorm that, 
when decoded and played through 
appropriate transducers, is perceived -
as sound " is no answer. This doesn't 
limit the Ueflnition of the "interface" 
through which such signals pass. 

As for "nonprofessional interface." 
the legislation merely states that it 
will be defined and described in the 
yet-unwritten "technical reference 

document" This Is not reassuring, 
and not hist because it is a loose 
thread to be tidied up in the Congres
sional committee process. Rather, it is 
very possible that the definition, 
when it appears, will do nothing to 
narrow the reach of "interface." 

Let's take an educated guess at how 
"nonprofessional interface" will be 
defined. The qualifier "nonprofession
al" suggests that only "professional" 
Interfaces will escape the SCMS re
gime. If the technical reference docu
ment uses the restrictive approach 
taken by the legislation lor digital au
dio recording devices seeking the 
"professional model product" exemp
tion," a small set of interfaces will be 
classified as "professional" and by 
default, all others will need to include 
the SCMS circuits. 

Any current attempt to understand 
"digital audio recording interlace" 
therefore ends either in a question 
mark or with the real possibility that 
the SCMS regime will govern every
thing but an elite class of "profession
al" interfaces. It is disappointing and 
disquieting that our best hope lor ac
ceptably limiting the scope of "inter
face" is that a technical fix (or the 
term might emerge as a by-product ol 
describing the dillerence between 
"professional" and "nonprofessional" 
versions. 

Summary 
The impressive superstructure ol 

the legislation rests, it seems, on hall-
developed and perhaps intractable 
ideas. It will take time and expertise to 
refine them into a form acceptable to 
groups such as the computer industry, 
whose livelihood the legislation 
would otherwise inadvertently adect. 
Thus, even if the legislation faces no 
other obstacle, the need to develop 
(air and precise definitions could lock 
the bills in committee for some lime 
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APPENDIX 6.—"DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE DECKS," CONSUMER REPORTS, 
OCTOBER 1990, AT 660-661 

DIGITAL AUDIO 
TAPE DECKS Tfca Sony OT&70O 

After years 
of political 
and legal 

battles, the 
pie comes 
down from 

the sky. 

ndio 
new to tht market tijman 

luun to liffiwin1 DM Ant M yov 
block to ttkt yoat tope coflwttoo 
dftoL roal .fad teuo & ^ 
ucui Mated br tin npsvf cvaf^ 

op to be. TOCF Bate perfect conka 
afcaneact A n tad ottr t boat of 
ILBBUU aot tBBttty tend OB coo* 
veaanul tsttaf recoidcrit u o f r 

Ti t 4«7 OTC-JW • BBBBMBB* 
kti praancl M dBuut,h Sutyt 
tanl rtaBai, b u for SO. The 
Mrir kkasal &•? OTWsa 
part of Sotrt acta, fee dntt takl 
l a s " ' - ' 

What ISBII M I H | T 
U r W s b m b a i 

o m > team jean n Tbdr 

day is nooecâ Dt gtMndon af 
capaa. OAT cualddiwiHb illy the 
apt I iniillII i t l d d t t y 

AinrattadaatAai 

IBBilBof oopin CIS QpBl oopyi 
EvrattKHifbMtaftfvtnMccooo 

fjpaStn hnsot yet tea UDdjtcd 
(Contrao (• f d dttetinf iht 
lnot). Sony Mt ta trfmwn decks 
wMi SCMS fa tee tone. Soct otter 
Cho Sf̂ yaccks boded eo Amcricn 

Bed ink to htk .-fat Bai then 
M t n to bt only t iflfbt ftak that 
Bte oooni wfl bkv 10*00 to sop 
people from buyfog tbeui Outer 

DntOJDi 
Then't M (joodoo tint dVnl 

taptu pradocca birb-qaiO. CD-
Ski raid, la asm wt made «*fa 
tfclllWMi Baajaanettt, Qst 4 M ^ 
capfcd aw dtfkal anput of • toq» 
pact doc pcrted* b payback, 
tat opca an caaadiDir a n of 
tbt l 

U V < 

la aulof tana Ta retort dioat an. 
kaj akjaab la dtpjlbri lom yoa atm 
•at fee bag*' aaanj opon. k cap-
**mtawmCMmaa.4xSm* 
uauufuraad aaj aadoj auk aa 
kan asaad. Then ma onaaOr 
eotaoasat apted nrledoa thai 
•acta oaaae aaaaa aaaenr oa g> 
olboaal caatsc dodo, aaa vtry aV 

CONSUMER REPORTS OCTOaCP. 1MB 
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^ btckground oofee. The deck* 
icjjiuducva high wcouencics so . 
•jcfi tbct you would oot be able to 
frff my OfPlflOnflBi 

Indeed, wo made 10 successive 
'generations of A test utpe ****"* nh 
tbe analog topnts, md (be dyuiuiic 
range and frequency reapooee of 
the 10th tact otB te**di**f»-
craoon 090 mode 00 ecoaventkRial 
cassette deck* Sbxe the SCMS pro-
OBCQOO appose OUST o» corses 03000 
Hi the digital Inputs, oot foe s&slog 
inputs, o v uoding readeri the fine 
over d j g n copying sMficrous. 

We node thooe tests to standard 
mode, much OBITS 0 tope np to too 
boon loo* The decks oho hove A 
lOOfpiey 03000! VUCh 00030000 
converting o tope or IP ooOedtoa 
to DAT uugbt appreciate* ft tarao 
A two*hour tope Into A faurhour 
ooe with fine Atcrifioe to sound 
quality 

• U 0 ASSUreS ADO OD00P00B 0 0 A 

DATdackreMnMettKneotukto 
cassette recorder more msn thooe 
of t cassette deck, ftrheps use most 
useful leotnres far thooe frustitled 
by the lunmsjoos of ooAlog taping 
ore the sbffir/ to go olrcctry to o par* 
tkobr track Aod to program eetso* 
dooA to play many order.Tne&sjs 
coukfart go from track to track quite 
at feet at a CD player, boa they 
could locste any selecooo 00 s two* 
hour tape at wen under A.mhnxte. 
Ooe related future lets you go far* 
ward or bock a apwtfc w w " * of 
nnnutss» Instead of by eelecfJon. 
Another, Music Scan, lets yon 
browse by pitying a few seconds of 
every oetocooo oo the tape* *.. 

Stace merert only ooe type of dlgt 
tal tape, you doot hive to act the 
tape type* at yon do with moot coo* 
vendoool decks. HOT do yoo have to 
•ut • y imien ahart —tftnj f y^flpt. 
log leveL When dsjkaQy copying A 
CD^dechsfauowmeClftlcielB 
perfectly Aod lew analog sources 
would OR me dynamic range evaaV 
able 00 A digital taps, -* ..'•• 

DAT decks afeoteoduce s con
cept that has 00 consnlent hi me 
world of analog ncoxdtafl-^nt of 
• -* | I I M I B I I l l t l l l M H I l l * 
Sasornng cieuiwut SUMUSJ TBOESI 
Trsdlooosi tape decks record as 
audio signal and nothing ens. Bot 
toe nacMow K j w «dd|Md 
remove fsrious commsnds wttbut 
axfeCUUC 0 9 6 rCCOrOEiOg SJSOB> -^ ;.*•-* 

Fbrmn^TQ»citpaU*ddBV 
^Miiiwmt g| ^gf potat'oi ft Ins 
|OB\O ihttdf Hrttdwl wbtt o e 
tape pbv*. te deck « • tfdp o*cr. 
the rot of (hat M k c t a i a d i e to 
ttw ttvt of dw ooEt aekcdoB. tfyoo 
CONSUMER scorns OCTOBER n 

change your nana, yoo ess always 
remove me cornrnino* Inserting 
codes takes a snV 1 mount of one 
and coocenJxiuuo, bot far thooe 
wan {he deifiiiMiadon, this dec* 
ttordcapOcIng oners s whole new. 
way to custunuse recoronsnv ' 

There Is one gutchin the coding 
system mat Sony scniowteoges. 
The deck may lohrake ouiet pos* 
sages to s owslcsl piece far the end 

• of that piece aod mark mat spot at' 
s separate selecooo. That wouldnt 
Affect me selection uses when yon 
play u, but K cooM create nrohkrrns 
when gotagfrom track to track, to 
any case* yoo can remove mete-, 
ssadverteot marks. 

Most of me 5owjr functions are 
uupiAaieu on me remote conrat 
mat comes w n me omLff yon have •. 
a Ssvy CD phwer, yon can aho oss 
the remote control to frnrhronlre 
the CD player and me DAT deck. 

• i J I M I I I l t l l l M g l 
HectrofllcBifAturtrototttreprv> 

dse, but mey doot ne«ssirfly tefl 
you whether hunun cara cam hear 
or appreciate me 'ulOeienoe DO* . 
tween two fiimlt Good ss the 
tostruments 0 9 die sound of DAT 
Ie, chanefs are ttnt nany pesos) 
would find me sound of s good coo*; 
wjnuonai UBJK OBCK gooo ** M , T . 
PocoodfffMwBngBsteoewoippere*. 
corded tapes, mcrew BPJB reajoo to • 
gTveuptbe on tecmioiogy maddV 

. tfaoy flie superior sound of DAT can 
be "***"** by a Bumberof nctora> 
such st me sowislks and oscfe** 
grouod noise of a room or the cjusV 
Iry of fecctver sod apeakers. 

even people who are oeteinuned 
totakxbeDATphingeintywiahto 
hold off A whuet uam prices drop. 
That sterns s sstosa oci uflupt espe* 
dairy u coosumer ueuiattQl it sufir 
d e f l X tO SDSDUUJDft ttSnWOr^OOUCDOQ 
ofDATdecb. 

As anyone who's t**"̂ ** o CD 
phnrer ksows» me oosts of A oew 
sKMotogy dost end w n fine 
fl11*^*1*1** ssekt Moving to wgnsf 
npe may make yoo want to upgrade 
oOocr ports of your sound system 
Onriisflng one CD payer, hT your 
payer, races otgsw OQUBOI unuv. 
Bhnk dglnd tapes coot up to $14 or 
918 apiece* The few prerecordjed 
DAT t^M c a r a f e m O d * c o * 
•BoatMeeMBjddi (ddMoabSoar 
prainco •' sbnfy of cfaMial 
reeordbti fcr $15 eadb). And If yoa 
pbn to pb7 yoor tern hfcbtefc 
recordings to the finouV car sfwn. * 
ph i oa »penAnf vpwmi of $1000 
oo t o r DAT deck. • 
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